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PREFACE

Research, design and construction activities in the repair and retrofit of structures
for earthquake resistance both in Japan and the United States have been increasing
rapidly over the last decade. One way to maximize the benefits of research and
experiences of others is to share them at an early stage of development and discuss
alternative approaches and techniques. This was the purpose of the US/Japan Co
operative Research Program in Earthquake Engineering on Repair and Retrofit of
Structures sponsored by the National Science Foundation through grant number
CEE-7816730 to The University of Michigan.

A series of three seminars (May, 1980 in Los Angeles; May, 1981 in Sendai and
Tsukuba, Japan; and May, 1982 in San Francisco) were held to share and discuss
research results and field experiences. The Proceedings of these three seminars have
been published in three volumes. A fourth volume contains an English translation of
several Japanese reports on evaluation of earthquake resistance of existing buildings
prepared for Shizuoka Prefecture as part of their Earthquake Hazard Reduction
Program.

The financial support of the National Science Foundation, and the personal efforts
by Dr. John B. Scalzi, NSF Program Manager, in establishing this program; the
contributions of Mihran S. Agbabian and James Warner in organizing the Los An
geles meeting and field trip; and the contributions of Loring A. Wyllie, JL and Oris
H. Degenkolb in organizing the San Francisco meeting and field trip are sincerely
appreciated. The meeting and field trip in Japan was organized by Dr. Makoto
Watabe and by Dr. Masaya Hirosawa who receive the sincere thanks and appre
ciation of all US participants.

The opinions, findings, conclusions and recommendations expressed in these vol
umes are those of the individual contributors and do not necessarily reflect the views
of the NSF or other private or governmental organizations.

Robert D. Hanson
Ann Arbor, Michigan
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INTRODUCTION

In 1978 Japan formulated the Large-Scale Earthquake Counter
measures Act which outlines the basic steps required of the national,
prefectural and local governments once an area has been designated
an "intensified area" (that is, an area that can expect significant
damage. Reinforcing buildings, lifelines and other structures
which are likely to receive great damage are part of these required
steps.

Shizuoka Prefecture is in the Tokai intensified area and has
initiated many efforts to prepare for the impending earthquake.
The documents included in this volume are the direct result of these
efforts. Shizuoka Prefecture commissioned the preparation of
reports and manua~s necessary to assist in the identification and
evaluation of hazardous buildings and recommendations for their
retrofit and strengthening. The original documents (in Japanese)
were made available to the us Government. The Department of Housing
and Urban Development had these documents translated into English.
From the documents provided those included in this volume were
selected as being of the most interest to the us structural engi
neering professionals.

The opinions, findings, conclusions and recommendations
expressed herein are those of the individual contributors and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the NSF or other private or
governmental organizations. The accuracy of the translations have
not been verified and may not necessarily reflect the opinions,
findings, conclusions and recommendations of the individual contribu
tions.

Our sincere appreciation is extended to the original contribu
tors, and to officials of Shizuoka Prefecture and HUD for providing
the documents included in this volume.
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EARTHQUAKE CONTROL GUID~INES JiDR BUILDING INSTALLATIONS

In Shizuoka prefecture, potential occurrences of Tokai earthquakes

originating in the vicinity of Suruga Bay are being discussed. Attempts are being

made by this prefecture to promote systematic measures to control earthquakes from

various angles as the most important program to be enforced.

Even earthquakes which originated in the sea near Oshima in Izu Islands

and in the sea off the shore of Miyagi prefecture caused numerous damages to build

ing installations, such as, collapsing of boilers, destruction of water tanks on

the roof of bUildings and breakdown of elevators.

Damage to building installations such as elevators, coolers, water tar~s,

boilers, etc. can cause a cut in the water supply, blackouts and suspension of

elevator services if they are slightly pushed out of perfect alignment or their

accesaries or parts are damaged. Buildings loose functions and daily lives are

impeded after earthquakes. Furthermore, long time and large expenses are spent

for restoration.

1,o[e have asked Assistant Professor Sakamoto of the University of Tokyo

to research seismic designs, conduct a diagnostic examination of existing installa

tions for earthquake resistance and study reinforcement methods, in order to design

building installations more resistant to earthquakes. The guidlines we present

at this time are prepared based upon the results of his research efforts.

I hope you will utilize this publication and make an earnest effort

to make building installations more earthquake resistant.

April 1980

Shizuoka Prefecture
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1. POLICY FOR PREPARATION OF THE PRESENT GUIDELINES

The guidelines describe earthquake control for building installations,

and are prepared in line .Iith the follooring points.

i) Systematic and coherent earthquake control of installations is

emphasized, which can be achieved by giving thought to both the earthquake resiltance

of individue~ machinery, equipment and piping installations, and comprehensive

earthquake resistance which puts the former in perspective in respect to the entire

building.

ii) Views expressed and results obtained by related programs implemented

in the past or being in effect at present through public, academic and private

sectors were referred to as necessary in order to avoid conflicts as much as

possible.

On the other hand, it is recommended to pay heed to the following details when

interpreting or making use of the contents of the guidelines.

i) It is desirable that related programs currently in progress in various
. - ~ -

fields be referred to for detail at your convenience whenever the results of the

programs are made available.

ii) In implementing the control measures presented in these guidelines,

it is necessary to examine fully the adequacy from the special conditions under

which each building concerned is placed, the economical feasibility and the technical

adoptability of the equipment itself.
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II. SEISMIC DESIGNS Al'ID IMPROVEMENTS FOR BUIDLING INSTALLATIONS

1. CONCEPT AND PROCEDURE

The guidelines interpret seismic designs and improvements to imply widely

applicable earthquake countermeasures which include not only hard matters limited to,

for inctance, the dynamic strength of machinery, equipment and piping installations

but also what is so called soft control.

Seismic designs such as tr~s, in a broad sense, are configured in accordance

with the systematic procedures shown in Figure 2.1.

Likewise, when improving the earthquake resistance of building installations

in a broad sense a problem (weakpo1ng) will be detected through the systematic

procedures in the same table as described above, and the most efficient idea will

be first implemented in consideration of the efficiency (expense required for

improvements and the magnitude of the results) to be achieved after improvements.

2. ASSUMPTION OF SEIstlIC MOTIONS A1W DESIGN EARTHQUAKE LOAD

As the first step of the systematic approach to earthquake resistant

designs and improvements for building installations, seismic motions shall be assumed.

The seismic motions will be determined theoretically by the magnitude of the

earthquakes, the hypocentral distance and the ground concli tions. The trend of recent

years pertaining to the earthquake resistant design methods that govern main structures

generally takes into considerations the two or more levels of seismic motions

assumable at the construction site of the building concerned.

a. Strong Seismic Motions: strong seismic motions that rarely occur.

b. Moderate Seismic Motions: Moderate seismic motions that occur once in

a while.

As will be described in section 11-5, seismic designs of main structures

aim to achieve a resistance level high enough to incur hardly any damages by moderate

A2



Figure 2.1--key

1. stage of earthquake and its damage

2. stage of requirements

3. stage of seismic designs

4. assumption of seismic motions

5. assumption of earthquake damages

6. preconditions

7. establishment of required earthquake resistance level

8. establishment of importance factor

9. seismic plan

10. mechanical designs

11. compensating designs

12. use of buildings

13. factor for main structure

14. structure calculation

15. main structure

16. required earthquake resistance level for main structures

17. structure plan

18. escape plan

19. strong seismic motions

20. type of functions

21. loss of functions

22. required earthquake resistance level for functional systems

23. operational conditions

24. substitution system

25. moderate seismic motions

26. surrounding conditions

27. required earthquake resistance level for individual machinery and

equipment

28. maintenance of functions

29. secondary damages

30. factor for individual machinery and equipment

31. arrangement plan

32. substitution machinery and equipment

33. installation strength
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34. stage of earthquake load

35. establishment of design seismic motions

36. behaviors of buildings

37. behaviors of maChinery and equipment

38. design load of machinery and equipment

seismic motions of IIb li and to withstand destruction by strong seismic motions of

lI aH. The New Seismic Design Method (regulation) requires a 2 step calculation

check for certain buildings (structures).

Since it is difficult to render a 2 step check for seismic designs for

building installations in the same manner as Yill
o

be rendered for main structures,

ideally 2 levels of seismic motions are assumed as described above. However,

it is the recent general trend to think of single level seismic motions in designing.

Concrete values will be discussed in Chapter V, but if you insist, the level

considered in designing can be said closer to the level of strong seismic motions

After the level of the seismic motions is set as above, it is necessary

to present these seismic motions as the design seismic motions'in 'order to create

seismic designs in a narrow sense. The latest trend in seismic designs for main

structures generally sets up this as the "design (seismic motion) sp~ctrall. This

Hdesign spectrall has already talcen into consideration the response (behavior) of

buildings, and the earthquake input into the machinery, equipment and piping

installations can be determined based upon this spectrum.

Nevertheless, ground properties and the oscillation characteristics

(proper period, .proper oscillation form, damping constant) of the main structures

must be assessed in regard to individual buildings for the determination of the

earthquake input into machinery and equipment installations. Since assessment of

this sort will be encountered with various difficulties, we would like to express

uniformally the input (floor response, floor seismic intensity) values by showing

the seismic intensity as is often practiced in the seismic designs for installations,

A4



according to the ratio of the installation height (story) of the machinery and

equipment concerned to the total height of the building. Values in detail .Jill

be described in' Chapter V.

3. ASSUMPTION OF DAl1AGES

In assuming earthquake damages, we will think of potential damages extend

ing over a range as wide as possible based upon the past cases of earthquake damages

a....·1d the predic±.ions by the engineers in charge, regardless of the degree of the

earthquake resistivity of the installations about to be designed or reinforced.

This work is necessary to determine whether or not the occurrences of such damages

are permissable when later undertaking the task of "setting a required earthqu~~e

resistance level" (II-5).

An item "main structure ll is included in the system shown in Figure 2.1,

so that seismic designs and improvements for building installations dealt with

in these guidelines can be worked out collectively from the viewpoint of the entire

building. Damages to main structures can be adequately assumed by using common

grading such as, minor damage, moderate damage, major damage and destruction.

In the case of functional losses of installations, these guidelines

include not only the functional losses of individual machinery, equipment and piping

installations but also broadly the loss of functions (for instance, blackout

and cutting of water supply) to be serviced by the integral system of the installa

tions such as the electric system and water supply and drain system. The installa

tion system meant by the latter will be called the "functional system ll (Classifica

tion of the functional systems will be related in section 11-4). Consequently,

the above described "functional losses of installations" can be described as

"destruction of the functional system", and this will be the grounds to decide

upon the "setting of the required earthquake resistance level for the functional

system!! later in section II-5. As reference materials for making such a decision,

conditions of damages to each machine and equipment classified in each functional

system are complied in Chapter III.
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"Secondary damages pertaining to installations fl are the inconvenieJ

incurred in the vicinity of destroyed individual machinery, equipment ~~d pi]

installations, and they are not relatcd tD the presence of the previously de,

"destruction of the installation system fl • Secondary damage is exemplified b;

water spills and flooding due to brol\:en water tad~s (especially flooding of

elevator machine room and suspension of elevator· service due to the broken WI

tanks in penthouses) and leaks and explosions due to the damaged gas pipes.

4. SETTING OF PRECONDITIONS (FUNCTIONAL SYSTD1S AND SURROUNDING CONDITIONS)

For carrying out the "setting of required earthquake resistance le~

to be described in the next section (II-b), it is necessary to establish the

of the building concerned, the type of the functional systems of installatim

and the conditions surrounding the machinery, equipment and piping as preconc

In seismic designs for main structures, the idea to differentiate

the required earthquake resistance levels in correspondence to the use of thE

building concerned is likely to be adopted by means of creating an importancE

in compliance with the use. The use will be usually dividied into groups ace

to the roles to be played by the building concerned during and immediately aj
. . ..

an emergency, the earthquake. Here, the follo~~ng classification is employee

(1) Buildings required (especially) to maintain functions during a

buildings containing large amotmts of hazardOUS materials and 1

which contain a large number of people.

(2) Buildings other t..'lan described in (1) and (3).

(3) Buildings hardly likely to cause human casualties during a dis,

In line with the above described main structures, it is rational tc

seismic designs and improvements also for functional systems of installation~

correspondence to the importance of the functions to be fulfilled by the sysi

concerned. Therefore, here, we have decided to classify functional systems c

installations as shov.n in Table 2.1.

A 6



Concerning the secon1ary damages incurred in conjunction with the de

str~ction of individual machinery, equipment and piping installations, the impact

of the effect of secondary damages can be one of the conditions to determine the

required earthquake resistance level for the individual machinery and equipment

(as will be described later, the required earthquake resistance level will be

put under restraint by another angle in that individual machinery and equipment,

needless to say, are a component which constitutes a part of a functional system).

The impact of the effect of this secondary damage can be influenced by the conditions

around the machinery and equipment. Accordingly, the impact can be judged not only

by the details such as flooding, fire damage, poisoning and suspension of other

machinery and equipment but also by prospects such as the range of space that

can be affected, the use of the room and the functional system to which the machinery

and equipment that cause the damage belong.

5. ESTABLISHMENT OF REQUIRED EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE LEVEL

Assumption of seismic motions, assumption of damages and setting of pre

conditions have been completed in the prior sections. Here, the required earthquake

resistance level will be set based upon theresults obtained in proceeding sections.

This required earthquake resistance level is set in terms of an allowable level

for each damage incurred under each precondition (functional system, surrounding

conditions) relative to each strong and moderate seismic motions.

In reference to the main structure, a comparatively general consensus

is obtained regarding this setting of the required earthquake resistance level.

Contents of the requirement set for buildings of average importance are more or

less as follows, and it is presupposed that this approach will be also followed

in these guidelines.

Strong Seismic Motions: Main structures shall not collapse, and human

lives shall be protected.

Moderate Seismic Motions: Main structures shall not be extensively destroy~

ed, (and of course, human lives shall be pro

tected) •
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Regarding the setting of the required earthquake resistance level for

for functional systems, we hope to make decisions in these guidelines based upon

references to some past cases where' functional systems were reviewed and mutually

compared in respect to the required earthquake resistance level. For instance,

naturally a high level of earthquake resistivity shall be required for an emergency

power source installation which is expected to demonstrate its function particularly

during and immediately after an earthquake, one of the emergencies. On the other

hand, the required earthquake resistance level can be set relatively low for general

office use air conditioners. Also, the required earthquake resistance level for

individual machinery, equipment and piping installations are established primarily

from the three Viewpoints: the required earthquake resistance level for the func

tional systems that contain the said machinery and equipment, importance of the

said machinery and equipment to the said systems arid the impact of the effect of

the secondary damage. (Additionally, it is necessary to consider the degree of

importance according to the use of the building.)

One example of the degree of importance of each functional system and

each piece of machinery, equipment and piping are presented in Table 2. 1.

Table 2.1 Degree of Importance of l<unctional Systems a.'1d ~ajo_r ~achinery and
Equipment Installations
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27. piping

28. others (instruments, bottles)

29. emergency elevator

30. general elevator

31. gas system

32. elevator system

20. boiler

21. refrigerator

22~ cooling tower

23. air conditioning unit

24. package air concli tioning unit
25. radiator

26. duct
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key-l. functional system

2. major machinery and equipment

3. importance factor

4. electric system

5. pover receiving and substation system
6. transformer

7. power board

8. others (relay, main line)

9. emergency power source system

10 .. battery

1'. home generator

12. lighting and light duty system

1.3. lighting

14. light duty (telephone and broadcasting)

1.5. water supply and drain system

16. (elevated) water tank

17. pump

18. piping

19. cooling, heating, air conditioning / ventilating systems



6. ESTABLISHMENT OF IMPORTANCE FACTOR

As one of the specific measures to secure the required earthquake

resistivity for individual machinery, equipment and piping installations, an impor

tance factor will be established. IVhen incorporating the importance factor in

seismic designs, there are, in a broad sense, the following two lines of thought

concerning the nature of the factor"to be incorporated in the designs.

(i) Factor that gives extra (discounted) load values

(ii) Factor that expresses margin (safety ratio) of structures (materials)

The difference between the two relate to the basic approaches to seismic

designs. No matter which thought is adopted, both can eventually bring the same

level of earthquake resistivity for the designed structures. Therefore, we will

not go into the details of this subject, but the explanation below will be carried

assuming that the designs will be made in line with the approach in (i).

Values shown in Table 2.2 are conceivable as an importance factor for

main structures in correspondence to their use listed in section 11-4.

Table 2.2 Importance Factor of Main Structures

use of structures importance factor

( 1) 1.5
(2) 1.0

(3) 0.7

Values shown in Table 2.3 are conceivable as an importance factor of

individual machinery, equipment and piping installations which are classified

into A, B and C from the viewpoint described in section II-4.

Table 2.3 Importance Factor of Machinery, Equipment and Piping

Machinery, Equipment and Piping

A

B

C
A 10

importance factor

1.0

0.7



7. SEISMI C PLAN

The first step of seismic designs is to formulate a seismic plan that

will measure up to the prescribed required earthquake resistance level.

In case of the main structure, so called a structural plan is equivalent

to this, but an evacuation plan will be, in a slightly broad sense, included in

this discussion.

The seismic plan pertaining to functional systems determines operational

conditions regarding the maintenance of functions during and immediately after

an earthquake. Another task is to determine Yhich functional systems need a

substitution system. The folloYing are the feaSible types of operational conditions.

i) Totally earthquake resistant type

ii) Earthquake control automatic reinstating type

iii) Earthquake control manual reinstating type

iV) others

The seismic plan for individual machinery, equipment and piping instal

lations primarily concerns the arrangement plan which decides the location (especially

the story) for installation, selection of machinery and equipment and choosing

of machinery and equipment support methods from the seismic point of view.

8. MECHANICAL DESIGNS

In this section, designs, in a narrow sense, based upon calculations

and experiments, yill be described. This can be considered a control before the

fact in contrast to compensating designs that serve as a control after the fact to

be described in the next section.

The mechanical design of a main structure entails so called structure

calculations.
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This section of "mechanical designs" is not necessary for functional

systems. Mechanical designs required of the functional systems for the purpose

of earthquake resistance will be provided as mechanical designs for individual

machinery, equipment and piping to be described In this section. The mechanic~

designs for individual machinery, equipment and piping are divided into the following

two main categories.

i) Function Maintenance Designs for the Machinery Proper: This concerns

mechanical designs, and manufacturers are responsible for them. Consequently,

construction companies are required to make special specifications relating to

the earthquake resistivity of individual machinery and equipment based upon the

design load, importance factor, operational conditions, etc. Since the function

maintenance designs for the machinery and equipment proper are, as described above,

produced by the manufacturers' side, it is desirable that a special specification

shall be prepared and machinery and equipment that meet the specification shall be

used as far as new machinery and equipment installations are concerned.

Even now, makers display guarantee limit against external forces such

as vibrations for some products. But the values presented include a certain safety

factor, and they are in some cases lower than the value of an external force that

can be actually borne. Evidentally, it is necessary to receive confirmation from
. - ..

manufactu~ers that functions can be maintained at a considerably higher probability

than the special specification values, although it is not necessarily required

that this guarantee limit values should exceed the special specification values.

The following are, for instance, conceivable as special specifications.

"Functions shall not fail under an oscillation of sine waves with a

dg (refer to section V-3, d is the design seismic intensity on the floor where

the machinery and equipment are installed) acceleration amplitude and a 1-5 Hz

frequency" •

Incidentally, it is preferable to make special mention jointly with matters

effective for the improvement of earthquake resistivity after simple modifications,

such as, "In case of equipment with a door like a cubicle type, specify those
ji
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which come with a lock on the door. II

ii) D;m&'llic Designs for Parts and Pedestals of Machinery, Equipment and

Piping: This determines materials and types of casings, support materials, frame

materials, pedestals and foundations, and also deterwines the required sections.

Some may overlap those in IIi) 11. Constructors and manufacturers must get together

for adjustment, but what is more important is that both sides should cooperate

~~d investigate lest something may be carelessly overlooked.

Refer to Chapter V for concrete methods.

9. CDHPENSATING DESIGNS

It is essential to formulate in advance a control after the fact in

case the control before the fact ends up in failure, from the standpoint of fail

safe thinking. Of course, this will not apply to functional systems and individual

machinery and equipment with a low required earthquake resistance level.

In respect to the main structures, deciding on evacuation methods is

equivalent to compensating designs.

Compensating designs for functional systems propose substitution systems

that can render services in lieu of the destructed functional systems. For example,

emergency power source installations can be considered as a substitution system

to an electric receiving and substation installation.

The following two different methods can be cited as compensating designs

for individual machinery, equipment and piping.

i) Spare machinery and equipment Iolhich can render the same services as

the damaged machinery and equipment, shall be ready for use.

ii) An emergency repair system shall be established.
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III. ACTUAL CONDITIONS OF DAMAGES AND PROBLEMS

1. ELECTRI CAL SYSTEMS

(l)Electric Receiving and Substation System (Including Main Line Installations)

i) Transformers

Concerning the electric receiving and substation system, transformer

damage is outstanding. Damages characteristic in that the transformer proper

shifts and breaks its wiring contacts, occur frequently.

Cubicle power sw~tchboards and power boards were damaged relatively less.

A few cases of damages to relays, disconnecting switches and circuit breakers

are reported to have occurred during the Kanto Earthquake, the ~iigata Earthquake

and the San Fernando Earthquake but not during the Miyagi Prefecture Offshore

Earthquake.

The major cause of the damage to transformers can be the use of improper

installation (bearing) methods. Those which had not been fixed on a floor largely

shifted, and in some cases transformers also shifted by slipping or breaking of

bolts even if they had been fastened, due to a deficiency in the strength of the

belts.

Transformers come with various efficiencies and in various ~orms, but

they are all relatively heavy and shaped with a high center of gravity. Transformers

can be easily shifted or turned over by strong seismic motions unless they are

firmly fastened.

Generally, transformers are fixed to a floor by means of channel materials

but many of them are unstable and their upper section can readily vibrate.

ii) Others

In the San Fernando Etlrthquake, there was a case where a generator did

not start during the blackout due to an operational error of a relay. There was
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also a case associated with the Miyagi Offshore Earthquake where a generator stopped

because it was unable to change over due to a breakdown of a transformer in the

cubicle. These incidents indicate that the possible dc~age to the electric

receiving and substation system will affect emergency power source installations.

(note) It is desirable that the electric receiving and substation system associated

\ath the installations in the buildings of electric companies be in com

pliance with Seismic Control Guidelines JEAG 5003-1980 for electric systems

such as those in substations".

(2) Emergency Power Source System

i) Batteries

Only a few cases of damages to batteries were reported in connection

with the Hiyagi Prefecture Offshore Earthquake. Hovever, with the Tokachi Offshore

Earthquake and the Niigata Earthquake, many such cases were reported.

The damage description of the majority of the cases refer to broken

contacts of electrolytic cells and wiring, caused by the shifted or turned over

batteries which had not been fastened. Other reported damages are simply shifting

of pedestals and electrolytic cells in the cubicles and damaged pedestals and

cubicles. These incidents were attributable to the pedestals and electrolytic

cells which had not been fastened or imporperly fastened to the floor. Cubicle

type batteries were also damaged when cubicle containers were not stabilized or

stabilizers were not provided for the internal electrolytic cells.

Batteries which serve as an emergency power source are for supplying

electricity to emergency lighting and surveillance machinery and equipment, wnen

commercial power is not usable. They should exhibit prescribed functions particu

larly during an emergency. In some cases,emergency home generators did not start

because the batteries failed to perform their normal function.

The Tokachi Offshore Earthquake damaged many electrolytic cells which

had been simply installed in line on the floor. Recently, however, many of them

are set on pedestals or in cubicle containers. Even so, those not fastened

adequately to the pedestals or in the cubicles were often damaged.
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Damages were almost exclusively related to shifting and falling, which

indicates that the most important point of earthquake control is to fasten an

object very securely.

ii) Home Power Generation Installations

Among power generation installations, generators primarily suffered

damages. Damages to the generator proper (including internal combustion engines)

were rare, but in many cases, connecting pipes were damaged due to the shifting of

the generator itself, resulting in operational failure of the generator. In one

of the said cases, an exhaust pipe was severed and continuous operation was withheld.

Usually, an·exaust pipe is connected to the upper part of a generator, and suspended

from a ceiling slab together with a muffler. It appears as if the damage to this

pipe is not essential to the power generating function, but the broken pipe cannot

fulfill the exhausting function, and the functions of the power generating installa

tion as a whole will actually be lost. Likewise, in some cases, cooling water

pipes cracked, and operators coped with this situation by securing the cooling

water using backets. Various types are available for the generator cooling system,

but any of them cannot operate without a supply of cooling water (excluding gas

turbine type). In order to enhance the earthquake resistivity of the entire system,

it is necessary to pay heed even to peripheral parts and minute parts.

Incidentally, generators are usually supported with rubber vibration

insulators so that the noise and vibrations generated will not be conveyed to

the- chasis. Large si::e generators are considerably heavy, and the bearing with

rubber vibration insulators is smaller in strength (sheaing strength, tensile

strength) than fixation by holts. Furthermore, it is possible that machinery

and equipment may resonate with an earthquake. It is probably necessary to investi

gate the bearing of heavy machinery and equipment with rubber vibration insulators.

Those projected to shift shall be treated with some kind of measures such as

installation of stoppers. Connecting pipes shall be connected by flexible joints

os that vibration and displacement of the generator proper can be absorbed to an

extent.
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Also, damages classified by causes are,

a. Cracked bearings of lighting fixtures hanging from a ceiling.

b. Cracked or dropped lighting fixtures ha..'1ging from a ceiling.

c. Shifted, slipped or dropped covers of a lighting fixtures directly

at,tached (embeded) to t.'le ceiling.

d. Dropped lighting fixtures directly attached (embeded to the ceiling).

~~g. g
:J 1

(al (b)

i) Damages to hanging materials by large oscillations (particularly

chain hanging and pipe hanging type?)

ii) Inappropriately fixed light bulbs and lighting bubes

iii) Shifting and dropping of ceilings

(3) Lighting and Light Duty System

The following are the details of damages to lighting fixtures classified

by the sites where damages occurred.

Diesel generators are generally designed to receive the fuel supply

to the diesel engines from a fuel service taru~ which receives the fuel first from

the fuel tank. This fuel service tank sends fuel to the engines by means of gravity

and is usually installed high on a pedestal.. Although there have been no reports

on the damages to this tank, it is higbJ.y probable that earthquake damages occur

if the rigidity of the pedestal is low or the fixation of the pedestal is inappro

priate. Damage to the fuel service tank can incapacitate the generator or cause

great trouble. Furthermore, not only the loss of the system function but also

secondary damages such as outbreaks of fire may occur. It is therefore desirable

that the control measures be in detail.



Among the damage cases, some are damaged by the shifting of system

ceilings. This is one example of damages attributable to the deficient strength

of non-structural materials in buildings and inappropriate fixation. System

ceilings integrate lighting fixtures and duct blow-off openings, and can be easily

built. The earthquake resistivity of these system ceilings must be reinvestigated

including the building methods.

Many lighting fixtures are hung from ceilings. This may be because

the general public is only vaguely aware of the danger of these lighting fixtures,

and they accept hanging lighting fixtures if installed secure enough not tp drop

during normal time. It is impossible to proVide sufficient earthquake control

measures to all of them from the points of cost and design, but it is necessary

to give some earthquake control consideration to lighting fixtures. Of course,

lighting fixtures installed in important places of buildings (for example, near

evacuation routes, places where a large number of people gather like halls) absolute

ly require seismic considerations. Especially, chandeliers shall be installed

with caution, since they are heavy and dm1gerous enought to cause casualties if they

drop.

All and only control measures to be rendered for them is nothing but

the enforcement of fixation.

(note) For electrical installations, mundane daily maintenance is just as important

as the implementation of earthquake control measures.

2. WATER. SUPPLY AND DRAIN SYSTEN

i) Elevated Water Tank

With the Miyagi Prefecture Offshore Earthquake, damages to the elevated

water tanks on the roof of buildings were very much noticed.. The description of

damages are classified into the following 4 categories.

a. Craclcing and breaking of water tank itself.

b. Breaking of joints between piping and water tank.

c. Breaking of connecting pipes.

d. Damage to bearings (water tank fixation site, pedestal and foundation).
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These damages do not necessarily occur independently. Damages may occur

simultaneously at different parts, or damage to one area may invite damage to

other areas in some cases. However, the above classification may become useful

to assess which part of the elevated water tanks is most vulnerable. The causes

for the damages suffered were investigated and can be roughly divided into the

follo~~ng three groups.

i. Deficient strength of the water tank itself.

ii. Deficient strength of the water tank fixation site.

iii. Absent or deficient flexibility of piping.

Ilil! often manifests as the side plates break off the bottom plate or

crack due to a great load added to the side plates by the largely waving water

in the water tank. In the light that the majority of damaged water tanks were

made of FRP and steel water tanks were rarely damaged, much remains to be investi

gated. In recent years, FRP water tanks are very popular because of the merits of

inexpensive and simple construction and cleanliness. We hope that manufacturers

w~ll promptly work to solve this problem. (Refer to section IV-2).

Incidentally, spilling of a large body of water from the broken water

tanks and piping means an incapacitated total water supply system. Usually, the

water supply system provides water to other functional systems (for instance, fire

extinguishing system), which translates that damages to this system affect all

the related systems. Especially this system heavily affects the fire extinguishing

system since the indoor fire hydrants and sprinklers will be gravely impaired

to be able to function on the upper floors of buildings if elevated water tanks

break down.

In one case, a lot of water flowed into an elevator machine room due

to a broken water tank and elevator service was witiL~eld. This can be regarded

as typical secondary damage by water. Thirty water related elevator accidents

were reported in association with the Miyagi Prefecture Offshore Earthquake due to

the broken water tanks and cooling towers installed on the top of buildings.

It is necessary to have some control measures against the secondary damages such

as these in case theJ' should happen by any chance. As specific water damage control
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measures, we can recommend, for instance, not to. install elevated water tanks

above or near the machine rooms, or provide adequate emergency water drain routes.

In ~ome cases, the water pipe from a water pump was directly connected

to the water supply pipe (bypassing the water tame to shorten the supply li~e)

to cope temporarily with the situation when the water supply was cut by the broken

elevated water tank. Providing substitution such as this or having an emergemcy

repair system at hand will enhance the earthquake resistivi ty of the machinery

and equipment per se as well as will be commendable as compensating designs.

ii) others

Damages to the water supply system other than those associated with

elevated water tanks are the damages related to hot water tanks installed on upper

floors. These damages were caused by inadequately fixed pedestals and foundations

and insufficient strength of foundation concrete. It is desirable that tanks and

the like be installed upon firmly immobilized pedestals and foundations, and that

the foundation concrete be of an adequate size and made integral with the slab

by the reinforcing steel.

In one case, a water pump was operated without water and broke down
. . --

because the power was on in spite of the fact that the water supply was cut off.

This is an example uhich indicates the necessity of investigating the emergency

power machine and equipment control system.

Piping plays an essential role for transportation of water from ground

floors to elevated water tanks and for the supply of water to appointed machinery

and equipment installations. In reality, a large number of damaged piping cases

are expected to occur including minor damages. Minor damages may not have been

included in the results of the survey, since the damage inside a pipe shaft or

to the piping above the ceiling are hardly visible. It seems we must correct our

notion that the piping which connects machines to machines are secondary to major

machinery and equipment, and must assess piping as a part of machinery and equipment

in administering earthquake control.
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Among drain related damages, there was a case where a drain pipe broke

and water was not usable in spite of the fact that the supply side was intact.

This example indicates that even a section that belongs to the peripherals can

inflict functional loss of the total system depending upon the size of the damage.

Damage to the water supply and drain system not only makes daily life

difficult but also affects the cooling of geerators and refrigerators, and may

even incapacitete fire extinguishing systems.

The suspension of operation of air conditioners can result in no more

than a reduction in pleasantness, but an incapacitated fire extinguishing system

may lead to the loss of human lives. In view of these points, water supply and

drain installations should be given a high earthquake resistivity (although the

level of the resistance differ in correspondence to the use of buildings and the

system of the installations).

3. COOLING, HEATING AIR CONDITIONING AND VENTILATING INSTALLATIONS
i) Boilers

In almost all cases, damages vere characteristically related to broken

connecting pipes due to the shifting of the boiler itself. Excluding some sectional

boilers, cases where a boiler itself was damaged were rare. Large size boilers

have a steaming weight exceeding 20 tons.

It can be said that the main cause of the damages was generally unfastened

or inadequately fastened large heavy boilers. It is natural that the connecting

pipes break when the boiler itself shifts or turns over. Consequently, earthquake

damage can be controlled by:

i. Securely fixing the boiler itself.

ii. Providing flexibility to connecting pipes.

Inoperable boilers imply loss of heating or hot water supply functions

in air conditioning. Furthermore, the breaking of oil pipes and fuel tanks may

invite secondary damage such as oil leaks and breaking out of fires. Incapacitated
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heating systems are not so important, but secondary damages (accidents) associated

with fuels may involve llUIDan lives, and it is desirable that some care be taken

to prevent these accidents.

ii) Refrigerators

Several cases of damages to refrigerator::> were reported in relation to

the Miyagi Prefecture Offshore Earthquake. 1be contents of the damages were shifting

of the refrigerator itself and the imparing of connecting pipes. Damages to the

refrigerator itself were not reported.

There are various types of refrigerators, turbo refrigerators, absorption

refrigerators, gas water chilling and heating units and reciprocating refrigerators.

Except for the absorption type, generally a vibration proof bearing is

provided by using metal springs against the vibration and noise that are generated.

(Only rubber vibration insulating pads are placed under an absorption type refrigera

tor since it hardly vibrates).

The cases of damage in the Miyagi Prefecture Offshore Earthquake. were

dominated by impaired or disconnected vibration proof springs of tl!e boaring.

It seems that a refrigerator proper supported by vibration proof springs resonated

with the seismic motions of the earthquake vigorously resulting in a shifting of

the refrigerator itself and the disconnecting of the springs (Damaged' absorption

refrigerators were merely placed on a rubber pad).

An unoperable refrigerator naturally disables the total cooling system.

Suspension of the cooling system during summer is anticipated to reduce drastically

the efficiency of the activities conducted within the buildings.

Large size refrigerators, absorption refrigerators in particular, exceed

40 tons. These damages occurred probably due to the lack of considerations for

earthquakes in connection with such heavy machinery and equipment.
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To deal with this, some kind of fixation must be provided to the refri

gerator proper and the foundation for the prevention of the disconnection of

vibration proof, springs. Stoppers for example must be installed to prevent the

refrigerator proper from shifting. Needless to say, those unsecured absorption

refrigerators must be fastened.

In general, the importance and necessity of the cooling system which

is for pleasantness can be said to be lower than those of the emergency power

installation, but control measures should be administered by all means since the

strengthening of fixation largely increases the eqrthquake resistance (however,

long suspension of the coolin~ system is critical to computers and communications

machinery and equipment).

iii) .A.ir Conditioners (Air Conditioning 11nits )

Air conditioning units were damaged by the Miyagi Prefecture Offshore

Earthquake, for example, broken bearings with rubber vibration insulators and

vibration proof springs resulted in shifting of the refrigerator proper.

An air condi tiomng unit is an integral unit which combines an air blo\ler,

cooling and heating coils, a humidifier and filters. In the past, respective parts,

iron plates and steel frames were assembled at the local site, but recently, in

many cases, air conditioning units are being manufactured as a unit in factories

and only installed at the local sites. Air conditioning units come in considerably

large sizes and cause noise and vibration.

Evidentally, they are provided with a vibration proof bearing and installed

in an air conditioning room or a machine room. Cases of damage by the Hiyagi

Prefecture Offshore Earthquake revealed sheared rubber vibration insulators and

separated rubber materials and metal parts. The strength of rubber vibration

insulators and the me~~od for their use must be reinvestigated. Installation of

stoppers can be cited as a countermeasure (especially in cases where the units

are installed on upper floors).
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v) Cooling Towers

Cooling tower damages reported in relation to the I·liyagi Prefecture

Offshore Earthquake were shifting of the tower due to the bending of its legs and

the tilting of foundations.

Cooling towers are classified into four groups by the cooling system,

natural draft cooling toweTs, orthogonal current cooling towers, closed cooling

towers and countercurrent cooling towers (natural draft cooling towers are very

rarely used today). Also, various shapes and various efficiencies are provided

depending upon their use. Circular shaped cooling towers are usually supported by

three or four legs and weigh, if large, nearly 5 tons. Some square shaped ones

exceed 12 tons. In the common fixation method, the legs are fixed on a concrete

fo~~dation by boxed anchors. In view of the fact that they may be installed on

the top of buildings with a large floor seismic intensity, it is necessary to

determine whether or not the strength of the legs and fixation sites ca...~ fully

withstand the seismic motions. In one of the damage cases, a cooling tower fell

over and spilled a large amount of water which da~aged the elevator installation.

This is an example of secondary damages by water spills sim~lar to the previously

described elevated water tanks. Due to the nature of being installed on the top

of a building, coolinG tower damages are likely to connect to water related accidents.

Some square cooling tower foundations tilted. In these cases, concrete

fo~~dations were merely lined on a slab and not connected to the slab. There are

plenty of examples of construction which do not have a concrete foundation and

the-slab made into an integral body. If foundations are not fixed to the slab,

they may be shifted by the horizontal force of earthquakes or show different be

haviors at different locations causing bending of the legs.

It is necessary to think of connecting the foundation with the slab by

means of reinforcing steel in stead of making an independent clustered foundation.

The suspension of the cooling tower function by its breakdown makes

refrigerators unoperable and eventually the function of the total cooling system

is lost. Therefore, we should administer control measures that not only maintain

the function of the system but also give thoughts to the prevention of the previously
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4. ELEVATOR SYSTEM

Damages revealed in association with the Miyagi Prefecture Offshore

Earthquake were derailing of balancing weights and shifting of lifters and. motor

generators.

described secondary damages. Specifically, cooling towers should not

sbove or near a machine uni. t with important machinery and equipment.

example is to secure drain routes with some margin.

be installed

Another

Derailing of balancing weights claimed 40% of the damages to elevators.

The San Fernando Earthquake that hit the Los Angeles area also reported an over

whelming number of balancing weight related damage cases. Derailing of bal~~cing

weights does not merely end up with suspended operation, but the weights which

pick up force may crash into the elevator box and endanger human lives. Al thogh

no human lives were lost, 110 cases of damage to the box by the balancing weights

were accounted for in relation to the San Fernando Earthquake (if ascending box

collides with descending balancing weights, an extremely large impact force will

be added).

Suspension of elevator service will be translated only as the loss of

a convenience for low and medium height buildings, but will be a tremendous reduction

of efficiency in a building such as a high rise where the elevators are essential.

In addition, damages to elevators are highly likely to endanger the lives of passen

gers. The earthquake control measures for elevators must first consider the securing

of the safety for passengers and then the maintaining of the function.

The point of the countermeasures for the former is the control system

during earthquakes. It is absolutely necessary to let passengers off the elevator

promptly by stopping it at the nearest floor when an earthquake above a certain

level of seismic intensity occurs. For this purpose, an earthquake detector must

be installed. Nevertheless, merely less than 10% of the total :':'6000 elevators

and escalators installed in six prefectures in the northeast region carne with a

detector at the time when the Miyagi Prefecture Offshore Earthquake occurred.

It is, furthermore, revealed that only less than 1% of 146,867 elevators (as of
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March 31, 1978) installed throughout Japan are equipped ~ith detectors. It presents

a problem that only such a nominal number of detectors are installed in spite of

the fact that the installation of earthquake detectors are j.ndispensible for the

controlled operation of elevators to secure the safety for passengers.

Next, speaking of the maintenance of functions, especially high earthquake

resistivity should be given to emergency elevators in high rise bUildings for

evacuation and fire extinguishing activities. As described before, the Miyagi

Prefecture Offshore Earthquake reported lots of elevator damage due to water spills

by broken elevated water tanks and cooling towers. It will be necessary to give

some sort of consieration to prevent these types of secondary damages.

5. PIPING

~len classifying damage to piping. by cause, the following groups are

made.

a. Damage probably due to vibration of the piping itself (especially

piping with a long hanging length).

b. Broken pipes due to the shifted or fallen machinery and equipment.

c. Damage due to the displacement of piping relative to nonstructural

materials such as ceilings.

d. Damage due to the inability to follow the deformation of the constructed

structures (especially expansion).

e. Damage due to ground fluctuations and the displacement of the ground

relative to the structures.

Piping renders the function of blood vessels connecting machinery and

equipment to other machinery and equipment and terminals, and the functions of

systems in various places of buildings can be given life only after this function

can be normally rendered. In systems which depend upon pressurized water such

as indoor fire hydrants and sprinklers, damages to the piping are fatal.

Damage inflicted by a large deformation or destruction of a constructed

structure cannot be helped, but cases of "a" and "b" are preventable.
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Incidentally, broken piping can lead to the functional loss of systems

as well as secondary damages just like other machinery and equipment. For example,

broken water supply pipes, as described previously can cause water related damages

and broken oil supply pipes can invite fires due to leaking of oil. Control measures

with consideration to these points are required.

IV. EARTHQUAKE CONTROL FOR I?UNcrIONAL SYSTD<lS AND HAJOrr MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

1. ELECTRICAL SYSTEHS (ELECTR.IC RECEIVING AND SUBSTATION SYSTEM, EHERGENCY Pm-lEft
SOURCE SYST:E11, LIGHTING SYSTEH)

(1) Outline

Electrical installation systems are generally required to have a high

earthquake resistance level. Therefore, the function of electrical systems are

often required to recover immediately after an earthquake even if power may blackout

temporarily during the earthquake.

Immediately after an earthquake, it is anticipated that electricity that

is normally obtained from outside will be out of service, and it is desirable to

secure an emergency power source (generators and batteries) as a compensating design.

However; if this emergency power source is destroyed, the compensating effect

can not be demonstrated. Apparently, seismic designs and improvements for emergency

power sources are a priority matter. For the matters related to this, it is desirable

to comply with IIGuidelines (Proposition) (Part 1) for Home Power Generation

Installation Seismic Designs ll issued in August 1978 by Japan Internal Combustion

Power Generation Installation Association (incorporation), Investigation and Research

Commi ttee for Earthquake Control Heasures.

Generators which are the center of an emergency power source system

generate vibtations from their internal combustion engines, and are normally provided

'l-Iith vibration proof bearings. For this point, please refer to the section, nStoppers il

in VI-5. Also, in order to secure the function of the internal combustion engines?
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cooling water is indespensible. In some of the past earthquake damage cases,

this cooling water supply was interrupted by the destruction of cooling water

tanks and breaking of piping. It is necessary to secure the earthquake resistivity

from this point by using the explanations relating to water tanks and piping in

the following section (IV-2) as a reference.

In numerous cases, batteries which are expected to pick up the function

during an emergency just as generators, were vulnerable to earthquakes. It is

necessary to increase earthquake resistivity by adopting support frames, spacers

and flexible conductors.

As described above, if an emergency power source can display its function

as expected when electric supply from outside is cut during an earthquake, the

next seismic problem to be solved is the earthquake resistivity of various machinery

and equipment for transmitting electricity of a rated voltage in the building.

Among them, transformers of a substation system are especially important. The

present state indicates that there are many cheap installation parts. It is

necessary to attempt to absorb the displacement in transformers using flexible

conductors for wiring as well as to prevent falling and shifting during earthquakes

by referring to sections VI-1 to VI-3. Besides the ones mentioned above, it is

also necessary to provide a measure first to prevent falling an~ s~if~~ng of

machinery and equipment such as circuit breakers and power switchboards. For this

purpose, installation of stay supports shown in section VI-6 is very effective.

Seismic problems are relatively few as far as wiring in buildings is

concerned. Bath ducts and the like are also likely to withstand earthquakes if

installed in accordance vith general installation methods.

As a typical item that uses electricity, lighting fixtures can be cited.

They frequently falloff during earthqu~~es. Unless ffi1 electrical blackout, not

all of the light fixtures simultaneously cease to light. Secondary damages due

to dropped light fixtures are more problematic in respect to the lighting system

per se. Earthquake resistivity primarily depends upon the supporting forms and

supporting details (including constructional precision).
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Telephones are essential as a means to transmit information during emer

gencies, and it is especially necessary to provide earthquake resistivity to switch

boards in separate buildings. It is assumed that telephone switchboards themselves

have good earthquwce resistance. The earthquake control therefore shall be focussed

on installation methods which produce structures that can well resist shifting

and falling of the switchbaords. Particularly, it is better to enhance the degree

of fixation by adding stays on the upper part in stead of using a self-supporting

type.

(2) C'.neck Points

i) Transformers

a. The size of the transformer installation anchor bolts shall be large

enought0endure shearing forces and reaction loads created by earthquakes.

b. Anchor bolts for a large transformer shall be desirably welded to

reinforcing steel of the slab and the foundation.

c. ~Jhen using post-driven andlor bolts for installation of transformers,

an adequate size shall be chosen.

d. Anchor bolts shall be installed with a proper pitch, and an adequate

concrete covering depth (edge distance) shall be prOVided wilen anchoring

the bolts on the edges of the foundation concrete.

e. Fixation bolt pitch shall be not too large (A reaction load by the

moment shall be kept small).

f. When the strength of transformer installation bolts is inappropriate,

supplementary measures such as stays and stoppers shall beprovided.

g. Channel bases will be effective if they are inlayed in the lower part

of the concrete.

h. Fixation and welding of the channel base to the transformer itself

shall be done firmly.

i. Joints at the ends of machinery and equipment shall be prOVided with

flexibility (figure).

j. Wiring shall be provided with some slack (figure).
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Key-1. bus bar

3 2. flexible conductor

3. given slack

ii) Cubicle Power Switchboards

a. Large boards (special high voltage power switchboards) shall be in

stalled closer to the basement.

b. It is desirable that the natural frequency of the board be made above

10 Hz. (to enhance regidity)

c. The top of the board may be supported by stays.

d. Relays may be installed at the lower section of power switchboards.

e. Locks on double doors be firmly placed to minimize the space.

f. Support space shall not be too large. With a large support space,

internal wires vibrate extensively and may contact internal equipment

and devices or break terminal connections.

g. Refer to control measures for transformers for othe~ hipt~~

iii) Others

a. Static type relays and non-contact relays shall be preferably used

(Countermeasures may be provided to conventional mechanical or.electro

magnetic contacts).

b. Equipment and devices with vibrating parts such as relays should be

installed at the lower section of a board.

c. Flexible wires shall be used for wiring in the area of expansion in

buildings. (Figure)

d. A frame made of angle materials shall be installed so the load will

not concentrate on the hanging metals of horizontal main lines (Also

for the purpose of preventing Vibration).
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Key- 1. expansion 7. expansion

2. hanging bolt 8. inlet direction

3. bond wire 9. bond wire

4. pull box 10. earth terminal
h earth terminal 11. pull box,.I.

6. bimetal flexible conduit tube 12. bimetal flexible conduit tube
(vibrations are absorbed here) 13. hanging bolt

e. Cables above the cable rack shall be pulled together and fastened

to the rack.

f. Hanging bolts for the main line shall not be longer than necessary and

required.

g. Supports for bends and joints of piping shall be firmly installed.

h. Bath ducts and transformer connections shall be flexible.

i. Stabilizers and rubber covers shall be used to safeguard rising main

lines and others which might contact building materials by oscillations,

as a protection against impact.

j. Mounting of heavy items on walls shall be avoided. If necessary for

good reasons, those which are wall mounted shall besupported by a

pedestal which sta..""lds on the follor.

iv) Batteries

a. Batteries shall not be simply placed on a floor, but shall be framed

in and fastened to the floor.

b. Batteries which can beplaced on a pedestal shall be set on a pedestal
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which will be fastened to the floor and the wall.

c. Elastic spacers shall beinstalled betw80n electrolytic cells for the

prevention of vibration and collison (Figure)

d. Angle stabilizers shall be provided for batteries contained in a cubicle.

e. Wiring joints shall be flexible (use flexible conductors).

f. Some slack shall be given in wiring (Figure).

7'l:.-'f;j

<l A«-'t-c-jA[)1C

Key-l. spacer

2. spacer

3. spacer

L... battery

5. binding site

7. lauan material

8. installation of spacers

-=-..J-;w--?;~-;o..
G,:miili"-' ,)j!Zf:':: ~

key-1. battery

2. give some slack

3. connection to batteries

v) Home Power Generation Installations

a. Installation bolts chosen for prime mover and generator itself shall be

&ui':::iclcntl:;,' strong.

b. stoppers shall be installed on the lower section of the main body.

(Figure)

c. Rubber vibration insulators to be applied shall have high unit strength.

d. The joints of the main body to exhaust pipes, cooling water pipes,

oil pipes and wiring shall be flexible.

e. An oil service tank on a pedestal shall be fixed, if possible, all

arow1d to the pedestal, and sections of the elements shall be selected

so that the elements of the framework for the pedestal shall not buckle.

f. Starting air tanks shall be supported, for instance, by stays from a
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wall to prevent them from falling.

Examples of Stoppers

key-l. diesel engine 8. common bench floor end surface

2. generator 9. vibration proof pad

3. common bench floor 10.common bench floor end surface

4. stopper , 1. base plate

5. (a) Stopper fixing condition 12. common bench floor end surface

6. vibration proof pad 13. base plate

7. base plate 14. (b) various stoppers

vi) Lighting Installations

a. Lighting fixtures to be used shall be desirably an embeded type,

semi-embeded type or Qirectly attached type with less inertia.

b. Pipes and chains shall not be longer than necessary and required

when hanging fixtures directly from a ceiling.

c. strength of hanging metal fittings for pipe hanging light fixtures

shall be appropriate.

d. Stabilizers shall be installed for chain hanging light fixtures to

prevent them from bouncing by the force of seismic motions.

e. Light fixtures with acryl or other louvers shall be so designed to

protect the louvers from falling off by the force of seismic motions.

f. Sockets of fluorscent lamps shall be so designed to protect lamps

from falling off by the oscillations of seismic motions.

g. Hanging strength shall be fully adquate for heavy lighting fixtures

(chandeliers) •

h. Hanging bolts and metal fittings of lighting fixtures shall be strong

enough not to be deformed or detached by the force of seismic motions.
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vii) Telephone Installations

a. Switchboards shall be firmly installed lest they wi.ll turn over.

b. Hiring for terninals shall be given some slack.

viii) Broadcasting Installations

a. Amplifiers shall be fitted securely.

b. Hall speakers shall be desirably fixed with mounting aids such as

metal fittings rather than be hooked up.

2. WATER SUPPLY AND DRAIN SYSTEM

(1) Outline

The water supply and drain services are indispensible functions when

buildings will be used uninterrupted after earthquakes. In some past earthquake

damage cases, the water supply was cut due to the destruction of water tanks and

broken piping. Simultaneously this breakdo.m caused secondary damage that manifested

as sporadic floodings in the buildings.

Pumps are either directly supported on the floor or provided with vibration
. . ..

proof bearings. In the latter case, it is necessary to install stoppers and flexible

joints between pipings and joints.

Nany water tanks have a questionable main body from the aspect of earthquake

resistivi ty, and also not a few of them are placed on a pedestal which lacks in

strength. "FRP Water Tank Seismic Design Standards" was prepared by Reinforced Plastic

Technology Association (Incorporation). Please refer to this publication for control

measures specifically for FRP water tanks which were markedly the victem of the

recent earthquake casualties among all types of Yater tanks. (It is justifiable

to consider that guidelines in this book and the standards above mentioned basically

aim to achieve a similar level of earthquake resistance.)

Concerning pedestals (a base for items to be elevated and installed

on top of an building), it is necessary to design then with full rigidity by
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referring to section VI-4. (Generally speaking, new ones shall be given much more

strength compared to existing pedestals.)

Independent elevated water tanks (independent outside a building) can

be itself called a structure, and so treated differently from other installations

starting with the design earthquake loads. The design seismic intensity K shall

be given based upon the oscillation characteristics of the tanks concerned just

as for a building itself. However, in this book, we leave no doubt about the

value of design seismic intensity and designate it as the 0.5 level presuming an

elastic design. In this case, it is assumed that the structure of the pedestals

are constructed of steel with proper ductility (for instance,a static truss that

will collapse by the buckling of one diagonal element cannot be applicable).

Generally, septic tanks are embedded in the ground, and therefore it

is necessary to secure and harden the ground fully to prevent it from sinking and

shifting. Also, since water is lighter than soil, water tanks may float up when

sands are fluidized during earthquakes. When the bottom and circumference of

FRP septic tanks are to be enclosed with a concrete box, this box shall be constructed

with reinforced concrete in consideration of earth pressure during earthquakes.

Water supply and drain pipes in buildings shall be provided with flexible

joints at essential points so that they can cope with the relative displacements

occurring in joints with vater tanks and machinery and equipment as veIl as to

cope with the interlayer displacement of buildings. Embedded pipes that connect to

water pipes and sewage pipes inside and outside bUildings shall be, if possible,

given considerations not to be directly affected (not to receive forced deformation)

by the destruction of the ground itself (sinking and shifting) (For instance,

double piping is suggested).

The installations that supply cooling water to internal combustion engines

that drive home generators described in previous section IV-1 shall be designed

in accordance with the guidelines for vater supply system described in this section.

The importance of the installations shall be duely reminded.
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(2) Check Points

i) Elevated Water Tanks

As a water supply related substitution system, it is desirable to secure

emergency water, particularly, drinking water. One way to do this is to keep a

vessel filled wH.h drinking water. .Also, it will be necessary to think in advance

of proper directions not to waste water remaining in water tanks in the building

immediately after earthquakes.

(Including vJater Tanks in !'lachine Rooms on Intermediate
Floors)

a. Foundations shall be large enough for pedestals, and the concrete

cover for the anchor bolts shall be sufficiently provided.

b. Fixation of pedestals and foundations shall be firmly secured.

c. Foundations shall be reinforced with steel and welded to the steel in

the slab to become integral with the tanks.

d. Steel reinforced pedestals shall be given extra rigidity by braces

and corner gusset plates as well as shall be free of manufacturing

defects.

e. Water tanks shall be securely fastened to the pedestals, using clasps

as broad as possible.

f. If circumstances allow, stays shall be installed on water tanks in

the direction vulnerable to displacement.

g. Joints of piping on a water tame shall be given flexibility by use of

flexible joints.

h. Hhen heavy and large valves are attached to piping, valves shall be

supported by pedestals.

i. Water tank connecting pipes shall be made as long as possible in the

distance from where pipes penetrate through the building structure

to the water tank.

j. Foundations for piping pedestals shall be directly installed on the

floor surface to enhance the bond to the floor surface, or shall be

made larger than required to prevent them from slipping, shifting

and turning over.

k. In order to prevent secondary damages due to the spilling of water,

some measures shall be taken to prevent the water from entering electric
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rooms, elevator shafts and interiors of the bUildings.

ii) Pumps

a. Fixing bolts shall be large enough to vithstand the force of seismic

motions.

b. In case pumps are provided with earthquake proof bearings, stoppers

shall be installed.

c. For joints, flexible joints shall be installed.

d. Piping and viring shall be given extra slack or shall use flexible

conduit tubes.

3. COOLING, HEATING, AIR lXlNDITIONING AND VENTILATING SYSTEMS

(1) Outline

Including ventilation installations, cooling, heating and air conditioning

systems are different from electrical and water supply and drain systems, and are

not of vital importance to buildings. However, in recent years, these facilities

have spread remarkably, andU1G.contents have been sophisticated. Seismic designs

for cooling, heating and air conditioning facilities shall be dealt with stressing

economical efficiency.

Nevertheless, air conditioning installations which primarily render

cooling se~lice are necessary particularly for the maintenance of the functions

of electronic machinery and equipment headed by computers. In such a case, loss

of cooling functions long after earthquakes must be avoided.

Pumps used for these systems shall be treated in accordance with the

secticn relating to water supply and drain system.

1~e inherent design of Some refrigerators cause Vibrations, and vibration

proof bearings must be provided. In such a case, stoppers are necessary. Even

when they are directly supported on the floor, it is necessary to provide some

countermeasures in connection with installation as will be Sho\.ffi.in Chapter VI lest
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they shift and turn over.

C,ooling towers which function in conjunction ,lith refrigerators are

usually supported by pedestals ~n the top of buildings. Tectonic installation

methods mainly dealt \.lith pedestals are important.

Regarding boilers, tectonic installation methods are the essential

seismic point.

Air concU.tioning uuits and air blo\.ling and exhausting units both vibrate

and must be given vibtation proof supports. Tectorri.c installation methods including

stoppers are also very important.

Cooling and heating peripherals (fan coil urri.ts) are often independetly

erected from the floor or mounted on .ralls. In past eo.rthquake damage cases,

there were numerous reports relating to fallen or disconnected peripherals due

to simple detail and cheap work of fittings. It is desirable that peripherals

shall be supported bot...l-J. from the floor and the \.;all.

Passages (ducts) for routing air itself, and piping for distribution

of Lot water and steam are indispensible components of cooling, heating and air

conditioning system.

Ducts which are light and easy to deflect may appear advantageous from

the point of earthquake loads and relative displacements, but they vibrate widely

B.....'1d are vulnerable to damages such as leaking of air depending upon how they are

hung. The basic policy for seismic designs, therefore, shall be preferably the

adoption of a suspended pedestal structure that constricts vibtation. Please

refer to Chapter VII for concrete types of this structure.

Piping shall be handled in accordance with the guidelines for piping

in the section relating to water supply and drain system.

Ventilation installations can be viewed by functional system as a

component in cooling heating and air conditioning system. In general, ventilation
jl
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installations are expected to have a comparatively low required earthquake resistance

level as a member of functional systems. Also, the secondary damages inflicted

by damaged air blowing and exhausting units and damaged uucts are not expected

to amount to a great problem. Necessity for the seismic designs is slightly lower

in this system compared to other installation systems, and likewise the priority

for improvements can be also considered low.

However, it is reminded that fresh air is necessary both for machinery

and equipment and people in a nearly closed space such as a basement room.

(2) Check Points

i) Boilers

a. The main body shall be fastened firmly with bolts large enough to

endure the force of earthquakos.

b. The main body and the channel base shall be firmly fixed.

c. Connecting pipes such as water supply pipes and oil pipes shall use

flexible joints.

d. Flue duct bends and joints shall be strong enough to endure the force

of earthquakes.

ii) Refrigerators

a. Foundation concrete shall be sufficiently large.

b. Foundations shall be made integral with the slab by use of reinforcing

steel.

c. For refrigerators supported by vibration proof springs,

* Vibration proof springs shall be fixed to the main body and the

foundation.

* Stoppers shall be installed

d. Connecting pipes shall be flexible.

(Same treatment shall be given even for absorption refrigerators

with minimal vibtations)
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iii) ILlr Conditioning Units

a. Those with vibration proof supports,

* High strength and endurance vibration proof materials (devices)

shall be used.

* Joints of ducts andpiping shall be flexible.

(Use flexible joints and canvas ducts)

i v) Air Blowers

a. The type of air blowers which is hung from the ceiling shall be avoided.

If this t~,;pe must be used, vibration shall beprevented by installing

angle materials fixed to the ceiling slab.

b. Stoppers shall be installed.

c. ~~vas ducts shall be used for duct joints. It is desirable that

high strength canvas ducts be used.

v) Package Air Conditioners

a. For those not fixed but merely set upon a vibration proof pad, stays

and stoppers shall be installed to prevent them from vibrating and

shifting.

b. Flexible joints shall beinstalled for cormecting pipes to add flexibility.

vi) Radiators

a. Cast iron radiators are heavy and large, and must be fastened to

floors or walls.

b. Sufficient strength shall be given to piping joints.

vvii) Cooling Towers

a. Foundation concrete shall have a large area for stable shape or shall

not be segmented independently but shall be continuous for stability

(Figure)

b. Foundation concrete shall be integral with the salb by use of reinforc

ing steel.

c. Anchor bolts to be used for fixation of legs shall be of sufficient

strength.

d. vllien bending of legs is anticipated, reinforcing material such as

stays shall be installed from the floor.
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e. Flexible joints shall be installed for piping joints.

Key-1. piping outlet space

viii) Ducts

a. Ducts hung by hanging bolts from a ceiling, shall be stabilized with

angle materials.

b. Sufficient strength shall be given to branch sections. (Figure)

Key-l. rivet

2. vis nut

4. GAS SYSTEM

(1) Outline

For urban gas service, the targets of the seismic designs are p~p~ng

and terminal appliances which use gas. Gas installations as a functiona system cannot

be deemed absolutely essential for general buildings. Since gas itself is toxic,

the seismic designs must be primarily conceived from the point of secondary damages.

Piping shall be given a high earthquake resistivity compared to piping

for other purposes so that it can endure interlayer displacement and relative

displacement. Particularly, attention must be paid to avoid resonance with building8.
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incidentally, efficiency of couplings shall be considered in calculating stress.

Individual terminal appliances which use gas shall be given serious

attention not because of their functions but because of the dangers of the possible

fire hazards as secondary damages. Por this purpose, prevention of shifting and

falling are demanded. Different from oil stoves, those with an automatic fire

extinguisher are not available. Rather than depending on the earthquake resistivity

of the appliances themselves, it is necessary to formulate a system where people

close plugs of appliances and gas main plugs as a part of a compensating design.

It is difficult to make a de"cision as to whether or not to shut the gas

supply for the entire building, but the measures to be complied with during earth

quakes can be formulated beforehand and make known to the public.

Also, it is desirable that the feasibility of adopting an automatic gas

leak preventive device be investigated.

(2) Check Points

a. Piping in sections that enter bUildings and connect to appliances

shall be given flexibility.

b. Piping inside buildings shall be fastened to structures.

c. Terminal appliances shall be fastened to floors and walls.

d. Gas leak automatic preventive devices shall be installed.

e. Gas bottles shall be connected to structures or strong independent

frames for the prevention of falling shall beprovided.

5. ELEVATOR SYSTEM

(1) Outline

Elevators are either of the cable type or oil pressure type, but the

former dominates in nunber. Also, during recent earthqUakes, cable elevator damages

are nota.ble. Most of the damages were attributable to derailing of balancing

weights and shifting of lifters and motor generators.
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(2) Check Foints

a. Derailing of balancing weight shall be prevented. Specifically,

the balancing weight shall interlock 10mm more than the anticipated

deflection of rails.

b. Lifters and motor generators shall be installed in such a manner

as to be able to endure horizontal seismic ins tensity of 0.1 and

vertical seismic intensity of 0.5. If shifting is anticipated, stoppers

shall be installed.

c. Boexes and balancing weights shall be so designed to withstand a

horizontal seismic intensity of 0.6.

d. When machinery and equipment such as control boards are anticipated

to turn over, they shall be fastened with stays.

e. With elevators above 50m lift (from ground surface), vibration stoppers

and guards are provided to prevent cables and cords from oscillating.

f. Elevators shall be equipped with an earthquake control system and

shall have an earthquake detector.

g. An emergency lamp shall be installed in the box.

k. Considerations must be given to prevent water damages due to broken

water tanks and water cooling towers.

V. DYNAMI C CALCULATION METHOD

1. DESIGN FLOOR SEISMIC INTENSITY

As described in section 11-2, there are some proposals already made

in regard to input seismic intensity K1 (floor response; seismic intensi t~r on

the floor of each story; floor seismic intensity) for seismic designs of building

designs. Many of them fall into the range of figure 5.1. According to this chart,

once the floor on which machinery and equipment installations are to be installed

is given, an input value can be obtained correspondingly to the floor location.

Using this as a basis, an earthquake design load for the machinery and equipmet

installations can be determined.
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The above described range is comparatively narrow, and the values within

the range are not significantly different. If it is our intention to determine

the one and only value, it will be best to adopt a distribution which designates

0.3 for the first floor and 1.0 for the roof top. This 1\1 value can be expressed

in an equation as follows.

whereas, N:Number of stories above the ground

of the building.

n:The story where machinery and equip

ment are to be installed.

Figure 5. 1 Design Floor Seismic
Intensity

{

O.3 + 0.7

K 1=

O. 3

n - 1
N

first floor

basement

1!I!.t1i I 0.9 1.0

Incidentally, vertical seismic

intensHy Kv is designated as 1/3 to 1/2 of K1. Key-l. top floor

2. ground floor

3. adopted value

2. OSCILLATION CHARACTERISTICS OF MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT N~D RESPONSE MAGNIFICATION

Behavior of machinery and equipment relative to floor during earthquakes

is the same kind as the beharior of the main structure relative to the ground.

Evidentally, the size of the response of the machinery and equipment to movemets

of the floor can be greatly affected by the oscillation characteristics (proper

osciklation, proper oscillation form and damping constant) of the machinery and

equipment and bearings.

Seismic designs for machinery and equipment are made by simplifying

these conditions to a great extent. Therefore, the concept of response magnification

is adopted, which expresses the ratio of a seismic intensity that affects the

machinery and equipment to a seismic intensity of the floor on which the machinery
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3. DESIGN LOAD AND STRUCTURE CALCULATION FOR MACHINERY AND EQUIH1ENT

and equipment are placed.

1.0

2.0

response k2
magnification

Table 5. 1 Design Response Magnification

conditions of machinery and equipment and bearings

The main body of machinery or equipment is set on

vibration proof bearings, supported by high pedestals

or stands independently.

The main body of machinery or equipment is rigid enough

and suppa rted directly on the floor (those with total

system vibration above 20 Hz)

It is adequate to adopt the values as in Table 5. 1 for the design value K2
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Design Seismic Instensi ty K relative to machinery and equipment 1.s t..'J.e

value obtained from multiplying the standard design seismic intensity (Input Seismic

Intensity K1 x Response Magnification K2) given in preceeding section 2 by rmortance

Factor I established in section 11-6. Specifically,

Also, when it is necessary to know the relative displacement of various

parts of buildings in designing piping,the following values can be used as

standard values.

interlayer displacement Do 1/50 radian

expansion relative displacement Eo 1/100 x story with the expansion

whereas, if the main structure is of reinforced pure rahmen, it is better to give

values about double of these values.

of this response magnification in consideration of the current trends.



However, as a real case, it is better to give the following ceiling.

K.1 0K2;; 1.5

Also, Piping D0sign Interlayer Displacement D and Expansion R.elative

Displacement E are the products of the standard values Do and Eo established in

the preceeding section multiplied by the importance factor. Specifically,

D Dol

E Eo I

However, similarly as in the case of Ie, a ceiling is set.

D ~ 1/120

E ~ 1/ 75 x 3

The above dynamic calculations for load values are made on the premise of

elastic designs.

VI. SEISMIC DESIGN FOR BEARINGS

1. FOUNDATIONS

Much of the damage to machinery and equipment installations is attri

butable to improperly equipped foundations. Consequently, seismic designs for

foundations are extremely vital.

Foundations are classified by shape and shown in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.2: Shapes of Foundations and Comments On Earthquake Resistance

Shapes of FoundationsTable 6.1

~-Slab itself or same suface as slab
J..iI'd.W...Ilg 1 ';j U "''iU-L..!:J- outlineme:p.t installed -

receiving board, After setting the position of anchor bolts

power s"Ji tchboard, a slab is installed (embedded anchor) •
I

/.' I surveLllarce board This is not suitable for heavy machinery
~>! /~/ '/ I d

I / \ : // and equipment since the embedding depthj_J '/1;/
& < (4' 4 anchors is not deep enough, but suitable

for boards and light machinery and equip-

ment.

Among them, (ii) and (iii) are sometimes installed on the roof top,

and it is necessary to attend to the waterproof layer treatment.

Also, Table 6.2 comments on the shapes by internal structure of the

foundations.

shapes outlines

,
(i)

~Xk
Floor slab itself or the same surface as the floor slab

(til
Cx~1 Installation surface made on a level above the floor slab

~//h

Gii) Foundation is partially raised from the floor slab, or raised

~
surfaces are constructed. Some are merely blocks placed

"
on the slab.



[J'l' "
/~

'-'

recelVJ.ng boards, ~'oundation with boxed anchors.

power switchboards,The part which was installed later is

surveillance boardE sometimes called grout (secondary

concrete) •

As in the above column, this is not

suitable for heavy machinery and equip

ment or for those that vibrate.

~.. '<.'
, • .. 'IJ/ . )! ,

.' / , "-

same as above Post-driven anchors (expansion anchors,

chemical anchors) are installed.

Similarly to the above, great grength

cannot be expected.

Installation surface on a level above floor slab

~.·f'/" .(;,.~ .",,/'
. .

. ,

transformers, oil Reinforcing steel is preliminary raised

tanks, pumps, from the steel placod in the slab, and

plowers, generatorfthe concrete is poured in afterwards.

The foundation and the structure are made

~ntegral by using r~ini>or9ing steel.

~t is generally used for heavy machinery

and equipment required to be vibration

~roof. The foundation is stable and good

p.n earthquake resistance.

generators ~teel material (reinforcing steel, H

~haped steel, channel steel) base is

~ssembled before the foundation is in

stalled.

t is used for heavy machinery and equip

ment and large machinery and equipment

Iunits. It is desirable that steel a."1chors

stick out of the body
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transformers

small pumps,

blowers

The foundation is installed after the slab

surface is made rough, simply on to of the

slab.

Sometimes, reinforcing steel materials are

"not embedded. At any rate, it may shift
:,

: during an earthquaJ\:e since it is not con-

nected to the body, and evidentally it is

poor in earthquake resistance.

pumps, blowers,

refrigerators

Vibration proof materials are placed on

the slab, and the foundation is installed

on top of these materials (vibration proof

foundation) •

Although the vibration proof effect is,

large, the foundation may shift or fall

off the vibration proof materials by the

horizontal earthquaJ(e load applied to the

foundation, machinery and equipment.

Partially raised from the floor slab

Suitable for heavy machinery.example.

Concrete benches or blocks are merely

placed on top of the slab. There are many

actual examples, but it is extremely in

adequate as a foundation for pedestals.

Shifting and falling during earthquaJ(es

are anticipated.

Reinforcing steel was welded to the re

inforcing steel of the slab, and subse

quently the concrete was poured in. This

foundation is more stable than the above
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cooling towers,

elevated water

tanks, tanks (on

pedestals)

cooling towers,

elevated water

ta~s, t~~s (on

pedestals)



2. ANCHOR BOLTS

(1) Variety of Anchor Bolts

• Anchoring of machinery and equipment to the structure with anchor bolts

and building of foundations are often accomplished after the structure is virtually

completed. This ./ill not result in full strength anchoring and often is connected

to the damage during earthquakes. It is important to deal with these works with

a clear plan from the initial stage of designing.

The following are the variety of anchor bolts.

a. embedded anchors

b. boxed anchors

c. post-driven anChOrS{ mechanical anchors

resin anchors

Essentials of these anchors are shown in Table 6.3.

Incidentally, as a shape of the tip of anchor bolts, the J -type and tho se

with anchor heads (stud, nut and end plate) are desirable.

(Guidelines in paragraph (2) and below of this section'are based upon
. . ..

"Guidelines for Home Power Generation Installation Soismic Designs (proposal) lI.

Table 6.3 Variety of Anchor Bolts

embedded anchors boxed anchors

~J r'
>

. . . - 1--._-
, . , . . , ', ,

, , .. . .. , , , ,. , ,
, 0

.. . ,,
till 0 , .

, , ,
s:: ,

o~
c . , . ,

'S
I

'.~.
, ,

, . . , , , ,
, .

cd ~ , , . .
H . . . . ,. . , . , .
'0 .
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If

resin anchors

Temporary placement of machines and
bolts

J,
filling of mortar (grout)

Installation of foundation

when installing concrete, a hollo.

boxed-in space is set aside for setting

of anchor bolts. \1hen installing a

machine or equipment, anchor bolts

are set in position and embedded wi. th

mortar.

Since the anchor is indirectly placed L
on the foundation through the mortar

which is filled in at a later time,

reaction strength is not so large,

and its relaibility is poor. I

f 1

Bolts are set accurately in position

~

mechalrlcal anchor.s

Anchor bolts are embeded in the

foundation concrete itself, and have

a large reaction load than boxed
f

anchors. Consequently, this anchor

is desirable when a heavy load is

installed on it.

Incidentally, since the setting will

be completed with the installation of

the foundation concrete, high work

precision is required.

Installa.tion of doundation concrete

I
f~>';~,:;h. .,;. / ,.};"-:"'l'.t _. ~__+ ... ''/7' ,.~.~:"'---;- f···v····l :.: 'It'.;· . -'.1'>',';''':' 'o:.;..:':.... ":!. .)•.••.•-/.... ... r--. -, _

... o' I U-..J ". ,_'." ~ : v :.I ,/ A. .~ ,eo' 'f' • ~~. ; ~-.~

, ' ..... ! .•.•. ". ;.~.i:....;'.~' ~•...•••.. '.'~ .:; .. ~:.:'.'~ .. _..
... ~ ..• ,...... ", : .... • ~ -ifitAtl): _ ~'.:~ f _.11'

, , • # .' , ; • •S· ) # '. n. , ;' d. .: •. 4 • •

• • '. . . . • '.. '.: ;i:·. 0.... ". -.'.
• iii .". '. • • (I I •••• :. /. _

• '.: --l1Ht Y. ., •• Q

2P ~ :.::'.. "," .... :.,0 "'; .~' ~~: :,'.. ; .....•
•,-J • . ' .' .... .. . • . • ' . ".:., .

;3. " ~ ~. to' :'~ , .• , ';;"I'I~~.:~ti7;%'Tl !- .' f ':, o~. 10.:. Ct 0'.

c~ ... ... • ': • ,.~...O ~.\ ~ ~' : .:.:~. >~'::~ <.:...:'~ ':~

-1.-_:_'."_11.. __-+-- ~
A prescribed hole is drilled in the Key-1. cap, 2. retainer, 3 hardener

concrete and an anchor is set in 4. aggregate, 5. glass tube

position. The lower part of the an- A glass tubular capsule (figure to the I
chor is mechanically exp~lded to left) filled with resin, hardener and ,

I



bind the anchor to the concrete. aggregate is in~erted into a vertical

It indicates significant strength hole punched in theconcrete, and an

in a laboratory. At an actual work anchor bolt is driven in on it by the

site, the reaction strength is anti- rotational impact of an impact drill.

cipated to fluctuate largely depend- Tho resin, hardener, aggregate and

ing upon the condition of the the crushed glass tube are mixed,

rr.l concrete and the appropriateness of harden and are bonded by the bonding
()

~ the work. A large safety factor must strength.
[/)

.~ be taken into account. Comparativoly high strength can be
(l)

~ Some makers put out various structure obtained. Incidentally, -threaded
ro
@ types on the market. ~~en using these, bolts or special reinforcing steel

,.q

() carefully work with them following shall be used in stead of a round bar.

respective instructions.

Make a hole in concrete

embed the holt

tighten the bolt

Puncture a hole in concrete and insert

the capsule

Attach a bolt to a hammer drill or a

machine drill and drive it by rata

tional impact.

(2) Reaction Load and Shearing Force Applied to Anchor Bolts

i) Reaction Load

Assuming a rigid machine, let us think of the direction to which the

machine is lilrely to fall.

Reaction load per one holt Rb applied by the force of an earthqualce can

be given by the following equation in accordance with the balance with the moment.

(see figure)
F . h - (W- F /2) . -e /2

n/2 . e

C1 - 1 )
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Key-l. center of gravity of the machine

······(1-2)Fr =--':---
n· A

where, A is the nominal sectional area per one bolt.

2) When Rb ~ 0

Reaction load affects bolts. Obtain "(by equation (1-2), then select

bolts according to the following procedures.

a. Rb ~ 0 and -C <::: 4. 5kgjmm2

Bolts shall be selected in such a way as to make Rb below the allowable

reaction load limit to be discussed in paragraph (3).

where, F: horizontal load by the earthquake

h: height to G from the installation floor surface

~~: bolt span viewed from the direction to which the machine is

likely to fall

F/2: vertical load

n: total number of bolts

w: weight of the machine

iii) Selection of Anchor Bolts

1) vlhen Rb<0

Reaction load by the earthquake will not affect bolts.

Bolts shall be selected in such a way as to make the shearing stress

below the allowable limit calculated by equation (1-2)

ii) Shearing Stress

It is asstuned that the horizontal force applied to the machine is equally

received by all of the anchor bolts. Shearing stress~ is given by the following

equation.



b. Rb~ 0 and Z '> 4. 5 kg/mm2

Bolts shall be selected in such a way Q.3 to make Rb below the allowable

limit. Additionally, the tensile stress of the bolts shall be obtained,

and the strength of the bolts that simultaniously receive tensile and

shearing forces shall be verified based upon thetable below.

iv) Values from Bolt Allowable Stress Table 6.4 shall be used.

Table 6.4 Allowable Stress of Bolts

2.- 3 '-rc ~ WJ iff f; £G tJ/ d
;t; Iv HI J\Il~B (Sy) ~liJftili~(Su)

.tgl sJj; ( ft ) (, -tt IvtlfT (fs )lIIIl

d -:;: 16 25 Vl J:: '\ 41 - 52 1 8.0 1 3.5I

16<d ~40 24 £( .r. 7 FoJ 1:.) c 1 8.0 1 3. 5

d >40 22£(1:. f01J: J 1 6. 5 1 2.3

kg / d

Key-l. volt diameter,

allowable stress,

9. unit

2. yield point, 3. tensle strength, 4. short tenn

5. tensile, 6. shearing, 7. above, 8. same as above

Strength of bolts which simultaneously receive tensile and shearing
i'orces shall be verified by the following.

ft s 14 ft - 1.6 t" and fts ;; ft • r ;; fs

Hhen tensile stress of bolts is below ft, the strength of bolts is adequate.

fts: allowable tensile force on bolts that also receive shearing force

ft : Allowable tensile force on bolts that only receive tensile force
(values in Table 6.4)

"( Shearing force that affects bolts.

fs Allowable sheqrlng force on bolts that only receive shearing force
(values in Table 6.4)
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(3) Allowable Reaction Load on fUlchor Bolts

Table 6.5 Allowable Reaction Load on Anchor Bolts

boxed anchors embedded anchors

A 54

3. (all below the fat line in the 3. (all below the fat line in the
table are 1200 kg). table are 1200 kg).

4. thickness of slab
,

4. thickness of slab

~A '7 ; J!j <:t ( 1!lIlI) I
LUIt:n=O ill 0 1 8 0 2 0 0 I
~vflO 4004: 6101 830

kf 9901

l~lJ2 480 670 950 I 1130 i
11.116' 650! 890 1140 1200i
I---+---+---I----+----j
1\120 810 1110 1200 1200 I
}'124 970 1200 1200 12001

'-----1-__ il....-_-"--_--.J.._......-1

icC) 'J}Jj) }~t~ 0) T illil Ll. 1" '" -C 1200 kg)

If the shape and the embedding depth If the shape and the embedding depth

of bolts are different from what is of holts are different from what is

shown in the drawing, follow "*" below. shown in the drawing, follow ll,l1I below.

key-1. bolt diameter key-l. bolt diameter

2. slab thickness 2. slab thickness

(Same both for boxed and embedded anchors)

Use the larger result of the 2 equations described below.

{
Fl= rrd l 1 !C

F 2= 1.5 rcdf.z!c

;f.")v A '7 7 ill <:t ( IIIII1 )

rtf- 120150180200

MlO 270'& 400' 550
kK

660kg

i M12 320 450 630 750

~116 430 590 760 910

MZnl 540 740 950 1050

M24 650 890 1140 1200
.0

..::l .:i C (j) 1.< C) **t~0) r fill] ';1 T '" -C 1200 kg)())



~
o

'M
+'
cO
'd, §
o
'H

QJ

+'
QJ

H
<>
~
o
<>
'd
H
cO

.l:1
cd

.c::
o
M
~

'M
+'
+'
Q)

C!l

~lliere, F,: Allowable Reaction Load (Kg) obtained

by using 11 in the drawing to the right.

1"2: Allowable Reaction Load (Kg) obtained

using I.l in the drawing to the right.

(It is' assumed that the hook shares '/3 and the shaft
@

shares 2/3 of the reaction load.)

d: nominal diameter of bolt· (em)

I.,: bolt embedding depth (em) \ refer to the

J- 2: bolt embedding depth (em)) dthrawi~ghttO
e rlg

fc: Allowable adhearing stress level to

reinforced concrete

je== I~O Fe c;.nd j c :SZ025 kg

Fe: concrete design standard strength

boxed anchors•••••••• Fc::.. 120 kg/crn2
?

embedded anchors ••••• Fe: 180 kg! crn~

/

Key-1. thickness of

slab
2. above 20mm

mechanical anchors resin anchors
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Assuming that the anchor bolts in

stalled in the slab are'unable to bear

more than 1200 kg of reaction load per

bolt, the allowable reaction load for

bol ts above N 10 is dosignated as '200

kg.

80 kg

100

140

220

360

500

550

M 16

M 10

M 6

M 20

M 22

M 8

M 12

~
H
(l)

~
(l)

M

cj

§ (note) It is assumed that anchor

d
r;;i Exactly as shown in the table.

gf
'M
rl
'M

(J)

<>

gf [bolts installed on the slab are
'M
:::; rtmable to bear more than 1200 kg per
~ Ibolt. Key-1. bolt diameter

2. allowable reaction load

H
o

-
H
o
o
q



Same as above. Exactly as sho"lm in the table.
q
0
'n
+'m :t')v l- {1: :JIVi ~ Ji-:gf.;jffi'd
q

M 10 1300 -kg;j
0
~

M 12 2000
1)

+' M 16 3600Q)

H
0 M 18 4500q
0

~~
22 I 68000

'd 24 8100H
m
.c: 30 12700
m I~ M 36 18300
0

tlilq
Key-1. belt diameter·rl

+'.p
2. allowable reaction loadQ)

CIl

(4) lffichor Bolt Arrangement

For arrangement of anchor bolts, machine makers often desi~1ate the

nTh~ber 2nd the location of the anchor bolts. For those Sp9cified, installation

standards and points suggested by the makers shall be follo'vTed.

For installing other machinery and equipment, the following points shall

be considered.

a. For those which will be fixed by means of steel material such as

transformers, the length of the steel material shall be sufficient

and the bolt span shall be ample if possible. (Reaction load per bolt

will be reduced.)

b. Considerations as shown in the figure below shall be given for the

anchor driving locations.

c. Embedded anchors, if possible, shall be welded to the reinforcing

steel of slabs and foundations before the concrete is poured.
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(note) In case of concrete without reinforcement, it is a standard

practice to adopt measurements t;ro times more ~lan the above.

HO\.Jever, if the actual anchor supporting strength is less than

1/2 of the allowable reaction load described in paragraph (3),

the measurements in the drawing can be adopted.

Key-l. above 10d, 2. reinforced concrete, J. above 5d (for mechanical

anchors), 4. above 150mm (for resin anchors and others)

3. DIRECT BEARINGS

Types of bearings for machinery and equipment can be classified as

follows according to the location relative to the supporting body (floor, ceiling).

a. direct bearing

b. pedestal bearing

c. swing bearing

Adirect bearing among these can be divided into the following two classes

according to whether or not the machine itself vibrates.

a. fixed bearing

b. elastic bearing (vibration proof bearing)

Vibration proof bearings encounter lots of seismic problems, and instal

lation of stoppers is necessary as shown in Scction VII-5.
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Types and concrete examples of fixed bearings are shown in Tables 6.6
and 6.7, and types and concrete examples of elastic bearings are shown in Tables

6.8 and 6.9.

Incidentally, please refer to section VII-4 for pedestal bearings fu~d

Section VIII-2 for swing bearings.

Table 6.6 Types of Fixed Bearings

~achine---bolts---steelmaterials--

independent foundation---slab

outline and comments

~achinc---anchor bolts---stell base--

foundation---machine--bolts--base--

anchor bolts---bolts---foundation

* Point is the bolt strength.

machine---anchor bolts---steel materials

---anchor bolts---foundation

~ Be mindful of the strength of the

fixation of the machine and the steel

materials.

~achine---anchorbolts---embedded steeel

materials---foundation

* Same as A, but a slightly higher

strength can be expected because of the

embedded steel materials.

~achinery and equipment---anchor bolts--

foundation

* Be mindful of the strength of the bolts

and the anchoring sites of the machine.

cooling towers

water tanks

pumps
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transformers

power SIDtchboards

power switchboards

surveillance board

oil tanks

machinery and equipment
concerned

drawing

o
J~L

I
i_I--------.A.------------'--------.----.-...,...--.....;-,,- ~



E

F

G

E

~
,x:,

. .
.' .,_ •• f

water tanks

cooling towern

water tanks

cooling towers

pressure water tanks

cooling towers

crude fire foam tanks

-l} This is not sufficient for heavy

machinery and equipment. foint is in

the bolt fixation site. Incidentally,

the shape of the foundation shall 1:B

stable and the foundation shall be

integral vi. th the slab.

machine---bol ts---steel rGdcstaI~

independent foundation-anchor OOlts--slat

"The poing is in the fixation of the

pedestal with the machine and the founda

tion. As for the foundation, the same

Cill1 be said as in E.

machine---welded OOlts---steel materials

---(welding)---steel bench---(anchor

001ts)---slab

* Same as in I~. Be careful of those \.Ji th

unfixed benches r~1d foundations.

machine---legs of the- main body---anchor

bolts---foundation

* Be careful of the fixation sites of

the base, legs and the foundation.
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explanations and comments

anchors.

Oil tank for home power generation

The bottom of a 2800.~ (1800 x 1000 x 1700H) tank

lligh Voltage Power S.~tchboard

An example of installing a 2100 x 1960 x 2300H

cubicle high voltage power switchboard.

The main body is fixed to this chaP~el material.

Special High Voltage Power Switchboard

An example of installing a 2000 kg, 1400 x 2800 x

4000H, board.

Bolts are short, but embedded channels serve as

Cubicle Three-Phase Transformers

Channel materials are prcmounted on the main body.

It is very common that transformers are supported

through channel materials.

Also, boxed anchor bolts are dominant among anchor

bolts.

Fixation merely at the bottom is not secure enough.

is fixed with angle materials and four anchor bolts.

i·ilien an earthquake hits, a large stress is expected
i

to develop in the welds of the tank and the angle

I materials.
I

~
!
i

I
I

tYQecone

/?"/'J

lR = 4.51

lR = 3.2 \

r- 100 
I r40'h

fg... I
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EXAMPLE

Key-1. bolt and tnz

'~" .;.~~~.:~:~~J~7C~ )
.......

!I;i'~ - ~ "I.

key-1. foundation bolt

2. finish board

3. mortar packings

4. foundation base

--.--·-----------..,.--+---------------------------1
~

1-----.----------,---1---------------------------.,
l£



Pump Common Base

A motor and a pump are placed on a rigid commonbase

. lest they get out of alignment.

Sufficient strength shall be given to bolts.

I\ey-1. foundation bolt
2. cedar hand pwnp

installation surface

3. motor installation
surface

4. base

5. foundation

E Water 'rank

There are only two pieces of steel materials

(channels) on which to rest the water tank. It is

desirable to have a pedestal which can support the

water tank on the entire surface, since large loads

will be shouldered on the fixed sites between the

water taru~ and the channels and the fixed sites

between the channels and the f0undation.

key-1. anchor bolt
2. anchor bolt

F
r-- 1"--, ,
ffF'lF""'!ffi=-'i'"-1mj ..,

~==*=lfll -J
~=:?==lll -.

1!!5==!b=~.d6.-lI!' -l

't " .1-'
-JL... •. JL ... ~ ... L..

key-1. steel wall panel
2. bottom panel
3. outer frame steel

material
4. bolt, 5. anchor bolt
6. concrete base

Water Tank (Pedestal, Foundation)

An example of a panel water tar~ by T company.

It is desirable that the foundation shall be made of

a considerably high strength concrete, and be made

integral with the structure using reinforcing steel.

Be careful of the strength of the fixation between

channel materials and the main body of the tank.
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150x75x9).
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strength must be given.

It is desirable that the foundation be integral with

the slab (Pedestal steel material dimension: C shape

Cooling Tower I
A cooling tower is small and weighs only 122kg

(during operation) (an example of H company product)"

The strength of the fixation on the joints of legs,

legs and the foundation is questionable.

The foundation must be integral with the slab.

~~Water Tank (Pedestal, foundation)

An example of an Fm;. panel water tank by B company.

It is said that a great deal of consideration has

been given to earthquake resistivity (Various re

inforcing materials are installed inside the tar~).

The foundation shall be desirably integral with

the slab.

ttR ; SS Zn ;J "I *

I F

i

r' r, co, ty......
I I i

1

~j !
I' 1 I

I 1··-
I ,I

I
I I

i I :; I I I

~L.J '- j.Jc"
L..l L..i L-J ,. ! ! .

IE. H

~:
1

I t

,1 ill-r _J

~ Hater Tank (Pedestal, ?bundation)

r~75'1 An example of an integral water tank by T company.

~~ ~e main body is fastened by clasps. The maker must

: -l have completed its investigation, but there was a

r~Tool~ case where these clasps were broken. Sufficient

~
~~:::I6

1 L65x65x6tX1OO.l
, ?1-~ilHt";{..

~.' ,i ":l:;;7 I) - ~ '" - A 3

key-1. material quality:
SS Zn plating

~. steel outer frome
3. concrete base



~'
..dB G

LI J
1.11011,11)1

E·H
'-----'I Cooling Tower

This is large and \oreighs 3870 kg (during operation)

(Also, an example of the towers made by H company).

It is necessary to investigate if the strength of

tl1e fixation by the anchor bolts is adequate.

The foundation must be integral with the slab•

Pressure Water Tank

Compared to the height of the vessel, the cente of

gravity is not so high, but the tank: is unstable.

It is doubtful if the strength of the joints of legs

is sufficient.

I\ey-l. concrete foundation
2. anchor bolt

Table 6.8 Types of Elastic Bearings .

C Drawing machinery &equipment outline and comments8e concerned

~
refrigerators ma.chine---vibration proof material---

package air conditioners foundationa
{f Be mindful of the strength of vibra-

tion proof materials. Stoppers are

required.

A
generators machine--steel base---vibration proof

b blowers material---foundation

* same as "a"

"
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explanations and comments

Concrete Examples of Elastic Bearings

It is supported by vibration proof springs at a

total of 6 sites, on both ends and the mid section,

which involves 24 springs. The body is merely sit

ting on the vibration proof springs and is anticipat

ed to fall of by strong oscillations. Stoppers

are required.

tion.

Closed Single Stage Turbo Refrigerator

The main part of the body measures 1100,6 x 60001

(rough dimension), and weighs 9300 l::g during opera-

Table 6.9

EXAMPLE
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Key-l. main body
2. adjusting bolt
3. side board
4. the mai.n body
5. vibration proof spring
6. rubber pad
7. fundation
8. <] ,Q and the adjust

ing bolt are on the
side of the main body

----.--- r-:c-i---------------------------f
b

pumps machine---bolts---vibration proof

foundation---vibration proof material---

i*
foundation

c
* A large load will be added to the

vibration proof materials. Be mindful

of the vibration proof materials.

Stoppers are required.

Pump
,"'- ,,-;f J II
A~~# L An example of the vibration proof boarings for

...

_ .......~~~H_~_t~~_!Jl~~L"_{_a~I...;-:::.-"",-_--(_+...~_"'_t-_"''''_-_''_)..l_m_ ....._n_Cb_..~_.n_e_r_y_an_._d_e_q_U_i_p._ID_e_n_t_,_u_S_i_n_g_ru_b..;.b_8_r_v_i_b_r_a_t_i_o_n_ jl'insulators inserted under the common pedestal. ---J



Key-l.
2.

pump
common pedostaJ_
(channei base)

3. concrete foundation
4. slab
5. charmel pase
6. rubber vibration

insulato:!:'
7. concrete foundation

stoppers are required to restrain large vibration

and displacement.

Tho shearing ~~eld strongth of the rubber vibra

tion insulators is questionable.

Air Blower

ill1 example of the spring vibration proof bearings.

It is desirable to install stoppers just as in

the above examples.

b
~~!I=-. 't' ;....-.d';;( .z

I::J '*:1 '/. :,.-
I i!IIUI

-r-~

key-l. hot cir blo ..m
2. ·canvaG connection
3. vibration proof spring
4. motor
5. common pedestal

(charmel base)
6. slab
7. concrete foundation
8. adjusting bolt

3

b Rubber Vibration Insulator Fixation Example

Bolts are attached to the top and the bottom of the

rubber vibration insulators, and it is designed

to be fastened by nuts to machinery and equipment

and steel materials.
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Key-l.
')"'.

common pedestal
rubber vibration
insulator

3. embedded base
1+. pipe
5. concrete foundation

Pump

A bearing example with a vibration proof basc for

enhancement of the vibration proof effect. The

weight above the vibration proof material will be

heavy, and it is necessary to be careful about the

strength of the vibration proof material itself

A and the fixation to the foundation.

Installation of stoppers is desirable.
key-l. pump

2. motor
3. vibration proof base
4. vibration proof

material

I Pump

?!€._.....,... -.1.,.1:,~~''''.f 7')" ",J The rubber vibration insulator is fastened to the

angle material below but not fastenod to the vibra

tion proof foundation.

a~ ~ The elastic bearing may pop out by vertical seismic

motions. Vertical and horizontal stoppers arc

b desired.
Ii'i.::f A 11J~11" 7' 'J '/ Y

key-l. blank pipe
2. rubber vibration

insulator
3. cap nut
4. anchor bolt
5. reinforcing steel
6. vibration proof sprin

or rubber vibration
insulator
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shift.

I T"1J-d<'H~IlI,",_" 2... ~ !Floating Foundation for Vibration Proof

~
~ ~ '>H->'. J(:";:::/':':-::1:.•.~:25-12_!t""'?1i ~ Q:here are problems related to the durability of

~...;." '~''';~ fi"'!i:ilil~Il.~tT~lII~S-
.... :... :: .. ; : :!' •...:: i:'·.,.IJI:1HHr? cork against water and the bonding of concrete.
" ," ,'," ' .. ".: .

/ 2.... In the above case, the part above the cork may1l!-..>~:_~:~; 5

key-1. anchor bolt
2. plate base
3. concrete foundation
4. 25-12mm raw cork board
5. The surface of the

slab must be always
roughened before the
foundation is install
ed.

6. wood material trap
7. 50mm raw cork

4. PEDESTALS

(1) Structure of Pedestals

Supporting by a pedestal may not only increase the response. magnification

bu~ also will be-disadvantageous from the point of strength. If it is necessary

to provide pedestal bearings from the structural aspect of the machinery and equip

ment installations, the bearings shall be rigid and strong enough to resist the

design seismic force. In this section, in view of the contents of the damages,

points to be noted when designing pedestals will be indicated.

In the following, pedestals are viewed from the four grouped parts.

1'. Pedestal and machine fixed junction
B Pedestal frame
C Pedestal and Foundation fixed junction
D E'oundation
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(2) Pedestal and Machine Fixation Junction

a. Bolts and metal fittings shall have sufficient strength.

b. Excessive concentrations of stress shall be avoided (Figure).

c. Legs of the pedestal shall be extended to support the machine at an

upper level. (Figure)

Key-1. rug
2. reinforcing material

3. angle material

(3) Pedestal Frame

a. Corners shall be propped and bonded securely with gasset plates.

b. The size of legs shall be large enough not to buckle.

c. Braces shall be used as much as possible (to e~~ance the total regidity)

(4) Pedestal and Foundation Fixation Junction

a. Anchor bolts to be used shall have a sufficient strength, and shall

be welded to the arranged reinforcing steel.
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b. A large enough concrete covering depth shall be given lest the anchor

bolts slip through or the surrounding concrete chips off.

c. The base plate shall be' sufficiently large and strong, and the base

legs shall be reinforced with ribs.

d. Batten bridging shall beconstructed the base of legs. (Figure)

Key-l. batten bridging

(5) Foundation

a. A sufficient contact surface shall be given.

b. rmen an equipment(pedestal) is not so large, it shall be in sinngle

continuous shape (Figure).

c. Reinforcing steel shall be installed and welded to the steel arranged

in the slab.

d. A high strength concrete shall be used.

(6) Reinforcement and Improvement of Existing Pedestals

A great number of existing pedestals are soft in earthquake resistance.

In Table 6. 10, examples of methods to reinforce these weakpoints are

Presented.
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Table 6.10: Existing Pedestal Reinforcing Examples

_._-- --.- .. ---_ ....

before reinforcement after reinforcement
--

R B reinforced with
weak corners gas:aet plates

.1:'1,no braces a braces installed
/ "-

a g chord element
supplemented

A base of legs reinforced withA ribs.. ~ ,Ai

m fIl reinforced with
wall mounted

stays

5. STOPPERS

Internal combustion engines of home power generators, recipro type refrigerators,

blowers, etc. generate vibrations when operating, and they are usually provided

with vibration proof bearings. However, these vibration proof bearings do not

demonstrate a vibration proof effect under earthquakes, but rather give the effect

of raising the response magnification of the machinery and equipment.
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Thus, sometimes earthquake resistive stoppers are installed to deter

excessive displacement of these vibration proof bearings during earthquakes.

There are different kinds of stoppers to be used depending upon the type of the

vibration proof bearings and the shape of the machinery and equipment, for instance,

stoppers that inhibit horizontal directional shifts and stoppers that inhibit

vertical directional shifts.

Examples of stoppers are shown in Table 6.11 and Table 6.12.

Incidentally, the following considerations are required in respect to

the stopper types and setting locations.

a. Direction of the movement to be restrained shall be accurately checked,

and the stoppers which render proper service 3hall be adopted.

b. Stoppers shall be installed on a solid foundation which can give a

large reaction force to them. If the foundation size is not large

enough, an additional portion of the foundation shall be installed.

c. stoppers shall be arranged in such a way as to divide equally the

load by the machinery and eqUipment as much as possible.

d. Stoppers shall be fitted to the strong and hard part of the mach~ne,

or f1 tL},~ so as to restrain the strong and hard part.

e. vllien dealing with heavy machinery a nd equipment, stoppers shall be

placed at two points on one side.

f. Contact surface shall be lined with a buffer.

g. Stoppers shall be arranged in such a way as to prevent a large dis

placement of connecting pipes.

h. Stoppers shall be fitted properly so that they will not interfere

with the operation and repair of the machinery and equipment.

Table 6. 11: Examples of Stoppers for Horizontal Constraint

Slip guard angle, the simplest type

Unless the material is thick, strength will be insuffi

cient.

I(one wav constraint)
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~ vibration proof pad placed at contact with the machine.

A72

~~ample of multi-directional constraint stoppers with

~ complicated structure and moderate strength.

~t seems a simpler design may be of greater benefit.

tthose installed on the corners of machinery and equip

ment.

Seating base of a rubber vibration insulator functioning

~s a stopper since it is surrounded by the (base of) a

lnachine.

(two way)

Wurther reinforced second example.

r-t'hie t:rpe issuttable for heavy machinery and equipment

such as generators.

(one way)

~einforcement added to the above example ~
tthis type is desirable when constraining heavy machinery I
~d equipment or constraining them at a high position. I
(one way) ,

key-1. seating base
2. rubber vibration

insulator

key-1. elevation
2. main body
3. plane

key-1. vibration proof pad
2. common base wheel

end

-------------+--------------------.------i



Table 6.12: Examples of Stoppers for Vertical Constraint

Simplest type of crank

Those with sufficient thickness shall be used.

Type uhich holds the pedestal from top and bottom through

buffer pads (rubber material)

key-1. buffer pad

lkey-l.rubber material
2. ruhber vibration

insulator

Type which constrains displacement uith holes and bolts.

The bolts are attached uith rubber vibration insulators

and must be firmly tightened.

Bolts which penetrate through rubber vibration insulators

serve as stoppers.

Loosening of nuts shall be prevented.

Type which constrains displacement "ri th holes and bolts.

Be careful of loosening nuts.
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Table 6.13: Examples of Stays

A74

fixed with horizon- fixed v.rith clasps

tal bracket ~and angles ~

wrapped with a ba.nd

----------------------
Fixed on Halls

Examples of stays for earthquake control are shown in Table 6.13.

a. Stays fixed on walls.

b. Stays fixed on ceiling slabs and beams.

c. ;3tays fixed on floors.

d. Stays fixed in cubicle containers (iron plates).

e. Stays fixed on other secured machinery and equipment.

Stays are very effective prevent machinery and equipment installations

from tur:r.ing over. Furthermore, they cannot only be incorporated when designing

but also can be applied when improving the earthquake resistance. The installation

of stays will be restricted by the conditions of the environment such as availability

of walls and ceilings nearby, but they are classified as follows according to

the objects to which they are fastened.

6. STAYS



--- - ._--------,----- -- ------

fixed with brackets
on the top

fixed with angles
on the back fixed with a frame

on the back

fixed on both Halls a band vi bration proof
Hi th angles

----------'------_.- --
Fixed on ceilings mld beams

____.1_

fixed with a frame fixed with angles fixed on a beam
wi th angles
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A machine hanging
from ceiling en=
closed with a frame
(or possibly t,Tith

Fnclosed in a frame 'Fixed with wires

fixed on a girder
with angles

Fixed on both side

plates with angles

.I

Fixntion of hanging jl
machinery and equip
ment

_--1. '- _

x

}'ixed in cubicle containers

Fixed on floors

--------r------------. -._-------.-- --------

Fixed on a floor
wi th angles

side plate t,Ti th

angles

Fixed on a closer

fixed on a girder
with brackets

r-.-----~----"'-----------.---.-
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Fixed on other machinery and equipment

\ /

X
/

integral with secur
machinery and equip
mont nearby

-----------,
I

'------ J-- --'- --'

VII PIPING AND BEARING DESIGNS

1. EARTHQUAKE RESISTIVITY OF PIPING

Piping is subjected to force of inertia (force of an earthqu~(e) corres

ponulng to its own weight and the forced deformation due to the relative displace

ment between fulcrums.

Regarding the force of inertia, the former, the earthquake force can

be established according to the machinery and equipment. It is however wise to

avoid destruction by implementing countermeasures such as increasing the rigidity

of bearings and shortening the distance between bearings in order to prevent

machines from resonating with the vibrations of buildings.

As for the latter, the forced deformation, it is necessary to provide

some measures to prevent piping damages inflicted by interlayer displacement and

the relative displacement of the expanded area as explained in section V-2.

However, in the present state, it is very difficult to verify this by calculation.
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Destructio n of piping of a high required earthquake resistance level shall be

avoided by prearranging of flexible joints.

2. STRUCTURE OF BEARINGS FOR PIPING

Following types of piping bearings are available.

a. Pedestal bearings from the floor

b. Swing bearings from the ceiling

c. Bracket bearings from the wall

Also, solid vertical pipes penetrate through other objects and are support

ed at those breakthroughs.

Concerning the seismic considerations for the piping bearings, swaying

of piping in excessive amplitudes shall be prevented. Also, the piping shall be

designed to withstand interlayer displacement, ['elative displacement and expansion

of the piping itself due to the temperature changes.

Especially with swing bearings, braces applied to hanging materials are

very effective in preventing horizontal vibration. When the hanging length is

long, stabilisers are particularly important. Likewise, the distance between

bearings shall be on the short side.

Types of piping bearings and related earthquc~e control examples are

shown in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2, and types of the floor penetration of piping

and related earthquake control examples are shown in Tables 7.3 and 7.4.
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a

Table 7.2 Examples of Earthquake Control for Pi.ping Bearings

a

~'~~J
I L-SOXSOx3~

I I n-J LJ

Support of ducts by frames

a

~olid and hard support from a frame

a

Solid support by a frame

+l ,~.dj
L- 40x40x5 ;r.J ... ;i! /

L---L.---J U

Support of ducts by reinforcements

key-1. elbow

a

Solid and hard support from a beam

a

"-<
:.-':fJ -;i!JI-}

5tfflilHt :}
.~ .of .,. OJ 7' L;- _

rt,[7'97:.-'7' 5
;f.;4"7V:.-',f 7 r (.

Vibration proof fixation of pipes running
across

key-1. pipes below beams and ceiling
slabs

2. anchor bolt, 3. supporting steel
4. gap, 5. pipe clamp, 6. neoprene
pad
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a a

Stabilizers for bath ducts Fixation of multiple piping by a rigid
frame pedostal

a a

Fixation of mufflers

Key-l. adjusters angled or channel
ed on the side

Bearing for exhuast pipes

key-l. reinfor.cement, 2. exhaust pipe,
3. slab (welded)

c d

Reinforced pedestal foundation

i I 11

Fixation of wall penetration

Key-l. support angle, 2. anchor

- .------o 0

AA

AS3



outline (comments)

A84

Only sleeve is irtsta~lod.

applied.

Shape steel is fixed to floor slabs. Pipes are fixed,

to U bolts that connect to the steel. It is desir

able to see to it that the stress will not concen

trate on the bolt tightened part.

This type is used where water proofing is requi~ed,

such as on a roof top. lne penetrated area is cover

ed by iron plates, or the slab is made to rise.

Rising pipes (rising ducts) are fixed on the floor I;

angles and channels. (Fixed to steel with rivets and

welding). No particular problems are anticipated i

if designed not to concentrate the stress on the fix-l
•

ed part of pipes.

Sleeve is installed to re-embed the pipe with mortar

or lockwall.

Table 7.3 Types of Floor Penetration of Pipes

conceptural
drawing

/' ..ALJI ;r-

support sJ1llbol
PI' no
support

Sometimes lead caulking is

I
I
I1--_-..L -..:!. _



Table 7.4 Examples of Earthqu8ke Control for
Floor Penetration of Fipes

,
.)

L!tilll.:....
/ ; *'''' ~
Pi lk::f ).. J;","'C' n.;-,J;;:=;;::r
7:;tJ-;j!lv~

,

Key-l.
2.

Key-l. rubber vibration insulator
2. hard heat insulator
3. iron plnte
4. supported area (with vibration

proof)
5. stabilized area (with vibration

proof)

Key-l. stabilized area, 2. stabilization

AS5

Elastic ;Jupport for Penetration of A
Bath Duct Through Floor

Key-l. rubber vibration insulator
2. anchor bolt
3. L :;hap.:; ndjuster
4. bolt, 5. grooved steel

/

3
@:i:~IllI7} (Pi .."" L,) *tl.ll:6')o

complete welding
supported area (~dthout

vibration proof)
3. 3tabiliz~tion



3. JOINTS OF MACHINERY/EQUIPHElIJT AND PIPING

Relative displacement develops in the joints beti-Teen machinery/

equipment and piping due to the responses of the two. The maximum value is estimated

to be almost the same as the simple addition~ the m~dmum value of the respective

responses. However, it is very difficult to obtain the response displacement

of machinery/equipment and the response displacement of piping by calculation, and

such data is presently Virtually non-existant. Therefore, it is desirable to arrange_

flexible joints as required for these joints in consideration of the required earth

quake resistance level of the functional systems to which these joints are included

and the rigidity of the machinery/equipment and pedestals. Especially, with vibra

tion proof bearings, the joints must be flexible against the displacement until the

stoppers work.
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PRIMING WATER TA}ffi

Functional System: .

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dimensions:

\Jeight:

Oapacity:

Evaluation:

Fire Extinguishing Installation

Basement

tank 1000 x 600 x H755 '

360L

B

INSTALLATION CONDITION AND COMMENTS

The tank is placed on two brackets

mounted on the wall.

Tips of brackets are pulled by round

steel. However, round steel is low in rigidity,

and it is not expected to be effective against

horizontal oscillations.

Brackets also seem vulnerable to

transverse oscillations. Also, the joints of

the tank and the pipe look unstalbe.

It is recommended that the upper

portion of the water tank be fixed to the wall.

bracket: L- 50 x 50 x 6t

swing bolt: 12¢

SKETCH DRAWING AND DETAIL DRAWING

* Side View

PROPOSAL FOR REINFORCEMEN'r & IMPROVEMENT

* Fix on the wall with a band.

A 87
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key-l. L steel
(2 sites)

2. side vLCl,.l

(m~dij0)~

1* Enlarge lateral belt span.

(Under the present condition, it is
;)mall)

PROPOSAL FaIt REINFORG.[!l1ENT & INPROVEHENT

Basement

Essentials of Hain Body 657 x 1920 x H2940

Electrical Installation

B

A88

key_1 .. photo

Functional System:

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dimensions:

Height~

Evaluation:

LJ
+'

OOOXIiOX5

1;. /
,

jEilii ! l1!ilii .2-
key-1. front view, 2. side view

'< Channels and bolts fixation location

TRANSliDRt1ER (SPECIAL HIGH VOLTAGE 2000KVA OIL COOIJING TYPE)

SKETCH DRA/IING AND DETAIL DRAHING

,:. Outline of the transformer
ro"ro1 1280-1- 1920 ,

INSTALLATION CXlNDITION AND CXlHMENTS

It is fixed on the foundation

approximately 160 rnm high with 4 bolts (24¢)

through channel materials (c. - 100 x 50 x 5).

It is connected to the wiring in the

cable pit at the back.

Channel materials were welded to the

main body in the factory, and the details of the

welds are unknown.

Fixation span appears to be narrow

relative to the proportion of the transformer.



x Bolt Fixation Site

Even if bolts will not slip

off, channol-plate welding may break. up.

Channel-main body welding is,

in this case, unkno,m, but the strength

is questionable.

Some clear~~ce is present in the

concrete around the bolts. Is the work

done prDperly?

It is felt that the details of

the channGI is too complicated.

" Bolt Fixation Site (Boxed)

It is requested that the ade

quacy of the bolt diameter be investi

gated.

The ancor bolt is 21~,p, thick

enough in calculation, but the slab side

is anticipated to brew{.

)\ Hiring Joints

It is anticipated that the

instilators break due to the oscillations

of the main body during earthquakes.
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THRE-PHASE 'l'RANSFORHER (HIGH VOLATGE 300KVA OIL COOLING TYPE)

*************i~*********************i~****~~**i~******

Functional System:

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dimensions:

\~eight :

Evaluation:

Electrical Installation

Upper Floor

810 x 1330 x H1295

1550 kg

C

INSTALLATION CONDITION AND COMHENTS

The tra..11.sformer is supported with rubber

vibration insulators on an H shape steel semi

embedded in the foundation.

There are 4 fixation sites.

It is expected to receive a considerable

amount of earthquake force since the transformer is

installed on an upper floor. Fixation on the top

is likely to improve earthquake resistance.

This bearing is insecure, since some

times, vibration proof bearings resonate with

earthquakes creating large acceleration.

H shape steel size: 200 x 150
(estimation; confirmed by drawing)

SKETCH AND DETAIL DRAHING

* Detail of Vibration Proof Bearing

(Probably the bolt appearing on the top

and the bottom of the insulator is not connected

inside the rubber vibration insulator', which means

that the support is weak against the up and down

earthquake motions.

If connected, the bolt can function with

the nut as a verticaldirectional stopper•••• )

Key- 1. rubber vibration insulator



PROPOSAL FOR REINFORCE·lENT AND IMPROVDIENT

* Given enough strength to the welding of the channel and the main body.

* Use high strength rubber vibration· insulator.

* Apply stays on the top extending from the floor.

.;} Sling with wires (if it. can be anchored on the top).

o(,<:'-l'oi-ffilT
(&i.0)t.:~) Key-l. wrap with a band loosely (for

vibration proofing)

2. angle

lfVibration Proof Bearing

Bolts are 16 mm in diameter.

A large load may be applied to the bearing due

to the resonance of the rubber vibration

insulator.

l'Channels in Bearing

The welding of channels and the main body

j.s unknown.

H shape steel was probably selected to

support the transformer for vibration proofing

purposes but the rigidity will be low compared to

direct fixation to the floor.
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****************************************************

c:::: :I

c
* (10100kg including the common base)

Home Power Generation Installation

Basement

1820 x 4288 x H20 15

8850 kg (Engine 5450 kg, Generator 3400kg)

Evaluation:

FUnctional System:

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dimensions:

Weight:

A92

(bolt diameter: 24 mm)

**Location of anchor bolts and rubber vibration insulators

(*fixation of embedded steel material)

·bolts
o rubber vibration insulators

* Size of Boxed Anchors (from drawing)

DIESEL GENERATOR

SKETCH AND D1'TAIL DRAWINGS

INSTALLATION CONDITION M1D COMMENTS

It is supported on a foundation of

approximately 100 mm high with rubber vibration

insulators (see drawings below).

There are 10 rubber vibration

insulators. The machine is heavy and contains

many connecting pipes. Solid stoppers must be

installed.

Flexible pipes are used for fuel inlet

pipe, cooling water outlet pipe, cooling water .

inlet pipe and starting air inlet pipe.

Incidentally, foundation bolts and

nuts are accessories.



" Main body and rubber vibration insulator

*1* I======:Y'

'"i?.-.;~'l!i6;"IlIlH ':2~
A

Key-l. main body

2. embedded steel material

PROPOSAL FOR llEINFORCEMENT AND IMPROVEMENT

-" It is absolutely necessary to install stoppers (water ta.ble) and constrain the

sides of the common base. At least 2 stoppers are desired on each side.

/

vibration insulators.

~:. Rubber Vibration Ins'il.ator

Stoppers are necessary.

A93

The bolts used for fixing the body

to the steel materials are 22 mm•.

Stoppers that stop the lower side

plates are necessary.

Incidentally, the pipe to the right

from the center is the starting air inlet

pipe. Some slack is given to allow for tensile.

" Lower Diesel E..Tlgine

It is supported on steel materials

embedded in the foundation with rubber

Reproduced from
best available copy.



* Cooling Water Inlet and Outlet Pipes

Rubber flexible pipes are used to

absorb the vibration of the generator.

" Upper t4uffler

A canvas duct is used. The muffler

is slung from the ceiling by vibration proof

hanging bars. Transverse osciilation

preventive measures are desirable.
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OIL SERVICE TANK AND DEPRESSURIZED WATER TA1~

Functional System:

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dimensions:

Weight:

Evaluation:

Home Power Generation Installation

Basement

Upper Tank p830 x RS67

Lower Tank: 900 x 780 x l"Uj 14

unloaded Upper Tank 45 kg, Lower Tank: 100kg

C

*************************************************

INSTALLATION CONDITION AND COMMENTS
An upper and lower two stage pedestal

is built with 50 x 50 x 6 angles. A fuel service

tank: and. a depressurized water tank are installod

on the upper shelf and the lower shelf respec

tively.

Capacity of the tanks are 390 liters

and 500 liters respectively.

The oil service tank supplies fuel to

diesel engines by a gravity system and is placed

on a high plane. The pedestal is made of pure

rahmen and seems dangeous without' modification.

If this tank breaks down, not only is the

emergency home power generation jeopadized but

also this may cause secondary damages.

Since there is a wall nearby, it is

perhaps necessary to fasten the pedestal by stays.

Pedestal Angles: 1- 50 x 50 x 5
Anchor Bolt: lOp

SKETCH- AND DETAIL DRAWINGS

* Pedestal Dimensions

A95



* Fixation of Two Tanks (Drawing 1)

Relation to Wall (Drawing 2)

Fixation of Base of legs (Drawing 3)

Key-1. tank

2. (4 of these)

3. fuel service tank

k
so

. .., !I/?

10., / / L,j L- SOx5llx6

PROPOSAL FOR REINFORGEHENT AND IMPROVI!14ENT

* Reinforce the fixation of the pedestal to the tanks.

key-1. angle

key-l. angle

2. fixation by bolts (or welding)

3. gusset plate

4. post-driven anchor

A 96

* Give stays from the wall.

* Fixation of Depressurized Water Tal~

on Lower Shelf ' .

Clasps and bolts appear inadequate.

There are 4 of thse fixation sites.

(clasp: L-50 x 50 x 6t ) (bolt diameter 10mm)



* Base of Pedestal Leg

Angles of legs are welded to a

plate which is fixed by an ancor bolt of

10mrn diameter.

Diameter of bolts and welding

must be investigated.

* Flexible Pipe on the Upper Part of
the Fuel Service Tank

It is desirable to use flexible

pipes for the joints of machinery and

equipment and piping as seen here.
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OIL STORAGE TAlffi

**************************************************

Home Power Generation Installation

Basement

1800 x 1000 x H1700

Approximately 270 kg

(Unloaded condition, calculated from the
plate thickness)

CEvaluation:

Boundary Dimensions:

\~eight:

Functional System:

Floor Installed:

Bolt strength is adquate in calculation,

the legs on the main body

Stays are desirable.
side 3.2mm

steel plate thickneac: bottom 4.5mm
lid 2.3mm

A98

key-1. bolt

* Fixation of Oil storage Tank

SKETCH AND DETAIL DRAWINGS

but the strength around

side was questionable.

When this tank breaks down, not only i(j

the function of power generation lost but also

secondary de~age may occur.

Reinforcement of the bottom, and support

on the upper section arc desirable.

Incidentally, out of the 4 bolts, one of them

had a loose nut.

INSTALLATION CONDITION AND COMMENTS
It is merely fastened by 4 anchor bolts of 10mm diameter.

1,ilien it is full, the 'rJeight increases. l'men

sloshing occus, a large load will be added to the

bottom.



* Detail of Fixed Site

L- 5Ox50x6

keJ'-1. anchor bolt ¢ 10

2. (" in the drawing, it was indicated
as i6¢')

/ .,.:.'tJ-;f(/vf loll
l.- (. ~jjj-c1116tl t./J., 1';. l

(:iLiIJ:J J

key-l. band

2. angles

3. (standing view)

4. angles

5. plane view

PROPOSAL FOR REINFORCEMENT AND IHPROVDlENT

* Increase the number of bolts (for each side).

-1, Use reinforcement with larger sectional surface for the bottom.

-1, Provide stays (Make sure that the ap.chor side is not the block wall).

2.

(.IlZiijl5

* Bolt Fixation Site

Bolt Diameter : 10mm

Bottom heinforcement: 1-50 x 50 x 6

* Block Penetration of Oil 'Supply Pipe

There is a possibility that the

block walls will collapse and the pipe

mat break.
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*************************************~.*****~f********

12001
I

J

Electrical Installation

Basement

Batteries 115 x 170 x H 400

(Refer to the drawings below for the pedestal)

9.35 kg in toal

C

A100

I
1-__ -3no·-·

-
I

I",

I

,'/ i/ ,sf' I'~

$

I..

Boundary Dimensions:

Weight:

Evaluation:

Functional System:

Floor Installed:

SKETCH AND DETAIL DRAWING

~~ Total View

ALKALI BATTERIES ( 100V 200 AH)

emergency.

The wall in the back is earthquake

proof and solid. One idea is to fasten the

pedestal to this wall.

Incidentally, pedestal is composed of L - 40 x 40 x 5.

INSTALLATION CONDITION AND OOMME}ITS

A total of 80 batteries are lined

on the .3 stage pedestal, 27,27 and 26

batteries from the bottom to the top shelf.

'fhe batteris and the pedestal are

not fast.ened. This arrangement has the risk

of having the batteries fall dO\lIl by vigorous

oscillations.

Some measures are necessary, for

instance, securing of battries by fixation,

since these batteris supply electricity to
the central surveillance board during an



PROPOSAL FOR REINFORCEMENT AND IMPROVEMENT

1< Fix the upper part of the pedestal ;;ith stays from the wall (Drawing 1)

-;} Lay a stabilizer across the lowest shelf (Drawing 2)

~ B1nd two pedestals (fixing) (Drawing 3)

* Fix legs of the pedestal to the floor.

(Drawing (Drawing 2) (Dra\-ring 3)

U
/T/P.:....H
";f "7 'r I ~

I 2 'r"i I
~

~:;;;;;;;;;,l-""""/j

key-l. angle bracket (at 2

2. stabilizing angle

Weld ;;i th plate( or

simply tie with

sites)wires).

Side view

-:tpedestal Legs

Not fixed.

The pedestal may fall in some

osccasions, and fall proof measures are

necessary.

" Battery Connections

Since the pedestal is divided

into two sections, the ;;iring over the

boundary shall be given some play.

(The case shown here indicates no slack.)

Also, it is desirable to ha.ve

the two sections of the pedestal integral.

A 101

Reproduced from
best available copy.



DOILER OIL SERVICE TJU~ (FUEL SERVICE T!Jffi)

key-1. anchor bolt

*Fix~tion on the Base of Legs

Air Conditioning Unit

Basement

p 700 x L1400

capacity 500 liter

C

A 102

d

r'1 r1

* Podestal Dimensions

Functional System:

Floor Installed:

Bdundary Dimensions:

Weight:

Evaluation:

8_._._"'---._________1 , I
I .
I I
1-450

SKETCH AND DETAIL DRAHINGS

* Relation to Hall

This is just as dangerous as the t~~

previously shown.

At least, braces should be installed

for the pedestal. Also, it is desirable tllat

the top of the tank or pedestal be fixed with

stays from the wall.

Also, flexible joints must be used

for connecting pipes.

Pedestal: L-50 x 50 x 6

INSTALLATION CONDITION AND COMMENTS



PROPOSAL FDR REINFORCENENT AND IHPROVEMl'"1JT

* Reinforcement of Pedestal ••••• Install braces

,:- Fix the top of the pedestal with stays from wall ( at 4 sites ).

d iii
lot

~

~

~
I

'" ..
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key-1. angle

-

Air Conditioning Unit

Upper Floor

p 1000-1100

B

A104

Functional system:

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dimensions:

Height:

Evaluation:

Key-1. round steel
12p

ftIR CONDITIONAER OUTSIDE AIR CIRCULATION DUCT

SKETCH AND DETAIL DRAWINGS PROPOSAL FOR REINFORCEHENT AND HIPROVEHEHT

* Fixation of the Round Steel Upper End * Prevent transverse oscillations

measures are necessary.

Also, fluorscent lamps hunb by

chains, might break by bumping into the

side walls due to resonance.

The oulline of the fixation of

the tope of the round steel rods is as

shown below.

INSTALLATION CONDITION

It is hung by round steel rods of approximately 12 mm in di~~eter.

The strength of the round steel

fixing sites at both ends is questionable.

Bending of stoppers were seen

in several sites on the side of the duct.

Transverse oscillation control

-;, Round Steel LO'vler End



TURBO REFRIGERATOR

Functional System:'

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dimensions:

Height:

::::valuation:

Upper Floor

,p 1116 x L5995 (Cyrinder of the main body)

9300 kg

c

INSTAlLATION CONDITION AND COMMENTS

A total of 6 sites are supported

by a vibration proof spring. In appearance

this machine is merely sitting on the

springs.

If this .assumption is correct,

the main body will easily shift during

earthquakes.

stoppers are absolutely necessary

(Springs are also not fastened to the

foundation) •

The structure of the bearing is

sh01,ffi below.

SKETClI AND DRAJlINGS

*V~bration Proof Bearing

PROPOSAL FOR REINFORCEl1ENT &IMPROVEMENT

* Install stoppers.
* Install additional foundation.

l'I~:1!Jv~ l
--~~:::>-l 1--':~>,-_,-,!!Jj..:.lIi;....A 7" 'i"?' :;

'lUI

"
The main body is merely seated on springs
with adjusting bolts.
key-l. main bode, 2. adjusting bolt, 3.

vibration insulator, 5. side plate,

Key-1. stopper
2. additional foundation

vibration proof spring, 4. rubber
6. foundation

A10 5



;~- Vibration Proof Springs

This in the IJicture of the

central installatj.on ~unong the 3 sites on

one side.

There are 4 springs in one site,

a totol of 24. springs.

The plate in the center is the

flange from the main body.

The width and the height of the

fotmdation are 490 and 205mm respectively.

?< Vibration Proof Springs (Magnification)

This bolt appears to be the only means

to support the main body on the springs.

Also, springs appear not to be fixed

to the foundation at all.

If so, it is very likely that springs

falloff and the main body shifts by earthquakes.

Control measures are necessary.
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EXP A.T'J"SION HATER TANK

Functional System:·

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dimensions:

ldeight:

Evaluation:

Air Conditioning/Ventilation

Upper Floor

1200,16 x 1200
H

c

Transverse oscillation control

meacures are indispensible, for instance,

construct a frame with angles.

Bottom Channel: [- 125 x 65 x 6t

PROPOSAL FOH FillINFORCEl1ENT & H1PHOV.f'11ENT

* Install stabilizers

I
{ \L-40x40x5
I I
\ I
IS;? =I

" ,/........_-_......

SKETCH AND DETAIL DRAHING

"Bottom of the Hater Tank (from drawing)

INSTALLATION CDNDITION AND COMMENTS

It is hung by 4 round steel bars

mounted on the girders of the ceiling.

Without modification, transverse

oscillations occur, and round bars break

off at th~ base causing the tank to drop,

or in a less critical case, the connecting

pipes may breill~ off at the joints with the

tank.

~fHater Tanle Installation Pedestal Detail (from dra\oling)

L - 40X40x5
9~X25LB.I

" (-I25X65x6 1

j'

key- 1. angle
2. swing bolt
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PACKAGE AIR CONDITIONEH

~.********************************~i******~~**if*~f*** **

A

Air conditioning/Ventilation

Upper Floor

110~J :~ 565 x H2000

A 108

I PROPOSAL fUR REINFU.1CEMENT & IMPROVEMENT

:> L * Prevent transverse shifts.

7A'7"7 .. ~

Functional System:

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dimensions:

l,'leight:

Evaluation:

merely sits on a vibration proof pad.

Therefbre, theexistance of this band

makes a distinctive difference.

'.t'his unit is \.,rorth referring to as an

earthquake control example.

INSTALLATION CONDITION AND COMMENTS

The unit is fixed on the upper part

band from the girder behind the unit.

The bottom is not fixed but the unit
I

The earthquake resistivity will be

further increased if metal fittings for the

prevention of transverse shifts are installed

at the bottom.

the girder.

Vertically long machinery and

equipment can be effectively protected by

fixing the upper portion as shown in this

case. The band is fixed on the back of

SKE'r CH AND DETAIL DRAlUNGS

·;fBand on the Upper Portion

Section of the flat steel is

30 x 4. It prevents the unit from falling

forvlard.



EL";VATED (PALCED HIGH) FEED 1.vATER TANK

Functional System:

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dime;sions:

('Jeight:

Evaluation:

Water Supply andDrain Installation

Upper Floor

4000 x 2500 x H3600

(capacity 25,000 liters)

?

***************************************************

INSTALLATION CONDITION AND COMMENTS

T~ro foot lock foundations made on

the slab receive the tank.

Presence of the fixation to the

foundations is not known, but it appears the

tank" is merely seated on the foundations.

If not fixed, the tank may shift

earthquakes, and as a result, piping may fail.

Although not related to the water

tank, some transverse oscillation control

measures are probably necessary for the ducts

and fluorscent lamps which are merely hung

from the ceiling.

The tank bottom detail is as shown below.

SKETCH MID DETAIL DRAWINGS

* Detail of Tank Bottom
key-l. condensation receiver

2. no apparent fixation

3. condensation receiv

* Relation to Surroundings

* Foundation and Water Tank

Al09



PROPOSAL FOR REINFORCEMF:NT MID IMPROID1ENT

*The suction water pipe (vertical pipe in the photo) and water tank joints may

fail. The valves are heavy. Preferably, the pipe shall be supported at the part

where it rises, so that a large load shall not be added to the joints with the water

tank. Also, flexible joints shall be desirably used as appropriate.

* Since it is tremendously heavy, an easy treatment is insignificant. It is also

feasible to fix the two tanks and then fix them to the steel columns on both

sides or to the girders.
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ELEVATOR CONTROL BOARD

Functional System:'

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dimensions:

Weight:

Evaluation:

Elevator Installation

Upper Floor

609 x 1372 x H1969 (one unit) 2905 (3 units)

B

************************************************

INSTALLATION CONDITION AND COMMENTS
Eixation to the floor is unknown.

At any rate, the installation work' is not

secure enough.

The center of. gravity is high,

and it is an important equipment. Some

fall preventive measures are absolutely

necessary.

SKEI' CH AND DETAIL DRMIING PROPOSAL FOR REUjFORCEMENT & IMPROVEMENT

* Fix the control boards to the noor

or to the ceiling (when ther is a frame)

with stays.

key-1. angle
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CO2 BOTTLE

Functional System:

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dimensions:

Fire Extinguishing Installation

Basement

(tank) ~270 x H1515

Height:

key- 1. frame
2. angle

C

PROPOSAL FOR REINFORCEMENT & IMPROVD1ENT

A 112

* Relation to Wall * Fix the upper portion with stays.

(Stays from the floor are not appropriate
since they will be in the way when ex-

changing tanks)

1'valuation:

---'1
I
c::>

~
I

.-7--I-7'J -l

J
L 1900----l.#'

L-50 x 50 x 4

*Frame Dimensions

*****************************************************

SKETCH AND DETAIL DRAHING

INSTALLATION CONDITION AND COMMErITS
These are bottles for CO2 fire fighting.

Apparently, 12 bottles are connected

to the frame with metal fittings, but the frame

is flimsy and may falL

Either the frame must be reinforced,

or stays must be provided from the floor or the

wall as a desirable control measure.

The upper horizontal pipe is fixed to

the frame, but may not be able to meet large

oscillations of the frame and breake.

It is requested that the strength of the

frame and the fixed belts be investigated.



FIRE roAM PRESSURE FEED TANK

Functional System:'

Floor Installed:

Boundary Dimensions:

\'Jeight:

Evaluation:

Fire Extinguishing Installation

Basement

¢850 x H1700

510 kg (tank weight)

B

***************~.********************if*************

INSTALLATION CONDITION AND COMMENTS

The tank is supported with three

angle iron legs, but the strength is questionable.

It is necessary to investigate the

problematic welding of the main body and the

fixed sites to the floor.

As a control measure, the main body

may be wrapped by a band or supported by stays.

Incidentally, legs: L- 75 x 75 x 60

tank capacity: 800t
Refer to the photo for the base

of legs.

SKE.'TCH AND DETAIL DRAWING

* Relation to the WallO
*Fixation of the base of legs

A 113 Reproduced from
best available copy.



PROPOSAL FOR REINFORCEI'1ENT AND IHPROVD1ENT

* Provide stays from the floor.

Key-1. welding(directly or on the band

that .Traps around the body)

2. angles (four)

* Provide stays from the wall.

key-l. angles

2. band
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SEISMIC DIAGNOSIS OF REINFORCED CONCREI'E BUIIDINGS

SHIZUOKA PREFECIURE URBAN HOUSm:; DIVISION

Bl





FORWARD

In Shizuoka prefecture, potential. occurrences of Tokai Earthquake

(Magnitude 8) originating in the vicinity of Suruga Bay are being discussed.

Attempts are being made by this prefecture to promote systematic measures to control

earthquakes from various angles as the most important program to be enforced.

Shizuoka prefecture will be shortly designated as an earthquake disaster

prevention reinforcement area based upon the Law for Large Scale Earthquake Special.

Control Measures. Once designated, emergency disaster control measures and control

measures essential. for the prevention of disasters such as providing evacuation

sites are expected to be stipulated. Currently, the task of formulating "Tokai

Earthquake Control Measures" under the Shizuoka Prefecture Area Disaster Prevention

Plan is being undertaken.

As you know, in respect to the earthquake control measures for buildings,

we developed seismic diagnostic methods for existing buildings, and compiled

guidelines for seismic designs for new buildings to be constructed in 1978, primarily

for wooden housing, and they are already in use.

On the other hand, research on the earthquake resistivity of reinforced

concrete buildings is actively encouraged. In 1977, the national government

developed a technique to evaluate the earthquake resistivity of existing buildings.

In -addition, New Seismic Design Method (proposal) has been announced.

Consequently, technical standards of the Building Standard Law wiD. be

furnished one after another. In Shizuoka prefecture, as previously mentioned,

in view of the announcement of the Tokai Earthquake Theory, ve live under a special

condition and the earthquake resistivity of reinforced concrete buildings must

be promptly bolstered. Among reincorced concrete buildings, special buildings

and buildings which serve as a base for activities involving disaster prevention,

evacuation and rescue during earthquakes should be given special. considerations.
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Under these circumstanceD, it is thought necessary to raise the

criteria for the evaluation of the strength of existing buildings and the standards

for the design target strength of buildings to be constructed in the jurisdiction

of this prefecture. Professor Kai Umemura, former Dean of EngineeriZlg Depa.rt:aent,

University of Tokyo (curranUy, professor at Shibaura Institute of Technology);

Professor lli.royuki Aoyama, University of Tokyo; Assistant Professor Tsuneo Okada,

University of Tokyo and Professor Masaya Murakami, University of Chiba, are assigned

to conduct research on possible earthquake inpur forces that can affect buildings.

This publication is a compilation of the results of the commissioned

research and the research results achieved in the past by the professors mentioned

above, and :it is meant to be used as a text in the future service training to be

administered. I trust you will use this document effectively and hope for the

further improvement in earthquake resistivity of the reinforced concrete buildings.

February, 19'79

In this publication,Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3 vere borroved from the

Fiscal 1978 Public School Technical Employee Service Training Text, Journal

Kench1kukal vol 26 No 12, 1977, and Journal Kenchiku Gijitau No 317, 1978

respectively.
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PART 1 SEISMIC STRUaruRE PLAN FOR REINFORCED OONCRETE SCHOOL BUILDINGS

Hiroyuki Aoyama

Professor, Engineering Department

University of Tokyo
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1. PREFACE

You will remember for a long time 1978 as a year ltd.th a lot of earthquakes.

On January 4, when the general public was still euphorious with the celebration

of the New Year, the Izu Oshima Nearsea Earthquake occurred. On February 20th,

the Miyagi Prefecture Offshore Earthquake followed it. School buildings suffered

considerable damages. On top of it, the Miyagi Prefecture Offshore Earthquake

recurred causing sizable damage primarily to the city of Sendai.

It is therefore quite appropriate that the public school technical

employee service training class of this fiscal year chose the seismic plan for

school buildings as its main topic. The author of this paper will be very happy

and honored if this small contribution can be of any service dUring a group

discussion. For this purpose, school buildings which suffered some degree of damage

during the above three eqrthquakes are introduced in the text, if possible, with

drawings and analytical research results, :in order to discuss the relationship

between the seismic structure plan and earthquake damages.

However, I would like to mention before entering into discussion that

it is actually just a little too soon at this point of time to write something like

this, since the research relating to the earthquake damages is in its imtial stage

and has not yet produced any significant quantitative conclusions as I' 8m taking a

pen to write this paper. Accordingly, the content of this text is not only

inconclusive but also may be subjected to future partial correction by. necessity.

Incidentally, the author gave a lecture titled "Seismic Structure Plan

for School Buildings" at the Public School Factiity Service Technical Staff Liaison

Conference of this fiscal year, and the essentials of the speech was printed on

the Conference Datal).

The conference was held on 22-23 June, immediately after the second

Miyagi Prefecture Offshore Earthquake, and the contents of the data is limited to

the earthquakes which occurred in January and February. This time, in vriting the

text by putting the three earlJlquakes together, I would like to mention that some
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parts of the previously written compositions are reused as indicated belove

The part relating to the Izu Oshima Nearsea Earthquake vhich occurred

in January, is almost the same in content as in the previous case, and the dra\lings

and photos of the school buildings are also largely the same. Hovever, the content

of the part related to the analytical research vas made more substantial.

'l'he part relating to the Miyagi Prefecture Offshore Earthquakevhich

occured in February, contains the general explanation and the photos virtually

the same afl the previous report, but the dra\lings are complete and the analytical

research results have been nevly added.

~rhe part concerning the Miyagi Prefecture Offshore Earthquake of June

has been written for the first time in this article, and naturally analytical

research has hardly been conducted. This is the least accomplished part.

'The vritings regarding the above three earthquakes are expected to be

incorporated in "Q>nstruction of School Buildings-Plans and Designs" scheduled

to be published in 1978 by the Architechtural Institute of Japan.

2. ESTABLISHMENT OF SEISMIC DIAGNOSTIC STANDARDS

When promoting a seismic structure plan, the future direction \li11 be the

utilization of ·so called "seismic diagnosis,,2). The conference datal) rather

elaborately describes the history and the essential content of the established

seismic diagnostic standards. In the fo11o\ling, the data will be summarized.

The Tokachi Offshore Earthquake vhich occurred on 16 May, 1968, exactly

10 years ago, vas the greatest test, to the history of the development of the Japan l s

seismic designs since the Meiji Era3) 4) • The earthquake demonstrated very clearly

that regular medium and low rise buildings designed in accordance \lith the Building

Standard Law and Architectural Institute Calculation Standards vere not necessarily

safe against earthquakes.
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The seismic structure research workers who took this as a lesson given

by mother nature have been involved in various activities since that time, which

are shown in Table 1.

3umJ!ri.ng up these activities, the following is the common knowledge of

today shared by those related to the architechtural tectonics. Specifically, the

force of the earthquake motions that affect medium and low rise buildings during

major earthquakes can be tremendously greater, 3 times or 5 times more than the

design seismic intensity stipulated in the current Building Standard Law. In order

to withstand this force, the strength that is about to be able to meet the stipulated

level in the Building Standard Law is not at all sufficient. Larger strength

(superflorous strength)and ductility are required. On the other hand, the actual

strength of buildings varies significantly, although the design seismic intensity

is set at 0.2. The strength of some buildings only bearly meets the design seismic

intensity (Anthing lower than this is not expected to exist.) while the strength

of others can be more than 5 times the design seismic intensity. Therefore, all

of the real buildings will not be flattened like dominos during major earthquakes.

Indeed, most of them can manage to stay intact. (In this respect, Japanese seismic

designs have spread and reached the world's top level, owing to the long standing

efforts of the forerunners. Japanese buildings are probably the strongest in the

world against earthquakes), but those with insufficient strength and ductility are

unfortunately mixed in and suffer. damages dUring earthquakes.

Spreading of the awareness as described above entails various pronouncements

reg~rding seismic designs shown in Table 1, and also embodies items regarding

the seismic diagnosis of existing buildings. Among them, a lively exchange of

opinions concerning the earthquake resistive designs for new buildings are repeated

presently at the Ministry of Cbnstruction and the Architectural Institute of Japan.

However, it appears to take much more time until a final conclusion can be reached

in view of the fact that the issue of the design seismic intensity has a long

tradition since the Urban Building Law.

In contrast to that, the seismic diagnosis of existing buildings promtly

materialized since it was a new issue. The Japan's capital of the high economic

growth period has accumulated as facilities such as buildings. Today, outstanding
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v
street districts spread out no matter which city is may be throughout ~apan.

When we thiIlk of earthquake control measures DOW in Japan, it is of course important

to improve t.he seismic designs for new buildings, but it is much more important

and urgent 1A) evaluate whether or not existing urban buildings are safe.

Incidentally, checking of the seismic design calculation does not help at all when

trying to evaluate the adequacy of the earthquake resistivity of existing buildings.

They are certainly designed in accordance with the Building Standard Law and the

Architectural Institute Standards, and there is no difference in earthquake resis

tiVity as far as that is concerned.

The real difference in earthquake resistivity is dominated by the size

of the reserve yield strength of a building and its destruction mode. The reserve

yield strength of medium and low rise buildings is always expected to be above 0.2

in terms of seismic intensity. If the reserve yield is high and the destruction

mode is rich in ductility such as bending destruction, buildings will be safe.

Inversely, if the reserve yield strength is low and the destruction mode lacks

ductility such as shearing destruction, the buildings are critically vulnerable

to earthquakes. Depending upon the level of the danger, necessary measures such as

reinforcement may have to be implemented.

What is generically called seismic diagnosis entails a process of judge

ment such as above, and works to cull out buildings with questionable resistivity

from the eJdsting buildings.

It may be considered natural that the reserve yield strength of actual

buildings exceed the design seismic intensity since it is after all a design.

As far as reinforced concrete structures are concerned, the difference between the

two varies depending upon buildings and the designers, almost to a hopeless extent..

Table 2 indicates the examples of these conditions .3) 5)6). Reserve yield strength

is expressed. by yield layer shearing force coefficient in this table. As it is

revealed, there are buildings which exceed the design seismic intensity only by

10% whereas some buildings exceed it by 400-500%.

I have described in the previous report 1) why yield strength increases

differently in various structures. An especially large factor is the presence of
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of external walls such as a lower sectional wall which is considered not to

contribute to the structural yield strength and is ignored in calculation. In

genuine pure rahmen structures which· do not include these external walls, generally,

the reserve yield strength 'is low. On the other hand, actual buildings that have

these external walls, for instance, Nemuro Elememtary School and Hachinohe Specialized

High School, indicated a very high reseIVel yield strength. If shearing destruction

of columns are not incurred, external walls made of reinforced concrete and installed

on the spot are very helpful. Unfortuantely, shearing destruction often occurs

at a location where the effective length of columns are shortened by these lower

sectional walls, and thus the lover sectional valls are blamed as the cause of

hazards.

In the seismic diagnosis, a seismic index is computated, taking into

consideration both the reserve yield strength and the destruction mode, as the

product of strength index relative to the former and the ductility index relative

to the latter. This is designed to give high scored to both the buildings with a

high strength but a low ductility and the buildings with a not so high strength

but a very high ductility.

Originally, the seismic diagnostic standards were for existing buildings.

It is however a great step forward even for new building structural plans since

the diagnosis has made it possible to express the seismic efficiency by a countinu

ous quantity. Conventionally, qualitative guidance singly dominated "notabilia"

of structure plans such as "Place valls as evenly as possible". Utilization of

sei"Slllic diagnosis in the stage of structure plan will allow more quantitative

planning.

Table 1: Progress After Tokachi Offshore Earthquake

Date Particulars

1968. 5. Tokachi Offshore ~quake (M 7.9)

iAIl'iINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL GUIDANCE

1969. 1. "Earthquake Control Measures for RC Structure" (Journal Kenchiku Zasshi)

1970. 12. "Building Standard Law Enforcement Ordinance" revision
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EXISTING BUILDINGS

1973. 11. "Seismic Judgement Standards for Existing RC Buildings"

(Architectural Institute)

1975. 6. "Seismic Diagnostic Methods and Reinforcement Methods for RC School

Buildings" (Architectural Institute)

1977. 4. "Seismic Diagnostic Standards for Exist;i.ng RC Buildings"

(Special Building Safety Genter)

1978. 6. "Seismic Diagnostic Standards for Existing Reinforced Structures"

(Special Building Safety Center)

1
~

I
~--(Keigaku Publishing Coo)

(Architectural Institute)

"RC Galculation Standards" revision

"SRC Calculation Standards" revision

Casualty and Damage Investigation, Experiments, Analyses

"Tokachi Offshore Earthquake Casualty Investigation Reportll

(Architechtural Institute)

"Tokachi Offshore Earthquake Composite Report"

Symposium based upon the Science Paper Reports

TRIAL SEISMIC DESIGNS

"Special Reinforced Concrete Design Method" (Edited by the committee

for the same)

"School Building Plan" (Architectural Institute)

"Dynamic Seismic Design Method for RC Buildings" (Edited by Kai Umemura

"Seismic Safety of RC Structures" (Edited by Minoru Yamada)

"Seismic Design Method for Medium and Lev Rise Reinforced Buildings"

(Edited by Steel Material Club)

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

"Japan/US Seminar (Tokachi Offshore Earthquake)" Sendai

"Japan/US Seminar (San Fernando Earthquake)" Berkley

Japan/US Cooperative Research (RC School Buildings)

"Japan/US Cooperative Research and Investigation Meeting" Honolulu

INVESTIGATION AND RESEARCH

1971. 5.

1975. 11.

1971. 8.

1971. 11.

1973. 8.

1976. 8.

1978. 4..

1968- 70.

1968. 12.

1971.

1971. 9.

1970. 9.

1973. 9.

1973- 75.

1975. 7•



1977- "Japan/US Joint Research and Project with Large Scale Experimental

Facilities"

1974.

1977. 1.

1972- 77.

1977. 3.

SEISMI C DESIGNS

Earthquake Load Joint Committee (Architectural Institute)

"Earthquake Load and Earthquake Resistivity of Building Structures"

(Architectural Institute)

Comprehensive Proj ect (Ministry of Construction)

"New Seismic Design Method (Proposal)" Ministry of Qmstruction

Table 2: Design Seismic Intensity and
Reserve Yield Strength

, ) r J.f. t* .fi wt 1] 11: r/j~
...

@ W ffl fi ~6t&fi/.t
jJ ffl I. 2 JI! 73 ffl ~

~ $ ~1\. 6t A ~ 3 0.30 0.49 0.51 0.56ii:i

A
,
~) 3 0.20 0.30 0.31 0.34II

" B ~ 3 0.30 0.56 0.64 0.71

C ~
rib

0.30 0.33 0.32 0.33" 3

" c' ~ 3 0.20 0.25 0.26 0.28,
f&.9Jt lJ' ~ f5l (c~) 3 0.18 0.61 0.56 0.86 3)

1 i\ j5 il1ii J!I. i¥i tt 3 0.18 0.51 0.82 1.37 ..(0.73)* (0.89 ):+ .
{ 1i1J ~ ~ 4 0.18 0.63 0.54 0.69

~ ~ ~t A - \Va 3 0.30 0.45 0.36 0.92

" B - WO 3 0.30 0.44 0.47 0.86 .

!; " B-~-;t:/ 3 0.30 0.37 0.35 0.80,
" B - 1It\~ 3 0.30 0.46 0.52 0.87

" @ ~ ~1* 3 0.30 0.49 0.52 1.03
~
~ lit t9U 1 (xnJDj) 3 0.30 0.51 0.52 1.07(/

-'i " (YnJDj) 3 0.30 0.47 0.47 0.95
c; 01 i ve Vi ew ~ ~ 5.B1 0.086 0.39 (P - 6 dUV2f 5)

I
0.52 (.M!~) .z~

~ ~ ffl 91J A 3 0.20 0.27 0.35 0.44

V it ffl 91J B 8 0.20 0.32 - -
S'itfflfJI c (x nJDj) 3 0.20 0.93 1.20 1.49 6), (ynJDj) 3 0.20 0.42 0.55 0.68

/'

2

I

/

I

/

,'I
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Key- 1. buildings

2. number of stories

3. design seismic intensity

4. reserve yield strength

5. first floor

6. second floor

7. third floor

8. literature

9. standard design type A

10. Type B

11. Nejiro Elementary School (Type C)

12. Hachinohe Specialized High School, South Wing

13. Hachinohe Specialized High School, West Wing

14. trial design

15. B- pure rahmen

16. lower sectional wall

17. entire building

18. design example 1 (x direction)

19. (y direction)

20. Olive Vi ew Ho spital

2 1. (p-8' curve)

22. (simple sum)

23. applicational example A

24. Applicational example B

25. Applicational example C (x direction)

26. Applicational example C (y direction)

27. ~f values when shearing destruction is not assumed to occur
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3. IZU OSHIMA NEARSEA EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE TO SCHOOL BUILDINGS

A moderate earthquak of' magnitude 7 originating on the sea bed of'

approximately 17 km in depth between Izu Oshima and Izu peninsula occurred at. 12:24,

14 Jan., 1978. The seismic intensities reported at various localities ~ere V in

Izu Oshima and Yokohama, and IV in Tokyo, Shizuoka and Ajiro. Actually, the damage

suf'f'ered in Izu Oshima was minor. The major damage, namely, buildings roads,

rail-roads and water system damages, was seen in Higashi-Izu-machi (Inatori, Atagawa)

and Kozu-machi located in the east coast of' the south Izu peninsula.

According to the investigation by the Shizuoka pref'ecture Board of'

Education, 59 schools throughout the Izu peninsula suf'f'ered damages, if' damages to

f'inished materials and broken glasses were accounted for. However, only four of the

reinforced concrete school buildings reported damages to the structure of' the build

ings -Inatori Elementary School, Itatori Junior High School, Atagawa Elementary

School and Atagawa Junior High School in Higashi-Izu-machi. The level of' the daage

was also minor, and the school buildings were reusable after partial repairs except

f'or the Inatori Junior High School. It can be stated that the damage to the

reinforced concrete school buildings was generally lighter than the ground damage

such as landslides, or damages to wooden buildings and steel structure buildings.

The heaviest damage was noted in the Inatori Juni·or High School

in Photo 1. It is a three story building builtin 1955, and has a plane which

of'f'sets at the east side of' the center entrance hall as seen in the plane view

indicated in Figure 1. There were no expansion joints. Damages f'ound were bending

and shearing cracks on the columns and wing walls on all floors in the building due

to the oscillations in the direction of the cross beams. As seen Phto 2, the slab

of the staircase rooms on each floor were cracked. Some cracks were as much as

2 cm wide. An inspection of' the building revealed 4-5 em axial expansion displace

ment in the east and the west wings. The lIajor cause of' the damage vas jolting of

the joints and the f'orced displacement which wrked as if' to tear the entire top

apart f'rom the f'oundation due to the complex oscillations occurring in both wings.

Judging from these conditions, it is possible that the footing beams in the entrance

vere broken of'f'.
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Figure 1. lnatori Junior High School Second Floor Plane View

I••: '.000 ,,: ~.ooo I,., "I ' 1•.•I ,.oooi,.0001•.-! ,. ! , • " ! " I " I ' I ' I ,. lUll'
~-~~- ---- i ... 000 " ,
<f$-- (f (! <t - ~ <l' (fl 0 n @ :3:3 8 :3 ~ ill :3 8 ~ # @

Photo 1. lnatori Junior High School South Front

r
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in the beam direction used as room dividers.

Therefore, there is absolutely no problem

in respect to the beam direction earthquake

resistance.

direction

shown7)8~

Photo 2. Inatori Junior High School

Cracked Center Staircase Room

In Table 3, cross-beam

seismic diagnostic results are

Incidentally, beam direction

earthquake resistance was also diagnosed,

but both first and second diagnoses often

inciated a high seismic index value of

around 1.0 because of the presence of

numerous reinforced concrete seismic walls



The east ving of the Inatori Junior High School is structured vith

an uniformal rahmen consisting of an array of columns vith a 3-4m span, vithout

lower sectional walls, and it is dominated by curved columns high in firmness.

In contrast, the west ving is basically a 9m span Type A building. Many shearing

destruction sites were present in the columns. Q:>lumns vith 'Wing walls on the north

side have a not-so-high yielding strength. Because of these, the seismic index

of the west ving vas much lower than the east ving. Furthermore, what must be noted

is the fact that the seismic index obtained for the entire building combining the

east and west vings, vas lower than either of the west or east ving. This happened

because it was disadvantageous for both wings to be joined only by partial contact.

It is obvious that the earthquake resistivity of this building vill be improved

by installing expansion joints.

Table 3. Seismic Index of School Buildings (Cross-beam Direction)

/lX 19: ? ~ J iX~lIT 3 ~2iX8l1T.c

~/~ I 2 3 4· 5 I 2 3 4 5

f fill 111 IfI 0 l! ~ 0.48 0.53 0.84 - - 0.54 0.58 1.25 - -
t FR:I ojljft 0.54 0.66 1.02 - - 0.40 .0.49 0.66 - -
~ FR:I o~t4> 0.44 0.51 0.82 - - 0.33 0.40 0.64 - -
~ f..!IJIIIfI 0.36 0.34 0.55 - - 0.32 0.34 0.68 - -
'i fdi 111 'J' 0.52 0.44 0.56 0.97 0.57 0.63 0.74 L09 .'- -

/ . ~ JII 'J' 0 ;It .. 0.55 0.50 0.80 1.46 - 0.62 0.58 0.80 1.39 -

! fI'J om" 0.43 0.54 0.90 - - 0.67 0.62 1.23 - -
, f/fill1jfljofk~ft 0.24 0.25 0.32 0.53 - 0.35 0.42 0.38 0.75 -
I WlliGi 0.25 0.25 0.23 0.30 0.45 0.53 0.59 0.69 0.83 1. 74"-

Key-1. order,

2. first diagnosis

3. second diagnosis

4. floor

5. Inato'ri Junior High School, east
ving

6. Inatori Junior High School, west

ving
7. same, entire building

8. Atagawa Junior High School

9. Inatori Elementary School

10. Atagawa Elementary School, north ving

11. same, south ving

12. Inatori High School, classroomving

13. Ito High School
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Atagawa Junior High School is a three story B type buildings (span 4.5m)

built in 1962, and has a plane which elbows in a mild angle as shown in Photo 3 and

Figure 2. The cross-beam direction structure is practically made of pure rahmen.

Columns on each £1001' indicated bending cracks due to cross-beam direction oscilla

tions. The surrounding ground was considerably jolted, and piping on the north side

of the school building was broken. A wooden room divider in the science room at the

west end of the first £1001' was buckled as shown in Photo 4 due to the swelling of

footing beams and the concrete £1001' by the sinking of the school buildings. The

foundation of this building has independent footings without piles. Incidentally,

a steel brace broke in the gymnasium.

Figure 2. Atagawa Junior High School

First £1001' Plane View

Photo 4. Atagawa Junior High School

Buckled Wooden Room Divider

Photo 3. Atagawa Junior High School South Front

From the seismic diagnostic results in Table 3, seismic index values both

in the first and second diagnoses were low, especially the earthquake resistivity of
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the first and second floors was insufficient. When buildings are of pure of near

pure rahmen structures at a design seismic intensity of 0.2, the earthquake resisti

vi;ty will be deficient unless the firmness of buildings is very well attended to.

This point has been often reminded in the past3) 5) but it is reconfirmed by the

seismic diagnosis.

Inatori Elementary School is a four story A type building (span 9m) built in

1970, and it is in straight line as shown in Photo 5, a picture of the south front,

and in Figure 3, a plane view of the first floor. Stairways, bathrooms and other

rooms are all arranged to the north of the middle corridor. The arrangement gives

a structural plan with some walls in the cross-beam direction. Main damages were

seen in shearing cracks of cro ss-beam direction walls in the corridor and bending

destruction 0 f the entrance hall eaves at two sites. Others noticed were broken fixed

sash windows of the entrance hall, fallen bookcases on the second floor, a flown grand

piano on the fourth floor and a dropped ceiling of the gymnasium in a separate building.

I 1,001 I/I r 1/l .~ooo: /I

-.r1i

..I i
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--; IG!
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Figure 3. Inatori Elementary School First Floor Plane View
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h

Photo 5. Inatori Elementary School South Front
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The seismic diagnostic results in Table .3 also show values over 0.5-0.6 both

in the first and second diagnoses owing to the vell demonstrated supportive effect

of the cross-beam direction walls•.

However, in the case of this school, it is quite disturbing to find that the

damages concentrated around the vicinity of the doorways, for instance, bending

destruction of the cantilevers of the entrance eaves and broken fixed sash windows,

since it is a school building. Fortunately, the warthquake occurred on a Saturday

afternoon, and human casualties in the vicinity of the doorways were not reported.

But under different circumstances, it could have been very dangerous. "Designs" 'for

the doorways and their immediate area should not be elaborate but desirably stress

safety.

Atagawa Elementary School was build in 19,75, and has a H shaped block plan

as shown in Figure 4. The four stol:"Y north wing and the three story south wing are

connected by the two story connecting corridor with expansion joints. Photos 6 and

7 show south front and north front of the north wing. The building has some wails

in the cross-beam direction as in Inatori Elementary School. It is also characterized

with a middle corridor stype with four rahmens installed in the cross-beam directio.

Damages were primarily shearing cracks of seismic walls il.nd some external walls.

Expansion joints were designed and constructed very carefully and demonstrated their

full function. Incidentally, a· ceiling in the gymnasium in a separate building

dropped just as in the Inatori Elementary School.

Figure 4. Atagawa Elementary School Second Floor Plane View
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Photo 6. Fouth Front Photo /7. North Front

-i
iii . IHaI!• I.•.._..._.

Atagava Elementary School North Wing

The seif?mic results are also similar to those of the Inatori Elementary

School, and considerably high index values vere obtained both in the first and the

second diagnoses. It may be possible to increase further the seismic index by tidy

ing the external vall of the north front in Photo 7.

The above discussion of some Izu Oshima Nearsea Earthquake damages to the

four elementary and junior high schools mainly focussed on the structure plan

comparing the state of the damage and the results of the seismic analy.sis. The

studies on the absolute seismic index values and the seismic jUdgement have not been

completed in detail, and it is better to think of this value, in this paper, as

a yardstick that indicates relative size of the earthquake resistivity of each

school. In this perspective, Table .3 apparently indicates that the earthquake

resistivity of Inatori and Atagava elementary schools vas better than that of lnatori

and Atagava junior high schools. This trend also coincides vi.th the trend in the

size of the damages incurred to a certain degree. There is a meaning in that this

difference vas produced not because of the appropriateness of the structure

calculation but because of the difference in structure plan tied to the plane plan.

The seismic diagnostic results of tw high schools in the same area are

show in Table .3, although they did not suffer damages. Inatori High School vas

build in 1965 and has an A type four story administration/general class room wing

and a B type (cross-beam direction 1 span) four story special class wing connected
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by connecting corridors with expansion joints. In Table 3, the administration/general

classroom wing \las diagnosed, but the seismic index in the first and second diagnoses

was very low. 'l'he school did not suffer damages because of the low earthquake input

force and probably because of the virtual absence of the cross-beam direction

secondary elements such as non-structural walls that give an impression associated

with damages. Nevertheless, these buildings can be classified as problematic

buildings with respect to earthquake resistivity judging from the seismic index values.

In comparison, Ito High School was bullt in fiscal 1976 and 1977, and is a

B type (beam direction 1 span, partially middle corridor style with 2 spans) five

story building with a cross-beam direction design seismic intensity of 0.24. Also,

the seismic index value is considerably improved by installing walls such as bathrooms

to the north of the corridor. If rigid frames are installed in the boundary of

classrooms and the corridor to raise the beam direction span to 2 spans, more superior

earthquake resistivity can be achieved.

4. MIYAGI PREFEcrURE OFFSHORE EARTHQUAKE (FEBRUARY) DAMAGE TO SCHOOL BUILDINGS

This moderate earthquake of a 6.8 magnitude occurred at 13:37, 20 February,

1978, and originated in the sea bed of 56 km in depth, approximately' 110 km northeast

of Sendai and approximately 40km southeast of Ofunato9 ). The seismic intensities

reported at various 10calities were V in Ofunato and IV in Morioka, .Miyak() and Sendai,

but the oscillations in the city of Sendai were rather severe and many cases of broken

window glasses i.n medium and high rise buildings were reported, for instance, some

strong motion seismograph recorded maximum acceleration of 170 and 144 gals. Damages

to wooden houses, roads and railways were generally light, but reinforced concrete

school building and other public building damages occurred in Minamikata-machi,

Ishikoshi-machi, Tsukidate-machi, Shiwahime-machi and Ichihasama-machi in Miyagi

prefecture, and Ichinoseki-shi in Iwate prefecture, in the inland 60-80 km from the

hypocenter. The majority of the buildings which incurred damage had nimsy "non

structural walls" over the cross-beam direction low rigidity pure rahmen, and only

a few cases incurred damage to the main structure. However, it is desirable that a

deliberate investigation be conducted regarding whether or not these damages by
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moderate seismic motions as seen at that time can be tolarated, and vhether or not

it is better to add regidity to the main structures to provide for the future.

The largest school building damage vas seen in Nishigo Elementary School in

Nishigo, Minamikata-machi (Photo B, Figure 5). This school incurred damage to the

vooden school building of that time during the North Miyagi Prefecture Earthquake of

April 1962. The school vas reconstructed as the first 7 span structure and completed

with reinforced concrete as a disaster restoraration in March 1963. The second and

third term construction vorks vere done over in 1973 and 1974, and it became a very

long school building as seen in Photo B. The first term construction vork vas

designed in accordance with the old Re standards of the Architectural Institute of

Japan, and the second and third term construction work vas designated in accordance

with nev standards revised in 1971 vh.ich incorporated lessons learned from the Tokachi

Offshore Earthquake.

Figure 5. Nishigo Elementary School First Floor Plane Viev
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key-1. first tem construction work
2. second term construction vork
3. second term construction vork
4. third term construction vork

Photo B. Nishigo Elementary School South Front
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The structure of the Nishigo elementary school is of the B t;ype, 4.5 span in

the cross beam direction. The corridor is cantilever st;ype and has only two lines

of cross-beam rahmens. Damages suffered indicated good contrast--shearing cracks

and/or shearing destruction of columns (Photo 9) built during the first construction

work completed in 1963 and bending cracks and/or bending destruction of columns built

during the second and the third construction works completed in 1974. The north

side 12 cm thick reinforced concrete external wall is considered as non-structural

element and suffered damages as shown in Photo 10. The structural body is relatively

thin (column dimensions 50 em x 55 em), and it deformed largely due to the absence

of cross-beam direction seismic walls. The external wall probably could not follow

this deformation. It should have been designed with the external wall as a part of

structural body if this wall was made of concrete installed right on the spot, or

it should have been designed to give much more rigidity to rahmens so that the

deformation that destroyed "non-structural wall" could have been prevented. Likewise,

inversely, if it is preferred that the structural body should remain thin as in the

. current building, deformation during earthquake is unavoidable, and the external wall

should have been a curtain wall that can better cope with deformation.

Photo 9. Shearing destruction
of columns

Photo 10. Destruction of North Front

External Wall

Nishigo Elementary School

The Ichihasama elementary school in Ichihasama-machi and the Shiwahime

junior high school in Shiwahime-machi(Figure 6) are both A t;ype 9m .span three story

buildings. There are balconies on the south side and corridors on the north side
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extended by cantilevers. There is a bathroom wing bullt separately on the north

side connected by staris to the corridors. Accordingly, the noor of the bathrooms

are offset by a half floor level. In the Ichihasama elementary school, the two wings

built side by side are connected by a two story structure with expansion joints

lPhoto 11) whereas the Shiwahime junior high school building stretches straight in

·line (Photo 12). However, the structural seismic efficiency of the two are consider-

ed practically the same, to begin with the dimensions of the columns (southside

45 x 90, north side 50 x 90). The former was built in 1963 and the latter was built

in 1967 both in accordance with the old RC standards of the Architectural Institute.

Photo 11. I chihasame Elementary School South Front

Photo 12. Shiwahime Junior High School South Front

Most of the damage concerned the shearing destruction of the non-structural

wall.s installed on the edge of the corridor held by cantilevers. In this point,

these cases resem~e the case of the Nishigo Elementary School. Some columns received

shearing cracks which are not as bas as shearing desctruction. Considering that
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these buildings were designed in accordance with old standards, if the seismic

motions had beeIl just a little more fierce, duages such as shearing destruction

of columns and further the collapsing of the entire building as seen during Tokachi

Offshore Earthquake might probably have occurred.
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Figure 6. Shiwahime Junior High School Second Floor Plane View

The Shiwahime elementary school was designed and constructed in 1973, six

years later than the junior high school in accordance with new standards (Photo 13,

Figure 7). The entire building is di.vided into several blocks some with middle

corridor style and others with side corridor etyle. Each block has cross-beam

direction walls and columns are comparatively fat. The damages found were hair
. . ..

cracks surrounding the cross-beam windows, shearing cracks of the cross-beam direc-,

tion walls in the joints and peeling of the cover Jlortar of the expansion joints,

which were considered light damages to the structure.

Photo 13. Shiwahime Elementary School South Front
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Figure 7. Shiwahime Elementary School First Floor Plane View

The Kurihara Agriculture High School (Photo 14) in Wakayanagi-machi is a

B type cross-beam 4m span three story building with a span of 2 spans in the side

corridor stype structured in 1961. The rahmen to the north of the corridor has

lower sectional walls, drop walls and wing walls, and the entire rahmen is constructed

like one sheet of wall. Damages were light--shearing cracks in one of the columns

on the first floor on the sourth side, cracks around the openings of walls on the

north side and peeling of the finishing coat.

Photo 14. Kurihara Agriculture High School
North Front

The Yasakae Junior High School (Photo 15) locates in the east end of Ichinoseki

shi, Iwate prefecture, and it is a three story building completed in 1965. The plane

is of the battery type as shown in Figure 8. structurally, it is virtually a pure

rahmen in the cross-beam direction. As seen in the photo, there was a 3-layer

pentohouse, but this penthouse suffered the heaviest damage. The three story pure
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arranged for the prevention 0 f shearing destruction.

Tlfble 4 Seismic Index of School Buildings (Cross-Beam Direction)

-- - _._,0

~ fJi/'&\. a ~ ~ 1 I'X ~ !Ii 3 ~ 2 IX

4- ~ 1 2 3 4 I 2 3 4

t:~ ~ I4l q:, 0.18 0.23 0.38 - 0.30 0.30 0.95 -

k;:t; ~ ~ 'J' • Jut 0.38 0.58 0.80 4.87 0.67 0.68 0.84 3.88

If ~ ·~flR 0.29 0.30 0.44 1.10 0.65 0.80 1.14 1.22

key-1. order, 2. first diagnosis,

5. Shiwahime Junior High School,

wing, 7. the same, vest wing

.3. second diagnosis, 4. noor

6. Shivahime Elementary School, east

5. MIYAGI PREFEaruRE OFFSHORE EARTHQUAKE (JUNE) DAMAGE TO SCHOOL BUILDINGS

On 12 June, 1978 at 17: 14 when the momory of the February earthquake was still

fresh in everyone's mind, a 7.4 magnitude major earthquake occurred in the sea bed

approximately 40 km in depth and approximately 1.30 km to the east O'f Sendai 10) •

This location is approximately 80 km to the sourth east of the hypocenter of the

February earthquake. Seismic intensities in various localities vere y in Sendai,

Fukushima, Yamagata, Ishinomaki and Ofunato , and IV in almost all areas of Tohoku

region and Kanto region. Especially, the seismic motions vere violent in the city of

Sendai and the adjacent city of Izumi. According to the recording of the strong

motion seismograph in Sendai, the south north directional seismic motions vere fierce,

and the maximum acceleration was 250-.300 gals on hills and soft grounds and 150-180
10)gals on hard ground •

Disasters caused by this earthquake presented various problems pertaining to

urban type lifeline damage, housing ground damage, vays to make up a loss of shared

property such as condominiums and deficiency in earthquake resistivity of outside

structures such as block fences. Damages to building structures extended over to

RC, SRC, S and wooden structures, and among RC, the collapse of the five pilotis
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3-4 story retail store/office buildings in Wakatake and Oroshi-machi districts in

Sendai, vere the focuss of attention.

A joint investigation team from the Univers~ty of Tokyo and the University

o f Chiba investigated, especially with emphasis on school buildings, almost all cases

of damages to them 11). Table 5 is a list of school buildings which incurred damages

to the structural body, and the damage ratio of school buildings calculated for Sendai

is presented in Table 6.

The classification basis for major, moderate and minor damages vas in com

pliance with that used for the Tokachi Offshore Earthquake 12) • Roughly speaking,

major damage implies buildings with loss of horizontal resistance, moderate damage

implies partial destruction of the structural body and minor damage means cracks in

the structural body and d~struction of non-structural materials.

When plotting damaged schools on a map, a good number of schools vere con

centrated in a zone 3km in the north to south direction, approximately 1 km to the

east of Sendai station, vhich coincided generally with the damage distribution of

general buildings. It is assumed that the seismic motions of this zone vas larger

than any other areas in Sendai.

Table 5. List of Schools Damaged by Miyagi Prefecture Offshore Earthquake

- l,
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key-l. place, 2. major damage, 3. moderate damage, 4. minor damage, 5. Sendai,

6. Tonan High School (City Operated), 7. Higashi Sendai High School

8. Minami-Zaimokucho Elementary' School, 9. Comprehensive Health Academy (Prefec

ture operated~, 10. Atago Junior High school, 11. Happonmatsu Elementary School,

12. Tohoku Institute of Technology (private), No. 3 Building, 13. Nagamachi Junior

High School, 14. Wakabayashi Elementary School, 15. Seiva Gakuen High School

(private) , 16. Dainohara Junior High School, 17. Yohoku Institute of Technology

(private), No. 5 Building, 18. Sendai Ikuei High School (private), 19. Sendai

Daisan High School (prefecture operated), 20 .. Tokivagi Gakuen (private),

21. Sendai Business High School (city operated), 22. Electronic Technical

High School (private), 23. Miyagi Gakuin (private), 24. Izumi, 25. Izumi

High School (prefecture operated), 26. Shokan Nishi Elementary School,

27. Minami Kodai Elementary School, 28. Mishima Gakuen Junior College (private),

29. Mishima Gakuen High School (private), 30. I chinoseki, 31. Yasakae Junior

High School, 32. (note) numerals in ( ) are the number of stories,

33. Elementary and junior high schools in the table are all public.

In Table 6, ten city elementary and junior high schools not investigated are

all in the mountains to the vest of the city. These schoolscan be treated separately

without any problems from the schools in the streets of Sendai. The damage ratio

of urban Sendai rather should include thecity of Izumi adjacent to _th~. north.

Hovever, the investigation did nbt cover the total area of the city of Izumi, and

the damages in Izumi were omitted from Table 6.

In Coluuui K of Table 6, a damage ratio above moderate damage vas indicated.

The similar damage ratio calculated pertaining to the school building damages by

the Tokachi Offshore Earthquake was approximately 25%3). Compared to that, the

damage ratio of this earthquake is low.

The damage ratio for private schools is higher than for the public schools.

One of the reasons for this is accountable for the uniformal and monotonous design

of the public schools in Sendai. The elementary and junior high schools of Sendai

are almost all designed by the Construction Division, Building and Repairs Section

of the city, and there are many school buildings with a good structure and design.
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Table 6. School Damage Ratio in Sendai

r---'

!If< \7. ii1b t!l <,(~lLtrti~~/ .2..
I

mlL/J'~tSC mlL*~t5l @llL 'J' * t5l I
mlL f.1li 6t fl,lL~~

A ~ tQ: 63 27 15

B ~ 1i "It l' 8 2 0 I
c ~ 1i 6t 55 25 15 25

D *~. S~ !l 4 I 1

E R C t5l 47 21 14 24 I,

F *. ~ 0 0 1 2*

* ~ 2 0 3
I

G 1 I

H 'J' ~ 3 1 2 2 I

! I fI ~ 16 14 8 12

'J ~ ~ * 27 4 3 6

K ~ ilf ~ . 021 · 095 . 071
(F + G)

· 049
. 208

E
L ~ ilf ~ • 085 143 . 214

(F+G+H) • 292
E • 122

Key-1. city elementary schools, 2. city junior high schools,

3. prefecture and city high schools, 4. various prefecture schools,

national elementary and junior high schools, private schools

A. total, B. not investigated, C. schools investigated, D. \100den

buildings and special buildings, E. HC schools, F. major damage

G. moderate damage, H. minor damage, I. slight damage, J. no damage

K. damage ratio, L. damage ratio, * note: Tohoku Institute of

Technology \las counted as one school.

Also, there are city standard designs. It is a future subject to evaluate the seismic

efficiency of these schools, but probably they are considerably high in earthquake

resistivity. In comparison, the designs of the private schools are unique and in-

dividual. Schools vith high and 10\1 earthquake resistivities are mixed, and thus

approximately 20% of the schools incurred moderate or greater damages.

j'
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Among the schools which suffered major damages, the Comprehensive Health

Academy (prefecture operated) uses as a school building a renovated agricultural

experimental station built in 1952.' Theshearing destruction of the valls penetrated

the columns. The quality of the concrete also appeared to be questionable. Other

severely damaged schools except for Izumi High School incurred shearillg destruction
•

of cross-beam direction pure rahmen columns Which vere designed in accordance with

old RC standards. As one of the examples, a panoramic viev of Tonan High School

and the shearing destruction of columns are shown in Photos 16 and 17.

Photo 16. Tonan High School East Front Photo 17. Tonan High School
Shearing Destruction of Columns

'~{'

The plane of Izumi High School is as shown in Figure 9. Three 3 story

buildings are connected by connecting corridors with expansion joints. The structure

vas designed in accordance with the new standards revised in 1971. Since the columns

vere designed without paying attention to the cross-beam direction lover sectional

walls, shearing destruction of columns, as a result, occurred just as in other

buildings. (Photos 18, 19). The nev standards do not require total and complete

prevention of shearing destruction. Therefore, destruction such as this, in a vay,

cannot be helped. It is appreciated that the shearing destruction Which occurred

in this school vas not as severe as the destruction in Tonan High School, and the

buildings tentatively resisted vertical loads. Hovever, this case once again

indicated that utilization of seismic valls is the most practical solution as it is

very difficult to design earthquake resistant pure rahmen structures.
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Figure 9. Izumi High School First Floor Plane View

1::

Photo 18. Izumi High School C wing
North Front

Photo 19. Izumi High School
Shearing Destruction of Columns

Shokan Nishi Elementary School in the city of Izumi located approximat.ely

400m to the northeast of Izumi High School is a B type four story building, and

incurred sizable damage--shearing destruction 0 f some columns andcracks on the joint.s
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of lover sectional valls and floor slabs (Photo 20), vhich distinctively suggests

that the earthquake input in the general area of Izumi High School vas larger than

other areas. Also, the Shokan Junior High School located approximately 400m to th~

east north east of the elementary school suffered only slight damage. Figure 10

indicates a plane viev of Shokan Nishi Elementary School. Shokan Junior High School

also has practically the same plan except that it does not have the sourth side

balcony. The span is basically' span and haunches are installed on the beam. Cross

beam class rooms and corridors are divided by block valls. Tov staircases, one for

outdoor footvear and the other for indoor footvear, are installed side by side on

the north side. Each floor has footvear shelves. The building is characterized by

installation of a considerable volume of cross-beam direction valls which utilize

staircases and bathrooms.

figure 10. Shokan Nishi E:1.ementary School
Plane Viev

Photo 20. Shokan Nishi Elementary
School Damage

'~

In Izumi, Narikodai Elementary School suffered

minor damage. Characteristics of the structure plan of

this school also indicates, as seen in Figure 1',

an installation of cross-beam direction valls by

ditiding staircases for indoor and outdo'or footvears and additionally an installation

of wing valls for the north side rahmen. From the point of earthquake resistance,

column shaped seismic valls are much more advantageous than wing valls, but the

intent of the design can be appreciated. The damage to this school appeared primarily

as cracked external walls of upper structures due to the unequal settlement.
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figure 11. Nankodai Elementary School plane View

Many plane plans similar to those described above are adopted in public

elementary and junior high schools in the city of Sendai. First, explaining the

special ones, Kimachi Dori Elementary School and the Second Junior High School have

a 3m cross-beam span, C type building constructed long time ago, probably around. 1955.

Both are a three story buildings and characterized with a look of multiple windows

placing window sashes outside the columns on the second and third floors. Among

school buildings of the A type, 1 classroom and 1 span in the cross-beam direction,

there are the five story Higashi Nibancho Elementary School and the three story

Nakada Junior High School. Both are somewhat specially designed, but did not suffer

any damage.

The outstanding buildings among those built comparatively earlier are

what is generically called a battery type school building without sj,de corridors.

lhere are three styles in this type. The first one is seen in Dainohara Junior High

School which incurred minor damage, and Miyagino Junior High School which drew

attention because it did not incur damage although it is adjacent to the south of

Tonan High School. Figure 12 shows a plane view of Miyagino Junior High School.

Figure 12. Miyagino Junior High SchoolPlane View

Key-1. landing
2. corridor (S
3. courtyard
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The south wing (constructed in 19.51) is a battery type three story building vhereas

the north wing (cOnstructed in 1966) is a regular B type four story building. The

south wi.ng is sholm in Photos 21 and' 22. Dainohara High School is almost the same

as this, and received shearing cracks on ~e columns of the south front of the south

wing.

Miyagino Junior High School South Wing

Photo 21. South Front Photo 22. North Front

The second one is the style adopted only by elementary schools, for

instance, Toricho Elementary Schho, Shichinosato Elementary Scho~l, f~asago Elementary

School, Kuroshiro Elementary School, etc. Representing them all, a plane view of

Takasago Elementary School is sholm in Figure 13. The central building has corridors

from which connecting corridors extend to the north and the south to tWo sets of

classrooms. This plan is seen im many of buildings built after 1963. Photo 23

shows the south front of the south wing of Takasago Elementary School, and Photo 24

shows the east front of Shichinosato Elementary School. These buildings are commonly

characterized with landings installed on each floor and outdoor staircases with

elaborate design decorated with school emblem in the center wing.
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figure 13. Takasago Elementary School Plane Vie'J

key-1. outside staircase

Photo 23. Takasago Elementary School
·South Ying South Front

Photo 24. Shichinosato Elementary School
East Front

The third style is also adopted only by elementary schools, and can be

seen in Higashi Rokubancho Elementary' School, Uesugi Yamadori Elementary School,

Haramachi Elementary School, Nagamachi Elementary Schoo, Shinden Elementary School,

Asahigaoka Elementary School, Tomizuka Elementary School and Nakayama Elementary

School. They 'Jere designed in 1967 and built from that year to 1976. Representing

them, Nakayama Elememtary School is show in figure 14 and Photos 25 and 26. The

south \Ting has corridors, and outside staircases \Tith an elaborate design. Three

or four connecting corridors that extend from these staircases lead to the classrooms

in the north \Ting. The above three styles of battery t;ype buildings suffered no damage

or minor damage by the earthquake of this time except for Daihara Junior High S.chool.
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The cross-beam direction was virtually pure rahmen, and it remains to be investigated

in the future as to the level of the earthquake resistivity.

Figure 14. Nakayama Elementary School Plane View

,
w
C

key-1. entrance hall
2. outdoor stairs

Nakayama Elementary School

Photo 25. South Wing South Front Photo 26. North Wing North Front

After 1966, "B" type school buildings have become the main stream.

Elementary schools built during the initial liB" period, for instance, the Minami

Zimokucho Elementary School and Aramachi Elementary School, have outside staircases

decorated loTi th the school emblem just as seen in battery type buildings. Junior

high schools of the same initial period, for instance, Hakken Junior High School,

Nakamachi Junior High School, Takasago Junior High School and Ki.tasendai Junior High

School, were concurrently built using the middle corridor type. The common character

istic is the absence of the south front veranda loThich is seen in the standard type
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to be discussed next. As one example, Nagamachi Junior High School which incurred

shearing destruction to some columns will be shown in Figure 15 and Photos 27 and 28.

Figure 15. Nagamachi Junior High School Plane Vie\[

•
'\

... "",:,. ",'. ~', .
:!'i~ •. .. .. ~'

,
" .
.~

•

key-1. column shearing cracks

on first and second

floors

Nagamachi Junior High School

Photo 27. Southeast Front Photo 28. Shearing destruction of
North Side Column

After 1969, school building types have been settled in accordance with

the standard designs of the Sendai city government, which are currently in effect.

At present, 60% of the RC buildings of elementary schools, equivalent to approximately

30 schools, are of this type, starting with Tachimachi Elementary School, Katahira
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Elementary School and Renbokoji Elementary School. Also, 50% ·of existing RC junior

high school buildings, equivalent to 10 schools, are of this type, for instance,

Uesugjyama Junior High School and GoJo High School. As a typical example, Miyagino

Elementary School is shown in Figure 16 and Photos 29 and 30. From the plane view,

it is B type and made up of three rahmen structures in the cross-beam direction wi.th

staircase rooms and bathrooms to the north of corridors. However, some schools added

classrooms on the north side and the corridors appear more or less like middle

corridors. A special intent to build more walls in the cross-beam direction is not

detectible. They are usually four stories but sometimes three stories. As a design,

balconies are not provided on the south front, but, in stead, small verandas (size

large enough to place flower pots) are installed at a location that connects the

adjacent two classrooms. As can be seen in the photos, these verandas were installed

because of the need of the design, and cannot be used as an escape route to the

adjacent classroom during fires. One more common characteristics is the installation

of wing walls for columns at the landing on the first floor.

Figure 16. Miyagino Elementary School Plane View

key-1. outside staircases (special structure)

Photo 29. South Front Photo 30. North Front

Miyagino Elementary School
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The majority of schools of this type suffered none or only slight damage.

Higashi Sendai Elementary School, however, suffered shearing destruction to some

short columns in the corridors on 'the north side as seen in Photo 31. Also, Atago

Junior High School suffered destruction of columns and walls on the north front as

shown in Photo 32. It seems an urgent task to investigate promptly the level of the

earthquake resistivity of the standard designs of Sendai in the view of the fact that

there are so many schools deal with.

Photo 31. Higashi Sendai High School

Shearing Destruction of Column

Photo 32. Atago Junior High School

Shearing Destruction of Wall
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1. FORWARD

In recent years, a growing tendency has been felt in that seismic diagnosis

of existing buildings is performed and seismic reinforcement is implemented as

necessary and required. The fact that this publication is issued as a special

edition with this subkect as a theme is also one of the manifestations of the trend

in sight.

The main object of this paper is medium and low rise reinforced concrete

buildings. The former half will deal with the necessity of seismic diagnosis and the

relationship between seismic diagnosis and seismic design, and the latter half

explains the concrete procedures of seismic diagnosis.

2. NECESSITY OF SEISMI C DIAGNOSIS

The terminology "seismic diagnosis" itself is not especially new in Japan.

It is our old practice to diagnose aged buildings with questionable yield strength,

and in some cases, to repair or reinforce them. However, the concept of "Seismic

Diagnosis" which has been recently brought up or "Seismic Diagno.sis" vhi.ch is the

subj ect of this paper is slightly different from the old practice.

"Seismic Diagnosis" of the new concept is designed to. diagnose the

seismic efficiency of buildings regardless of the age of the buildings and to make

preparations for future earthquakes. Speaking in terms of medical science, while

conventional seismic diagnosis examines only the patients with symptoms, the new

seismic diagnosis is equivalent to the physical examination which also checks healthy

people without any symptoms.

The following can be cited as reasons that call for "seismic diagnosis"

which renders services similar to preventive medicine.

The progress of earthquake proof engineering and earthquake engineering

yearly imporved seismic design methods. Also, seismic safety of newly constructed
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buildings tends to increase gradually, although with some differences in the level

of safety. On the other hand, existing buildings designed and built in accordance

with outdated seismic design technology, ie, the buildings left behind in the progress.
of seismic designs, may be naturally questioned concerning the integrity of their

safety, when they are reviewed by the yardstick of new knowledge and information.

This is one of the reasons that the importance of so called seismic diagnosis has

lately come to be recognized.

In addition, although this is what is pointed as an introspection for the

currently commonly used seismic designs, the conventional seismic designs seem to

tend, in many cases, to complete the work by mechanically checking the stress of each

part of the buildings against the design earthquake force prescribed in Building

Standard Law Enforcement Ordinance, using variousstructure calculation standards of

the Architectural Institu;t:.e of :Japan. This procedure lacks the ability to give

proper evaluation to the seismic efficiency which si reserved in the buildings.

The shortage of the conventional design gave motivation for the recent outcome of

various proposals relating to sei·smic diagnosis, and is the reason for the presenta

tion of new seismic design methods which contain evaluation of seismic efficiency.

the necessity of this seismic diagnosis which can be considered equivalent

to a physical examination, probably began to be earnestly recognized after the 1968
. - ..

Tokachi Offshore Earthquake which brought more than anticipated damages to reinforced

concrete buildings in Hokkaido and Aomori prefecture. As seen in a number of

investigation reports, the damage by this earthquakewas minor. For· instance, in

terms of the damage ratio itself, it was some 10% even in the city of Hachinohe which

had a comparatively high damage ratio. The majority of the reinforced concrete build

ings were undamaged. Society and the architectural world made a great point of

publicizing the damge which happened to occur to reinforced concrete structures

which had been once believed to be the safest against earthquakes.

Although the after-the-fact activities were not limited to this earthquake,

studies on the cause of damage and investigation and research related to the earthquake

resistiVity of reinforced concrete buildings were promoted, and many results were

presented (Literatures 1 and 2). The direct cause of damage to individual buildings

Varied, but many lessons were learned from the 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake
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including the results of investigation of unharmed buildings. Among them, the most

important lesson regarding the ideology of seismic design was, according to the

opinion of the au~or of this paper, the following as pointed out in Literature 3.

"Buildings, although equally designed in accordance with the rules in

the Building Standard Law, the Engorcement Ordinance of this law, and the "Reinforced

Concrete Structure Calculation Standard" of Architectural Institute of Japan, have

various seismic efficiencies, and some of the buildings suffer damage from an

earthquake of an intensity which can be normally anticipated."

All the actions taken after this earthquake are attributable to the

lessen learned from this earthquake, for instance, the uendamanit of the Building

Standard Law Enforcement Ordinance (1970), revision of the "Reinforced Concrete

Structure Calculation Standard" of the. Architectural Institute of Japan, proposals

of new seismic design methods (Literature 4-10) and proposals of seismic diagnostic

methods for existing buildings which are the main theme of this paper. Also, the

common objective of the various proposals relating to the seismic design methods

and seismic diagnostic methods can be said to be "accurate evaluation of the seismic

efficiency of· buildings". The above is a movement to advocate accurate evaluation

of the seismic efficiency of a building to be constructed when it is being designed

in order to clarify probable behaviors ot: a building lmder an ee:rth'luB:ke. It is

also a movement to advocate reinforcement of existing buildings before earthquakes

hit them if found necessary after the evaluation of seismic efficiency.

The necessity of new conceptual "seismic diagnosis" was created from these

backgrounds, and is naturally unseparable from "seismic design".

3. SEISMIC EFFICIENCY OF E'IJSTING BUILDINGS AND SEISMIC DESIGN METHOD

In this section, I would like to discuss a little more about the diversity

of seismic efficiencies of existing reinforced concrete buildings and how they

relate to seismic design methods.
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First of a:u, l.et us review the seismic designs at the time of the Tokachi

Offshore Earthquake. Figure 1 is the now sheet of the seismic design aethod of that

time. As indicated in the figure,' the procedure observed for designing consisted of

stress calcul.ations for each part when a hon 2Dntal force equivalent to the design

seismic intensity wrked upon a building of an assumed shape and dimensions; deter

mination of the qual.ity of reincorcing steel arrangement in accordance with the

stress; and investigation whether the unit stress of each part is vithin the al.lowable

unit stress limit. Standard design seismic intensity vas 0.2, but this can be lowered

according to regional. factors which take into consideration the seismicity. Later,

improvement were made by revision of the Building Standard Law and "Reinforced

Cklncrete Calculation Standard" of the Architectural Institute of Japan. However,

vise readers will notice that the now of the outline indicated in Figure 1 is

the same as the current commonly used design method. In this paper, this now of

the design will be termed as the common design method, but the seismic design

is actual.ly made from so cal.led static seismic intensity method. The static seismic

intensity methoa was adopted in Japan after the 1923 Kanto Earthquake, and basical.ly

design methods in compliance with this method are also used throughout the world.

Figure 1 Flow of Cklmmon Seismic Design

Key-Ol. assumption of shape and dimensions

2. assumption of design seismic intensity

.3. stress calculation

4. section calculation

5. section design

?
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Now, the static seismic intensity method is an excellent engineering

method which simply. substitutes the effect of earthquakes on buildings by horizontal

force and expresses it in the form of design seismic intensity. If' ve depend only

to this method, buildings will be constructed without knowing the seismic efficiency

of the designed buildings, and erroneous use of this method will allow an earthquake

to affect the blind points of the buildings.

Figure 2 is the schematic display of the relationship between the hori

'zontal force when a building designed according to the common design method was

destroyed by a lateral forceand its horizontal displacement.

Figure 2. Properties of RC Buildings

...

/
x: •.: 2...

~ ...L.i(O

Key-l. destruction limit

2. anticipated deformation during
earthquake

3. horizontal force (seismic inten
sity )

4. horizontal displacement

(interlayer element angle)

The axis of the ordinates is the horizontal intensity obtained by dividing

the horizontal force by the weight of a building, and the axis of the abscissa is an

interlayer element angle expressed, for instance, by dividing horizontal relative

displacement of the floor on the first story and the floor on the second story by the

height of the story. This figure indicates properties of medium and low rise reinforced

concrete buildings, and is plotted using a graph contained in Literature 3. Now,

the seismic efficiency of existing reinforced concrete buildings will be explained

using this figure.

First, paying attention to the axis of theordinates, the horizontal

strength varies even if buildings are designed similarly using a design seismic

intensity of 0.2. Some buildings with many valls (Q>in the figure) have a strength
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exceeding 1.0 in terms of seismic intensity, while generally pure rahmen buildings

( (g) in the figure) are low in strength, only slightly exceeding the design seismic

instensi ty. This phenomenon has a' close relation to a part of the design now of

the common design method indicated' in Figure 1 below the stress calculation. In the

common design method, the safety factor relative to buildings 'With many walls tend

to come out comparatively large, while the safety factor relative to the pure rahmen

structure does not come out very high. Many reasons can be assumed for this, but the
follo'Wing can be plainly said.

( 1) Buildings 'With Many iolalls: Sometimes a designer intended to install

them from the point of the structure plan, but in many cases, walls are provided due

to the actual needs from the aspect of the plane plan in spite of the fact that a

structural calculation is not required as long as the plan is in compliance 'With

the common design method, that is, the building can meet the conditior: of 0.2

design seismic invensity even when the number of the walls may be reduced. Walls

between classrooms in school buildings are good example of these. Also, when

attempting to maintain the same numberof walls but to reduce the thickness of walls,

it is often found that thicker walls cannot be scaled down too much due to the

problems related to the construction workability and noise insulating efficiency.

(2) Pure Rahmen structure: It is possible to design a building to meet

the allowable minimum design seismic intensity by using the common design method.

In this case, there are few other structures that give superfluous strength to the

building, and consequently the final strength wil~ not be higher than the design

seismic intensity.

Next, letus talk about the axis of the abscissas. Destruction of buildings

'Will be dominated by the destruction of the walls in buildings with many walls.

Generally, destruction~ walls manifest in a brittle destruction mode called a shear

ing destruction except for special walls, and the displacement at this time will not

be large. Also, th~ destruction of a rahmen structure may take a form of destruction

'With very potent deformation ability usually called the bending destruction mode

as indicated by the symbol @ in the figure, or of shearing destruction with less

deformation ability just as with walls as indicated by the symbol@ I in the figure.
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According to the common design method, the lower limit of the strength is numerically

established to an extent by the design seismic intensity while the deformation ability

cannot be examined numerically but is given indirect considerations by means of so

called structure regu;t.ations, for instance, setting of the minimum quantity of hoops

of columns, setting r:£ the upper limit value of the axial directional force of the

columns or providing means prevent shearing destruction. The revision of the related

regulations after the 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake especially emphasizes structure

regulations that ensure the deformation ability. Compared to the past, buildings

inferior in deformation ability are decreasing, but we have not yet reached a stage

where we can treat this quantitatively.

Well then, what kind of properties do these reinforced concrete buildings

with various strengths and deformation abilities demonstrate when they are exposed

to earthquakes? Mark" indicates anticipated displacement of buildings during

earthquakes. Looking at this simply from the point of the previously described

strength of buildings, the pure rahmen buildings symboled by@ seem inferior in

seismic efficiency compared to the other buildings. However, as shown in the figure,

if the destruction limit deformation (x) of buildings is larger than the anticipated

deformation during earthquakes, the building will be stable. Rather, buildings

symboled bY@ I higher in strength and lower in destruction limit displacement than

<Q) will be low in seismic efficiency.

The anticipated deformation of buildings during earthquakes are complex

and diversified by the properties of earthquakes, properties of buildings and

properties of the ground on which the buildings stand. Following are the simplified

descriptions of the characteristics.

(1)Buildings with many seismic walls have small anticipated deformation

during earthquakes but encounter considerably large input force due to the high

rigidity. The size of this force can be possibly 2-3 times more than the seismic

intensity of the ground surface. Since 0.3 level of seismic intensity is fully

predictable, the final strength of these types of buildings shall be preferably

0.6-0.9.
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(2) The anticipated displacement of buildings the strength of which

cannot be raised, such as pure rahmen structures, shall be expected to be much larger

than the buildings with many walls~ Therefore, they must be designed with appreciably

large destruction limit displacement.

As described above, there is a possibility of producing buildings very

rich in variety of strength and deformation ability when reinforced concrete buildings

are designed in accordance with the common design method. Also, according to this

design method, a certain degree of seismic efficiency is guaranteed to be secured,

but the level of the efficiency is not clarified.

The seismic diagnosis accesses the point marked x, ie, the level of

strength and the deformation ability, and the point marked., ie, the level of

anticipated deformation during earthquakes, in Figure 2, and finds out the seismic

efficiency of buildings. As will be described below, if a seismic efficiency evalua

tion process is incorporated into the stage of the seismic design, the author of

this paper believes that the task of seismic diagnosis for existing buildings will

no longer be necessary in addition to the seismic diagnosis necessitated by the aging

of the buildings and the re-checking of the seismic efficiency due to the progress

of sciences (The author terms this as the seismic diagnosis due to the aging of

seismic design method). Also, the author of this paper wishes a speedy establishment

of a seismic design method that will not call for an seismic diagnosis.

4. SEISMI C DESIGN AND SEISMI C DIAGNOSIS

As has been described so far, numerous seismic designs and seismic diagnos

tic methods proposed after the 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake are based upon the

same idea in the view that the seismic efficiency of buildings is evaluated.

For example, the first proposal (Literature 8) for the earthquake load

submitted by the Earthquak Load Sub-Committee of the Architectural Institute of Japan

is built on the thought to provide buildings with a deformation ability larger than

the roughly calculated anticipated displacment (earthquake response displacement)
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relative to the maximum seismic motions (maximum acceleration almost .300 gal class

seismic motions) of buildings estimated from the initial design prepared in accord

ance with the currently used design' method. As shown in Figure 3, it is an idea

to add a procedure "Investigation of seismic efficiencyn to the common design method

shown in Figure 1. This' method uses a similar procedure to the design method used

for designing super high "rise buildings, that is, the procedure where the initial

design is created in accordance vi.th, for instance, "High Rise Architectural

Technology Guidelines" of the Architectural Institute of Japan, analyzed for earth

quake response and modified if necessary and required, although there is a difference

in technique. If the buildings produced by the initial design are imagined as the

existing buildings on the drawings, the part for the seismic efficiency investigation

can be ca1.ledseismic diagnosis.

Figure 3. Flow of New Seismic Design Method (example)

Initial design by
r-l

Cbmmon Design Method

'---
Investigation of

Seismic Efficiency

Also, the method in Literature 5, co-proposed by the author of this paper,

is for low rise reinforced concrete buildings. Paying attention to the possibility

of requiring frequent modification to the seismic efficiency investigation results

if the initial design is prepared in accordance vi.th the currently enforced design

seismic intensity as shown in Figure 3, this method changes the design seismic inten

sity in correspondence to the seismic efficiency of the buildings to be designed in

the initial design stage, and also proposes to investigate the seismic efficiency of

the buildings obtained as the result of the former step, as shown in Table 1. The

"New Seismic Design Method (proposal) II introduced recently by theBuilding Research

Institute of the Ministry of Cbnstruction can be regarded to have the same idea as

the former two.
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Table 1. Design Objective and Design Principle for 3 story RC Buildings

(from Literature 3)

design objective design principle (for ground floor)

concerniru!' shearing strength bending stremrtn
oil 2 times the yield displace- column average shearing Calculated by the oom-

s:: ro
ment relative to input stress 12 kg/cm2 relative mon design method re-

<P <P seismic intensity 0.3 to design seismic intensity lative to design sei-

~~
1.0 smic intensity 0.3

4 times the yield dis- (ku::: 0_85 secured) (ky=0.45 secured)
<P ~ placement relative to input
H+' seismic intensity 0.45::s ro
0.

:S il Shearing cracks of walls Average shearing stress of Calculated by the
·S relative to input seismic walls 10 kg/cm2 relative common design method
ro ro intensity 0.3 to design seismic intensity relative to design
<Pr-! 1.0 seismic intensity 0.6Ei Walls protected from de-

(ku-=. 0.9 secured) (ky=. 0.9 sec1u-ed)() struction relative to input]§ seismic intensity 0.45
ro El

(note) ku: shearing final strength, ky: bending yield strength

As above, proposals that recommend an inclusion of the procedure to

investigate seismic efficiency in seismic design methods hav~ star~~d to come forward.

It is therefore possible to perform seismic diagnosis of existing buildings using

the part for the seismic efficiency investigation from these proposals. However,

(1) It is actually difficult to investigate the seismic efficiency of all

of the existing buildings exerting labor equal in level to that extent for designing

new buildings. Therefore, it is necessary to have simplified techniques which

employ simpler calculations than the design method.

(2) Many of the proposed seismic design methods are for comparatively

simple structures while many of the existing buildings are generally complicated.

In many cases, it is not practical to use the proposals submitted as seismic design

methods in their original form for seismic diagnoses.
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Table 2. Difference Between Seismic Design and Diagnosis

Seismic Design. Seismic Diagnosis

object new buildings existing buildings

design books newly prepared non existant in many cases

on site investigation required

Platerials can be appointed estimation or on ssite investiga-
tion

possible quality deterioration by
aging

position of those Designers can aim to create Often those in charge of diagnosiE
their ideal buildings must handle buildings designedin charge quite different from their design

idea.

Measures to be taken change designs Require new budget for reinforce-
ment or demol1tion

~en earthquake affect the structure ex-
resistivity is not penses
~ufficient

5. EXAMPLES OF SEISMIC DIAGNOSIS

Literatures 11-16 are methods recently proposed for medium and low rise

existing buildings of reinforced concrete. Literature 16 vill be commented upon in

detail in the following section. Here, 11teratures 11, 12 and 13 will be briefly

introduced.

Literature 11 was developed by the Building Research Institute of the

Ministry of Construction. 11terature 12 is the method which improved it. The ouWne

of the two methods combined in Table 3 primarily focus on the numerical value called

SE' which expresses the axis of the ordinates in Figure 2, that is, the final

strength of buildings, and attempts to judge the earthquake resistivity of buildings.

j'
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Table 3 Diagnositc Method in Literature 11

(a) Items for Judgement of Earthquake Resistivity

SB co correction coefficient (a) x

Judgement Concerning Grounds

Landsliding, Fluidization of Ground

Judgement Concerning Upper Structures
(Comparison of SB and qBO described below)

1. Building Strength Coefficient

building horizontal strength(Q)

building weight (W)

2. Required Building Strength Coefficient

qBO:::' 1.0 x importance factor x locality factor x interaction facto
(1.0-0.5) (1.0-0.8) (1.0-0.5)

whereas, 1.0~ qBO ~ 0.5

3. Correction Coefficient of Building Strength
Ri

d~--------- whereas 1.0.£a~0.5 .-
Rc x Re

Ri: Presence of basement. yes: 1.2, no: 1.0

Rc': Degree of Construction Work. good: 1.0, inferior: 1.5

Re: Adequacy of rigidity distribution. good: 1.0, inferior: 1.5

(b) Contents of Judgement

contents conditions to be met conclusion
+"

5cm/m2 (N§ if'rom volume of walls:Rw Rw~2N and 6)
+"~ Rw~t6 (N 7) fully strong
{J) bO
~'d

..-i ;:l
Ct-I-r-;

~ if'rom summary calculation of SB=-qBO
Q) polumn and wall strength whereas, Q ::'~Qc +~Qw fully strong'dS§; (qBO ::1) :.(5-10) x V.C or( 10-30) ~Aw0'0

Q) ;:l
CQ-r-:
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From precision calculation a) SB' ~qBO fully strong
of column and wall strength b) SB' > 0.6 qBO
(qBO:::1 ) and column shearing strength considerably strong

larger than column bending slightly ductile
strength

c) SB' .:2 0.45qBO strong and ductile
~ and reinforcement ratio
s::
Q) larger than required value 1e
Q)

tlO
'0 d) SBI~.3 qBO slightly strong;:$.....
'0 and reinforcement ratio considerably ductileM
oM

~ larger than required value 2

Repetition of 2nd and 3rd Repetition of 2nd and 3rd Same as 2nd and 3rd
~ jUdgements from concrete judgements judgements.
s:: strength and proper periodQ)

e of buildings and grounds If buildings failQ)

tlO the tests, scruti-'0
;:$ nize buildingsor-;,

~
Wing by wing, and

M determine counter-
;:$ measures.0

CH

--
If it is assumed that the deformation ability of buildings is large (In the combined

method, a building 'With the bending strength lower than the shearing strength), the

standard value of judgement is lowered so that the earthquake resisting ability of

buildings 'With low strength but high deformation ability shown in Figure 2 can be

evaluated. Examples of seismic diagnosis of existing buildings performed in

accordance 'With this method are shown in Figures 4 and 5 (Literatures 17, 18). As

described previously, these figures also reveal that there are considerable error of

accuracy in the final strength of existing buildings.

The method in Literature 13 was jointly developed by the author of this

paper and Professor Bresler of Berkeley campus, University of California as a link

of a chain in "Earthquake Engineering Stressing Safety of School Buildings" which

is part of the Japan/US Science Cooperation Work cosponsored by Japan Society for

the Promotion of Science and National Science Foundation (NSF) of America from 1973

1975. This is a modified version of the method in Literature 5 which is developed
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as dynamic seismic design method for medi~ and 10101 rise reinforced concrete buildings,

and it is made to be used for seismic diagnosis. In the United States, seismic

diagnosis of existing buildings is' also considered important after the (Garrison) Lav

vas established in the state concgress of california in 1968 for the re-examination

of the seismic safety of aged school buildings and the 1971 San Fernando Earthquake

that damaged buildings v.i.th seismic designs.

Figure 4 Seismic Safety Investigation Results of Public Buildings
(Literature 16)

8. total number of buildings (%)

ductile
brittle
unknown

number of buildings

above .3 story

.3. above 4 story ( A.

4. column ductilitYl ~.

5. column ductility •

6. strength coefficient of buildings

7. classification

key-l.

2.

In this method, earthquake response is roughly calculateq according to the

final strength and destruction mode of buildings, and calculation results vere used

to judge whether or not the buildings pass the standards expressed by matrixes in

Table 4. It is equivalent to the .3rd judgement level of the method expressed in

Literature 11 indicated in Table.3. Figure 6 shovs examples of this method applied

to damaged and undamaged bUildings during the 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake.

;
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5. Seismic Diagnostic Examples of Private Buildings

(from Literature 18)

Figure

seismic diagnosis of
RC buildings

2. number of cases by class

.3. number of cases by yield strength
coefficient

4. class

key-l.
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Table 4. Seismic Safety Judgement Standard Matrixes

(From Literature 13)

(a) General standards

magnitude of seismic motions strong earthquake ruinous earthquake

evel of damage repairable not collapsed

(2) First Screening Standards

destruction mode ground motion O.3g ground motion O.45g

pending mode (ductile) below 2 plasticity ratio (p)1 below 4 plasticity
ratio (p)

~hearing mode (brittle) shearing crack level ~ sh~~ destruc-
tion

~hearing/bendingmode shearing crack level near yield point3)

1) plasticity ratio::: macimum displacement /yield displacement

2) shearing deformation~1/2of final shearing deformation (luit= 4 x 10-3 radian)

3) deformation equivalent to plasticity ratio of 2 of the bending type buildings

c.-O.t

b
0.1 0.5 •.

.1'" (,",-~v.,..1tl

•
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Figure 6. Seismic Diagnostic Examples (from Literature 13)

Properties of buildings affected by the
1968 Takachi Offshore Earthquake

Examples 1 and 2 are cases from
Literature 5

ke~a. shearing crack strength
(base shear coefficient)

b. bending strength
(base shear coefficient)

(j) C shaped school building, UDharmed
~ buildings with many walls, unharmed
@ moderate damage
~ Hachinohe Specialized High School

major damage
~ Hacbinohe Library, major damage



Safety Ranking

zone type ground motion U.3g ground mot.~on O.45g ran1d.ng

strength deformation strength deformation

A bending safe safe saf@ safe

tB
shearing or safe safe safe safe
shearing/bending

C bending safe safe unknown safe I

D shearing or safe safe unknown safe
shearin&!bending

E bending unknown safe safe II-
F

shearing or
shearing/bending unknown unknown - safe

III

G bending safe - unknown

H
shearing or

unknownshearing/bending -
-- IV

I bending lunknown

6. SEISMIC DIAGNOSTIC STANDARDS

(Proposal by Japan Special Building Safety Center)

In this section, the outline of"3eismic Diagnostic Standards for Existing

Reinforced Concrete Buildings" will be introduced, which is a proposal submitted in

March, 1977 by the Existing Building Seismic Diagnostic Standard Planning Committee

(Chairman, Professor Kai Umemura, University of Tokyo) organized in 1976 within

Japan Special Building Safety Center (Foundation) as a project of the C'Alnstruction
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Guidance Section, Housing Bureau of the Ministry of Construction. Incidentally,

details of the standards are available at the center (Yamazaki Building, 1-2-1,

Akasaka Minato-ku, Tokyo, TEL 03-586-2881), please refer to them. Also, the original

plan of the standards was the results of efforts by the members or: the Sub-Committee

for Draft Preparation Work with the author of this paper as the chief investigator.

6. 1 COMPOSITION

The standards were developed a.J.m~ng to diagnose the earthquake resistance

of 5-6 story and lower existing reinforced concrete buildings using a simple method

which is still right on target, referring to various recent proposals relating to

seismic diagnosis (Literatures 11-.15). The standards were developed also for possible

use in design stage of new buildings.

According to this diagnostic metJ1od, the structural seismic index Is which

indicates dynamic earthquake resistivity of framework, and seismic index of non

structural elements IN which indicates safety primarily against damages to be incurred

by the falling of finishing materials on the exterior of buildings, are cited as fac

tors that express the seismic efficiency of buildings. Also, the diagnostic method

is classified by the level of precision into first, second and thrid diagnoses.

For instance, the strength of the framework is calculated from the concrete sectional

area of vertical elements (columns and walls) in the first diagnostic -method. In

the second diagnostic method, the same strength is obtained from horizontal yield

strength of vertical elements and the destruction mode. In the third. diagnostic

method, the destruction mode of the framework such as yield of beams, is also taken

into account. In the following, mainly a procedure to obtain structural seismic

index Is in the first and second diagnoses will be introduced.

6.2 BASIC POLICY

The seismic efficiency of structure on each story and each direction of

a building is expressed by Structural Seismic Index Is indicated in Equation (1).

Is = Eo x 0 X SD X T .•..................................... (II

j'
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Eo is a basic index that expresses reserve seismic efficiency as will be

explained in the next section, and G, SD and T are indexes that modify Eo index

using 1.0 as a standard. That is,

G: Ground motion index that expresses the scale of ground motion Which

affects building foundations. The standard value is designated as 1.0.

This value is characteristically lowered when it is possible that the

ground motion is locally amplified. This value is fixed at 1.0 at the

present stage.

S~: Shape index or structure plan index. It is used to take into

consideration, by the check list system, the effect on seismic effi

ciency of factors difficult to be incorporated in a summary calcula

ti~n such as plane and elevation shapes of buildings and rigidity

distribution. The standard is designated as 1.0, and the numerical

value is lowered when structures become complicated. However, the

standard for buildings with basements is set at 1.2.

T: Time index. When the seismic efficiency of buildings deteriorate with

time, the value drops lower than 1.0.

6.3 REVERSE EFFICIENCY BASIC INDEX (Eo)

1) Outline

As can be diciphered by reading the Kanji characters, it is the value which

is used as a basis to express the efficiency reserved in buildings. It was preViously

mentioned that the seismic efficiency of existing RC buildings was broad in width.

Likewise, the width is, as also mentioned before, created due to the diversity of

reserve strength and ductility of buildings. The Eo index is a yardstick to evaluate

the seismic efficiency reserved in buildings, using strength and ductility reserved

in buildings. This will be explained using a simple chart.

Figure 7 is a conceptual chart which indicates the relationship between

horizontal force and deformation when the horizontal force is applied to RC buildings.
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Figure 7. Relationship Between Horizontal Force and Horizontal Deformation
of RC Buildings

key- 1. building A
">

2. building B ,
x:...•..v .:I&PIt-3. x: destruction limit point t

f::•4. 'f': response during an earthquake * -17,. horizontal force *"'11:"f.,
6. horizontal deformation

There are, however, all kinds of properties in RC buildings. The two types of

buildings, Building A amd BUilding B shown in Figure 7, are examples of buildings

with relatively simple properties. Building A is a RC building with many walls,

a considerably high strength and a low ductility. Building B is a rahmen structure

with a small number of walls, a not-so.-high strength and substantial ductility.

When these buildings are exposed to an earthquake, buildings will be safe if the

maximum deformation is contained wi thin the destruction limit point marked. in the

chart. If not, the buildings will be damaged by the earthquake. According to various

research to date, buildings with many walls need a lot of strength for them to be

able to meet the above conditions since they are low in ductility. Also, it is

understood that the ~ahmen structures must be ductile since they do not have a very

high strength.

The reserve efficiency basic index (Eo index herebelow) is established

in order to provid~ a common yardstick to measure the seismic efficiency of buildings

wi th many walls ahd rahmen structures in consideration of these different properties.

In Short, it can be expressed by,

Eo:::: (yardstick for strength) x (yardstick for ductility)

These strength and ductility yardsticks are termed Strength Index (C)

and Firmness Index (F) in this diagnostic standard. Three types of summary calcula

tion from the simple calculation used in the first diagnostic method to the somewhat

detailed calculation required in the third diagnostic method are furnished.

The above examples cited are very simple, but real buildings are very

complex, and the Eo index calculation will not be that easy.
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Let us look at a slightly more complex example.

In Figure 8, conditions' of a rahmen structured building \lith a small

number of valls under a horizontal force are illustrated. Specifically, when a

horizontal force is gradually applied, valls break at point (a). This building is

not completely destroyed at this point. Once the horizontal resistanCe is lovered,
the remaining rahmen elements start to resist the horizontal force if the deformation

is alloved to continue. The buiJ.ding vill not collapse to Rahmen Destruction Point
(b) •

According to the seismic diagnostic standards, the Eo index of a building

such as this can be obtained using the folloldng approach.

First, assuming that the building is supported only by valls, the Eo index

will be obtained disregarding the rahmen. This is designated as E1. On the contrary,

noy assuming that the buiJ.ding is supported only by the rahmen, the Eo index is

obtained and designated as E2. Next, the square root of the sum of the squares of

these values is designated as Eo of the building.

specifically,

key-1. seismic diagnosis
of RC buildings

2. horizontal force

.3. horizontal displace
ment

.} ....

I ••~::-~ 11_ .....COIt...

f:•*

Figure 8. Properties of Buildings \lith Rahmens and Walls

The Eo index thus obtained is naturally is smaller than (E1 +E2). Precisely, it is

is evaluated lover than the simple sum of the seismic efficiency 'When the buiJ.ding

is only supported by the wlls and the seismic efficiency when the building is only

supported by the. rahmen.
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The response of the buildings mixed with walls and rallmens must be very

complicated. This approach was adopted in vlew of the fact that it was sometimes

risky, according to the results of research to date, to consider the simple sum of

the efficiency of buildings with walls only and the efficiency of buildings with

rahmens only as the efficiency of the entire building.

Now, the relationship between the Eo index of the seismic diagnostic

standards and seismic design methods or seismic diagnostic methods described in

Section 5 will be explained in brief.

Normally, the earthquake response volume of buildings is obtained through

the following procedure.

(1) Estimation of the size and p~perties of input seismic motions.

(2) Estimation of the restoring force characteristics of buildings, ie,

strength, deformation ability and hysteretic characteristics (proper

period and weight are included).

(3) Estimation of earthquake response volume, ie, response acceleration,

response rate and response displacement.

The seismic desing of Literature 8 and the seismic d~sign ~or super

high rise buildings described in Section 4, and the seismic diagnosis of Literature

13 described in Section 5, are performed through this procedure, aJ. though there may

be some differences in the precision of calculations.

To simplify the discussion, the above described procedure is summarized

and shown in the part titled Method A in Figure 9 by representing the input seismic

motion by Seismic Intensity (Kg), restoring force characteristics by Yield Seismic

Intensity (ky) and deforming ability required of buildings by Response Displacement

(6). In the same figure, the part titled Method B is equivalent to the concept of

the design seismic intensity for the first design in Literature 5, the cGncept of

the required yield strength in Literature 20 and the concept of the seismic diagnosis

in Literature 11. Also, Eo index value of the seismic diagnostic standards will be

readily noticed to be equivalent to the part titled Method C. All of these methods
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commonly use the response volume of buildings relative to a certain seismic motion

as the standard, and they are somewhat equivalent to fixing two of the three elements,

kg, ky and 3, and calculating the reamining one element.

Figure 9 Relationship Between Seismic Design Method and
Seismic Diagnostic Method

Method A Kethod B Method C

Earthquake ResponsE Required Reserve efficiency basic
calculation yield strength index

seismic motions

0 (2) pp to what intensity can
ground motion seis-

~ building endure?mic intensity kg)

~trength of building
.

lHow much required Gyield seismic 0intensity ky) ?

beforming ability of How much required
puilding ? G ~response displace-
ment~)

note G) ==. conditions (fixed)

? -=result ( omswer to be obtained )

The reserve efficiency basic index is not the size itself of kg but the value

equivalent to the elastic response shearing coefficient.

Incidentally, the relationship among these three elements is usually a

non-linear issue, and it does not necessarily assure that the remaining one element

can be calculatod at the same accuracy no matter which two elements are established.

The author of this paper believes that Method A is most reliable from the point of

accuracy, and Method B and Method C are more practical. Also, Method B, Method C

and Method A are suitable for the first design of the seismic design, for the summary

calculation of the seismic diagnosis and for detail examination of seismic efficiency

both in seismic design and seismic diagnosis respectively.
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In the following, the calculation cf the Eo indexes of the proposed

seismic diagnostic standards for the first and second diagnoses will be summarized.

2) Eo Index for the First Diagnosis

Eo is calculated using Equation (2). However, when the building being

diagnosed contains columns with holD below 2, another method shall be used. ho is

the clear height of columns and D is the sectional depth and length of columns.

Eo = : ~: ( C W + It ICC) x F W ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (21

where, n: number of stories in a building

i: story of the objective floor

First story is designated as 1, the highest· of the story is designated as n.

CW: Strength index of walls, calculated using Equation (3).

Cc: Strength index of columns, calculated using Equation (4).
d1: 0.7, however when CH::O, it is designated as 1.0

FW: Firmness index of walls, designated as '.0. When there are no walls,

firmness index of columns is used, which is also '.0 for the first diagnosis.

Strength indexex are obtained by the following summary calculations using

the wall ratio and column ratio.

r WI rW 2 rWa
Cw =--w- x aWl +-w- X aW2 +-w-X aWa ••••••••••••••••••••• (3)

rC
C C =-w- X .ac··· , (4)

where, aH,: i~all ratio of walls with columns on both sides relative to the total

floor area AW'/~Af (cm2/m2), aW2 and aW3 are wall ratios of walls with

a column on one side and of walls without columns relative to the total

floor area respectively.

Avl1: Total sum of the wall area with columns on both sides which affect the

objective direction of the story concerned (cm2).

<Af: The total area of the building above the story concerned (m2)

rW" rW2, rH3: Final average shearing stress of walls with columns on both
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ac:

1'c:

sides, walls with a column on one side and walls without columns,

and it is designated as 30 kg/cm2, 20 kg/cm2 and 10 kg/cm2

respectively.'

Cblumn ratio of independent columns to the total floor area (cm2/m2)

10 kg/cm2, however, 7 kg/cm2 When holD is above 6.

w: Total weight of the building above the story concerned (weight of building

itself1" earthquake carry load)/~Af(kg/cm2). When not particularly

calculated, it is designated as 1,200 kg/m2•

To sum up, the first diagnostic method attempts to evaluate the seismic

efficiency only by the summary calculation value (what is in ) in Equation (2))

of the reserve strength expressed by the shearing strength coefficient during wall

destruction or column yield. Even when Rahmen framework of a high firmness is

contained, the effect of cuctility after its yield is disregarded. Therefore, 1f this

method is applied to pure Rahmen structures, the Eo index will be evaluated excessively

low.

3) Eo for the Second Diagnosis

Assuming that beams have enough strength, the strength index is obtained

from the final bending strength and final shearing strength of columns and walls.

When columns and walls that yield to a bending force are contained, the effect of

these are taken into consideration.

The following is the procedure.

a) Bending strength and shearing strength of each vertical element are

calculated, and destruction mode and final reserve shearing force

of each element are obtained. The classification of the destruction

mode is from Table 5.
b)Firmness index F of each element is calculated (later to be discussed).

c) Gathering the elements with firmness index F values that are close,

they are divided into 3 maximum groups. The groups with' the smallest

F index value to the largest index value are designated as Group "

Group 2 and Group 3, and the firmness index of each group is designated

as Fl, F2 and F3.
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d) Strength index of each group, Cl, C2 and C3 are the total sum of the

final shearing force of each .group expressed by the shearing force

coefficient.

e) Eo index shall be either of the larger values calculated by Equation (5)

and Equation (6). However, if extremely brittle columns and shearing

destruction columns are contained, or the building has lIaldistributed

walls, special handling is proposed.

Eo = n+ 1 ..;Ell + Ell + Eal (5)
n+1

Eo =2!.±.l. (CI + /IICa +.Ca) x F. •••••..•.....•.......•••••..•..•.••.... (6)_+,
~;trt.J E. = C. X F.

EI = CI X FI

Ea = C. x F.

a2 and 8-) are from Table 6 and Table 7.

Firmness index F is from Table 7. However, the firmness index of bending

columns and bending walls is from Equation (7) and Equation (8) respectively.

F = ..V 2 /l - I 171

where p: final plasticity ratio, calculation method is indicated.

(However, 1~)J ::'5)

However, interims are interpolated on a straight line.

where, wQsu: final shearing strength of walls

wQu: reserve shearing force of walls during final moment (bending yield)

.. . I
• 0.75 ( 1 + O.05/l)

~he" wQ,./wQ .. s:: 1.3,

IJke.M wQ .... /wQ.. >1.4,

F= 1.0 J •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• f81
F= 2.0
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Table 5. Classification of Vertical Elements by Destruction Mode
for Second Analysis

destruction mode definition

Ibending columns Bending yield preceeds shearing destruction.

bending valls Bending yield preceeds shearing destruction.

shearing columns Shearing destruction preceeds bending yield, hovever, extremelJ
brittle columns are excluded.

shearing valls Shearing destruction preceeds bending yield.

extremely brittle Columns withholD belov 2, shearing destruction preceeds
columns bending destruction.

Table 6. Values of a2 and a3 in Equation (6)

~Group 2 extremely brittle CDlumns shearing columns or valls
or Group

bending columns 0.5 0.7

bending walls 0.7 1.0

shearing columns or 0.7walls -
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Table 7. Firmness Index F for Second Diagnosis

destruction mode Firrimess Index F

bending columns 1.27-3.2 note) From Equation (7)

bending walls 1.0-2.0 From Equation (8)

shearing columns 1.0

shearing walls 1.8

extremely brittle 0.8
columns

note) Under some conditions it becomes 1.0.

6.4 Examples of Application

Examples of this diagnostic method applied to the damaged and undamaged

buildings during the 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake will be given.

Figure 10 arranged damaged and undamaged buildings during the 1968 Tokachi

Offshore Earthquake using the wall ratio and the column ratio (Lite-rature 12). The

dotted lines are the Eo index values (values of Equation (2)) for the first diagnostic

method, drawn on the graph.

Figure 10. Relationship Between Quantity of cross-beam direction walls and columns
and Earthquake Damage (Eo index value for the first diagnosis was drawn
on a graph in Literature 12)

key-l. major damage
2. moderate damage
3. minor damage
4. no damage
5. ratio of walls to total floor

area
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However, when Cw and Cc were calculated, w ::.J,OOO kgfcm2 was assumed

similarly to Literature 12. Also, when calculating the wall ratio in the graph,

rW, was discounted to 20 kgfcm2 to- average them out since all types of walls, walls

with colUI:lIls on both sides, walls with a column on one side and walls without columns,

were included. Incidentally, Ac is treated slightly differently since circumferential

columns of walls are not accounted into the column sectional area. From the graph,

when the Eo value was above 1.0, the buildings were not damaged. Buildings which

received major damage almost all indicated an Eo value lower than 0.6. As a Whole,

the relationship between the levels of damage and Eo values was clearly recognized.

Figure 11 indicates the results when the second diagnostic method was applied

to the 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake cases. Although all of the values indicated

in the figure are values from the ground noor, the Is value of buildings incurred

maj.or damage was 0.4-0.5, and the buildings were not damaged when this value was 0.6

0.7.

From all these results, although it may be somewhat :f!uI;.fetche~, when

assuming an earthquake about the level of the 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake, a

tentative curve can be drawn pertaining to the seismic efficiency of buildings, using

the Iso values as shown in Figure 12.

.. "
-~

1.0

I..

Figure 11. Relationship Between Is Index Values for the Second Diagnosis and
the 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake Damage (from, Literature 16)

key-l. 2nd diagnosis, Is index value
2. Misawa Business High School (addition)
3. Hachinohe Specialized High School

(N wing)
4. University of Hakodate (addition)
5. Hachinohe Library
6. Misawa Business High School (A wing)
7. Gonohe Elementary School (C wing)
8. Ne j:iro Elementary School

(o-shaped school building)
9. cross-beam direction
10. span
11. major damage
12. moderate damage
13. undamaged
14. symbol
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Figure 12. One Example of Seismic Judgement Standard

key-l. superior
2. superior
3. superior
4. slack of 0.1 is given
5. Is index value
6. questionable
7. questionable
8. for the first diagnosis
9. for the second diagnosis
10. for the third diagnosis r
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6.5 How to Use the Seismic Judgement Standard

It was previously mentioned that the diagnostic standards proposed this

time are comprised of the first, second and third diagnostic methods. The basic

idea is the same for all of them, but there are differences in mathmatical difficulty,

the details of which increase with the order from the first to the third. A brief

description of the degree of difficulty will be given as follows.

First Diagnostic Method: Strength is calculated using only the sectional

area of walls and columns. The simplest calcula

tion is used.

Second Diagnostic Method: Calculation of final strength of columns and

walls is required. It is however, simpler than

the currently used structure calculation.

Third Diagnostic Method: Calculation level is equivalent to the currently

used structure calculation. The amount of

calculations are not great but knOWledge relating

to final strength and earthquake response are

someWhat required.
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As described above, more details are added as the diagnosis advances to

a higher stage, and it is probably correct to assume that the credibility of the

results also increases. When given a building, this is how the standards shall be

used: (1) First, diagnose the building briefly using the first diagnostic method.

(2) If a high Is index value is obtained as a result, the diagnosis will be dis

continued. (3) If the result of the first diagnosis indicates a not-so-high Is index,

the second diagnostic method shall be applied, and so forth. Of course, it is

possible to apply immediately the second or the third diagnostic method. Also, when

the result of the third diagnostic method applied indicated questionable earthquake

resistivity, a reinforcement plan can be immediately implemented. This is one way

to to the job, but it is also feasible to reinvestigate jointly using more detailed

analysis such as oscillation analysis or full on-site-investigation.

7. POST SCRIPT

The above is a description of seismic efficienty of existing reinforced

concrete buildings and seismic diagnostic methods for them in connection with

seismic design methods.

There are many unclarified points concerning the properties of earthquakes

and the earthquake response of buildings. However, it seems earthquake science has

finally entered into a stage where seismic designs and seismic diagnoses with respect

to the dynamic properties of buildings during earthquakes can be somehow practicalized.

It is desirable that these methods will be applied to general building designs and

diagnoses as soon as possible. Finally, I would like to close this paper by describ

ing undauntedly but fully the seismic safety for reinforced concrete buildings.

( 1) Buildings with many seismic walls will be probably safe under the currently used

design method (buildings with wall ratio to the total floor space 30 cm2/m2 on

the ground floor).

(2) Buildings with small number of walls that fall into any of the following con-

ditions must be designed with great precaution, for instance, paying heed to the
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dynamic properties during earthquakes, and you must be sometimes prepared for

an increase of labor required fo~ designs (naturally affect the design fee) and

an increase of structure units required for buildings or a necessity to install

more walls following the design alternation. All existing buildings must be

diagnosed for earthquake resistivity.

(a)Buildings with a larg.e span (above 6m)

(b) Buildings loTith a complex shape ('l'hose which have stories loTith ventila-

tion openings on the ceiling and with partially reduced noor space)

(c) Pilotis structures

(d) Buildings loTith shortened columns due to lower sectional walls

(e) Buildings built prior to the 1968 'l'okachi Offshore Earthquake

(possibly of shearing destruction due to the scarcity of hoops and

columns)

(f) Recently built buildings if they are designed using the values obtained

by inflating the shearing force which is equivalent to the desi'gn

seismic intensity and using the minimum 1.5 as the inflation coefficient,

as a design shearing force to be used to check the shearing strength

of major columns, in stead of the equivalent shearing force when hinges

yield at the upper and lower ends of columns or at neighboring beams.

(author, assistant professor at Production

Technology Research Institute, University

of Tokyo)
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1. BACKGROUND FOR DRAWING STANDARD

Medium and low rise reinforced concrete buildings began to spread

extensively throughout Japan as earthquake proof and fire proof buildings since after

the Kanto Major Earthquake in 1923. On the other hand, around the same time, Professor
&

Toshikata Sato advocated a seismic intensity method which cleverly monitored the effect

of seismic motions on buildings as a method for seismic designs. Afterwards in

Japan, the seismic design method based upon the seismic intensity method spread,

and many highly earthquake resistive buildings , even from the world f s standard,

have been built. Nevertheless, it is also a fact that some reinforced concrete

buildings which used seismic designs were damaged more than anticipated by major

earthquakes which occurred after the Kanto Major Earthquake, for example, the 1948

Fukui Earthquake, 1964 Niigata Earthquake, 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake and

1974 Oita Earthquake. This implies that buildings with structural styles which

cannot be fully guaranteed to be safe under the rules of the conventional seismic

intensity method, have also come forward.

Reflecting upon these earthquake damages, from the standpoint of the

latest knowledge of earthquake proof engineering which enabled the construction

of super high rise buildings, it is disclosed that the width of the seism~c

efficiency is broad from highly earthquake resistive buildings ~ a. slI!all nUIllber

of buildings with questionable seismic safety, in spite of the fact that they were

all designed according to more or less the same seismic design techniques.

ParticUlarly, the finding that the damage to the low rise reinforced

concrete buildings was outstanding during the 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake,

provoded and promoted various studies relating to the seismic design methods which

took into consideration the dynamic behavior during earthquakes, for reinforced

concrete buildings. Part of the results of the studies were adopted in the Building

Standard Law Enforcement Ordinance and Reinforced Concrete Structure CalcUlation

Standards of Architectural Institute of Japan, and are offered for practical use.

As above, the lessons learned from past earthquake damages in conjunction

with the progress of the sciences, has contributed to the progress of seismic design

methods. However, the presend condition cannot yet be called fully satisfactory in
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in studies related to seismic safety of existing buildings constructed before these

experiences were put into use.

Especially, in recent years, in connection with the prediction of earth

quakes in Kawasaki and shore off Takai, the concern for the safety of buildings,

storage for dangerous objects and urban facilities under the possible earthquakes,

is growing larger. With these backgrounds, the Guidance Section, Housing Bureau

of the Ministry of O:mstruction planned to formulate seismic liiagnostic standards

for existing buildings and seismic. improvement design guidelines, and contracted

the projects to formulate seismic diagnostic standards and seismic improvement

design guidelines for medium and low rise reinforced concrete buildings in 1976

to the Japan Special Building Safety Conter (Foundation). The center installed

two work sections for the selection of the members for policy making as shown in

the separate table and for preparation of proposals, and started to proceed with

the task.

Thus, the projects were completed in March 1977, and the results were

titled "Seismic Diagnostic Standards and Improvement Design Guidelines for Existing

Reinforced Concrete Buildings, with Comments" and published by the Center. Also,

courses relating to this subject were given at 5 sites throughout Japan inclUding

Tokyo.

Detailes of the methods concerned can be found in the above described

publication. In this paper, the focus of the discussion will be the basic concept

of. the seismic diagnosis which is incorporated in the above described seismic

diagnostic standards.

2. POLICY FOR PREPARATION OF DIAGNOSTIC STANDARDS

The preparation of this standard started with the primary objective to

diagnose seismic efficiency of many buildings as fast as possible. For this purpose,

the diagnostic methods are divided into three types from the first diagnosis which

secreens buildings with questionable seismic safety by using the simplest possible
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calculations to the third diagnosis which assesses rather accurately the seismic

safety of buildings by using somewhat complicated calculations. Screening technique

divides the diagnostic method into three types vith different level of accuracy.

Also, the purport of the standards is to present a technique to express seismic

efficiency reserved in buildings by continuous numeric values. JUdging of the

safety of buildings or the necessity of reinforcement are the in the_ hands of the
jl
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users of the standards concerned based upon the numerized seismic efficiency.

This deligation of responsibility is supported by the understanding in that the

level of the seismic efficiency considered safe varies depending upon the use,

impor~ance factor and degree of seismicity at the construction site of the respective

buildings, even there are two buildings having the same level of seismic efficiency.

However, in reality, it is not possible to use the standards concerned without

having some sort of criteria to judge what level of seismic efficiency is required

to secure tentative safety against a certain level of earthquakes. In the appendix,

therefore, numerical calculation results of the seismic efficiency indexes obtained

in accordance with the standards concerned, in regard to the damaged and undamaged

buildings exposed to the 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake are indicated as a reference

material for rendering judgement.

3. COMPOSITION OF DIAGNOSTIC STANDARDS

In the standards concerned, seismic safety of buildings is expressed

by the following two indexes.

Is (Seismic Index of Structure)

IN (Seismic Index of Non-Structural Elements)

The Is index expresses dynamic earthquake resistivity of buildings, and is expressed

by the four su~indexes indicated in Equation (1)

/ s = Eo x G x S D X T ••.•••. ,•••••.••••.••••. ······(11

Eo (Reserve Efficiency Basic Index): This index expresses seismic efficiency

of the structure when a building with a good structural plan is

built well on standard ground and terrain, and is obtained from a

calculation based upon the reserve yield strength and deformation

ability of the building.

G (Ground Motion Index): This is an index which expresses local

characteristics of ground motions that affect primarily the foundation
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of a building, such as the relationship between the properties of

the building and the amplification level of local ground motions

on the lot where the building is constructed and the types of ground.

At t~e present stage, it is difficult to evaluate G, and 1.0 is the

tentative index used in these standards.

SD (Shape Index): It is an index which takes into consideration, by

check list system, the effects on seismic efficiency of the structure

plan related factors which are difficult to be evaluated by calculation

such as shapes of a building in plane and elevation and rigidity

distribution. It is a kind of reduction coefficient to Eo, and the

standard value is 1.0. The numerical value will be lowered if there

is some insufficiency in the structure plan.

T (Time Index): This is an index for the evaluation of the effects on

the structural seismic efficiency of structural deterioration which

develops with time, such as, cracks, deformation and degeneration

of materials. It is also a kind of reduction coefficient to Eo,

and can be obtained from simple investigation by check list system.

The IN index indicates safety against damages that i!!cur by. the dropping

of nonstructural elements such as finishing materials on theexterior of the buildings,

and is calculated independently from the Is index. The relationship between the

structural deformation and the nonstructural elemet deformation ability during

earthquakes is taken into account when computating this index. Specifically, in

the case of the pure Rahmen structure which is anticipated to deform greatly during

earthqUakes, a high IN index cannot be obtained unless the nonstructural elements

that accompany it have a sufficient deformation ability.

4. OONCEPT OF RESERVE EFFICIENCY BASIC INDEX Eo

The Eo index in principle has two sub-indexes, and it is obtained from

the combination of strength index C which expresses reserve yield strength of a
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building in the foI'!D of shearing strength coefficient and the firmness index F

vhich expresses properties of deformation of the building.

1) Eo INDEX FOR THE FIRST DIAGNOSIS

In the first diagnosis, only vertical elements (columns and valls) are

vieved as seismic elements that constitute a building, and these elements are

classified into 3 types as indicated in Table 1. The Eo index is computated from

either Equation (2) or Equation (5) based upon the summary calculation of respective

C index and F index of the elements. Incidentally, the Eo index is calculated

for each story and for each direction of thebuilding.

(1) Building Without Extremely Sllort Columns (ho/D~2.0)

"+1Eo =----,. (cw+a ICC) )( Fw •.•.....................•...••(2)

" + l

Cw T'w'1 T'w I T'w •=- .. X aWl +-- x aWl +-- x aw. ············(3).. ..

Strength index can be obtained by the folloving summary calculations

if the horizontal sectional area of vertical elements is known.

vhere,
n: number of stories in a building•.

i: story of the objective floor

First story is designated as 1, the highest of the story is designated as n.

Cw: Strength index of valls, calculated using Equation (3).

Cc : Strength index of columns, calculated using Equation (4).

dl: 0.7, hovever, vhen Cw 0, it is designated as 1.0.

FW: Firmness index of valls, designated as 1.0. When there are no valls,

firmness index of columns is used, vhich is also 1.0 for 'the first diagnosis.

'l'cCc =-;- x • c·························....·.......................•..(4)
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where, aWl: Wall ratio of walls 'With columns on both sides relative to the total

floor area AW'/LAf (cm2/m2), aW2 andaW3 are wall rations of walls

'With a column on one side and of walls 'Without columns relative to

the total floor area respectively.

AW': Total sum of the wall area with columns on both sides which affect the

objective direction of the story concerned (cm2).

S"Af: The total area of the building above the story concerned (m2)

rvl" rWb rlv3: Final average shearing stress of walls 'With columns on both

sides, walls 'With a column on one side and walls 'Without columns,

and it is designated as 30 kgfcm2 , 20 kg/cm2 and '0 kg/cm2

respectively.

ac: Column ratio of independent columns to the total floor area (cm2/m2)

Tc: '0 kg/cm2 , however, 7 kg/cm2 when holD is above 6.

w:. Total weight of the building above the story concerned (weight of building

itself1earthquake carry load)/~Af (kg/cm2). vlhen not particularly

calculated, it is designated as ',200 kg/cm2 •

Table 1 Classification of Vertical Elements for the First Diagnosis

TITLE DEFINITION

columns 'ndependent columns 'With holD above 2

extremely short colums independent columns with holD below 2

walls include incidental walls not contained in Rahmen

note) ho·: Column inside dimensions, which shall be shortened if lower sectional

walls or drop walls are present by the length of the respective walls

D: sectional length and depth of columns

(2) Buildings Hith Extremely Short Columns

n+l
Eo = n + i (C8c+a.Cw+f.t.Cc) xFsc ....••.....•..•••••....•..00··(5)
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where, Csc: C index of extremely short columns. It is obtained from equation (4).
Ho~ever, it is designated as ~c~15 kg/cm2•

d2: 0.7

d3: 0.5

Fsc: Firmness index of extr~mely short columns.

To sum up, the Eo index is obtained through the following steps: vertical

elements are classified into several typical element groups (extremely short columns,

columns, walls with columns on both sides••••• ); average shearing stress at the

final strength of each element group is established based upon the existing experi

mental data; reserve yield summary calculation value is obtained by multiplying

the above average shearing stress by the horizontal sectional area of elements

that belong to the element group concerned; and the strength index of each element

group obtained from the weight of the bUilding above the story concerned is added.

However, thepurpose of the first diagnosis is the screening of buildings unlikely

to have seismic problems among numerous buildings. Therefore, the evaluation shall

be desirably on the safe side. In the standards concerned, the evaluation on the

safe side is intentionally made by charging the destruction of the element group

wi th the least deformation ability among all above element groups as the destruction

of the building.

Therefore, d1, d2 and d3 in Equation (2) and Equation (5) are a kind of

strength discount coefficient which is used to be on the safe side. Specifically,

as shown in Figure 1, in case of a building having both wall elements with compara

tively poor deformation ability and wall elements with comparatively rich deformation

ability, dl is the coefficient which indicates what percent of the horizontal force

of the final strength the columns share when the walls break, and d 1 is fiexed

as 0.7 in these standards. Similarly, d2 and d3 are the coefficients that ciscount

the final strength of walls and columns based upon the destruction (point ® in

Figure 3) of the extremely short columns. The standards designated them as d2,=-0.7
and d3':.0.5.

However, in buildings with a small number of extremely short columns,

the evaluation obtained may appear to be too much on the safe side if the Eo index
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is calculated based upon the destruction of extremely short columns as shown in

Figure 2. In such a case, Eo was calculated by using Equation (2) without paying

attention to extremely short columns. The Eo index, that is, the Eo index that

corresponds to the Point ®in Figure 2, will do. Generally, as the Eo index. of

buildings with extremely short columns, either of the larger values from Equation

(5) and Equation (2) in disregard of extremely short columns, can be used.

Figure 1

A•••

/
*'I'
."

key-1. horizontal force

2. wall destruction

3. horizontal displacement

Figure 2

key-1. horizontal force

2. extremely short column destruc
tion

3. wall destruction

4. horizontal displacement

Also, generally in buildings with elements of a small holD value, such

as extremely short columns, the yield strength after the maximum yield strength

declines drastically. Therefore, even when the buildings may have only a small

number of extremely short columns, if these columns are essential elements to
support the vertical force (This type of elements are called Type 2 elemets in

the standards), the destruction of extremely small columns may expedite the local

collape of buildings. Consequently, when the extremely short columns are of Type 2

elements, the Eo index must be calculated from Equation (5) which is based upon

the destruction of extremely short columns.
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2)
(1) Index Calculation Method

In the second diagnostic method, the Eo index is calculated from

Equation (6) and Equation (7), using the strength index obtained from final reserve

shearing force of columns and valls, assuming that beams are sufficiently strong.

In the folloving, the Eo index calculation procedure v:Ul be indicated.

Also, Figure 3 indicates a flov chart for calculation of strength indexes in the

second diagnostic method.

Figure 3. Strength Index Calculation procedure

for Second Diagnosis

I

r--- --------- --------------- ---~
I C.-(.l~",-.,rl:.T ••"'..Q....4Cl) ." ••" "1~ : J ~
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key-1. vertical elements are divided into columns and valls

2. columns

3. walls

4. calculation of bending~ final strength

5. calculation of bending final strength

6. calculation of shearing force at final bending

7. calculation of shearing force at final bending

8. calculation of shearing final strehgth

9. calculation of shearing final strength

10. reserve yield strength of bending columns

11. reserve yield strength of shearing columns

12. reserve yield strength of shearing walls

13. reserve yield strength of bending walls

14. calculation of F index, F :'1.27-3.2 or 1.0

15. calculation of F index F=1.0-2.0

16. Group 3

17. Group 1

18. Group 2

19. Ci (total sum of Qu of elements in Group 1) / ~W

Eo Index calculation Procedure

a) The bending and shearing final strength of each vertical element is

calculated, and then the destruction mode and final reserve shearing

force are obtained. The destruction mode if from Table 2.

b)Firmness index Fof each element is calculated (later to be described).

c) Gathering the elements with firmness index F values that are close,

they are divided into 3 maximum groups. The groups with the smallest

F index value to the largest index value are designated as Group 1,

Group 2 and Group 3, and the firmness index of each group is designated

as F1, F2 and F3. The smaller the number of groups, the better are

the results.
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d) Strength index of each group, C1, C2 and C.3 are the total sum of the

final sheariIlgo force of each group expressed by the shearing force

coefficient.

e) Eo index shall be either of the larger values calculated by Equation

(5) and Equation (6). However, if extremely brittle columns and

shearing destruction columns are contained, or the building has mal

distributed walls, special handling is proposed.

Eo =a+l ./E,* +E,I +E.i (6)
-+,

Eo .... + 1 (C1+«t.c.+«t. C.) xFI ···························(71
-+ &

where, Es - C1 xF,

E, - C. xF,

E. -C. xF.

a2 and a.3 are from Table .3

Firmness index F is from Table 4.
bending columns and bending walls

However, the firmness indexeti of bending

are from Equation (8) and Equation (9).

Table 2. Classification of Vertical Elements by Destruction Mode
for Second Analysis

destruction mode definition

bending columns Bending yield preceeds shearing destruction.

bending walls Bending yield preceeds shearing destruction

shearing columns Shearing destruction preceeds bending yield, however,
extremely brittle columns are excluded.

shearing walls Shearing destruction preceeds bending yield.

extremely brittle Cplumns withholD below 2, shearing destruction preceeds
columns bending destruction.
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Table 3. Values of a2 or a3 in Second Diagnosis

Group 2 or Group 3 Group 1

extremely brittle columns
shearing columns
shearing valls

bending columns 0.5 0.7

bending valls 0.7 1.0
shearing columns, shearing valls 0.7

Table 4. Firmness Index F for Second Diagnosis

destruction mode firmness index F

bending columns 1.27-3.2 note) from equation (7)

bending valls 1.0-2.0 from equation (8)

shearing columns 1.0

shearing valls 1.8

extremely brittle 0.8columns

note) Under some conditions it becomes 1.0.

Firmness Index of Bending Columns

I .•••••.••••..•,•••.••••••••••.•••••• ·····0(81

p: Final plasticity ratio of bending columns which can be

calculated from a separately prescribed equation using

the ratio of final shearing force of columns and reserve

shearing force at final bending and the average shearing

stress level at final bending. Hovever, a condition is

stipulated in tha t the maximum and minimum values are set

at 0.5 and 1.0 respectively regardless of the calculation

results of )1, and F is 1.0 regardless of the value of p.
I
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Firmness Index of Bending Walls

When WC,Js ~/wQ~:S;: 1.3 \

When wQs ~/WQ. ~ 1.4,

F = L 0 •...•.............••• ······00

F = 2.0

However, interims are interpolated on a straight line.

Where, 101Qsu~final shearing strength of walls

101Qu: reserve shearing force of walls during bending yield

(2) Concept of Firmness Index F

According to the studies by Newmark and his associates, the maximum

response plasticity ratio p during earthquakes of a system which has perfect elastic

plastic type restoring force characteristics (yield strength ey, Yield point

displacement 1y) can be calculated by the folloloT'ing equation based upon the elastic

response shearing force coefficient CE of the system.

CB/Cy =..1 2Jl - 1 ··• all

The objective medium and 10101 rise reinforced concrete buildings of the standards

concerned are short period structures which can be regarded to have a virtually

constant (around 3 times the ground motion acceleration) elastic response shearing

force coefficient GE. Therefore, when a quantity equivalent to ey is designated

as the C index and the quantity equivalent to ./2i.i=1is designated as the F index,

seismic efficiency of buildings of a single destruction mode or of single vertical

element is given in Equation (12).

Eo = C x F········· ········· ....•.•••.•.•••.•.••..•.•••az

Nonetheless, the restoring force characteristics of actual concrete

buildings are very comples and marked with a reduction of rigidity in association

with cracks in theconcrete and a reduction of rising rigidity by the repeated loading.

io.hen the results of the response analysis of mono mass system having

degrading tri-linear type restoring force characteristics which represent restoring

characteristics of bending destruction type reinforced concrete buildings relatively
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well, were handled in the same way as Equation (11) introduced by Newmark, it was

discovered that the relationship between Cy and )1 can be expressed by summary

equation (13).

C = Q.7 5 x 1 + 0. 0 5 IJ 0(13
y ..I21J-l

The firmness index F of bending columns is the inverse number of Equation (13).

An assumingly relatively adequate values are also set as firmness indexes of other

elements in the lihgt that sufficient experimental data is not available and the

complicated calculations DRy stray from thepurpose of the standards, although,

to be proper, the final plasticity ratio ~ or elements shall be used as a basis

to determine these values.

Figure 4. Response of Elastic and Plastic Figure 5. Relationship Between Final
Systems Plasticity Ratio and F Index

of Various Elements

key-1. extremely short columns
{First diagnosis)

2. extremely brittle columns
(Second diagnosis)

3. equation (8)

4. proposal in Literature (4)

5. shearing walls

,.,n;;=T (U~ i
*:JtII.)ft•• L/-

• • •I

!:.+-L.-:-1-~_......._-----_1l
-~~do

..
a

IE......" _.

A

key-l. shearing force coefficient

2. maximum response displacement

3. displacement

4. plasticity ratio
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(3) Eo Index of Buildings Composed of Elements With Various Qualities of..Firmness

General buildings are composed of elements with various qualities of

firmness, and the evaluation of their se1111lic efficiency is not easy. In the follow

ing, the basic concept of Equation (6) and Equation (7) proposed in the standards

to obtaine Eo indexes of these buildings will be explained.

For an example, let us thiI)k of tw buildings BUch as below.

Building I: Building composed only of shearing columns of Fl':.l, and

ClO: 0.9

Building II: Building composed only of bending columns of F~, and

C2 == 0.45

Eoa = Ca xFa ... 0.45 x2=O.9

According to the concept (Equation 12) described in (2), the Eo indexes of ,the two

are equal, and both are 0.9. Next, let us suppose there is Building III which

has walls with the same properties as Building I (ie F~ 1.0) and walls with the

same properties as Building II (F-.2.0). The relationship between the horizontal

force and the horizontal displacement of the building such as' this can be expressed

as in Figure 6. Specifically, shearing walls breakdown at point~,and benind

columns yield at point @and reach final deformation at point @

Figure 6. Relationship Between Horizontal Force and Horizontal
Displacement of Buildings Made of Shearing walls and
Bending Columns

./

key-l. horizontal force

2. horizontal displacement
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Now, the question is at what mixing ratio o:f C, (reserve shearing :force

o:f columns only/weight o:f building) and ~ (reserve shearing :force o:f valls only /

weight o:f building) Building III can be evaluated to have the same seismic efficiency

as Building ] or Building II. Specifically, a limit curve relative to the combination

of C1 and ~ or E, and E.2 Wich is considered to have the same seismic efficiency

as Building I or Building II may be drawn (in plane C) where C2 is placed on the

axis of ordinates and C, is placed on the axis of abscissas (Figure 7-a) or (in

Plane E) where E2 ~ C2 x F2 is placed on the axis o:f ordinates and E, -::.C, x F, is

placed on the axis o:f abscissas.

For instance, one way to obtain this limit curve is to analize response

of various C, and ~ combinations, and seek the C,-02 combination vhere the response

of Building III can be below the final plasticity ratio of bending columns, that is,

the C,-~ combination \!here the response plasticity ratio 1dll become practically

the same as Building I.

Figure 7-a (Plane C) Figure 7-b (Plane E)

'C'.----.. CI""O.•

a
,,,,

"0.9.£,'t£: _,,
'dl, ,, ,£. L..-- -..L_

1••13.... ...
............'!

....

... ....
....

/ 2.

1

key- ,. Building II

2.Building III
;j. Building I

Figure 8 is an example where the points with equal maximum response

plasticity ratio were connected using the results o:f response analysis of recorded

seismic motions o:f various C,-~ ratios in an oscillation system having a degrading

tri-linear type bending column restoring force characteristic and an origin direc

tional type wall restoring :force characteristic. From the chart, the line where

the maximum response plasticity ratio (maximum response displacement/yield displace

ment) becomes :fixed, seems to be approximated by substantially a circle on Plane E.
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Figure 8. Example of Limit Curves of Various C, and C2
Combinations on Plane E

MACNINONE ... H'
-Go- ..-%'•

........ ··1.0
~ ..~1.5

--El-- ,.~ %0
_._ ..,.0

-0-- ..~.o

Equation (6) in the standards express this statement, and attempts to

stretch it to a case with 3 types of vertical elements.

Equation (7) attempts to express the Eo index based upon the destruction

of elements poorest in deformation ability, and its basic conce~t is

the same as the Eo index for the first diagnostic method.

Figure 9 expresses the relationship between Equation (6) and Equation (7)

as the Eo index of buildings with the previously described tw,? types of

structural elements (shearing walls and bending column, in this case C.:;:O)

Figure 9 Comparison of Equation (6) and Equation (7)

/
•11•"c••Co

key-'. C index of bending columns ~
2. Buildings diagnosed as Eo 0.9

from Equation (7)

3. Buildings diagnosed as Eo 0.9
from Equation (6)

4. C index of. valls C,



3) Eo INDEX IN THE THRID DIAGNOSTIC METHOD

The third diagnostic method is different from the second diagnostic method

in that the reserve yield strength of each element is calculated based upon the

mechanism of frameworks taking into account the strength of beams and the relief

of walls from the foundation. As a result, the following 3 types of destruction

modes are considered as the destruction modes of columns and walls on each story

besides the destruction modes considered in the second diagnostic method.

Columns Governed by Bending Beams

Columns Governed by Shearing Beams

Revolving Walls

F=3.0

F ~ 1.5

F::d.O

After obtaining the destruction mode of each element, reserve sheaing

force and firmness index corresponding to the descturction mode, the calculational

procedure for the Eo index will be the same as in the second diagnostic method.

5. SHAPE INDEX SD

This index attempts to evaluate the effect on earthq~ak~ r~sistivity

of the status of the dynamic balance of an entire building, which is essentially

difficult to be calculated. It has meaning as a correction factor to the Reserve

Efficiency Basic Index Eo.

1) APPLI CABLE ITll1S

For the first diagnostic use, the following items can be checked.

* Items Related to Plane Shape: a) formality, b) ratio of side length,

c) constriction, d) expansion joint, e) size of ventilation,

f) maldistribution of ventilations, g) other special shapes

* Items Related to Elevation Shape: h) presence of basement, i) eveness

of layer height, j) presence of pilotis, k) other special shapes
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For the second diagnostic Use, the following items shall be checked in

addition to the above described items.

1) eccentricity of the center of gravity and the center of rigidity

on the plane, m) weight and rigidity ratio of upper and lower stories

2) INDEX OJMPUTATION MEI'HOD

Fach of the above described items are divided into three grades. With a

simple check of the plane view and the sectional view, Gi(1.0, 0.9, 0.8) of each

item can be determined. For example, referring to Item b) of the ratio of the

side length, b .. long side/short side~, 5<b~, 8<b will be grades as Gi

1.0, 0.9 and 0.8 respectively. Also, the degree of the influence of each item

on the seismic efficiency is prescribed as the Range Adjusting Factor Hi. SD index

is calculated by the following equation using Gi and Ri.

Sn =Ca xC h x··············· Cn

C I = [ 1 - (1 - G i) R i ]

Incidentally, this index is calculated only once for one building in

the first diagnosis, but Item 1) and Item n) are calculated s~paI"at~.;Ly for each

story and each direction in the second diagnosis. In the third diagnosis, the

index used for the second diagnosis shall be used as it is.

6. TIME INDEX T

This is an index used to evaluate the effects on the structural yield

strength of the degeneration and deterioration of materials occurring with time

or of cracks developed due to insufficient designs and construction works, and one

value is used for one building both in the first and second diagnoses.
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1) FIRST DIAGNOSIS

Score points from 1.0 to 0.7 are given to each item such as deformation,

cracks in valls and columns, past fire accidents, use of buildiIlGs, age of buildings,

condition of finish by a simple history research and inspection of buildings.

The minimum value is used as the time index for the first diagnosis.

2) SEOOND DIAGNOSIS

The range of structural cracks, deformation, degeneration and aging that

affects a building is inspected side by site (floor, major beam, vall, column),

and the time index is calculated according to the folioving method.

T c: (T 1 + T.+ •••••••••••••••+TII)/N

Ti= (l-P,i)(l-Pti)

vhere, Tt: Time index of i story

N: number of stories inspected

Psi: total minum points of structural cracks and deformation of the i story

Pti: total minus points of degeneration and aging of the i story

7. NONSTRUCTURAL ELEJ.1ENT SEISMI C INDEX IN

This index is used to evaluate the danger factor due to the destruction

and fall particularly of external valls of nonstructural elements during earthquakes.

The diagnostic method is sub-divided into first, second and third diagnostic methods,

and all of them are computated for each vall surface and each story.

The make-up of the sub-indexes for the computation of IN index is as

follovs.
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H

). (X.·c) Ii

iDi.rna -::.it! iDi£ ~ If, • ~ • i, Ii.Hi. A,. )
(W)

~.lIrn [~J.l4ltili (.)
Ii (H) . ~*'Jma (c)

key-1. nonstructural element sei!3mic index IN' 2. tectonical index (B)

3. area index (W), 4. influence index (H), 5. deformation following

index (f), 6. fact index (t), 7. (length of vall surface li, height hi,

standard story height hs), 8. environment index (e), 9. control

index (c), 10. main structure rlgidity grade (gs), 11. nonstructural

element deformation grade (gN), 12. trouble history grade (gH)'

13. time grade (gy)

Among the previously described indexes, gs gN' gH, gyi e'-andc are given

as a constant in the separate table. Furthermore, f is shown as a matrix of gs,

gN, t, gH and gy. Other indexes are calculated according to equati~ns, and eventually,

the index IN is calculated from the following equation (26).

J'B·W·H·li
Xli

B W
i

.E(j+(1-j) t}. (0.5+ 0.5Ai
lu=1------------------- GIil

itl
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8. APPLICATIONAL EXAMPLES

Figure 10 compiled the results of seismic diagnosis of damaged and undamaged

buildings dUI'iIig the 1968 .Tokachi Offshore Earthquake, using the vall ratio and

the column ration (Literature 9). The dotted lines are Eo index values (values

from Equation (2» plotted on the chart from the first diagnostic method.

However, in calculating Cw and ee, w::'l,OOO kg/m2 vas assumed as in 1

(Literature 9). Also, since the calculation of the vall ratio in thechart takes

into account all of the wails with columns on both sides, valls with a column on

one side and walls without columns, JW1 was discounted to 20 kgfcm2, and aW2 :::;,aW3=0

was used for averaging the calculation results. Incidentally, thediagnostic standards

did not take the columns fitted to the walls into account, and the treatment of

Ac is therefore slightly different. From the chart, it is clarified that buildings

with an Eo value of above 1.0 were not damaged, and the majority of buildings with

major damage indicated an Eo value above 0.6. Figure 11 is the second diagnostic

method results applied to buildings exposed to the 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake.

The value indicated in the chart are all from the values obtained on

the ground floor. The Is value of buildings with major damage was in the level

of 0.4-0.5, and the buildings indicating an Is value of 0.6-0.7 ~ere n~t damaged.

Incidentally, in this applicational example, the T index was designated as 1.0

for the computation.

Figure 10. Relationship Between the Quantity of Cross-beam Walls and Columns
and Earthquake Damages (Eo index value for the first diagnosis
was plotted on a chart in Literature 12)

,/ key-1. major damage
.'

ID ~ 2. moderate damage
~ 3. minor damage

4. no damage
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Figure 11. Relationship Between the Second Diagnostic Is Value and Damage

.0

,)
Z
It•-C>.5
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key-1. Misaw~ Business High School (addition)
2. Hachinohe Specialized High School (N wing)
3. University of Hakodate
4. Hachinohe Library
5. Misawa Business High School (A wing)
6. Gonohe Elementary School
7. Nej±ro Elementary School (C shaped School Building)
8. symbol
9. cross-beam span
10. maj 0 r damage
11. minor damage
12. no damage
13. second diagnostic J s index value

9. POST R»1ARKS

In the above context, a summary of the diagnostic standards formulated

~t this time and applicational examples were introduced. In conclusion, Is and

Iso values will be related, which are the standard used to evaluate the safety

of the objective buildings based upon the structural seismic index Is obtained

from these diagnostic standards.

Figure 12 indicates one of the criteria of Iso assuming an earthquake

of about the same seismic intensity as the 1968 Tokachi Offshore Earthquake, although

it may appear somewhat far-fetched, based upon the applicational example.
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When the Is value is above 0.9 in the first diagnosis, it can be considered that

the building is safe against an earthquake at a level of the Tokachi Offshore Earth

quake. However., the buildings vhich indicated an Is value below 0.9 in the first

diagnosis canoot be judged yet, and the second diagnosis shall be desirably adminis

tered. Building with an Is value above 0.7 in the second diagnosis can be very

well considered safe. Also, the seismic safety of buildings with an Is value below

0.4 is questionable, and it is recommended to enforce reinforcement measures from

the seismic improvement design guidelines formulated simultaneously with these

standards or conduct a more detailed investigation.

Of course, the adequacy of the above values must be examined in the

days to come from various angles, for instance, accumulation of many more applicational

examples. For more rational use of these standards, it is desirable to accumulate

Is data relating to various buildings and to verify Is values from the possible

future earthquake damages (of course, it is wished it will never happen).

Incidentally, the standards incorporated many concepts and techniques

of. various seismic diagnostic methods and seismic designs vhich have been already

proposed. These are listed 'at the end as Literature for Reference.

(Authors: Kai Umemura, Prof~ssor, Engineering Department, University of Tokyo;
Tsuneo Okada, Assistant Professor, Production Technology Research Institute,
University of Tokyo; Shin Okamoto, Supervisor, Housing Construction
Research Section, Research Department IV, Building Research Institute,
Ministry of Construction)

2. 2

• · -," " "'t: '( '(
I- I- I-

6 6 6

}tOCII..._ •• "1It6 i

,.
/ ••• oc

u
~'.-..II "• • •t Z 3

« « «.. • •• I' 178j

Figure 12. An Example of Iso Vale

key-1. Is index value

2. superior

3. a slack: of! 0.05 is given

4. questionabl e

5. for first diagnosis

6. for second diagnosis

7. for third diagnosis
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PART 4. HOW TO APPLY SEISMIC DIAGNOSTIC STANDARDS

Tsuneo Okada

Assistant Professor

Production Technology Research Institute,

University of Tokyo



PREFACE

This material is a supplementary· explanation of "Seismic Diagnostic

Standards for Existing Reinforced Concrete Buildings" a summary of which was .prsented

in Part 3.

The author of this paper and others have participated in the proj ect "Earthquake

Control Measures for Reinforced Concrete Buildings" undertaken by the SPRC Research

Committee established within the Japan Specail Building Sefety Center (Foundation)

commissioned by Shizuoka Prefecture. As a part of the project, we worked for the

computer programming of the above described seismic diagnostic standards, and have

now completed the assignment in connection with the first and second diagnoses.

This program was the result of our effort to render faithful programming to the

original standards. However, when computarizing, it was necessary to add and develop

algorithms for the part which the original standards entrusted to the engineering

judgement of theoperators of the diagnoses.

This material extracted the part relating to the added and developed

algori thms among the materials for a computer program guide, and emphasis of the

explanation is on the part which can be utilized even if the diagnosis will be made

using manual calculations.
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1. FIRST DIAGNOSTIC Is VALUE OOMPUTATION MEI'HOD

The Is value for the first diagnosis is computated in accordance with

the seismic diagnostic standards. However, the following operations which were

not included in the diagnostic standards will be added.

1) The Eo value is corrected depending upon the strength of concrete and the variety

of concrete. Specifically, thediagnostic standards estimate the concrete compression

strength to be 200 kg/cm2 , but in this program, the following corrections are made

by the strength of concrete and the variety of concrete.

(1) Regular concrete

Eo$oEo (standard) x Fc
200

whereas, Fc: concrete compression strength (kg/cm2)

(2) Light Concrete

Eo '~Eo (standard) Fc x dx 200
whereas, d: Type and Type 1 of light concrete is 0.9 '

Type 3 and Type 4 of light concrete is 0.8

2) ~fuen inputting the wall opening circumference ratio, it is poss~ble to deal with

walls with openings. The CH of walls with openings can be calculated from the

the following equation.

where,

Aw 1= t X /"WI

Fe ~ concrete compression strength

In case of the light concrete, the discount ratio is multipled.

p :;: equivalent opening circumference
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3) Eccentricity is calculated just as in the second diagnosis.

When eccentricity e (from diagnostic standard table 10) is larger than

0.15, this will be printed on the diagnostic card.

As described in the comments of the diagnostic standards, if the first

diagnosis is applied to buildings with extremely large excentricity, the seismic

index might be evaluated on the danger side. Therefore, when the diagnostic card

indicates that the eccentricity is too large, it is necessary at least to carry out

the second diagnosis.

2. SECOND DIAGNOSTIC Is VALUE OOMPUTATION METHOD

The second diagnostic Is value is also computated, in principle, in

accordance with the diagnostic standard procedure as in the case of the first diagnosis.

However, since the original diagnostic standards were prepared assuming that the

calculation would be made manually, partial correction and addition, or adoption of

an original algorithm was necessary for the computer programming.

In the following, the essential points will be related.

1) DEFINITION OF VERTICAL ELEMENTS

In this program, elements composed of columns and walls are called vertical

elements, and rectangular sectional elements such as columns and walls that comoseof

Dna vertical element is called a segment.

Figure 1. Example 1: Vertical fu..ement Composed of 6 Segments

./ ,tt !I ,;

D==0 j D key-1. column
d 2. vall

2 3 4 5 6 1:9'''=-' I-
3. segment
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Figure 2. Example 2: Vertical KLement Composed of 1 Segment

key-1. single independent column

j'

If the list number of each segment is fed into the computer, separating

segments for walls from segments for columns, they are automatically joined and

composed into one vertical element within the program.

2) SI~WLIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF VERTICAL ELEMENT SECTIONS

A program screen simplifies and classifies vertical elements composed

of many segments into the following 6 types and an incidental wall for the convenience

of computating sectional strength.

(1) Vertical Element Composed of Columns and \olalls

a) Seismic walls with three or more columns are, for instance simplified

as follows.
* All vertical reinforcement in the center column and the 'Walls shall

be equal.

*For the wall opening circumference natio, the average-value of the

opening circumference ratio of each wall shall be simplified.

* For the wall hw, the average value of hw of each wall shall be

sirnplified.

b) This simplification process will be disregarded when the total projection

of the wall is less than 45 em.

(2) Incidental Halls

Halls without columns on either side are considered incidental walls

even they are on the rlliunen line. However, when these walls are treated as walls

with openings, they shall be excluded from this category.
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Figure 3. Sectional Types

iii~~1"i'&.ft • iii'. a <: .:i ~ M;NWR)/,
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, • -t:. , ;-.,. toile : 5 '

5 ~:4 ,M-.a-t- ~.t-tif.1t

6 ~:31 lJkltif••

key-1. sectional type number, 2. sectional shape, 3. title, 4. number of segments

5. column with walls on both sidesor center column with walls

6. column with a wall one one side, or wall with a column on one side

7. single independent column, 8. seismic wall with wing walls on both sides

9. seismic wall .rith a wing wall on one side, 10. independent seismic wall

Figure 4. Simplification of Continuous Seismic Walls

Figure

key-1. column

2. incidental 'Wall
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3) COMPUTATION OF FINAL BENDING MOMENT (Mu)

The final bending moment will be computated using the complete plasticity

theory upon which Equation (11) and Equation (12) of the diagnostic stan~ards in

based. (Sub-program EVA and ST2)

The following are the main assumptions:

Assumption 1: The 6 sectional types indicated in the previous paragraph are divided

into a maximum of 7 sectional pieces as shown in Figure 6. (Incidental

walls are the same as the sinle independent columns).

All the reinforcing steel contained in each sectional piece is equally

distributed in the piece (However, the reinforcing steel in the center

of the column in sectional types 1,2 and 3 are disregarded).

Assumption 2: It is supposed that the axial force that affects the columns will

affect the center of the column in sectional types 1,2 and 3, and

that the total axial force concentrates on the location 1/2 of the

distance between the center of the right and left columns in sectional

types 4,5 and 6.

Assumption 3: Excluding sectional type 3 (including incidental walls), the. average
- . ..

value of the final bending moment when the bending moment works on

an element separately from both left and right directions, is designated

as the final bending moment of the vertical element•.

Assumption 4: When the upper and lower (capital and base in case of a column) sectional

properties are different, the final bending moment average is considered

the final bending moment of the element.

The location of neutral axis and the final bending moment can be calculated

as below from the above assumptions.

For the sake of explaining symbols, the1seismic wall in Figure 7 shall

be used.
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Figure 6. Drawing of Sectional Pieces
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t.c: Distance from the center of the reinforcing steel at the wall end

to the concrete edge

Dc: Distance from the column tensile reinforcement center to the concrete

edge

Figure 7. Seismic Wall Final Bending Moment Calculation Example
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sectional piece number

width

depth

vertical reinforcement

location of center of
gravity

1

B(l)

-D(l)

SL (l)

AML (l)

2 3

B(2) B (3) til

i) (2) .i) (3) at

SL (2) S L (3) caVcm

AI4L (2) AML (3) crtII

ANL,

4t
OO)xFc A

aeutral axis
!Xl) 00) IX3) 11

~ i •
limn
I-- - --L-_ ---+-_. --1I

2 SL(3)xcr,.

8(3)x Fe

1

Equation for Determination of Neutral Axis: When the neutral axis is in the Piece

Number K

N ¥
Z SL(I)+D(I)+ cry} +N = (2SL (K)+ fJyK +~) +Fe) x (z D (1)'- z)

1-1 1=1

II
+ Z (2SL(I)xD(I)x.YI+B(I)+D(I)xFe)
1-1.+1

•••••••••••• (1)

Equation For Determination of Final Moment:
It .. 1

Mu= (2SL(K) + cr)'K+ B(K) +Fe) (Z -D(I)-z)( Z D(I)+z) x "'2
1-=1 h=1

N
+ Z t C2SLO) xi>(I) x cry) +B(I)+i>(I)+Fe) x AML(I)}
1= It+ 1

N

- X (SL(I) +f)(I) + cry) x AML(I) - N x ANL
1=1
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However, in sectional types 1,2 and 3, the middle stage reinforcement

of columns (reinforcement in the sectional piece, not marked with diagonal lines

in Figure 6) were disregarded. Thfs treatment is given in consideration of the

adjustability of Equation (10) and Equation (11) of the diagnostic standards.

4) CALCULATION OF SHEARING FINAL STRENGTH (Qsu)

The shearing final strength Qsu was calculated using either one of the

following equations in accordance with the sectional type shOlolll in Table 1 by giving

following corrections and additional restrictive conditions to Equation (13) and

Equation (14) of the diagnostic standards

(1) Corrections-Additions to Standard Equation (13)

0.23
Q OU=( O.053Pt (180+Fc) 27 /Pw 01) b·
~ M/(Q- d)+O.12 +. v -SDWy+. Do x XJ Standard Equation (13)

however, 1~/(Q .d)S3

corrections

a) Single independent columns were omitted and M/(Q·d) was corrected to

hiD.
where, h: ho or hw indicated in Table 1

D: Sectional depth indicated in Table

b) In the case of sectional types 4,5 and 6, either of the larger one

between 0.8D or ~ is adopted for j.

additions

a) When Pt(%) is 0.1 or below, 0.1 is used.

b) Wing walls in sectional types 4 and 5 shall be separately treated

only when the shearing strength is calculated. The strength shall be

calculated using 0.8 x IffC (area of wing walls), and added to the

strength of seismic walls (area enclosed by columns)
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Figure 8. Handling of Wing Walls (Sectional Types 4 and 5)

key-1. calculate using Equation (13)

2. The strength is calculated by
0.8 x Fe (wing vall area) and
added to the calculation value from
Standard Equation (13)

(2) Addition to Standard Equation (14)

Qsu=O.8.(F;C~:)XA+O.S(Pw ....y+Ps.lJsy tCL;;P)}

x biD + 0.1 N Standard Equation (14)

addition

a) In case hw/!w~1, Standard Equation (14) is used assuming hw/~ :1.0.

(3) The Relation of Sectional Types to the Adopted Shearing Strength Equation and

Height

The diagnostic standards prescribe, "Final shearing -strength of valls

with a column on one side and valls without columns shall be computated using either

Equation (13) or Equation (14) according to the shape and the arrangement of the

reinforcements". However, in this program, the shearing strength equation and

height to be used are designated as follows according to the sectional type and

the height of the story (hs)/o:t).

Table 1. Shearing Strength Equation and Height

ora: 2)

2 c::=:[]
I D I

bs/D MtJUt t- c! 1'1tNlJitllr~

1.5 ttl: ~ - ho a.~ QCI -q
1.5." ~ - bw a.~QCI'

1.5ttl:)r - ho a.~QCI 'J
1.S*-IF - bw ~~~.Q3/~o
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•• 5. 6 - 0.4 J.;,l"'F bw ~.;t03 ft1
I i> I

./~ I I I~T b. &.~QJ /lj-
I

:f) ,

note 1) Hatch is considered separately.

note 2) 1/2 of the height becomes the height of the inflection point

ho: co~umn inside height

hw: Input of the wall height into the program is given in terms of how

many layers the objective vall continues to rise. The program

converts this to hw. The uppermost_layer of the continuous layer wall

(including one layer vall) \/ill be 2hw.

hs: height of story

5) CALCULATION OF SHEARING FORCE DURING BENDING STRENGTH (Qwl)

Assuming that 1/2 of ho, hw or hs in the table of th.e prev:i0us paragraph

waf> the inflection point height, final bending moment Mu vas divided by the inflection

point height to obtain this value.

6) DESTRUCTION TYPE AND FIRMNESS INDEX

The types and indexes vere obtained in accordance \/ith the same method

as in the diagnostic standards.

7) GROUPING OF VERTICAL ELnfENTS

Grouping of vertical elements and computation of the Eo index vere

performed in accordance vith the folloving method. This method vas nevly developed

as a method suitable for computer programmi ng and yet respectful of the intent

of the diagnostic standards.
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( 1) Grouping to 11 Groups (Grouping~f.o

First, each vertical element is classified into 11 groups in accordance
with F·index values.

Grouping-D tries to carry out a safe side grouping by keeping the digital
F value to the smaller side.

F values of bending element groups are virtually geometrical progresaion

of Ji:'27.( ';;.1. 13). Therefore, the Eo value may be sometimes evaluated low by
maximum 13% in this operation.

Table 2 Grouping-D

.
.§ ?'/1.--71~.-rQmfi 8(lf;t~ F {iii il.~17?' Iv 7.~ ?' II.- 7~FlI

1 ,{)'8 F = 0.8 ti1!'~\ttfmtt

2 1.0 1.0~F<1.13 ottA.llit3: .!t. i1Bm
3 1.27 1.13~F< 1.4 !HHf f1 • !Hiltm
4 1.4 1.4 ~F< 1.6 "
5 1.6 1.6~F< 1.8 "
6 1.8 1.8$F< 2.0 ,
7 2.0 2.0$F< 2.3 "
8 2.3 2.3$F< 2.6 IIIl 11 tt

I

2.6 2.6$F< 2.9 ,9

10 2.9 2.9$F< 3.2 "i
1 1 3.2 F - 3.2 "

key- 1. group number, 2. F value of group, 3. F value of vertical elements which

belong to each group, 4. destruction type, 5. extremely brittle element

6. shearing column /wall/bending column, 7. bending column/bending wall
8. bending column

(2) Grouping to One Group (Grouping-I)

Grouping-r computates the Eo value by gathering JZ'O\lPfJ which vere group~d

into a maximum of 11 groups from the operation in the preceeding paragraph into
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one group. The Eo value obtained (=ElM) here will be shown in the folloving

paragraphs.

.
This Eo value is compared to the Fe values obtained from GroUPing-II

and Grouping-m(E2M, E.3M respectively), and the maximum value of the three will

be adopted as a final result.

The grouping policy of Grouping-r is as follows:

Explaining this by the example in Figure 9, first, it is assumed that

F values of all groups are equal to F h and Eo is computated by the following

equation which is thecorrected version of Diagnostic Standard Equation (5).

Eo = ~{ C1+ CII. c. + CII. (C. + c. + c. + C.)} x F 1
n + J 0

Eo obtained from this results will be the Eo which took the extremely

brittle property into account if the Group 1 is represented by extremely brittle

elements.

Figure 9. Example of Grouping-o result

key-1. C value, 2. F value

Ne~, in line with the same purpose, elements with an F value lower

than the F value (F2) of the Number group will be omitted. All F values of groups

with an F value larger than F2 are assumed to be equal to F2. Subsequently, the
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Eo value is obtained from the following equation.

n + 1 }E.=--.-{C,+ft (C.+C.. +CII+C.) xF,n + I

The similar operations will be repeated sequentially in respect to the

No. 3 Group and the No.4 group and so forth to calculate Eo. The maximum Eo value

obtained was designated as the Eo value (ElM) when grouping into one.

(3) Grouping to Two Groups (Grouping-II)

The maximum 10 types of groups excluding the extremely brittle elements

were grouped spontaneously into 2 groups, and the Eo value vas calculated in accordance

with the diagnostic standard equation (4). The maximum Eo value obtained from

the all possible combination of 2 groups was designated as the E value (E2M) when

grouping into two groups.

where, EA. CA x FA

E13 -. C13 x FA

CA, C13;.;: C value of spontenious 2 groups
FA, FE F value of spontenious 2 groups

For instance, in case of the Figure 9, if all the elements vere grouped

into No. 2 group and No. 4 group, the following shall be observed•.

Fs = F ..

CA = Cz + ft x C.

Cs=C.. +CII+C.

(4) Grouping to 3 Groups (Grouping-III)

Using the same procedure as in theprevious paragraph, the maximum 10

types of groups excluding the extremely brittle elements vere grouped spontaneously

into 3 groups, and the Eo value was obtained from the following equation. The
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maximum Eo value obtained from the all possible combinations of 3 groups is designated

as E3M.

where, EM EB, Ec: E value of each group when the to groups were grouped spontaneously

into 3 groups.

For example, if all the elements were grouped into No.2, ho. :3 and No. 5

groups in Figure 9, the following shall be observed.

FA = F!, FB = Fa, Fe = F.

CA = C!, Ca = C. + C. , Ce = Cli + C.

EA = CA • FA, EB = Ca • Fa, Ee = Ce • Fe

(5) Final Results

From above, the Eo value, when taking extremely brittle elements into

account, can be obtained by the operation of Grouping-I. The Eo value when extremely

brittle elements are disregarded, will be the maxium value among E1N, E2l>1 and E3M

obtained from Grouping-I, Grouping-II and Grouping-III.

The diagnostic standards divide vertical elements into the ·maximum 3

types of groups by some sort of method, and adopt either one of the larger Eo values

obtained from Standard Equation (4) or from. Standard Equation (5) which grouped

the elements into one group using the No. 1 Group as a standard. The method adopted

in this program envelopes ~.d extends the method used in the diagnostic standards.

This method examines all possibilities when grouping elements into one, two and
+
three groups on the safe side, and selects the maximum Eo value.

Incidentally, in this program, whether or not the extremely brittle

elements are type 2 structurral elements will not be checked. When there are

extremely brittle elements involved, both Eo values when these elements are taken

into account and when they are disregarded will be displayed. j·fuich Eo value shall

be adopted will be up to the judgement of the examiners.
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This is primarily because it is nearly impossible for the examiners to

judge all of the vertical elements at the input data preparation stage, and it is

extremely difficult at the present state to establish an algotithm for the programming

of this judgement.
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ONE IDEA OJNCERNING SEISIHC JUDGE1~ENT INDEX

1. PREFACE

It is predicted that there is a possibility of an ocean type major earth

quake larger than the Kanto Major Earthquake, which may occur along the coast of

Tokai by the end of this century. Shizuoka prefecture is preparing control measures

to minimize the damage. As a part of the efforts, it was decided to diagnose the

earthquake resistance of existing reinforced concrete buildings based upon the

Seismic Diagnostic Standards for Existing Reinforced Concrete Buildings (Japan

Special Building Safety Center). Therefore, it is necessary to have seismic judgement

index values ~o evaluate the seismic indexes obtained relative to the imaginary

Tokai Earthquake.

According to the studies conducted to date, once the location of the

hypocenter and magnitude of the earthquake are determined, the intensity of the

seismic motions at each locality can be tentatively computated and seismic judgement

index values can be obtained. However, it is doubtful that at the ~resent condition,

the location of the hypocenter and the magnitude can be accurately estimated.

In addition, it is possible that local earthquakes may occur like the Izu Oshima

Nearsear Earthquake which occurred in 1978 and damaged eastern Izu•. Therefore,

it is difficult to think that the seismic efficiency of buildings can be evaluated

by determining the size of seismic motions from a specific imaginary earthquake.

Accordingly, it is thought more practical first to determine the size

of the seismic motions based upon past earthquake statistical data and give buildings

a standard seismic efficiency, in stead of merely evaluating the seismic efficiency

of buildings against the imaginary Tokai Earthquake, and then to take a position

to cope with the gigantic earthquake currently at issue along the coast of Tokai.

Shizuoka prefecture has promoted various studies since 1971 in the name of

basic research for earthquake control measures, and it is our objective to decide
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on the seismic judgement index vslues in compliance with "Seismic Diagnositc

Standards" using the results of these studies. However, the final decision making

must take into account the prefectural administrations since the seismic efficiency

to be reserved in buildings will be affected in many ways by the administrative

decisions, for instance, measures taken after the earthquake, reinforcing costs

and construction costs.

Incidentally, this theory was elaborated as a result of rearranging

the report, "Examination of Earthquake Input, Part 1. Seismic Diagnosis of Existing

Buildings, Earthquake Control Plan for Reinforced Concrete Buildings" (Japan

Sepcial Building Safety Center).

2. TABLE OF SEISMIC JUDGnfENT INDEX VALUES

1) FIRST DIAGNOSIS

Standard Seismic Judgement Index Values

Imaginary Tokai Earthquake Seismic Judgement Index Values 1.6 x CG x CI

where, Cb and Cr : same as in the second -diagnosis

2) SECOND DIAGNOSIS

Seismic Judgement Index Values Er
ET CG x CI x Es •••••••••• (l)

CG : terrain index, established by terrain

conditions, and one of the values

Table 1 is selected.

Table Ca
general terrain

1.0

precipice non-concordant layer local height

Footnote
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CI Importance factor Cr z..'.25
Es Seismic judgement basic index

Es = C TO x aTO
••••••••••••••••••••••••• (2)

CrG: This index is either one of the smaller values selected from Table 2

EUld Table 3, first by classifying the destruction mode of vertical

element groups which greatly affects the judgement into the bending

destruction mode EUld shearing destruction mode, subsequently 1¥
using ground predominBnt period TG EUld the nUlllber of the layers

of a building. HOllever, wen the destruction mode is not classified,

the shearing destruction mode is used.

Footnote' An importEUlce factor C:r of importEUlt public buildings such as hospitals

is designated as Cr~'.25. C, ~1.25 is equivalent to aU=O.4;

vithin 40 km distEUlce from the epicenter of the imaginary Tokai Earth

quake. Incidentally, since the seismic judgement index value is the

value to examine wether a building vi11 be destroyed, it is necessary

to give CI ~, .25 in correspondence to the importance factor of the

importEUlt buildings which must be protected against EUly damages more

than slight damages.

"e: IIIl1f••~ it A,f}fiUl~

1 3.1 3.5
2 2.7 3.0
3 2.5 2.8
4 2.4 2.6
5 2.3 2.5
6 2.2 2.5

Table 3. Relation of Number of Layers
to CTG

Relation of Predominant Period
to CrG

/ ::>

.~"1JJ dBt!. '-"itA,lITm.~

To = 0.3 #3 3.6
0.4 3.1
0.5 2.8
0.6 2.5
0.1 2.4
0.8 2.2

Table 2.

au . Standard ground seismic intensity 0.23

Imaginary Tokai Earthquake ground seismic intensity (Table 4)

key- ,. predominant period

2. bending, shearing destruction modes

3. seconds

4. footnote 2

key-'. number of layers

2. bending destruction mode

3. shearing destruction mode
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Table 4. Epicentral distance and ground Aeismic intensity

epicentral distance a'1'Q
25 40b 0.36
40 50 0.33
50 60 0.30
60 70 0.27

~ 70 0.23

The above results are tabulated in Table 5.

Footnote 2 : The predominant period shall not be mechanically considered an equivalent
for ground type.

Table 5-1. Es when Q'TG -0.36

( )bending destruc-
tion type

~.~ Till 0.3 sec 0:4 sec 0.5 sec 0.6 sec 0.7 sec 0.8 sec
N :i

1.25 1. 10 1.00 0.90 0.85 0.80
1

( 1.00) (1.10) (1. 00 ) (0.90 ) (0.85 ) (0.80 )

2
1.10 1. 10 1.00 0.90 0.85 0.8'0

(0.95) ( 0.95) (0.95 ) (0.90 ) (0'.85 ) (0.80 )

3
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.85 0.80

( 0.90) ( 0.90) (0.90 ) (0.90 ) (0.85 ) (0.80 )

4
0.95 0.95 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80

(0.85) ( 0.85) (0.85 ) (0.85 ) (0.85 ) (0.80 )

5
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.85 0.80

( 0.85) ( 0.85) (0.85 ) (0.85 ) (0.85 ) (0.80 )

6
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.85 0.80

( 0.80) ( 0.80) (0.80 ) (0.80) (0.80 ) (0.80 )-

key- 1. predominant
period

2. number of
layers

j'
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Table 5-2 Es when tl'TG -0.33

( ) bending destruction type

.~·8B: "To 0.3 sec
.

0.4 lee 0.5 lec 0.6 sec 0.7 sec 0.8 sec
I N .2.
, 1.15 1.05 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75i 1

( 1.05) ( 1.05) ( 0.90) (0.85) ( 0.80) ( 0.75)

1.00 1.00 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.752
( 0.90) ( 0.90) ( 0.90) ( 0.85)I (0.80) ( 0.75)

0.90 0.90 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.753
(0.85) (0.85) ( O~85) (0.85) ( 0.80) ( 0.75 )

0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.80 0.754
( 0.80) (0.80) (0.80) ( 0.80) ( 0.80) ( 0.75)

0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.80 0.755
( 0.75) ( 0.75) (0.75) ( 0.75) ( 0.75) ( 0.75)

I 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.80 0.75

I 6
(0.75) (0.75) (0.75) ( 0.75) ( 0.75) ( 0.75)_.. ..

key- 1. predominant period, 2. number of layers

Table 5-3 Es wen tl'TG-O.30

( ) bendin~ dest~ction type

.~I IlIfi To 0.3 sec 0.4 lec 0.5 sec 0.6 lec 0.7 lec 0.8 sec
N 2

1.05 0.95 0.85 0.75 0.70 . 0.65
.1

( 0.95) (0.95) ( 0.85) ( 0.75) ( 0.70) (0.65)

0.90 0.90 0.85 0.75 0.70 0.65
2

(0.80) ( 0.80) ( 0.80) (0.75) ( 0.70) (0.65)

0.85 0.85 0.85 0.75 0.70 0.65
3

( 0.75) ( 0.75) ( 0.75) (0.75) (0.70) (0.65)

0.80 0.80 0.80 0.75 0.70 0.65
4

( 0.70) (0.70) (0.70) (0.70) (0.70) ( 0.65)

0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.70 0.65
5

( 0.70) ( 0.70) ( 0.70) (0.70) ( 0.70) (0.65)

6
0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.70 0.65

( 0.65) ( 0.65) ( 0.65) ( 0.65) ( 0.65) ( 0.65)
_.- . -

key- 1. predominant period, 2. number of layers
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Table 5-4 Es when aTG- 0.270

( ) bending destruction type
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key-1. predominant period, 2. number of layers

key-1. predominant period, 2. number of layers

) bending destruction type;(

~8Z: To 0.3 lec 0.4 lec 0.5 sec 0.6 sec 0.7 sec 0.8 sec
N .

I
0.80 0.10 0.65 0.60 0.55 0.50

( 0.70) ( 0.70) (0.65) (0.60 ) ( 0.55) (0.50)

2
0.70 0.70 0.65 0.60 0.55 0.50 i

(0.60) (0.60 ) ( 0.60) (0.60) ( 0.55) (0.50)

3
0.65 0.65 0.65 0.60 0.55 0.50

( 0.50) ( 0.60) ( 0.60) ( 0.60) (0.55) ( 0.50)

4
0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.55 0.50

( 0.55) ( 0.55) ( 0.55) ( 0.55) ( 0.55) ( 0.50)

5
0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.55 0.50

( 0.55) (0.55) ( 0.55) ( 0.55) ( 0.55) (0.50)

6
0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.55 0.50

(0.50) ( 0.50 ) ( 0.50) ( 0.50) ( 0.50) (0.50 )
-

.-

~ 0.8 sec I11ft /To 0.3 sec 0.4 lec 0.5 leC 0.6 sec 0.7 lec
N .2-

0.95 0.85 0.T5 0.70 0.65 0.60
1

( 0.85) ( 0.85) ( 0.75) ( 0.70) ( 0.65) ( 0.60)

0.80 0.80 0.75 0.70 0.65 0.60
2

(0.75) (0.75) ( 0.75) ( 0.70) ( 0.65) (0.60 )

0.75 0.75 0.75 0.70 0.65 0.60
3

(0.70) ( 0.70) ( 0.70) (0.70 ) ( 0.65) (0.60)

0.70 0.70 0.70 0.10 0.65 0.60
4

( 0.65) ( 0.65) ( 0.65) ( 0.65) ( 0.65) ( 0.60)

0.70 0.10 0.70 0.70 0.65 0.60
5

( 0.60) ( 0.60) ( 0.60) ( 0.60) ( 0.60) (0.60)

6
0.70 0.10 0.70 0.70 0.65 0.60

(0.60) ( 0.60) ( 0.60) ( 0.60) ( 0.60) (0.60 )

Table 5-5 Es when aTG -0.23



3. SEISHIC JUOOD1ENT INDEX VALUE OJMPUTATION PROCEDURE

Assuming a one story building of an ideal mOllo-mass system \Iithout spiral

grains, the response of the building can be obtained by determining (1) the size

and the properties of the input seismic motions and (2) properties of the building

(period, type and yield strength of restoring force characteristics, damping).

Nov, as for (1), the properties of the seismic motions is assumed and

the size is given as Variant o{., and as for (2), the type of the restoring force

characteristics and damping are assumed, and the period and yield strength are

given as Variants T and Ky respectively. Here, if the period (T) is considered

as a specific value, and the response can be expressed by Plasticity Ratio ~,

there are only three variants, PJ OC and ky. They can be all related by the respnse

analysis. For instance, vhen the size of the seismic motions is established, there

develops a specific relation between ~ and ky of the building in that if one is

establishe~ the other is automatically established. Hhen deformation ~ of the

building is established, ky is the yield strength necessary to curtail the response

of the building to p, ie, the required yield strength. If)l and ky of the building

are established, the size of the seismic motions at can be established.

In the case of "Seismic Diagnostic Standars", the limit of p of a building

can be determined from the properties of elements and yield strength of ky of the

building from strength index (C). Therefore, the size of the seismic motions C(

which the building can withstand can be given. Reserve Efficiency Basic Index Eo

of the II Seismic Diagnostic Standards" expresses the relation of ky and)l in the

form of Eo::. C x F by introducing Firmness Index F vhich can be determined from )1,

relating one to one to the size of seismic motions ot. Deriving from the meaning

of equation Eo =:'C x F, the size of the seismic motions is determined, and Eo is

obtained from a specific Jl and a ky. This value obtained will be the judgement

value corresponding to the Eo value and is applicable to all cases.

Actual buildings are multi-layered, and plane and sectional characteristics

of buildings are different in addition to the changes with time. tl Seismic Diagnostic

Standards" have various ingenuities to cope with these factors. These ingenuities

appear in the following equation vhich computates Structural Seismic Index Is.
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Is =EO><QXSDxT

n + IEo = - x C x F
n + i

'Where, (n-+n/(n'ti) is the coefficient that makes a multiple-layer building equivalent

to a mono-layer building, SD(shape index) is the coefficient 'Which primarily

corrects plane and sectional 'Weakpoints, and T (time index) is the coefficient that

introduces changes with time.

From the meaning attached to this equation, if a seismic judgement index

value is established relative to specific values of coefficient (n~l)/(n~), SD

and T, this seismic judgement index value can be applicable to all cases. As

'Will be related later, since an ideal mono-mass system's required yield strength

spectrum is used 'When determining the seismic judgement index value, the seismic

judgement index value established is evidentally for the case 'When (n "1)/(n +-i) "= 1.0,

SD=- 1.0 and T :.1.0.

Incidentally, the coefficient G in the previously described

equation is the ground motion index, and this coefficient is introduced in the

llSeismic Diagnostic Standards". The main purpose of this coefficient here is to

temper terrian index CG and response magnification factor CTG. Ho'Wever, at the

present stage, it is intentionally avoided to change the seismic judgement index

to a great extent in association with the relationship bet'Ween the predominant

period of ground and a building.

4. EXAMINATION OF THE INPUT SEISMIC MOTIONS

1) CHARAafERISTICS OF INPUT SEISMIC MOTIONS AND THE STANDARD VALUE OF ITS SIZE

There is no clear answer as to what could be the yardstick to measure

the size of an seismic motion. Since the obj ect of the study here is 10'W or medium

rise reinforced concrete buildings, the characteristics of the seismic motions will
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Incidentally, in this artificial seismic wave group, the following is

the relationship among the average maximum acceleration, average maximum velocity

and the average maximum deformation when the predominant period is 0.4 sec.

Also, the seismic judgement index value Iso prescribed in the "Seismic

Diagnostic Standards ll based upon this earthquake, corresponds relatively well to

the standard seismic judgement basic index value relative to ClcT:Q.23 in Table 5-5.

There is a so called B type artificial seismic wave in Literature 2,

which is created as an imitation of the above described seismic wave. Since the

relationship of the properties of a building and its yield strength (required yield

strength) to be reserved relative to this artificial seismic wave group is illustrated,

the following examination will be conducted employing this artificial seismic wave

group.

32 kine 24 em

Average Maximum Velocity Averate Maximum
Deformation
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0.23 g

Average Maximum Acceleration

Hhen evaluating standard seismic efficiency, the 1968 Tokachi Offshore

Earthquake which damaged comparatively many reinforced concrete buildings will

serve as a criterion.. The size of the seismic motions of this earthquake shall

be evaluated to be predominant period=0.4 sec and 0.23g (OIrG ~0.23). It will

not be teo inconsistant to think that this value fluctuated by ground conditions

and terrain conditions. This value seems an appropriate fundamental value even

based upon the past earthquake statistical data (Literature 1).

be provided and the size of the acceleration will be given as the yardstick. The

characteristics of the seismic motions adopted here are similar to the characteristics

of seismic waves which have been comparatively well known, TAFT (E. W.) ELCENTRO

(K.S), HACHINOHE (N.S), etc. The predominant wave of t,hese seismic waves is in. the

vicinity of 0.4 sec., however~ in this section, we take a position that the pr

period changes, as will be described later, by some groung dypes.



Assuming that the energy of each frequency component of this artificial

seismic wave group is constant, and that the predominant period is changed by chang

ing the time axis, the acceleration 'is inversely proportional to the square root

of the predominant period (footnote 3, Literatures 2 and 3).

For example, the ratio of the average maximum acceleration value and

the predominant period of ground at this time (Literature 4) ldll be,

predominant period

0.2 sec

0.4 sec

0.5 sec

0.8 se.:

maximum acceleration value

0.33 ,
0.23 ,
0.21 ,
0.17 ,

Incidentally, the ground which has these predominant periods \lill be substantially

from Type 1 to Type 4 in terms of ground types. However, machsnically relating

one to the other will be risky in view of the fact that the scope of the predominant

period is rather wide even among the same ground types. Also, the increase in tile

seismic magnitude or the oscillation is said to lengthen the predominant period

according to some studies (Literatures 3 and 4), but this factor will not be con

sidered in this section.

2) SIZE OF IMAGINARY TOKAr EARTHQUAKE

Designating the maximum acceleration on the ground (Type 2 ground) with

a predominant period of 0.4 sec as 0.45 g (OTa=0.45), double the input seismic

motion standard value 1.23 g, let us evaluate this maxiumum acceleration relative

to an earthquake of an magnitutile of Mc8 in terms of the epicentral distance.

According to the assumption given in the above, it is granted that the

maximum acceleration amplitude appears on the ground \lith the shortest predominant

period. If the predominant period TG: 0.2 sec is given to the objective group of

this type, the maximum acceleration 0.45g (OCTG=0.45) of the ground with a predominant

period of 0.4 sec is equivalent to 0.63 g on the objective ground. Now, if hG:0.2

is given as an equivalent damping common logarithm of the ground, the magnification
j'
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of the propagation function will be 2.5 times (Footnote 4). ConsequerrtJ.y, the

maximum acceleration at the foundation will be o.25.g, and the evaluation of this

value in accordance with Literature 5 from Figure 1 will obtain an epicentral dis

tance A ::. 25 km (Footnote 5). Similarly, the size of the standard seismic motion

0.1.3g is 70 km in terms of the epicentral distance.

Footnote .3: This thinking is euqivalent to the fact that the filter characteristics

are similar but only the predominant period has changed, when it is assumed that

a wave form (Wite noise) having a constant power spectrum density entered the

foundation and a wave form filtered by the characteristics of the ground will appear

on the surface.

Footnote 4: According to Literature .3, oscillation characteristic OCT) of the ground

is 2.2 folds when

and 1.5 folds when

In either case, the amplification ratio is proportional to .[TO, and acceleration

ampli tude of the foundation is inversely proportional to the period. Therefore,

the acceleration amplitude of the surface is inversely proportional' to~

Figure 1. Maximum Acceleration Value and
Epicentral Distance (Literature 5)

key-1. relationship of horizontal maximum

acceleration and epicentral distance

2. magnitude is used as a parameter

~ The value of the abscissa where it

crosses the one dot broken line

indicates the hypercentral depth•

* considered as an average value
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According to Literature 3, the previously described 0.45 g (T~0.45 sec)

is evaluated as 60-80 km in terms of epicentral distance from the concept of the

oscillation characteristic of the ground. Referring to Literature 5 and Literature

.3, the relationship between the epicentr~ distance and the maximum acceleration

on the ground with a predominant period of 0.4 sec was undauntedly assumed as follows.

epicentral maxiJum ti am *distance aCC era on
---

25 - 40ta 0.4 5 , 0.45

40 - 50q 0.33' 0.33

50 - 60q 0.30 , 0.30

60 - 70 q 0.27 , 0.27

* Input seismic intensity

For the sites within theepicentral distance of 25 km, there are still

many more points unclarified, but tentatively they will be considered the same

as the sites within the epicentral distance of 25-40 km. (Footnote 6)

Incidentally, according to the assumption adopted here, the ratio of

the foundation and the maximum acceleration of the surface when the maximum

acceleration of the foundation is fixed, will be 2.5 folds at predominant period

TG-::O.2, 1.8 folds at predominant period TG=0.4, 1.7 folds at predominant period

TG~ 0.5 and 1.4 folds at predominant period Tc;::D.8 (Footnore 7).

If the magnitude is 7.0, the maximum acceleration 0.45 g (!lTG:.O.45)

is 15 km in terms of the epicentral distance. Incidentally, the acceleration studies

so far concerns the surface acceleration, but this is designated as the value which

is loaded on a building and expressed as a seismic intensity.

Footnote 5: This is the value for hard ground, but designated as the value for

the foundation considered here. Accordingly, if the ground is hard,

the input seismic intensity can be reduced.

Footnote 6: If an ability to destroy a building Vith a· comparatively -short period to a

great extent is attributable to velocity, the maximum velocity at M~8
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will be 28 kine on the foundation and 70 kine on the surface (Literature 5)

The four types of earthquakes from A type to D type perceived in Literature.
4 correspond to from a giant earthquake to a local earthquake, and the average

maximum acceleration on the surface when the power spectrum density on the foundation

is constant (0.126 ft2jsec3) will be as follows.

Supplementary Figure

•.r----.~-.....----r"--_--.,
•...----If---+---t----+----t

I··~...JI:~~~~~

~•.~~""~....,J."":,,,=,,~~~~~~

lee lee
TG = 0.4 TO = 0.2

DType 0.25 , 0.35 ,

CType 0.33 , 0.45 ,

BType 0.42 , 0.59 ,

AType 0.45 , 0.63 ,

e.

key- 1. relationship of horizontal maximum

acceleration and epicentral distance

2. The value of the abscissa where it

crosses the one dot broken line indicates

the hypercentral depth

Also, when the maximmn acceleration is constant at 0.45 g (TO: 0.4 sec),

the average maximum velocity and maximum deformation are obtained as in the following

Table.

average maximum
velocity

average maximum
deformation

DType

CType

BType

AType

36kine
40 kine
66 kine
69 kine

5.2 c:.

9.0 c:.

48.0 c:.

46.0 c:.

Therefore, when the destruction ability of seismic waves is viewed in

terms of velocity, the seismic motion of B type earthquake imagined here seems

to be also a very large one. However, the ratio of velocity and acceleration varies
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by the seismic waves, and it is also a fact that the ratio similarly varies when

the predominant period is changed (Literatures 3 and 5)

Footnote 7: The ratio of the maximum accelerations of the foundation and the surface

from Literature 4 will be an average 1.8, 1.7 ~~d 1.4 folds on Type 2

ground (TG"::.O.4 sec), Type 3 ground (TG,::,-O.5 sec) and on Type 4 ground

(TG::: 0.8 sec) respectively, when the maximum acceleration of the foundation

is designated as 0.15 g. The correspondability appears to be good

when considering that the input wave form on the foundation has a peak

at 0.4 sec.

5. PROPERTIES OF' BUILDINGS AND REQUIRED YIELD STRENGTH

By roughly dividing the properties of buildings into those which are

susceptible to bending destruction and those which are susceptible to shearing

destruction, the required yield strength of the respective t~~es will be discussed.

1) BENDING DESTRU eTlaN TYPE

The DTRI model is adopted as the restoring force characteristic. This

roo del is not complex, but expresses comparatively well theproperties of the bending

destruction type reinforced concrete buildings.

The required yield strength spectrum relative to the previously described

artificial earthquak group with a predominant period TG :0.4 sec which used this

DTRI restoring force model is indicated as a ratio to the size of the seismic motions

in Literature 2. In the literature, required yield spectrum is indicated relative

to each of the 5 types of artificial earthquake groups and each of the 3 types of

restoring force characteristic forms. However, in view of the fact that the effect

by the difference in types of artificial earthquake groups was insignificant (Footnote

8), the yield strength spectrum of a 95% probability obtained from using a B type

input wave form and using a Py::.3 Pc, T2FT1 restoring force characteristic form which

contributes to the maximum required yield strength, is adopted when determining the
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Seismic judgement index values. Where,Pc is crack yield strength, Py is a seismic

intensity relative to the yield bearing strength, T2 is a period obtained from yield

point rigidity and T1 is an elastic period. Also, the equivalent ductility damping

obtained from the hysteretic area is hj::' O. 11. The required yield spectrum relative

to }l =2 at this time, is a case of the ground with a predominant period TG::::'0.4 sec

indicated in Figure 2. Examining this spectrum, it was found that the ratio of

the size of the seismic motion and the required yield strength is inversely proportional

to the square root of the period (T,) of the building. Also, if the ratio of the

predominant period of the ground and the period of the building is fixed even when

the predominant period of the ground.;is changed, it is drawn that the input seismic

wave form corrected the time axis by the ratio of the predominant period as mentioned

when' the input seismic motion was assumed. Consequently, the raio of the size

of the seismic motion and the required yield strength will be similar to the case

with the predominant period TG-=0.4. On the other hand, similarly as mentioned

when the input seismic motion was assumed, the square root of the predominant period

of the ground and the size of the seismic motion are inversely proportional.

EVidentally, when the axis of the ordinates expresses the ratio of the yield strength

and the size of the seismic motion with a predominant period TG :'0.4 sec, the ratio

of the apparent size of the seismic motion and the required yield strength can be

changed by the predominant period (corresponding to the period of the building)

of the ground. By these manuevers, the ratio of the size of the seismic motion

with a predominant period TG 0.4 sec and the required yield strength was plotted

in Figure 2 against the predominant period of the respective grounds by varying

the predominant period of the ground. The envelope of the chart is uniformal because

the fact that the ratio of the size of the seismic motion and the required yield

strength is proportional to the square root of the period of the building and the

fact that the size of the seismic motion is inversely proportional to the square

root of the predominant period' (corresponding to the period of the building) of

the ground, mutually check one another out. Incidentally, according to the assumption

that the period of the building relative to the yielding point rigidity is considerably

close to the required yield strength spectrum in the "Seismic Diagnostic Standards",

yielding point regidity and the required yield strength relative to )l:' 2 and 4 are

plo~ted in Figure J at a probability of 85% (Literature 6). The value of the yield

strength from Figure 3 takes the upper limit value of Figure 3 considering that the

energy absorption by the hysteresis of the building is small. Evidentally, when
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the absorption of energy by the hysteresis of the building is "large, the yield

strength to be reserved in the building can be lowered.

Footnote 8: When the predominant characteristics (predominant period, propagation

function) of the ground is uniformal, the maximum destruction can be

used as one of the yardsticks to measure the destruction force. However,

as to the absolute value of the maximum acceleration, please refer to

Footnote 6. Also, by moving from the A type to the D type, errors

of accuracy in response spectrum increase. With a probability of 95%,

the destruction force of the D type sometimes becomes stronger than

the others.

Figure 2. Required Yield Strength and Response Magnification Index
in Bending Destruction Type Buildings With a Plasticity Ratio 2
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key-1. envelope, 2. required yield bearing strength at a plasticity ratio 2,

.3. average maximum seismic intensity at a predominant period of 0.4 sec,

4. predominant period of the ground, 5. building elastic period, 6. response

magnification index, 7. seismic jUdgement basic index value (value not related

to )1)
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Figure 3. Yielding Point Period and Required Yield Strength
(Literature 6)
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2) SHEARING DESTRU CTION TIPE

The restoring force characteristic is generically called the origin

directive type.

"Seismic Diagnostic Standards" allow a deformation slightly larger than

the deformation at the time of the shearing yield for the shearing destruction type

buildings. Now if the ratio of the size «(TG) of the seismic. motion with apredominant

period TG~ 0.4 sec and the required yield strength during yielding is computated

using the same method as in 1) and using the same conditions as in Literature 2

artificial earthquake: B type, Py =:1.9 pc, )l~ 10 ()l ~1.0 relative to yielding point

deformation) and probability : 95%, it will be as shown in Figure 4. The ratio

of the side of the seismic motion and the required yield strength becom~s e. maximum

at 1/2 of the predominant period of the ground. At both sides of this point, the

ratio drops roughly on a straight line. The envelope of the response magnification

index takes the same form as the bending destruction type, but v.i.ll hardly vary

by the types of earthquakes just as in 1) where the envelope was affected by the

changes in the size of the earthquake motion due to the predominant period of the

ground. (Footnote 9)
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Footnote 9: The destruction force of D type drops more compared to the bending

destruction type.

Figure 4. Required Yield Strength and Response Manification Index of Shearing
Destruction Type at a plasticity of 10
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key-1. envelope, 2. required yield bearing strength at a plasticity ratio of

10, 3. average maximum seismic intensity at a predominant period of 0.4

sec, 4. predominant period of the groun, 5. building' plastic period

6. response magnification index, 7. seismic judgement basic index value

(u ~ 10 is considered to be the shearing yield displacement)

6. SEIS-lIC JUOOEMENT BASIC INDEX

1) SEISIGC JUOOE:-IENT BASIC INDEX Es FOR STANDARD EQRTHQUAKE HOTION

(1) Hethod for calculation of Seismic Judgement Basic Index

After obtaining the ratio of the required yield strength to the size

of the earthquake motion from Figure 2 and Figure 4, the response magnification

index can be obtained from multiplying the ratio by Firmness Index. The response

magnification index obtained from multiplying the required yield strength in Figure
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2 by the Firmness Indes value F ~2. 1 at a plasticity ratio of 2, and the response

magnification index obtained from multiplying the required yield strength in Figure

2 by a firmness index of 1.0, can be read on the right side axis in Figure 2 and

Figure 4 respectively. If this response magnification index is multiplied by the

input seismic intensity, a seismic judgement basic index can be obtained.

In the following, the seismic judgement basic indexes for the first

and second diagnoses will be established.

(2) First Diagnosis

Since the response magnification index is thr function of a period of

a building, the period is estimated. Incidentally, the objective building is of a

sh~aring destruction type because the shearing destruction type gives a larger

seismic judgement basic index than the bending destruction type. "Seismic Diagnostic

Standards" prescribe that the element angle is 1/500 level at the wall shearing

yield point, the destruction point of the extremely short column. Now, if a one
layer building can endure a seismic intensity of R, the period at the destruction

point (Yield point period) beill be

T = 0.2 vi S / R n. n. n' (3)

S is a story height of 3.3m, and 330/500-0.66 cm. On the assumption that R::'0.9

the period at the destruction point is 0.172 sec, and theelastic period will be

around 0.1 sec. Therefore, the response magnification index at 0.1 sec can be found

from Figure 4 as CrG 4.1. FromOCTG~.23, the seismic judgement basic index Es

becomes 0.31 x 0.23 =0.94. This value is designated as 1.0 which is larger than

the maximum seismic judgement basic index 0.8 obtained in the second diagnosis

in (2), and relates to the reliability of the both diagnostic methods.

(3) Second Diagnosis

a) Bending Destruction Type

The seismic judgement basic index Es is as follows.
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EI=4.3'/1/10 oT a'l'G=0.1.,/)/5oT (however, T=T20 when T~Tt ..... (4)

TG is thepredominant period of the ground, and the results from "Ground

and Geological Survey" (Literature 4), a reaearch resport commissioned by Shizuoka

prefecture, will be used.

"Seismic Diagnostic Standards" prescribed that the element angle is 1/50,

the level athe column bending yield pointo If the inside emasurement is 2.8m,

1.9m is obtained. The yield point period is given from Equation (1).

T= 0.61 sec

T = 0.50 sec

T=0.41sec

c = 0.2

c= 0.3

C = 0.45

Evidentally, it is not likely that an elastic period will be below 0.2 sec. The elastic

period of the building is assumed as follows.

T = 0.2

T= 0.2V 3(N-l)
sec N: number of stories

N=1

N~2
••••••••.•••••• (5)

However, this will not apply when judgement is given based upon the precisely

calculated elastic period and JQeld point period. Also, T does not express a normal

elastic period of a building, but it is a period determined from a bending yield

tJ~e vertical elemet group which gives an important effect on the seismic judgement

basic index (Footnote 10).

The period of a multilayer structure is given on the short side, which

has a meaning in that the concentration of deformation in a specific layer is prevented.

In thellSeismic Diagnostic Standards", this point is, as previously described, taken

into account as a coefficient (n -+1)/(n T 1) when calculating Eo. However, learning

from Literature 8, a value more on the safe side shall be given.



b) Shearing Destruction Type

The seismic judgement basic index Es is as follovs.

Es=4.1v'1/10.T am-Q.8Vl/7-TI(hovever, T=T? .when.T ii=T20) ..... (6)

Incidentally, for the seismic judgement basic index, all envelope on the safe side

within the range of T >f- is used. Even when T <.:If- ' the seismic judgement

basic index shall not be dropped but will be the dotted line as indicated in Figure 4.
Therefore, it becomes the same fonn as in the bending destruction type.

Considering the difference in reliabilities of the first and the second

diagnoses and the ratio of the periods of the shearing destruction type building

and the bending destruction type building in the second diagnosis,' the period of

the shearing destruction type one story building used in the 2nd diagnoses is estended

fT"times compared to the one used in the first diagnosis, and the elastic period ~f

the building is assumed as follows.

T=O.14 sec

T= O.14t! 3(N - 1)
sec

N=l
•••••••••••• (7)

Nii=2

T does not express a nonnal elastic period of a building, but is a period detennined. . ..

from a shearing yield type vertical element group which gives an important effect

on the seismic judgement basic index (Footnote 10).

c) Compound Destruction Type Combining Bending and Shearing Destruction Types

Es of this building is determined taking into consideration whether or not

the destruction mode of the vertical element that gives an important effect on

the final seismic judgement basic index will be bending destruction or shearing

destruction. When difficult to judge the mode, the calculation will be made based

upon the shearing destruction mode.

Footnote 10: In the philosophy of "Seismic Diagnostic Standards", there is a point

of vieW' that the shortening of the period of a building raises the

yield strength of the building.* It is is supposed that the yield
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strength of a building is inversely proportional to the square root

of the building, the seismic judgement basic index values can be

determined by a specific period when the number of the layers of the.
building is the same, since the seismic judgement basic index values

are not related to the period of the building.

*As an extreme view point, rigidity and yidld strength are propotional.

According to this way of thinking, the seismic judgement basic index

must be determined at a point where the period of a building is as long

as possible.

f~so, from these maneuvers, first the yield deformation of a building

is established, then the plasticity ratio is computated from that point.

2) SEISl.;IC JUDGD1ENT BASIC INDEX Es FOR AN n1AGINARY TOKAI EARTHQUAKE BOTION

(1) Allowable Lower Limit Value of Seismic Judgement Basic Index Es

This seismic jUdgement basic index can beobtained similarly to the

seismic jUdgement basic index for the standard eqrthquake motion atO(TG:O.45.

For the imaginary Tokai Earthquake, the lower limit value of the seismic judgement

basic index will be sought because of the view described below•. Incidentally,

this will not be applied to important buildings.

a) Bending Destruction Type

Now, allowing a large damage, a deformation of )l:: 4 level is assumed.

Precisely, allowing larger damage and allowing a total deformation up to 200%,

the required yield strength will be lowered approximately by 20% according to

Literature 2. If firmness index F is fixed, it is possible to allow a seismic

judgement basic index which is low by 20% as a lower limit value. (Footnote 11).

b) Shearing Destruction Type

In the light that the "Seismic Diagnostic Standards" set a condition

that al allowable deformation is double the deformation during yielding, supposing

this condition is applied to the total range of period, it is possible similarly

to allow the seismic jUdgement basic index which is low approximately by 20% as

the lower limit value.
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From above, it is permissible to seek a seismic judgement basic index

by designating apparently ttrG ::0.36 when the size of the eaJrthquake motion is really

TG ':'0.45 (Footnote 12).

(2) First Diagnosis

1.0 x ~0.23 -= 1.57 Es Shall be established as 1.6

(3) Second Diagnosis

Views of (1) .a) and b) are adopted only wen a building is in the vicinity

of the hypercenter.

Footnote 11: This value can be considered not to be directly corresponding to the

plasticity ratio in "Seismic Diagnostic Standards", but to the absolute

displacement. However, such a position may cause some problems when

the period of a building is long, ie, when the predominant period of

the ground is long. Also, from another view, it can be thought that

the period of the. building is lengthened by f2times.

Footnote 12: Up to now, surface acceleration is considered to mean the input

acceleration of a building. However, there may be cas~s where the

surface acceleration can be directly discounted by the effect of the

interaction of the ground and the building or by allowing the destruction

of the ground to be taken into account. (Literature 8)

7. SEISHI C JUOOEl1ENT INDEX VALUE Err

There have been many cases to date where the destruction force of an

earthquake motion was augumented by terrain conditions such as a precipice, a non-
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-concordant layer and a local height. Here, this factor is given as OG and incor

porated in the seiBmic judgement index value.

Also as menticned in 6 , 2) (1) titled Allowable Lower Limit Value

of Seismic Judgement Basic Index Es, this value is calculated by assuming large

damage to a building and an importance factor is introduced into the calculation

because of the reason to be later described.

Therefore, the final seismic judgement index value ET will be

ET=COX CIXEs

Incidentally, the earthquake motion on a ground with a sharp propagation

function and a large predominancy will not be much larger in its effectiveness

than the earthquake motion with a small predominancy, when a building is allowed to

receive large damage to an extent (Literature 2). Nevertheless, when only slight

damage is allowed, the effect of such an earthquake motio~ cannot be ignored.

Therefore, this effect must be added to the importance factor when dealing with

an important building which should not be damaged more than slightly.

8. CXJNCLUSION

The seismic judgement index values were calculated for both cases using a

standard size earthquake motion and a tentatively imaginary Tokai Earthquake size

earthquake motion. However, there are still many engineering problems to be solved

at present for us to make decisions about these values. Especially, earthquake

motions, grounds and interactions of buildings with grounds have many more unclarified

points. Specifically, citing some of the countless problems, there is a question

as to the characteristics and the si ze of the earthquake motions in a super es.rth

quake such as the one imagined here, a question if characteristics of an earthquake

motion change when the magnitude of the earthquake changes, a question as to the

relation of these unclarified points to the characteristics of an earthquake, and

a question as to how much of the earthquake motion on the surface affects the
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buildings. However, I believe it is not yet the stage when all these can be

answered clearly.

Consequently, all the values established here must be considered,

provisional.

2086 Collection 0 f Summaries of Scientific
Speeches Presented At The Convention Of
The Architectural Institute Of Japan

(Tokai) October, 1976

PROBABLISTIC STATISTIC RRSEARCH ON NONLINEAR RESPO'NSE
SPECTRA OF REINFORCED OONCRETE STRUCTURES

(Part 1, Spectra Relative to Artificial Earthquakes)

Regular Member Masaya Murakami

1. PREFACE

A general philosophy when working with seismic design and seismic judgement,
is to improvise a way to hold down the structural damages to a minimal level against
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a moderate earthquake and to prevent the structures from collapsing or totally

collapsing against a major earthquake. In this concept, there are hidden thoughts

that it is not possible to design structures totally free of damages in an area

with a high earthquake risk factor due to the economical restraints and that the

damage to the structures designed with adequate seismic considerations will limit

the response values within a certain range by the absorption of energy which is

associated Hith the damage. On the other hand, uncertainty of earthquakes are

high in every aspect. The characteristics of earthquake motions fluctuate a lot

even when a building site is set up. Additionally, the characteristics of the

objective structures a~so contain fluctuations.

Thus, it is necessary to take a probablistic statistical approach when

damages are predicted by means of earthquake anal;y-tical techniques. This study

pays attention to the effect of the fluctuant properties of earthquake motions on

reinforced concrete structures, but disregards the fluctuation of the characteristics

of the structures. In order to perform the probablistic statistic seismic response

analysis, it is necessary to presume suitable statistic models for anticipated

earthquake motions. In this study, non-stationary filtered white noise which is

used by many research workers, is adopted. This is not a perfect model, but it

reflects the major statistic characteristics of earthquake motions which have been

observed to date. Use of a model for seismic response analysi~ is t~9ught to allow

a more practical prediction than use of specific actually measured earthquake records.

Precisely, in the study, 20 models were made for each of the 5 types of oscillation

systems which imitated reinforced concrete structures. Response spectra relative to

period T1 which corresponds to initial rigidity was sought. Furthermore, based

upon the concrete numerical values from the previously described seismic design

idea proposed by Dr. Umemura (Literature 1) and following the Literatures 2 and 3

where the yield strength required of the structures was calculated, the study

reveals that the yield strength required of the structures characterized with a

restoring force which exhibits 4 types of bending yield, depends on the yield point

regidity and the equivalent ductile damping obtained from the hysteretic area of that

time.
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2. ARTIFICIAL EARTHQUAKES

Describing the outline of the method for making 20 models for each of

the, types of artificial earthquakes (A,B, Bo2, C and D), white noise was made

non-stationary by using the 4 types of time intensity functions proposed by Jennings

and associates. Ground characteristics were given through the response of a mono

mass system (period: 0.4 sec, damping constant: 0.6, however, damping constant 0.2

for Bo2~ and the long period components were removed through the response of a

mono-mass system (period: 7 sec for A,B and BoZ types, period: Z sec for D and C

types, damping constant: 1/.f'2). Finally, axial correction was made in accordance

with the method of Berg and Housner (Literatures 2 and 3). The earthquake motions were

aimed at earthquakes D,C, B and A in order of magnitudes from large to small,

and B type earthquake motion corresponds to the earthquake group which included

the N-S component of the 1940 El Centro Earthquake. Incidentally, the yield strength

of structures was made non-dimensional by the average maximum acceleration of

each type of earthquake motion and the mass of the oscillation system.

3. STRUCTURE MODELS

The restoring force characteristics of the structure mod~ls were 4 types of

D-TRI restoring force characteristics which express bending yield mode. Figure 1

indicates the equivalent ductile damping constant which can be obtained from the

parameter values of these 4 restoring force characteristics, yielding point rigidity

and hysteretic area. Incidentally, the restoring force characteristics reduce

rigidity at a ratio of the sum of the positive and negative directional maximum

displacements and the displacement which is two times the yield displacement, when

the response displacement exceeds the yield displacement. However, the value corres

ponding to the yield point rigidity after the fall of rigidity and the hysteretic

area, will always be constant. (Figure 1)
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Figure 1
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4. RESULTS AND REVIEH

A series of reference materials are arranged by non-dimensional yield

strength ratio and plasticity ratio. Figure 2 indicates the yield strength ratio

at which the 4 types of models suffered from 5 types of artificial earthquakes

will satisfy the idea of the seismic design at a 85% probability, relative to period

T2 which is equivalent to the yield point rigidity. The procedure used to plot

the chart will be introduced in Part :2 of the report.

Incidentally, the previously described idea of a seismic design is for

a plasticity ratio of 2 for a moderate eqrthquake (maximum accelerat~on 0.3 g)

and a plasticity ratio of 4 for a major earthquake (0.45 g). Therefore, Figure 2

indicates the yield strength ratio required to maintain structure models within

a plasticity ratio of 2 and a plasticity ratio of 4 at a 85% probability. The

values obtained by multiplying these yield ratios by 0.30 and 0.45 respectively

are the yield strength required of the structures. In both cases of elasticity

ratio :2 and elasticity ratio 4 in each graph, it is shown that the response is

governed by the equivalent ductile damping constant. Also, assuming that the

ground predominant period is 0.4 sec, the probablistic maximum deformation is given

when the period which corresponds to the yield point rigidity after the fall of

rigidity approaches to 0.4 sec. In the case with a plasticity ratio of 2, the

response reaches the maximum when. the period T2 of the structures is 1/.[2of the
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ground predominant period, ie, 0.288 sec, 'While in the case v.i.th a plasticity

ratio of 4, the maximum response is seen when T2 is 1/1 of the predominant period,

ie, 0.2 sec. Likewise, the Bo2 type earthquake vhich contains many 0.4 sec period

compollents remarkably affects structures v.i.th a period shorter than the predominant

period, and it demands larger yield strength. Furthermore, these analytical

results can be also used vhen the predominant period changws if a period ratio

relative to structures is taken into account.

Figure 2
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5. OONCLUSION

Results of the probablistic statistic analysis of spectra revealed:

1) In reinforced concrete structures, the response value is governed by the equivalent
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ductile damping constant which is obtained from the yield point rigidity and the

hysteretic area, 2) Results contrary to common sense such as seen in the specific

earthquake response values, ie, the results which dictate that the larger the

yield strength or larger the damping, larger the response value, will no longer

be observed, 3) structures with a period shorter than the ground predominant period

indicate larger response, 4) In the idea of the seismic design, limit of the

plasticity ratio and the limit of the yield strength have the same measning.

Difference between the equivalent ductile damping 0.11 and 0.24 contributes to

the difference in the required yield strength by a maximum 30%, which is rather

a small value compared to the ratio of approximately 2 times in the case of the

required yield strength obtained from the stationary oscillation response.

Before closing this paper, I would like to mention that this study owes much to

the joint research (Literatures 2 and 3) conducted with Professor Penzien at

University of California (Berkeley) when the author took part in the Japan/US

Cooperative Research "Earthquake Engineering Stressing Earthquake Resistivity of

School Buildings" cosponsored by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science

and National Science Foundation of America. I would like to express my appr~ciation

to all who were involved.

Assistant Professor , Dr. of Engineering

University of Chiba
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ESTABLISHHENT OF SEISMIC JUDGENENT VALUES (ET) IN SHIZUOKA PREFEGI'URE

As a result of the seismic diagnosis, the judgement of the structural

seismic index (Is) has been made conventionally referring to a judgement index (Iso)

which is based upon the Tokachi Off;hore Earthquake. However, in appreciation of

the later investigation results concerning the magnitude of predictable earthquakes,

epicentral distance and terrain and ground conditions, the seismic judgement index

values (Er) for Shizuoka Prefecture will be established as follows.

J1JDGE!1El~T OF FIRST OR SECDND DIAGNOSTIC STRU crURAL
SEISIUC IEDZX (Is)

The judgement of the structural seismic index (Is) .rill be made in

accordence ~~th F4uation (1), using Structural Seismic Index (Is) computated in

Chapter 3 of the Seismic Diagnostic Standards for Existing Reinforced Concrete

Buildings (published by Japan Speciol Building Safety Center under the editori01

supervision of Building Guide Section, Ministry of Construction) and using Seismic

JUdgement Index Values (3T) established in the following Section or Section 2.

Is;;,;ET·······································111

Is: seismic index of structure

ET: seismic judgement index value (f~om Section 1 or 2)

1. SEISrnC JUDGE/1ElJT INDEX VALUES FOR FIRST DIAGHOSIS (~)

The computation of the seismic judgement index values for the first

diagnosis will be performed in accordance with Equations (2) to (4), using the

number of building layers, the contour of building sites and the degree of building

destruction.
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Eor =1.10 x Co XCI •••.••.••••.••.••• (2) for 1-2 layers

ET - 1.00 x Co xC, •••••••••••••••••. (3) for 3-4 layers

Eor - 0.90)( Co x CJ •••••••••••••••••• (4) for 5-6 layers

Ca: Contour of Building Site (from 3-2)

Cr: Degres of Building Destruction (from 3-3)

2. SEISJUC IUDEX VALUES FOR SECOND DIAGNOSIS (Err)

The computation of the seismic judgement index values for the second

. diagnosis will be performed in accordance with Equation (5), using basic seismic

index values computated froc epicentral distance, ground type, number of building

layers, mode of building destruction, contour of building site and degree of building

destruction.

E or = E s x Cox C J •••••••••••••••••• (5)

Es: banic seismic index value (from 3-1)

ct, CI: Same as for the first diagnosis

3-1. Es: Basic Seism~c Index Values

the values are obtained from Tables 2-1 to 2-5 according to districts

by epicentral distance, buildings by ground type, buildings b~' number of layers

and buildings by mode of destruction.

(1) Districts will be selected b~; the location of buildings on the district map

in Figure 1.

(2) Ground typBS .all be selected from Table 1 after survey of building sites.

(3) Number of layers of buildings will be confirmed.

(4) For the destruction mode of buildings, the examinor must judge whether the
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buildings are of the shearing destruction type or the bending destruction

t~'Pe in the process of the diagnoses.

(5) The numerical values obtained at the point \There the ground type and the number

of layers meet one another will be designated as basic seismic index values (Es).

Table 1 Ground Type

type predominant period geological feature/stratum

Type 1 0•.3 sec The ground surrounding the building concerned is composed

of rocks, hard gravel and others mainly consisting of

the stratum made before the tertiary period.

T;)'Pe 2 0.4 sec

~y'pe 3 0.5-0.6 sec

Type 4 0.7-0.8 sec

T'ne ground surrounding the building concerned is composed

of gravel, hard claJ7 mixed with sand, loam and others

mainl~· consisting of a diluvium, or a more than 5m thick

elluvium consisting of pebbles or gravel.

standard ground which does not belong to any of the

Type 1, Type 2 and Type 4 districts but belongs to

alluvium mainly consisting of sand, clay" with sand, clay

and dirt.

Extremely soft ground which belongs to one of the

following.

1) A more than 30m deep alluvium consisting of humus soil

dirt andothers similar to these (including banking)

2) Reclaimed land \Thich meets the following conditions.

A) Land reclaimed by filling marsh and muddy sea.

B) Land filled with trash and garbage, mud and others

vhich belong to these soft and weak soil.

"C) Land filled approximately more than 3 m deep.

D) Land reclaimed approximately less than" 30 years ago.
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Table 2-1 Es Values for District A

I 1:&: 'It ,{,fJim:.~
:J. CFIJl:)' i11111m:.~_,?

~ ___ !,:_l_~J ____ '!-_:~-Z ____~_~~_~ ----~-~-!-1J
' • It 0.3 sec 0.4 sec 0.5 sec 0.7 sec

'1-

1
1. 10 1.10 1.00 0.85

(1.10) (1.10) ( 1.00) (o..85)

1.10 1. 10 1.00 0.85
2 (0.95) (0.95) (0.95 ) (0.85)

3
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85

(0.90 ) (0.90) (0.90) (0.85)
,

0.95 0.95 0.95 0.85
4 I

(0.85) (0.85 ) (·0.85) (0.85 )

5
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.85

(0.85) (0.85 ) (0.85 ) (0.85)

6
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.85

(0.80 ) (0.80 ) (0.80 ) (0.80 )
-

key-1. upper line: shearing destruction mode
2. lower line: bending destruction mode
3. ground by type
4. predominant period
5. numbe!:' of layers
6. type 1
7. type 2
8. type 3
9. type 4

Table 2-2 Es Values for District B

key- same as in Table 2-1

/ 1:&: 'It '{'fJill2.~
.2.cr&): iIIJ11m:.M

~, ._!:_-~._~j? M 2 -7 • 3 -2 M 4 .,

.~ ------------ ---------- -- -----------. -
0.3 sec 0.4 sec 0.5 sec 0.7 sec

1
1.05 1.05 0.90 0.80

(1.05) ( 1.05) (0.90 ) (0.80 )

2
1.00 1.00 0.90 0.80

(0.90) (0.90 ) (0.90 ) (0.80 ) :

3
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.80

(0.85 ) (0.85) (0.85 ) (0.80 )

0.85 0.85 0.85 0.80
4 (0.80) (0.80 ) (0.80 ) (0.80 )

5 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.80
(0.75) (0.75) <0.75 ) <0.75 )

6
0.85 0.85 0.85 0.80

(0.75) (0.75 ) (0.75 ) (0.75 )-

I'
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Table 2-3 Es Values for District C

key-same as in Table 2-1

J J:1t: 'it N lfiil.M
~""FIJ:): 1II111••~

~~ _~•••1. _!-. J M 2 -1- • 3 • j • 4 .!
.~

--------- --"- - -- - - -- -------- -
0.3 sec 0.4 sec . 0.5 sec 0.7 sec

...
1 0.95 0.95 0.85 0.70

(0.95) (0.95 ) (0.85 ) (0.70)

2 0.90 0.90 0.85 0.70
(0.80 ) ( D.8t}) (0.80 ) (0.70 )

3 0.85 0.85 0.80 0.70
(0.75 ) (0.75 ) (0.75 ) (0.70 )

4
0.80 0.80 0.80 0.70

(0.70 ) (0.70) ( 0.70) (0.70 )

5
0.75 0.75 0.75 0.70

( 0.70) (0.70 ) (0.70 ) (0.70 )

6
0.75 0.75 0.75 0.70

(0.65 ) ( 0.65.) (0,65 ) (0.65)
-

Table 2-4 Es Values for District D

key-same as in Table 2-1

I J:1iJ: : 'itNlJiil.~
.2 (""Fit): 1II111••~

~~g~ _!ft. _~ _~_~ 1ft 2 • ~ -~ -~ -~)-~-~- -~.: ~i'-
.lt~

--------
0.3 sec 0.4 sec 0.5 sec 0.7 sec

0.85 0.85 0.75 0.65
1 (0.85 ) ( 0.85) (0.75 ) (0.65 )

0.80 0.85 0.75 0.65
2 (0.75 ) (0.75) (0.75 ) (0.65 )

0.75 0.75 0.75 0.65
3 (0.70) (0.70) (0.70 ) (0.65 )

0.70 0.70 0.70 0.65
4 (0.65 ) (0.65 ) (0.65 ) (0.65)

0.70 0.70 0.70 0.65
5 (0.60 ) (0.60) (0.60) (0.60 )

0.70 0.70 0.70 0.65
6 (0.60) (0.60 ) (0.60) (0.60 )

L--..____ ..___...____
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Table 2-5 Es Values for District E

key-same as in Table 2-1

, J:ft : ithiIiiliJ.~
2CFft): J11,,:filt.~

~ ...-
~-..~ _~ __1__ ~_ ~ M 2 fI ".l - ~- -~ -!'- -$ - _,,! -~-- ~-J
"I!(~

--------"-1
0.3 sec 0.4 sec 0.5 sec 0.7 sec

1 0.70 0.70 0.65 0.55
(0.70) (0.70 ) (0.65) (0.55)

2 0.70 0.70 0.65 0.55
(0.60 ) (0.60 ) (0.60) (0.55)

3
0.65 0.65 0.65 0.55

(0.60) (0.60) (0.60) (0.55)

0.60 0.60 0.60 0.55
4 (0.55) (0.55 ) (0.55) (0.55 )

0.60 0.60 0.60 0.55
5 (0.55) (0.65 ) (0.55) (0.55)

0.60 0.60 0.60 0.55
6 ( 0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50 )

-

3-2 ea.: Contour of Ji3uilding Site (Terrian Index)

Ca is selected from Table 3 according to the contour of the building

sites. In this case, precipice is judged in accordance with Caluse 10 of Shizuoka

Prefecture Building Standard Regulations.

Table 3

contour of precipice place where supporting local height others
~uilding site ground is extremely tilted

CG 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.0

3-3 Gr : Degree of Destruction of BUildings (Importance Factor)

GI is selected from Table 4 depending upon the level of the allowable

damage to the buildings by an earthquake.
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Incidentally, prefectural government buildings, hospitals, buildings

which serve as a disaster control base, or a place of evacuation and rescue activities

during an emergency shall be. desirably rated 1.25 in terms of Gp

Table 4
•

degree of destruction of Buildings suffer only slight Buildings suffer conside:t-
buildings damages during earthquakes, able damage but v.ill not

and usable af'terwards collapse

GI 1.25 1.0
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Methods for Determining Earthquake-Resistance and Earthquake-Proof Designs of Pre- .

EY~sting Stesi-Skeleton Construction.

Urban Housing Section, Shizuoka Prefecture

Introduction.

On August 7, 1979, in accordance with special legislation for the prevention of

damage due to large-scale earthquakes, Shizuoka Prefecture was designated as an area

to be subjected to reinforcement against these damages.

Accordingly, the prefecture, as well as each city, town, and village, formulates

plans for emergency procedures to minimize damage and organize shelters, based on

the policies stipulated by the National Government. Furthermore, those in charge of

special buildings housing an unspecified but large number of people or plants employing

more than 1,000 workers or handling dangerous substances are required to prepare im

portant emergency plans on such things as disaster drills. These'~disaster prevention

plans are to be formulated in 1979.

As for the measures concerning earthquake damage to buildings, the criteria for

determination of earthquake-resistance of wooden and steel-reinforced concrete

structures and guidelines for earthquake-proofing designs have already been determined

and some are already put into practice.

On the other hand, studies on earthquake-resistance of steel-skeleton structures

have also been actively conducted. In June 1978, the National Government issued a

standard for evaluation of earthquake-resistance of pre-existing steel-skeleton

structures.

As stated earlier, Shizuoka Prefecture has been placed in an unique position with

its entire area designated to be subjected to reinforcement according to the special

legislation for prevention of damage caused by large-scale earthqUakes. Accordingly,

the prefectural government recognizes the need to improve,at the earliest date, the

earthqUake-resistance of steel-skeleton structures within the prefecture. It also

recognizes the need to pay attention to special buildings which house an unspecified

but large number of people and those to be used for disaster prevention, evacuation,
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and rescue activities.

In view of the above-stated situations, the prefectural government considers it

necessary to formulate methods for evaluation and improvement of earthquake-resistance

of pre-existing steel-skeleton structures. Subsequently, these methods were created

under the guidance of Professors Tsutomu Kato and Kosuke Akiyama of Tokyo University.

This booklet was based on the lIStandard for Determination of Earthquake-Resistance

of Pre-Existing Steel-Skeleton Structures and Guidelines for Their Improvement" (pub

lished by the Japanese Society for Prevention of Architectural Damage due to Disasters)

which was issued by the National Government. It describes the methods for determining

the earthqu~{e-resistanceof pre-existing steel-skeleton structures within the prefec

ture and methods for their improvement.

As to the descriptions of the formats and operations of the input data in a com

puterized system, a separate booklet was prepared by the Japan Telegraph and Telephone

Public Corporation which kindly cooperated with Shizuoka Prefecture for determination

of earthquako-resistance of steel-reinforced concrete buildings.

It is sincerely hoped that, by applying these methods, earthquake-resistance of

steel-skeleton structures will be greatly improved.

December 1, 1979.
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Part I. Methods for determ1n1ng earthquake-res1stance of med1um

to low-bu1ld1ng.
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Chapter 1. Basic items.

1. Basic principles.

The present methods apply to determination of earthquake-resistance

of structural components of pre-existing steel-skeleton construction

of medium- to low-height.

The determination of earthquake-resistance of the structural com

ponents in this literature is expressed in indices (numerical figures)

and are intended to determine the possibility ·of collapse of the struc-

ture in case of earthquakes.

2. Criteria of application.

The architecture to which the present methods apply is, as a rule,

defined as steel-skeleton structures which have eaye heights measuring

less than 31 meters.

However, buildings with large spanned arches such as gymnasiums

and those buildings which are complexes of steel-re~nto~cedand steel

skeleton steel-reinforced structures or those makedly different from

ordinary steel-skeleton construction in their scale and -form are ex

cluded from these criteria.

3. Preliminary investigation.

A preliminary investigation is conducted to determine if the methods

are applicable.

4. Determination of earthquake-resistance of the structure.

The earthquake-resistance of the structure is determined by applying

equation (1) (shown below) using structural index VR evaluated in 4.1

and earthquake input index VI determined in 4.2.

VR)VI (1)

4.1. Structural earthquake resistance index VB.

structural earthqUake-resistance VB is evaluated by equation(2)
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applying the index showing the volume of energy absorbed by the entire

structure of the respective floor Defore its collapse.

VR=QxVxS (2)

where Q quality index (according to Section 1, Chapter 2)

V standard earthquake-resistance index (according to Section 2,

Chapter 2)

S : form index (according to Section 3, Chapter 2).

Standard earthquake-resistance index V is evaluated for the direction

of beams and girders on each floor but quality index Q and form index S

are independent of the floor and direction.

If quality index Q is unsatisfactory, the determination procedure is

interrupted.

4.2. Earthquake input index VI.

Earthquake input index VI is an index indicating the size of the

input energy of the earthquake and corresponds to the basic volume of

the input energy. ground type, and the extent of the seismic activity

as follows:

VI =.d x no
d : a coefficient for distance (km) from the seismio source and

shown as a numeral in Figure-I. D z.40km is found on the direct

line corresponding to the specific value of D.



Figure 1. The value of d.
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VIO: Value shown in Figure-2 for each ground type (1. 2. 3. or 4).

• T (sec)0.80.60.8 0.4o

200 1-----+--1---+--+-+:;;-.~-a-fi-it!.!-fi---.,

Figlire-2. Value for VlO

T indicates the primary specific period of the building.

1. ground type 4, 2. ground type 3. 3. ground type 2. 4. ground+type 1.

1. The present part applies only to buildings used for purposes such

as business offices. For buildings with large spanned arches such

as gymnasiums. refer to the "Methods of Evaluation of Earthquake

resistance of Buildings such as Gymnasiums."

2. Index Vl is computed from the distance the building is from the

seismic source. the ground type. and the primary specific period of

the same bUilding.
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3. The primary specific period of the building is oomputed applying

formula (1), (2), or (3), aooording totne struotural form of the

building;

1) for a pure rigid struoture, T== RT (sec)

N<5 RT=0.2N

N2: 5 RT = 0.57+ 0.087 N

ii) pure strut structure : T:; BT (sec)

The pure strut struoture is one whioh resists horizontal foroes

with an axial strut (hereafter oalled strut) alone. BT is computed

using the following equation:

BT= 0.71 RT (2)

iii) Rahmen-strut mixed struoture : T=MT (seo)

The Rahmen-strut mixed structure is defined as that with the

Rahmen and strut coexiting in a single skeletal plane or one

where the two struotures are arranged in parallel_
..RT--

MT =Jz:=-y: (J )

(codes) N; the number of floors in the building.

r: the average of the Rahmen ratio "...." of each floor.

(Notes) Equations (1), (~), and (J) are based on those shown in B-1,

Chapter 2 of the "Standard for Determination of Earthquake

Resistanoe of Pre-existing Steel Skeleton Struoture" (edited

by Ministry of Cbnstruotion, Department of Houfsing, Section

for Construotive Instruotion).

4. The ground type is determined on the basis of the results of drilling

investigations applying Figure-J Table for ground types (1) and (2)',I
(shown at the end of the volume) and Table 1, Table for Ground Types.
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Table 1. Table for Ground Types (Ministry of Construction Announce-

ment 1074).

1. types, 2. ground texture. 3. ground layer. 4. type 1. 5. the gro~d

around the building is composed of rocks and a gravel layer. or composed

mainly of a ground layer dated prior to the third century. 6. type 2.

7. the ground under and around the bUilding is composed of a gravel

layer, a hard clay layer,mixed with gravel. or a loam layer; mainly

composed of a diluvium formation: or composed of a gravel layer or its

alluvial layer measuring more than 5 m in thickness. 8. type 3, 9. the

standard ground~type of the area not belonging to type 1, 2. or 4; it is

mainly composed of an alluvium formation of sand. clay mixed with sand.

clay, and mud, 10. type 4, 11. markedly soft ground belonging to one of

the follOWing: 1) humus soil. mud. or an alluvial layer composed of

these (including banking); its depth measures apprOXimately 30m or more;

2) reclaimed land meeting the following conditions; A) land reclaimed

from muddy seas, shallow lakes. or swamp, measuring over 30m in depth,

B) a land fill composed of refuse, muddy soil, or soft earth. c) the

depth of the reclaimed land measures more than 3m in depth. D) the time

lapse since reclamation is less than 30 years.
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Chapter 2. Computation of structural earthquake-resistance index VR.

Section 1. Evaluation of quality index Q.

1. General evaluation.

2. Quality index Q (hereafter called index Q) is used to evaluate the

quality of the structural frame and the effects of its aging. It is

based on an actual survey.

2. The actual survey is based on a survey of the lIimportant items" and

the "general items" •

.3. The survey of the "important items" includes an evaluation of

these items which are considered to have extremely significant effects

on resistance and deformation characteristics of the structural frame.

If even a single item in the survey fails to meet the standard, index Q

is deemed "unsatisfactoryll. Otherwise, the survey result is included

in the computation of the standard earthquake-resistance index V des

cribed in Chapter 2, Section 2.

4. The survey on the "general items" inclUdes those items which are

considered to affect the general quality of the structural frame. The

comprehensive result of this survey is used to rate index Q into 4

classes (1.0, 0.9,0.8, and unsatisfactory).

Quality index Q (hereafter abbreviated to index Q) is an index to

evaluate the quality affecting the resistance or deformation characteris

tics or the effects of aging of the structur al frame. The value assigned

to the index is determined by the results of a survey of the structural

frame.

The structural frame of the building is observed directly while

various tests are performed. Based on these stUdies, an actual investiga

tion is conducted.

(Important items) i) A survey is made to observe if the conditions

of the general architectural frame, parts, and conneoting sections
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differ greatly from the specification of the architectural plan. If

the discrepancies from the architectural plans are within a certain

standard range. the survey results are reflected in the computation

of standard anti-seismic resistance index V but the evaluation of index

Q is not taken into consideration. If, however, the discrepancies are

large. index Q is expressed as "unsatisfactory", while the content of

the survey is detailed in the final evaluation end the survey process

is interrupted. ii) The purpose of the second evaluation is to observe

if the resistance of each part of the structural frame has been much

reduced due to the construction method or aging process. If the re

sistance of each structural part observed in the actual investigation

has not been much reduced from what is sufficient to be earthquake

resistance, the data are handled in the manner of i). If, however, the

resistance of each structural part does not meet a certain standard,

index Q is deemed "unsatisfactory" and the evaluati·on· process is inter

rupted, while the fianl determination is based on the quality of the

part rather than the anti-seismic evaluation of the frame of its struc

tural dynamics.

The "general items" concern the general qualities of the structural

frame. Many items by nature cannot sim12ly be quantified from the survey

results.

For this reason, the present evaluation process is based on a

technological determination comprising the entire test results and gives

a final numerical rating.

In the evaluation of index Q which is determined from the result of

the study of the "general items", however, the structural frame Which

deviates greatly from the standard quality is treated separately. In
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such an instance, no numerical value is given 'but, instead, is simply

judged "unsatisfactory".

Computation of index V appears unnecessary for the structural frame

with its Q index judged "unsatisfactory": the anti-seismic determination

based on such an index lacks reliability or is even meaningless in some

instances. Therefore, no numerical value is given to the Q index. In

such instances, the anti-seismic determination process is interrupted

but resumed after appropriate treatment~

2. Actual survey.

2.1. Survey items.

The survey items includes the follOWing 8.

1) General shaft construction,

2) column materials,

3) beam materials,

4) shaft strut materials,

5) column-beam connections,

6) welded joint,

7) fastener joint

8) column base and foundation

The above 8 items are investigated in an actual survey.

The shaft struct materials in this section include light materials

such as round steel and angle steel. The survey involves these materials

as well as their gusset plates and connections to columns and beams.

When large members such as H bars or steel pipes are used as struts,

their members and joints are evaluated by the method used for column
II

materials and their end connections by the methods for column-beam

connections. The column joints With drastic changes in the cross sections

are also evaluated according to the method of evaluation of the column

beam connections.
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For welded joints, the welded sections of the beam ends, diaphragms,

and column ends arouad the column-beam connections are the subjects of

investigation. With the fastener joints, the survey centers around the

beam and column joints.

2.2. Sites of investigation.

The objects of investigation are 3 column-beam connections and

their peripheries and 3 base seotions which are located as far apart

as possible within the building. With a building with diagonal members.

these locations must include those end connections. However. the sites

of investigation of 1) general-frame work specified in 2.1 involve. as

a rule. the entire structural frame.

Evaluation of the general frame work is highly significant and forms

the basis of computation for index V. As a rule, it pertains to the

entire structure. As to the remaining items of the investigation. 3

areas are-selected in eaoh building to investigate ~h~ o9lumn-beam

connections and their peripheries as well as the column base sections.

If it becomes evident that sections of the steel frame were. for

some reason, produced at several different iron foundries independently,

3 sites must be selected for the part produced by each manufacturers.

As to the specific site of investigation of the oolumn-beam connections

and their peripheries, the foous will be on a speoific column-beam con

nection as well as parts of the column and beam materials at its periphery.

In a structural frame With diagonal members to add resistance to earth

quakes and wind. areas inclUding the oonnections of these member end

sections must be selected as sites for investigation.

" Similar considerations must be made in the investigation of the column

base sections.

Therefore, investigations of the items shown in 2.1 must be made at

each location Within, the building. Th 1 di id 1e n v ua site for each item
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of investigation is called aLpart of the investigation.

Thus a part of the investigation constitutes a specific object of

investigation for each item such as column material, beam material,

and connection panels.

When 3 beam materials are investigated at a single site, there are

3 parts to the investigations where tests are conducted accord.ing to 2.3.

If. however, 2 of the 3 beam materials have identical cross sections

and are considered to be in a similar condition, an investigation may

be limited to only one out of these two. If the cross sections of the

materials differ from each other, one the other hand, all are investigated

It is desirable that the sites of investigation are selected as far

away as possible from each other. In this instance, distances may be

measured vertically as well as horizontally. In reality, however,

selection of these sites may be restricted in buildings which are being

occupied. Selection may be made to suit the conditions in these in

stances.

The anti-seismic determination is made based on the assumption that

the drawings rof each building are available. It is more efficient if

the sites of investigation can be pre-selected from these drawings

before the actual investigation takes place.

2.3. The content of investigation.

At each site of investigation, a part of investigation is established

for each item described in 2.1. Items described in Tables 1 to 9 are

investigated at these parts.

These items are classified as "important matters" and "general

matters".

2.4. IndiVidual evaluation of index Q.

IndiVidual evaluation of the i1important matters" and "general matters"

is made in the following manner at each part of investigation:
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(1) The "important matters ll

The"important matters ll are evaluated according to the test· standard

described-in Tables 8 to 14 for each item. If the individual evaluation

does not rate as high as D. the result is included in the computation of

the standard anti-seismic index described in Chapter 2. Section 2 and

excluded from the evaluation of index Q.

(2) The Ilgeneral matters".

The results are evaluated comprehensively and each item is rated as

to At B. or C according to the standard d.escribed in Tables 8 to 14.

Each item of investigation is.•studied on the sUbjects described in

Tables 1 to 7.

The "important matters" investigated are based on the following two as

pects:

i) whether the conditions of the members and connections differ

much from the original draWings.

ii) whether the resistance of each part of the structural frame is

much reduced due to the method of construction and aging process.

The specific subjects of evaluation designated as Ilimportant matters ll

for each item of investigation are shown below. i) and ii) of the note

section indicate that the respective item of investigation corresponds

to i) or ii) of the test criteria given above.
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1. items of investigation, 2. important matters, 3. notes, 4. 1) general

frame structures, 5. spacing of the columns in the direction of the

girders and beams, 6. floor height, 7. defects of members, 8. positions

of the diagonal member materials, 9. 2) column material; 3) beam

material, 10. form and dimension of the cross section, 11. reduction in

the panel thickness due to corrosion, 12. 4) diagonal member material,

13. form and dimension of the cross section, 14. stress of the associated

connections, 15. reduction in cross section due to corrosion, 16. 5)

column-beam connection, 17. presence or absence of the diaphragm and

its form and dimension, 18. 6) welded joints, 19. types Of welded joints,

20. effective throat cross section, 21. 7) fastener joint, 22. position

and joint stress, 23. 8) column base, 24. sum of the effective cross

section of the anchor bolt, 25. reduction of the plate thickness due to

corrosion.
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As shown above, the investigation of the "important matters" is main-

ly quantitative and. requires determination of the dimensions of the parts

of the structural frame such as the members and connections.

The investigation of the "general matters" is conducted to observe

the general cond.i tion (qualities) of each part of the structural frame

and its content mainly consists of qualitative evaluation.

2.5 shows the basic concept of the specific content of each item of

investigation. In the actual investigation, "Appendix 1, Form for the

Results of the Investigation" is used to record the results.

As a rule, the investigation is conducted on all the prescribed items.

Even when circumstances do not permit this, no item should be omitted

unnecessarily.

Determination of index Q is based on individual evaluations which

are obtained, as a rule. from each test item at each test site. For

instance, if one column and 2 beams are investigated at a single site

and the process is repeated at 3 sites, the test results are 90% complete.

Similarly, test results of several test objects are' obta~ned on other

test items.

According to the test results from each test site, the individual

evaluations are ranked from A to D. Based on individual evaluations

of all test items and all test sites, index Q of the structure is obtained

from Table 15 as a comprehensive evaluation.

If the test result for a single important matter of these test items

fails to meet a certain quality standard, index Q of the entire structural

frame is deemed "unsatisfactory". The standard of determination in this

instance is based on the following: 1) deviation of each part of the

structural frame remains within 10% of the original dimension indicated

in the drawing and 2) the test data measure up to 70% of both the value

uniformly projected at the designing stage and yield strength of each
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connection.

If the test results on the "important matters" fail to meet these

standards, a value, D, is given to that item which failed. This results

in indication that quality index Q of the entire structure is "unsatis-

factory".

If the test results on the "important matters" meet these standards,

they are included in the computation of index V but are not used in

the determination of index Q. Thus if an individual evaluation, D, on

the "important matters", is not given to ev~ry item at every test site,

individual test results of the "general matters" are evaluated comprehen

sively to derive index Q.

The standard for the individual evaluation of the "general matters"

is all based on the question of the final stress of the architecture

in a major earthquake. Compared with standards such as "Guidelines for

Steel Frame Construction Technology", "Standard for.SteeJ,. Frame Construc

tion Quality", and "Guidelines for Construction of Designs With High

Strength Bolt Connections",all of which have been promulgated by the

Japanese Society of Architecture and are intended to set standards for

normal environments, these reqUirements may appear somewhat lenient. It

should be kept in mind that the requirements of the present evaluation

are for major disasters such as earthquakes.

In determining index Q based on the individual evaluation on the

"general matters", the general quality of the structure is considered

extremely poor if the number of sections with gradeC exceeds 1/4 of

the total number of the sections evaluated. In such an instance,

index Q becomes "unsatisfactory" and no quantitative points are given.

The present method of evaluation is based on the assumption that the

number of test sections on individual test items are well balanced..
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Therefore, if the number of test sections on individual test items is

extremely large or small, it must be ad.justed prior to evaluation of

index Q. The standard number of test section on individual item are

shown below (With the number of test sites - 3):

test items number of test sections

column material

beam material

frame diagonal member material

column-beam connection

welded joint

fastener joint

column base

3

6

3 - 6

3

6 - 12

3 - 6

3

The contents and methods of evaluation of each test item and details

of evaluation.

1) General frame structure.
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1. Table 1, Items of evaluation of the general frame structure (Important

matters), 2. evaluation items, 3. contents of evaluation, 4. 1) standa~d

dimensions of the structure, a) column spacing in the direction of the

girders, b) column spacing in the direction of the beams, c) floor

height, ;5. the maximum 1 r and the minimum 2 (' are computed in the ratio

of the actual dimensions on items a), b), and c) to those shown in the

drawing, 6. missing members, 7. absence of major components such as

columns, beams, and frame structure 11is ascertained and the location of

the missing portion is investigated, 8. Table 8. Individual Evaluation,

9. (Important matters), 10. test items and conditions observed in the

test, 11. individual evaluation, 12. 1) standard structural dimension,

1 .r2 1.1 or 2 r~ 0.9 in a), b), or c); 2) absence of a member; absence of

a major component.

The tests on the general frame structure involve column spacing in

the direction of the girders and beams, floor height, presence or absence

of major structural components, and locations of frame d~agonal members.

Major deviations from the original drawings are detected in these tests.

These test items concern deformability and stress of the building and

are used as the bases of computation of index V. Therefore. they are

all termed "important matters" and the tests involve the entire architeo

tural structure.

The major thrust of the procedure is to oreate a plane draWing of

eaoh floor and a struotural draWing of the major parts. Plane drawings

and structural draWings may be copied from the originals with the dimen

sions of each part indicated.

In some buildings. dimensions for suoh things as oolumn spacings and

floor height may differ considerably from the or1g1nal draw1ngs. Even

when the drawings appear to be 1n sat1sfactory order these d1mens1ons
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must be confirmed at the site. These dimensions can usually be deter~

mined·accurately over the internal and external decorating materials

without exposing the components. An accurate measurement must be

made to determine index Q (important matters) as well as to compute

index V.

The presence of earthquake-proofing elements such as structural

diagonal members placed within the architecture is important in the

computation of index V. In older buildings, these may sometimes be

removed (though they existed at the time of construction) or moved to

another location. Investigation must be carried out carefully in

these instances.

The test d,ata are entered in "Appendix 1, Form for Test 1::lata (NO.3).

Coding or numbering of the column lines in the directions of the'

girders and beams on the plane drawing is convenient in actual investiga-

tions. The test sites used in the actual investigation of the column

beam connections and column bases are also entered in the above-mentinned

form.

Example 1.

(Test results) A 3-story bUilding used for business offices was in

vestigated. Column spacing in the direction of the girders measured

1 L~ 6.52m while the drawing showed 012= 5.80m. other-column spacings

and floor heights differed 20-30mm from the drawings but the deviations

were insignificant. Subsequently, the following was computed for test

item 1), a) standard structural dimension:

1 r= 1 i/o L=652/580 =1.12':> 1.1

The individual evaluat10nwas rated D.

(Treatment) It was eVident that the d1mensions of this bUilding de

viated from the original drawings. However, the deviation was limited
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to the span. It was decided that this fact was to be entered clearly

in the final evaluation and the evaluation process was continued. It

was also decided that the Rahmen with the deviated span would be used

for the location of the actual examination of the column-beam connections

and their peripheries. Computation of Index V will be computed based

on the results of this examination. By this process, individual evalua

tion D concerning the general structural frame is removed and may be

dasregarded in the subsequent total evaluation of Index Q for this

building.
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2) Column and beam materials.
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1. Table 2. Test items for column and beam materials.

2. (important matters~

3. evaluation items

4. content of evaluation

5. 1) section mod.ulus of members.
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A) area of the cross section

B) coefficient of the cross section

6. y. the ratio of the test result to the figure shown in the drawing

is computed on A) and B).

7. (General matters)

8. evaluation items

9. classification of the test results

10. A) defects in the cross section of the flange section (unreinforced.)

11. none

12. 15.% or less

13. more than 15%

14. defect in the cross section of the web section (unreinforced)

15. 30% or less

16. more than 30,%

17. C) temporary welding

18. in 3 or less locations with short beads

19. in.1...1110re than 4 locations With short bead.s

20. corrosion (With reduction in plate thickness)

21. hardly present

22. less than 10%

23. more than 10%

24. Table 9. Individual evaluation of the column and beam materials

(evaluation of Table 2).

25. (important matters)

26. Evaluation items and description of the condition

27. individual evaluation

28. 1) section modulus of members

r ~ 0.7 in both A) and B}
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29. (general matter)

30. conditions observed

31- individual evaluation

32. no (c) and 1 or less (b)

33. the number of (c) 's + 0 •.5 x {the number of (b)tS] > 1 • .5

34. none of the above

The test contents and test methods for the column and beam materials

are described together. These test items are intended to examine

whether the forms and dimensions conform to those in the drawings and.

if they do not, what forms have replaced the original.

Therefore abbreviated drawings--mainly the cross sections--are entered

in the report form. In this instance. it is advisable that the form

and d.imensions of the cross section are cOPi:ed from the draWing ahead

of time and the actual dimensions of each section are added to these.

It is also necessary that the conditions and positions of defects in

the cross sections and temporary welding 'Qe record.ed in abbreviated

drawings when these features are noted.

Dimensions are determined using a regular steel tape. slide, or micro

meter. In the determination of the plate thickness of the materials with

closed cross sections, such as a web plate of a steel H-beam. boxed. cross

section, rectangular cross section with a middle support, and steel pipe,

an ultrasonic thickness gauge is used. Refer to "thickness Determination

Using a Portable Pulse Reflector-Type Ultrasonic Thickness Gauge-NDIS

2408-77" by Japanese Society of Non-Destructive Examination.

The numerical values for the seot1on modulus of the member are expressed

in an appropriate unit as shown in the cross section list.

The test is conducted using "Appendix 1, Form for the Test Besults

(Nos • .5 and 6)".
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In the "general matters", the results of the tests are rated as (a),

(b), or (c). In some items, assignment of a clear-cut numerical value

1s not possible and the results are expressed in general outlines.

A) and B). Defects in cross sections.

The defects are those not expected in the design stage. These were

caused on the flange or web sections due to procedures such as installa

tion of pipes and yet no subsequent reinforcement was made.

C) Short bead welding.

Short beads tend to occur 1n welding temporary and secondary sec

t1ons. It 1s known that, if the bead length 1s less than 2S-40mm, the

thermally affected portion o.f the welded metal or the main material

hardens due to rapid cooling, causing a defect and subsequently affecting

adversely the pliability of high-tensile steel or thick plates used as

the main material. In the present test, the upper limit of a short

bead is set at 25mm. If short beads measuring less ·than .2Smm are found

(in 1/3 the length at the end of the member in most instances), the fol

lowing ratings are given: (b) for 3 locations; (c) more than 4 locations:

and (a) for none.

If the entire member length is investigated, the number of the sites

of examination may be increased.

Corrosion.

Corrosion is anothep~phenomenonof aging and deterioration of .steel

skeleton buildings. BaPidity of rusting of the iron frame exposed to

the atmosphere is often observed and corrosion constitutes a common

problem affecting the structural strength of buildings such as industrial

installations. Steel skeletons such as those used in office buildings-

the subject of the present invest1gation--1s, on the other hand, located
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indoors and the rusting process takes place rather slowly so develop

ment of serious problems is somewhat rare. Problems of corrosion af

fect the structural members adjacent to the exterior portion from which

the finishing material became detached or rain water seeped in, or the

column bases were exposed to a moist atmosphere. In the regions close

to the sea shore, reductions in plate thickness up to 4-5mm in 10 years

are known to happen and special care in examination is needed.

Example 2. Column materials.

Figure 1 shows the test results for a rectangular cross section

with a support of an H-type steel with a reinforcement plate as an exam

ple of a column. The flange, web, and reinforcement plate thi9kness re

present the portion of the column base without a reinforcement plate.

They aere determined by using an ultrasonic thickness gauge and a standard

gauge. However, determination of the web thickness is not possible when

the reinforcement plate is welded for the entire lepgth ~f the H-type

steel. In such instances, the value listed in the draWing was used.

When the length of fillet welding of a reinforcement plate to an H-type

steel flange is too small, the plate does not move together with bending

of the H-type steel in the direction of the weak axis. This should be

taken into consideration in the test.
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Figure-I. Example of a test on a column material.
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1. form to enter the results (No.5)

2. position of the column

3. second floor, intersection of Yl and X2, code C2

4. composition of the cross section

5. filled material: rolled steel, reinforced cast steel, welded assembly,

others ( )

6. non-filled material: lattice form, lattice tie, }perforated plate,

others ( )

7. details of the cross section (include welding and binding materials)

8. cross section in the drawing

9. reinforcement

10. reinforced to the ito the height of 300cm at the column base, one

side missing

11. )shows the figure in the design

12. important matters

13. designed value

14. actual figure

15. coefficients of cross section

16. ar~a of the cross section

17. section modulus

18. general matters

19. items of evaluation

20. A) defective cross section of the flange section (unrefinforced)

21. none

22. less than 15%

23. over 15%

24. B) defective cross

25. less than 30%

26. more than 30%

section of the web section (unreinforced)
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27. C) temporary welding

28. short beads at 3 locations or less

29. short beads at 4 locations or more

30. D) correstmn (reduction in the plate thickness due to development

of rusting)

31. almost none

32. less than 10%

33. more than 10%

3Y.. individual evaluation of index Q

35. non (c) and (b) is 1 or less

36. (the number of (c) 's + 0.5 x {the number of (b) '~J ~ 1.5

37. (important matters) y~ 0.7

38. none of the above
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F1gure-2. Example of a test of a beam.
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1. form to enter the test results (No.6) Beam material

2. beam location

3. the first floor, line 5 between A and B Code Gl

4. composition of the cross section

5. filled material: rolled steel, cast assembly, others ( )

6. unfilled material: perforated beam, assembly material (truss, lattice),

others ( )

7. details of the cross section (includes welding and binding materials)

8. RL slab

9. rivet

10. actual dimension of the chord member

11. column

12. a few bad rivets (off-centered or rounded) were noted

13. important matters

14. figures in the drawing

15. actual values

16. 1) coefficient of the cross section

17. section modulus

18. area of web cross section

19. general matters

20. evaluation items

21. A) defective cross section of the flange section (except the joint)

22. none

23. more than 15%

24. more than 15%

25. B) defective cross section of the web section (perforated for instal

lation but not reinforced)

26. less than 30%
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27. more than 30%

28. C) temporary welding

29. short beads in 3 locations or less

30. short beads at 4 locations or more

31. D) corrosion (reduction in the plate thickness due to rusting)

32. almost none

33. less than 10%

34. more than 10%

35. individual evaluation of index Q

36. no (C)I S and (b) l~or less

37. (number of (c) 's + 0.5 x {' the number of (b) IS}] ~ 1.5

38. (important matter) YoS 0.7

39. none of the above
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J) Column-beam connecting section.
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1. Table 3. Evaluation of the column-beam connecting section

2. (important matters)

3. evaluation items

4. evaluation contents

5. effective volume of the panel plate

6. the ratio of the actual dimension, , to that of the drawing is

d.etermined.

7. (general matters)

8. evaluation items

9. rating of the results of the evaluation

10. diaphragm

11. the diaphragm is sufficient and welding was performed correctly.

12. the diaphragm exists but is insufficient with poor welding techniques.

13. the diaphragm is absent or exists but its eccentricity entends

beyond the thickness of the flange plate.

14. Table 10. Individual evaluation of the column-beam connecting

section (evaluation of Table 3)

15. (important matters)

16. evaluation items and results

17. individual evaluation

18. effective volume of the panel plate ,~ 0.'7

19. (general matters)

20. evaluation items and results

21. individual evaluation

22. the diaphragm is sufficient and welding was performed correctly

23. diaphragm exists but welding technique is poor or~the diaphragm is

insufficient

24. The diaphragm is absent or exists With its eccentricity extend1ng

beyond the thickness of the flange plate.
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The items of evaluation of the column-beam~connectionsection include

two concerning the panel plate andtthe diaphragm. These are evaluated

to observe whether there are any factors which are unfavo~ble in their

dynamic composition.

The effective column of the panel plate is the basis on which com

putations of the stress of the panel section is performed and evaluation

of its deviation from the drawing is important. If reinforcement of

the panel plate is indicated in the drawing. especially. examination of

the actual reinforcement as indicated is highly significant.

The form of the diaphragm and the details of the connecting sections

are also important in the evaluation but evaluation of each detail is

often difficult. Presence or absence of the diaphragm and the condition

of its attachment are roughly observed in the (general matters).

The test of the column-beam connecting section is performed using

(Appendix 1. Form to Enter the Test Results (Nos. 6-7) .. Column-Beam

Connecting Section 1-2). Most of the data entered in Form No.6 are

from the investigation on site. The areas around the column-beam

connecting section. presence or absence of defects in the cross section.

and methods of reinforcement of the panel are entered in the drawing

on Form No.6. The drawing may be annotated while checking the list at

the bottom of the form.

It is recommended that the following drawings be copied ahead of time

from the original. Actual dimensions and plate thicknesses should be

entered on the copy while measuring to increase efficiency in the in

vestigation and avoid omission of any items.

The areas around the column-beam connecting section are often

characterized by complex structures. Besides the cross sections, 3

dimensional drawings. and plane drawings entered on the form for
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recording, supplementary drawings may be added to include every detail.

In these drawings, the relationships such as those of the upper and

lower columns, beams,perpendicular to each other, and levels of upper

and lower flanges of the beam, and diaphragms should be clearly delineated.

Each dimension and plate thickness necessary for preparation of the

drawings may be determined by normal means in most instances. The presence

of a diaphragm in a closed sect~on such as columns with a box section

or box sections assembled by welding a £lange to the weak axis of an

H-type steel is determined using ultrasonic thickness gauges and other in

struments.

Example 4.

Figure 3 shows the results of a test on a column-beam connecting

section which includes a column with a box section--an H-type steel

with a reinforcement plate--and an H-type steel beam. In this example,

the height of the beam running in the X-direction d~ffe~s from that

running in the Y-direction by 50mmj and a diaphragm is missing at the

flange site under the beam in the X-direction (H-JOO x 150 x 6.5 x 9).

However. at the end of the beam running in the X-direction. a cover

plate measuring 6mm in thickness is fillet-welded with a throat depth

of 4mmi and. the beam together with the flange is butt-welded to the column

flange.
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Figure-3. Example or a test of the column-beam connecting section.
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1. Form to enter the test results (No.6) Column-beam connecting section(l

2. 'location'

3. the 4th to 5th floor, X2 to Y2

4. detailed drawings

5. (cross section and 3-dimensional drawings), Y2 line (X-direction)

(cross section, 3-dimensional drawing) X2 line (Y-direction)

6. plane drawing

7. interior is estimated

8. Y-directi on

9. X-direction

10. check list

11. panel plate thickness

12. method of reinforcement of the panel (plate thickness)

13. location and dimension of the diaphragm

14; presence or absence of defective aross section of-the panel

15. presence or absence of defective cross section of the diaphragm

16. types and dimensions of welded joints

17. presence or absence of scallops

18. 0 marks an assumed value

19. ind.ividual evaluation of ind.ex Q

20. the diaphragm is sufficient and welding is performed correctly

21. the diaphragm exists but is insufficient with poor welding technique.

22. the diaphragm is absent or eXists but its e~centricity extends beyond

the flange plate thickness.
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1. Table 4. Items of Evaluation of a Welded Joint

2. (important matters)

3. evaluation items

4. contents of evaluation

5. 1) correspondence with the drawings.

a) section to be butt-welded

6. a. whether it is block fillet-welding

b. weld' thickness when it is continuous fillet-welding

7. b) section to be continuous fillet-welding

8. a. weld length and thickness when it is block fillet-welding

b. weld thickness when it is continuous fillet-welding

9. (general matters)

10. items of evaluation

11. rating of the results of evaluation

12. 1) correspondence with the drawing

a) section marked for butt-welding

13. corresponding with the drawing

14. continuous fillet-welding but the weld thickness exceeds 0.5 x

(thickness of the base metal to be butted)

15. b) section marked for continuous fillet-welding

16. correspondence with the drawing

17. weld thickness is insufficient in continuous fillet-welding but

the thickness is in excess of 0.5 x (specified size)

18. a. weld thickness is 0.5 x (specified size) or less in continuous

fillet-welding

b. block fillet-welding

19. 2) butt-welding joint

a) treatment of the edges of welding
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20. treated in the end tab

21. treated by circular welding

22. other than ta) or (b)

23. b) treatment of the web associated with flange welding

24. created scallops or applies a certain design in beveling

25. no treatment

26. c) shrinkage allowance

27. in excess of 1/4 (plate thickness) or over 10mm

28. maintains the throat thickness

29. throat thicness insufficient

30. d) examination of the external appearance

31. no problems

32. somewhat problematic

33. fairly poor

34. e) length of the internal defect

35. insufficient flange plate thickness

36. other than (a) or (b)

37. over 2 x (plate thickness)

38. 3) continuous fillet-welding joint

1) beam end flange joint

a) web treatment

39. creation of scallops

40. no treatment

41. b) treatment of the edges of the weld

42. treated with circular welding

43. no circular welding

44. 2) other joints

a) treatment of the web
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45. creation of scallops

46. no treatment

47. b) treatment of edges of the weld

48. treatment with circular welding

49. no circular welding

50. Table 11. Individual Evaluation of Welded Joints (evaluation of

Table 4)

51. (lmportant matters)

52. evaluation items and description of the results

53. individual evaluation

54. 1) correspondence with the drawing

a) section specified to be butt-weld in the drawing is, in reality,

block fillet-weld or continuous fillet-weld and its thickness

is 0.5 x (plate thickness of the base metal to be butted) or

less

55. (general matters)

56. description of the results

57. individual evaluation

58. no (c)ts and (b)'s is less than n * 2)

59. [the number of (c)'s + 0.5 x {the number of (b)'s}J~ n

60. * l:an indiVidual evaluation is made based on the results of obser

vation of all the welded joints composing the test location.

* 2: h: the number of welded joints investigated
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The items listed in Table 4 are investigated at each welded joint

selected as the test sites.

In the test of the column-beam connecting section and its periphery.

the beam end connection, column endkonnection. diaphragm connection, and

gusset plate connection encompass units of a single test site. The

test site is described in the following: i) in a column-beam connection

using H-type steel for the column and beam materials, (as shown in

Figure 4) there are 2 beam connections and one diaphragm connection in

the direction of the strong axis of the column and 2 gusset plate con

nections in the direction of the weak axis of the column. In this in

stance, the upper and lower beam flange welded joints (A) and the web

welded joints (B) are considered to form a set for a test site.

ii) At the diaphragm· connection, the column web and column flange welded

joints (C and D) compose a set for a test site.

iii) As to the gusset plate connection, a welded joint- (E) at the column

web position and another welded joint (F) at the upper and lower

diaphragm positions are located at both sides of the colUmn web. These

These constitute each test site. When the Rahmen structure has a weak

axis direction of the column and a bracket is formed by extending the

diaphragm and web-gusset plate, (as shown in Figure 5) the beam con

necting section in the direction of the column weak axis replaces the

diaphragm and gusset plate connections shown in Figure 4 as a te·st site.

iV) When the beam on the side of the weak axis of the column is directly

welded to the column web and a steel plate is inserted in_the section
corresponding to the difference between the internal dimension of the

beam flange end and the column mate~1al, as shown in Figure 6, the

welded joints corresponding to C, D, and G at the upper and lower

flange Positions are considered to form a set as a test site for a

diaphragm connection.
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v) When a box-shaped section with a reinforcement--composed of H-type

steel with a cover plate--is used as a column material, as shown in

Figure 7, the number of ~elded joints increases (corresponding to H, I, J,

and K) over that seen at the column-beam connection indicated in Figure

5.

These welded connections are collectively studied and considered to

form a single test site. These are also called column end connecting

sections.

At these column-beam connecting sections, investigation of the the

beam and diaphragm connection welded joints in the direction of the

weak axis is impos~ible by ordinary means.

(The important matters) In this section of the test, each welded

joint which composes a test s1te is investigated to observe whether its

type and dimension are according to those specified by the drawings.

If an important welded joint which is specified to be butt-welded by

the drawing is in reality a continuous fillet-welding, the construction

technique is considered to be poor and such a finding is' clearly entered

in the final report.

It should be considered, however, that the present process is for

the determination of anti-seismic resistance of pre-existing buildings

and such undesirable construction methods have often been practiced in

steel-skeleton construction. If the thickness of continuous fillet

welding is over 0.5 x (plate thickness of the base metal to be butted),

the finding is included in the computation of index V and the examination

is continued.

If the weld thickness is less than 0.5 x (plate thickness of the base

metal to be butted), the joint strength is less than 0.7. times the

yield resistance of the base metal to be butted even with fillet-welding
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on both sides. Thus the quality as well as the resistance strength

of the welded connection is inadequate. Therefore index Q in the in

dividual evaluation is rated D and the examination process is inter-

rupted.

If a joint specified to be butt-welded by the drawing is a continuous

fillet-weld for reasons similar to those described above. index Q in the

individual evaluation is rated D and the testing procedure is also inter-

rupted.

(General Matters) First. the welded joints composing the test sites

are investigated as to their types. thickness of the beads. and their

relationship to the drawings.

Next. evaluation items 2) are investigated if the joints are found

to be butt-welds. If fillet-welding is used. the joints are classified

into the following categories according to their dynamic properties:

i) beam end flange joint. frame diagonal member -joint; etc •• to which

the mainly normal stress is exerted: and

ii) joints to which mainly shearing stress is exerted.

These joints are investigated on evaluation of item 3).

As a rule. the above processes are performed on all the welded joints

composing the test site where possible. The individual evaluation of

each test site is based on the complete test results. Therefore, the

test results on these joints should be entered in the records.

The follcrwing factors should be considered when evaluating items 2)

and 3) on the butt- and fillet-weld joints:

a) several factors which are believed to affect the stress and

deformation capacity of the joint but the extent of their effects are

difficult to quantify.

b) factors which may affect the welded joints but, due to a limited
number of the ,test samples. the extent of the effects is difficult to
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generalize.

The above should be taken into consideration when evaluating the

quality of the joints.

The minimum number of welded joint test sites at each location

should be 2 at the beam end connection (one each at the beam end con

nection on the strong axis side and weak axis side of the column), one

at the diaphragm connection, and another at the column end connection

if it exists.
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The "Appendix 1, Form to Enter the Test Results (No.*) and (No.9)".
is used in the investigation of the welded joints. The details of the

investigation are described in the following according to the items

on this form.

i) Enter the test sites and the names of the locations.

ii) In the investigation of the welded oonnections, a determination

is made of the welded joint to be investigated is butt-welded or fillet

welded.

Prior to the on-site investigation, the drawing (namely, detailed

drawings of the connections) or a structural computation if the detailed

draWing is unavailable, are examined to determine the type of each

welded joint and the findings are entered in ( ) on the form.

Presence or absence of the end tab and backing metal are used as

a check point when determining the types of welded joints by external

examination.

As shown in Key Table-l, the presence of both the end tab and backing

metal indicates a butt-welded jOint : while the absence of these shows

a strong possibility that the joint is fillet-welded.

Key Table-I. Determination of the types of welded joints (estimated)

:r- , ". ~ 7 II ~ ~
" !J!lJ ~ ( ~ ~ )

;, tf :,tf ~. ~ti:b1tm~ (v~ 1" Iv - 7m~)

'tf c. i ~ti:b1tm~ (Il," ';I !I m~)l)'. Lt:ff ~~ti:bm~1)

II
2)!:. 9T~~m~

'ttl) m~ l::" - rtl~.~~'.til;l:T~~m~Q)iiJtlE~~\cb Q 0

"tt2) ,i 9 '7 ~ 7':;;" 11 '7"/ 7~'cb 9, m~ 1::"- rG~'~iEfl (ItH .tili~~:b1t

m~Q)iiJtll§~~,:*!"~'o
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1. end tab

2. backing metal

.3. determination (estimation)

4. present

5. absent

6. butt-welding (grouped welding)

7. butt-welding (back chipping welding)l)
1)

2)
9. fillet-welding

10. Note 1) When the welded bead with width is small, it is most probably

fillet-welding.

Note 2) When the web is scalloped and the bead width is appropriate

(wide), it is most probably butt-welding~

Wh at is shown in the above Key-Table-l is merely an estimate. Ideally.

the determination should be made by probing the inside of the welded

metal using an ultrasonic instrument. In this method, if an echo showing

a defect is detected for the entire length of the welded'line, it is

judged to be fillet-welding.

If the type of welded joint is found to differ from that specified

in the drawing. index Q is determined from the test results. These results

are also reflected in the computation of index V.

iii) The base metal types of the columns, beams, diaphragms. and

frame diagonal members and the grade of the welding rods used are noted

in the design references and installation outlines. If these are unknown,

various stresses of the welded joints are computatedbased on the values

of base steel s84l.

iV) The effective throat thickness and the effective length of weld

ing of the joints composing the connections being investigated are

comp.uted.
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Figure-8 shows a rigid connection of an H-type steel beam to the

strong axis of an H-type steel material as an example to be entered on

the form described above. The form to enter the details of thw welded

joint composing the column-beam connection is shown in Figure-9.

UF-O and 1 and LF-O and 1 correspond to i of column 2 (types of welded

joints) of the form; beam end flange joint BM is ii, beam end web joint

US-O and 1 are ii; diaphragm-flange joint USWand LSWare iV, diaphragm

web joint (refer to Figure-8).
e

The method of computation of the effective throat thickness (a ) and

the effective length of welding (b ) are shown below.
e

The throat thickness of th~ welded joint and the fillet size are

derived from an average of the respective welding lines. If the forms

of the welding beads are not uniform, the number of sites where

measurements are taken (as shown in Figure-9) is increased appropriately

and the avp~~e of these measurements is computed. .

Figure-8.
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Figure-9.
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1. size

2. throat thickness

3. average

4. a =a (butt-welding) or
e =MIN sl 2.a (fillet-welding)

5. sizes of the column and beam materials

6. column

7. beam

8. (nots) butt-welding: a is thickness of the flange (or a diaphragm)

and S is the size of the reinforcing fillet.

a) For a butt-welded joint.

The effective throat thickness (a ) is set at the thickness of the
e

base metal.

The effective length (b ) of the weld is figured' from··the material
e

used as the base metal to be butted when the edges of the weld are

treated in the end tab or sufficient circular welding is' performed.

When treated with methods other than those above. 2 a is subtracted
e

from the weld length. In butt-welding Without scallops in the web of

the beam end flange joint. a complete welding effect is not expected

unless special processes are applied to the beveling and backing metal

of the beam flange. Therefore. (btw + br) of the entire Width is

subtracted from be.

btw is the web thickness and br is the radius of curvature or the

beam fillet section.

The reinforcing fillet welding of a butt welded joint at the T and

cross joints is effective in preventing cleavage in the direction of

the plate thickness. The size (S) of such a weld is determined and
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incorporated in the evaluation of index Q.

b) Continuous fillet-welded joints.

The size and throat thickness of fillet welds are determined at

each site using a medium gauge. Sl and S2 shown in Figure-lO, Size,

are measured and a smaller figure is used.

Figure-10.

~ - 10

1. Cross section of the bead in fillet-welds.

The average of the size and throat thickness determined at various

sites on the welding line are called s and a, respectively, and the

smaller of 0.78 and a becomes the effective throat thiokness (a ).
e

The effective length (b ) of weld is the width of the material to
e

be welded in complete boxing; and the weld length minus 2 X

(the size of the fillet) in other types of welding.

If there are no scallops in the beam web and diaphragms and the

fillet weld is applied to the entire periphery, the following computationE

are performed:

A) inside of the beam and flange joint (UF-l, LF-l)

be =bB - (btw + br)

B) beam end web joint (BW-l, BW-2)

be =bh - br

C) diaphragm-flange joint

be =dB - (ctw + or)
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where bB. dB, and bh are the dimensions shown in Figure-9. while

ctw, br, ann Cr are beam web thickness, column web thickness, radius

of curvature of the fillet of the beam member, and radius of the

curvature of the fillet section of the column member, respectively.

The effective throat cross section of the welded joint (Ae) is

computed in the following manner:

Ae = ae x be

Breaking axial strength, wPB and two breaking-shearing strengths

wQB's are computed for each welded joint, based on the type of steel

for the base metal observed in item iii; and using the effective throat

thickness (ae) and effective length of welding (be) of the welded

joint investigated in item iv.

In the following instances, however, index Q is rated D regardless

of the weld length and thickness:

A) The welded joint specified to be a butt-weld on the-drawing

is found to be a continuous fillet-weld with an effective throat

thickness (ae)(investigated in item iV) that measures less than 0.5 x

(thickness of the base metal to be butted).

B) If the joint specified to be butt-welded is found to be a block

fillet-weld during the test of itm ii, other connections are also in

spected by similar methods to determine the types. effective throat

thickness. and lengths of their welded joints.
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For instance·~ at the column-beam connection shown in Figure-ll

(where an H-type steel beam is bound with a rigid connection to an

H-type steel box column with a cover plate)r types and effective throat

thickness and lengths must be investigated on all the joints in the

section corresponding to A-I. However, the welded joints corresponding

to C, D, and E cannot be investigated by an external inspection (deter

mination of the type of welded joint corresponding to D is possible

using an ultrasonic flaw detection method). The ultrasonic flaw

detection method is needed for accurate determination of welded types

of joints corresponding to F, G, H, and I. These welded joints are

comprehensively evaluated based on the results of the ultrasonic flaw

detection method, external observations of A and B (P, G, H, and I as

well), details of the draWings, details of the construction outlines,

and the conditions of the construction.
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v) The findings on each welded joint are rated as (a), (b), or (c)

at each item of evaluation for respective joint types. These ratings

are necessary to determine index Q and must be entered on the form.

The item entitled "treatment of the edges of welding" describes the

construction conditions of the butt- and continuous fillet-welded

joints. The former may be (a) treatment of the end tab, (b) in boxing,

and (c) in the manner shown in Figures-12 (a), (b) and (c); the latter

may be (a) treatment in boxing or (b) without boxing but in the manner

shown by Figures-13 (a) and (b). Figure 13 (a) shows an example in

which scallops are created for web treatment associated with beam and

flange welding.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(a) end tab treatment

(b) boxing treatment

(e) an example of

welded edge treatment

(butt-welding)

Figure-12. Examples of welded edge treatment
(butt-welding)
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(a) treatment in boxing

(b) without bonng

F1gure-13.. Examples of welded edge treatment

(fillet-welding)
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Example 5.

The beam end welded joint shown in Figure-14 is evaluated according

to the results of the investigation.

9

I~

.f-E3I---D~
-. -* column H-300 x 300 x lOx 1.5 (l~ =18)

* beam H-600 x 200 x 11 x 17 (r = 22)

* steel sS4l

for computation of stress

6Y = 2.64 t/cm3

6B = 4 •.51 t/cm3

F1gure-14

(The results of the investigation) The following was discovered from

the results of the investigation:

1. Continuous fillet-welding was applied to both sides of the beam

end flange joint. The welding thickness was S=9mm (the architec

tural design specifies butt-welding).

2. Continuous fillet-welding was also applied to both sides of the

beam end web joints. The thickness of welding was S=6mm (the

architectural design specifies S=llmm)~

3. Scallops were absent at the beam web (the design calls for scallops
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measuring b = 35mm).

4. The column and beam sections me~t the design specifications.

i) Preliminary computations.

A) Beam end flange joint:

effective throat thickness ae =0.7S =0.7 x 0.9 =0.63cm

effective length of the weld

exterior be = 20cm

interior be = bB - (btw + b ()

=20 - (1.1 + 2~2) =16.7 cm

B) Beam end web joint

effective throat thickness ae = 0.7 S = 0.42cm

effective length of weld be =bh - br = (60-3.4) - 2.2

=54.4 cm

ii) Evaluation of bending resistance.

A) Maximum bending moment of the beam end ME·
1

ME = (Ae) flange x H x 7
3

cB

(be)2 wed 1
+ 2 (ae) wed x ----4------- x ..i3 0 B

=0.63 (20 + 16.7) x 60.0 x 0.577 x 4.51

+ 0.5 x 0.42 x (54.4)2 x 0.577 x 4.51

=3610 + 1617 =5227 t'cm

B) Total plastic moment of the beam MY

MY =1.15 x Z x oY

= 1.15 x 2590 :x: 2.64 = 7863 t.cm

C) Stress increase rate at the joint b7m
·jl

ME 5227
b '( m = = = 0.66-

MY 7863
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iii) Evaluation of the shearing resistance.

A) The maximum shearing resistance of the beam end QB
1

QB = (2 ae x bEl) v'3 6 B

= 2 x 0.42 x 54.4 x 0.577 x 4.51 = 118.9 t

B) shearing resistance of the beam QY
1

QY = (H - btf) btw x---- Y
.J""3

= 58.3 x 1.1 x 0.577 x 2.64 = 97.7 t

C) stress increase rate at the joint bTs
QB 118.9

by s = --- = ------ = 1.22
QY 97.7

Example 6. .

The bending resistance Of the column end welded joint is evaluated

according to the -test results when a box column, a steel H-column to

which a reinforcement plate {a cover plate)ciS welded, is subjected to

a bending stress along a weak axis (as seen in Figure 15):
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-".

.>

* column H-300 x 300 x 10 x 15 (r =18)

oover plate 2 - H 12

* beam H - 600 x 200 x 11 x 17 (r =22)

* steel Ss41

for oomputation of the resistanoe 6Y =2.6~ t/om2, 11

IB =4.51 t/om2

Figure-15

1. oover Plate, 2. fillet-weld, 3. H-steel flange.
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(Results of the investigation) The following were determined as the

results of the investigation:

1. The column has a closed H-type cross section with a cover plate;I'
but continuous fillet-welding is applied on one side of the column

cover plate and the beam flange (with box welding); and the welding

thickness was S=6mm (butt-welding was specified in the plan).

2. The dimensions of the column members, beam members, and cover plates

conformed to the plan.

3. The building is low and the column aXial strength need not be con-

sidered.

i) preliminary computation.

Column end flange joint

effective throat thickness ae = 0.7 S = 0.42 cm

effective' weld' length be = H - 2 ctf = 30 - 3 = 27cm

ii) evaluation of the bending resistance

The bending resistance of the column end joint in the column

weak-axis direction is determined by : (a) the bending resistance

determined at the welded section of the column cover plate and (b)

the bending resistance borne by H-steel flanges (2) tFigure 24.

cross section ~A).

A) The maximum bending moment in the direction of the weak-axis

determined at the welded section of the column cover plate w~rn

The axial tensile strength of the welded column cover plate sec

tion, wl'B, is:
1

wl'B = Ae xp OB

=0.42 x 27 x 0.577 x 4.51 = 29.5 t

therefore, the maximum bending moment is shown in equation (1):

wr.rn =wPB x (cB + se)

= 29.5 x (30 + 0.42) = 897 t.~ (1)
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B) The maximum bending moment, MEf, in the direction of the column

weak aXis, borne by H-steel flanges (2) is shown by equation (2):

ctf x cB2
MBf :: 2 ------- 6 B

4
2

:: 0.5 x 1.5 x 30 x 4.51 :: 3044 t.cm (2)

wPB does not reach the yielding axial strength of the column

cover plate e cPY :: 85.5 tons. Therefore, equation (3) is

adopted to express the maximum bending moment, ME, in the

direction of the column weak axis.(note)

ME :: MAX (wHE, MEf) :: 3044 t. em

(note) When wPB exceeds the yielding axial force of the column

cover plate, cPY (85.5 tons), the following is used: MB=wMB+MBf

C) When the contribution by the H-steel web is ignored. the total

plastic moment in the weak column axis direction, MYy, is

expressed by the following:
ctf x cW2

MYy :: 2 ---------- oy + 27 x 1.2 x (30-1.5) x ry
4

:: 1782 + 2438 :: 4220 t.cm

D) The column resistance increase rate, c'rm, at the column end

(Figure 15, cross section A-A):
ME 3044

MYy 4220
c '( m :: = ----------:: 0.72

~~-
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5) Fastener joint.
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1. Table 5. Items of evaluation for fastener joints.

2. (important matters)

.3. items of evaluation

4. contents of evaluation

5. 1) resistance strength of the connection

final bending moment, MBx, of the beam and column joints in the

direction of the strong axis of the member.

6. (. the ratio of MBx. the result of the actual investigation of MBx.

to 0 MBx. that shown in the architectural plan. is computed.

7. (General matters)

8. The results of the investigation

9. rating of the results

10. 1) conditions of ·the joint (I)

Use of fasteners other than those indicated in the plan.

11. not used

12. not known or less than 0.15 n* are used

1.3. more than 0.15 n* used

14. b) whether there are empty fastener holes

15. none

16. less than 15% of the holes are empty

17. more than 15% of the holes are empty

18. c) whether the number of fasteners corresponds to that specified by

the drawing

19. the number match es that of the drawing.

20. differs from that of the draWing

21. 2) conditions of the joint (II)

a) fit of the connection

22. no separation

2.3. slight separation
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24. separation is evident

25. b) corrosion

26. almost none

27. a fair amount of rusting observed

28. extensive rusting on the entire surface

29. * n: the number of all the fasteners at the connection

30. Table 12. Individual evaluation of the fastener joint (evaluation

of Table 5).

31. (important matters)

32. items of evaluation and the conditions observed

33. individual rating

34. 1) when the. resistance of the connection is {~0.7

35. (general matters)

36. In the conditions of joint (I), values, 4 and 2, are given to (c)

and (b), respectively; based on these values,the following ratings

are assigned.

37. Items of evaluation and conditions observed

38. individual rating

39. 1) the figure ~ssigned to the conditions of joint (I) and 2) to

joint (II) are over 4; or the sum of the two is over 6

41. none of the above.
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The items of evaluation of a joint with a fastener are roughly

divided into 3, among which resistance of the joint belongs to the

(important matters).

In the evaluation of the joint resistance, attention is focused on

the possible deviation of the joint condition from the specification

in the original plan.

In the evaluation of the (general matters), 1) methods of installa

tion of the fastener is observed in the "condition of the joint (I)";

and 2) the general condition of the entire connection is studied in

the "condition of the joint (II)".

The content of the observation of (I) is believed to be more sig

nificant than (II) in the structural resistance of the joint. Therefore,

more weight is given to (I) in the individual evaluation of the joint.

"Appendix I, Forms to Enter the Test Results (No.10) and (No.ll)"

are used to record the results of the evaluation of·th~ joint fasteners.

In form (No.lO), the details of the joint section are drawn and appropr1at

columns are filled. The items to be entered are:

a) sections and their dimensions of the connected members

b) position of the joint

c) the form, dimension, and plate thickness of the splice plate.

d) positions of the bolts (pitch and distance from the edge)

e) types, diameters, and the number of fasteners

In the above items, the figures listed in the architectural plans are

also entered in the form. The fastener hole diameter, unless measured

by removing the fastener, is recorded as fastener diameter plus 2 Mm.

The resistance of the connection is computed from the above items.

The computations are made by using Equations (5), (6). and (7) of
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Appendix 2-1 and those of (33) and (34) of Appendix 2-6.

In the evaluation of the connection resistance, both the value derived

from the details of the connection indicated in the architectural plans
,!

and that based on actual examinations are computed and 0, the ratio of

the latter to the former, is derived.

If the joint in question is mostly subjected to stress in the axial

direction or to shearing forces, the resistance of the joint to these

external forces is computed. Therefore, in the investigation of the

fastener joint of a rigid axial bracing member, for instance, the

tensile strength in the axial direction is evaluated in testing the

resistance of both the connection and the member;

If the diameters of the high strength bolts, rivets, and other

bolts are not known, determination of the diameter, D, of the round

head section or the -rivet or the width between two sides of the bolt

head or the nut, B, and reference to Key Table-2 establish the diameters

of these bolts and rivets.

The diameter of high strength bolts, H, will be used as its diameter,

d, as the two are 1dnetical.
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Key Table-2. The relationship between the (normal) diameter of

the fastener and the width between two sides of the

head section, B, or the head diameter, D.

'77 A-j- ~ tJ 3 IJ- '7 7 A -j- - q') ~ tJ <3 If
If! :f. Iv ~ V"";I~ If! :f. Iv l- V "";1 I-

- q') {I :f.lv I- B B (-) D (-)
{I :f.1L- I- B B (-) D (-)(p¥rf) (-) (P¥U) (-)

M 10 17 16 W ~ (IO tJI) 17 16

M 12 22 19 19 W Y2 (13 tJI) 21 21 : 21

M 16 27 24 25 W ~ (16 tJI) 26 26
1

26

~f 20 32 30 32 W ~ (19 tJI) 82 82 I 30

M22 36 32 35 W ~ (22 tJI) 35 35 35

M24 41 86 88 W 1 (25tJl) 41 41 40

M27 41 39.5 Wl~(28tJ1) 46 45

M30 46 42.5 Wl~(82tJ1) 50 51

8 8
1. the diameter of the fastener

2. high strength bolt B

3. medium bolt B

4. rivet D

The results of the investigation of the connection conditions are

entered on form (No.ll). The investigation is mainlY' performed bY'

external examination. The content of the specific f'indings are listed

in form (No.ll). The condition of' the f'astener opening cannot usually

be determined unless the fastener is removed; but, if the dimension

is inaccurate and the openings are marred from the use of a reamer

or cut by flame, the eVidences of' such processes are evident and
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external observation may be sufficient. Extremely poor conditions may

affect compUtation of the resistance strength of the connection. In

such instances, investigation by detaching the fastener is necessary.

Even when the entire connection section is coated, a lapse of time

and development of rust make the observation of the condition of the

fitting surface of a high strength bolt extremely difficult. In such

instances, the item may be omitted.

Example 7.

Example of deviation of a beam joint made of rolled H-steel H-350 x

175 x 7 x 11 (8 8 41) is evaluated. Its design is shown in Figure-16.

Figure-16.

30!)

/I

-$-$- I-!
0... 0

-$--e- - N
0 '"....~ ~

II

401 8$ 1401
16!)

Flange connecting section

high strength bolt 4 - N 20 (F 10 T) (one side)

splice plate 1. 6mm x 305mm x l75mm

splice plate 2. 6mm x 305mm x 65mm, 2 plates

.....

pitch p=60mm, distance from the end el.45mm, distance from the edge

e2=35mm

Web connecting section

high strength bolt 3 - M20 (F 10 T) tone side)

splice plate 6mm x 220mm x l65mm. 2 plates
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pitch p=70mm, distance from the end el:40mm, distance from the

edge, eZ=40mm

(a. When the condition matches the original design)

The resistance of the connection is computed according to the de

tails shown in Figure 16. There are no data concerning the bolt hole

diameter and (bolt diameter + Zmm) was used in the computation.

~ Pbfl =IPBfl =Ae x 6B ={(17.5 - Z.Z x Z) + Z (6.5 - Z.Z)} x 0.6 x 4.51

= 58.7 t

('J PBfZ = IPBfZ = 0.75n x m x Ab x boB = 0.75 x 4 x Z x 3.14 x 11 = Z07t
o PBf3 = lPBf3 = n + e1 x t x B =4 x 4.5 x 1.1 x 4.51 = 89.3 t

.:. <j PBf = lPBf = 58.7 t

t:1PBwl = lPBwl = Ae*l xoB = [35 - 2 (1.1 + 1.4) - 3 x Z.2) x 0.7 x 4.51

opBwZ ==ll~w~ ~ 0.75 n x"'I! x Ab x b 6B =0,,75 x 3 x 2 x 3.14 x 11 = 155 t
i) PBwZ = IPBwZ =n x el*~ t x 6'B = 3 x 4.0 x 0.7 x 4.51 =37.9 t

c-'• ., PBw =lPBw = 37.9 t

Notes * 1: Considering the external force in the direction of the

member axis, the effective cross section of the web section

is taken in the direction perpendicular to the member axis.

If H-steel is used. the figure derived by sUbtracting the

bolt hole area from the web portion between the upper and

lower web fillet edges and the smaller figure of the

effective cross section of the splice plate in the same

direction is used.

2* Considering the axial direct~on, the edge distance in the

same direction is used in the computation of the web section

resistance.

The maximum bending moment of the connecting section and the total plastic

moment of the connected member are computed as follows:

Q" MBx = IMBx = (lPBf + 1/8 IPBw) x H = (58.7 + 37.9/8) x 35 =2220 t.cm
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:. r = 1.0

(b. When the fastener used differs from the drawing)

When medium M20 bolts are used at the flange and web sections instead

of high strength bolts, the values of lPBfa and lPBw 2 are altered from

the above computation.

lPBf2= 0.75n x m x Ab x b 6' B = 0.75 x 4 x 2 x 3.14 x 4 ..51

= 85.0 t ~ lPBfl = 58.7 t

lPBw2 = 0.75 n x m x Ab x b ~B = 0.75 x 3 x a x 3.14 x 4.51

= 63.7 t > OPBw2 = 37.9t

Therefore, there is no change in the computation of the resistance of

the connection. However, the rating of (A) of the general matters, the

condition of the connection (1) becomes (c).

(c. \fuen the position of the bolt hole is inaccurate and the distances

from the end iri-both" the flange and web are smaller than the figures

given in the design).

e of the flange is set at 30mm and that of the web at 35mm. Further
1

more, actual flange web thicknesses of the beam are 10.2mm and 6.3mm.

Considering the results of the computation of a, lPBf3 and lPBw3 are

computed.

lPHf3 = n x el x t x B = 4 x 3.0 x 1.02 x 4.51 = 55.2 t

lPBw3 = n x el x B = 3 x 3.5 x 0.63 x 4.51 = 29.8 t

Therefore, the following is deducted: lPBf=lPBf3=55.2 t. lPBw=lJ?Bw

=lPB w3=29.8 t.

l1$x = (lPBf + 1/8 lPEw)x H = (55.2 + 29.8/8) x 35 = 2062 t.cm

o MBx = (oPBf + 1/8 0 PEw) x H = (58.7 + 37.9/8) x 35 = 2220 t.cm.

Y = 1MBx/oMBx =2062/2220 = 0.93
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(d. When the flange joint takes the form of a single shear connection

using a splice plate measuring 12 mm in thickness attached outside and

a medium bolt M20 is used as a fastener)

The distance from the edge ~nd Pitch are made identical to that used

in a. Normal figures are used for all plate thicknesses.

1PBf1 = Ae x dB = (17.5 - 2.2 x 2) x 1.1 x 4.51 =65.0 t

IPBf2 = 0.75 x n x m x Ab x b~B = 0.75 x 4 x 1 x 3.14 x 4.51 =42.5 t

~'. 1PBf = 1PBf2 =42.5 t

l}ffix = (lPBf + 1/8 1PBw) x H = (42.5 + 37.9/8) x 35 = 1653 t.cm

r = 1MBx/o f!lEX = 1653/2220 = 0.74

The medium bolt is replaced with a high strength bolt for improvement.
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6) Diagonal bracing of the frame.

Table 6. Items of evaluation for diagonal bracing materials.

I ( :I: ~ $: lJt )

,2. tl t-t • lJt "2 tl M ~ ~...
1) ~ 11 ,s-PD I~ '?", -C~~~1t i~ ~-? <fIi •PD ()

If -() Vi ilU.t () ::fB~b If}[mil~ :I'd It Q~ I~Iti ~H~.~~~~~flio~~~~Q~()

11 PD. fliT

p)~~~~ff~7~7V-~~()~

il"tmPW11 PDt

~,) j"~.y I-7v- ~()~11 PD~

=-) "/]'~.y I- 7 v - ~ ~ tl: ~ t~ 1;1: 1;1: ry

~ ()~il"'€$~11 PD.

-() ]}>~=-) ()./Nii~~it~()~I'1lf

ft*~11PD.~ ~Qo

f- ( - ~ $: lJt J

r -t-t as * () ~ m
7 tl .i't •• .lJt

(a) (b) (0)

1) tm~()~1St IZ10 II
~-()t:..b~.~QOf1.. fl. L. ~ I~'? <@1l fdIm.~it~~L.-C~

:'= ;0-1;' fl. '"

J3 p) ..:tt (If}[ iIiifi () tIl1?) }~ ~ Iv J:!l. L. ~~~J;.lr ~O,,~ ~m~ Q

Table 13. Individual evaluation of the diagonal bracing
material (evaluation of Table 6)

/ ( :I: ~ • lJ( J

;).tlM.lJ(~tlt-tfa:'=()~1St ~ j1J iJi¥ fiIIj

l)~ 11
Ll-

T ~ 0.1 ()ilil" D

s ( - ~ • lJ( )

Itl tt fa :'= () ~ 1St 7m j1J iJi¥ filii
(e) ;O-!l. <. (b);O- 1 '? J;.l r () ~il" t A

((c)()I((+ 0.5 x (lb)()1(( I) 21 ()~il" 7 c
1:gc.t.H'j.. ()~~ /0 B
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Table 6. Items of evaluation for diagonal bracing materials.

1. important matters

2. items of evaluation

3. contents of evaluation

4. 1) Stress

A) tensile resi$tance. PBl. at the effective section of the

bracing material

B) Stress. PB2. of the bracing material and gusset plate connections

C) stress. PB3. of the gusset plate

D) stress. PB4. of the gusset plate and column or beam connections

The minimum value among A) to D) is called the maximum tensile

resistance. PB. of the bracing material.

S. the ratio of lPB derived from the actual investigation of PB to

OPE indicated in the drawing becomes r.
6. general matters

7. items of evaluation

8. rating of the results of investigation

9. 1) conditions of the member

A) deflection and luxation

10. none

11. barely noticeable

12. ineffective as the bracing

13. B) corrosion (reduction in the cross section)

14. almost none

IS. less than 10%

16. over 10%
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Table 1:3. Individual evaluation of the bracing material (evaluation

of Table 6)

1. important matters

2.items of evaluation and description of the conditions

:3. individual rating

4. 1) stress

if{~ 0.7

5. general matters

6. description of the conditions

7. individual rating

8. no (c) and less than 1 (b)

9. if Lthe number of (c) + 0.5 x {the number of (b)] > 1

10. none of the above.

The diagonal bracing materials investigated here are light materials

such as round and angle steel. The evaluation includes not only the

bracing materials but also the connections of the bracing to the gusset

plate, and gusset plate to the column or beam.

When H-type steel or steel pipes are used for diagonal bracing, they

are treated as if they are column or beam members. Their joints are

evaluated according to the methods applied to the fastener joints and

their connections with columns and beams according to those applied to

the column-beam connections.

The stress of the bracing is included in the important matters. The

stress discussed here is the ultimate stress of the above described items

and is derived from equations (:35) to (40) of Appendix 2-8 using the

actual dimensions of each part. Therefore, the purpose of examination

is to obbain the data necessary for these compu~ations.
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. When the dimensions of each part are determined, the ultimate stress

of the bracing is computed. In this computation, the tensile stress

of the effective section of the bracing, stress of the connection of

the bracing material and the strap metal, the stress of the connection

of the strap metal and gusset plate, stress of the gusset plate itself,

and stress of the connection of the gusset plate structure are computed.

The minimum of these is called IPB.

If the bolt hole diameter is not investigated, an axial diameter +

2mm is used. When IPB is determined, a theoretical figure of the ultimate

stress, OPB, id derived from the figure on the drawing of the same section.

From this r =lPB!OPB is computed.

The stress is evaluated based on the deviation of the state of the

shaft bracing, including the associated connections, from that shown

in the draWings.

If, in the result of the inves'tigation of the "Important Matters."

is less than 0.7, the bracing in question is rated D in its individual

evaluation.

If the rating is not D. the results of the investigation of the

"Important ~latters: are used in the computation of Ilidex V.

In the examples in which round steel was used for bracing and the

members were butt-welded near the turnbuckle (as in Figure-17), none

has been found welded in a proper manner in the past investigations on

earthquake damages. such a method of welding is totally unreliable

1n stress resistance and the bracing is considered ineffective. Sub

sequently, a rating of D is given in the individual evaluation.

Figure-17

Among the ttGeneral Matters", the conditions or the members and corrosion

are evaluated.
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In the investigation of item A) deflection and luxation among the

General Matters. the rating is decided in the following manners: luxa

tion of the -bracing is frequently observed in light tension bracing

structures; when luxation exists in the bracing. such a structure not

only fails to bear the initial horizontal force but may invite rupture

of the bracing members and connections due to an impact of tensile force
(J

during an earthquake; With the angle of the bracing set at 45 • luxation

of the bracing. e/t. (deflection at the center of its length). corres

ponding to the between layer displacement angle of the frame of 1/500.

is roughly computed to be 2.6/100. From this elL value. the following

criteria are set for evaluation: (a) less than 1/100. (b)l/IOO 10 3/100.

and (c) over 3/~00.

"Appendix 1. Form to Enter the Results of Investigation (No.12)" is

used.

The investigation includes the bracing materials as well as their

end connections. Therefore. dimensions of each section, including those

of the connections with the columns and beams. are determined and entered

in the drawings. The dimensions shown in the drawings should also be

included as much as possible.

Example 8.

(The results of investigation)

1. Conditions of the connections.

Figure-18 shows the results of the investigation of the methods of

connections and cross sections of members. The comparisons between

the actual dimensions and the values shown in the drawings are in Key

Table-3.

No deflection or luxation of the bracing was noted. The steel type

is S S 41.
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Figure-18.

1. * the value in the drawing is 40.

2. beam H-400 x 200

Key Table"3.

I mt &t fili J.~ ilJJ lJli
'. I9J jl ~ mr ifii 2L.-I00xl00xl0 2 L. - 98 - 98 - 9.5..

raJ mr ifii • A, (Cld) 2 x 19.0 2 x 11.9

~_. iGi 1J :f. II- I- fL ~ (C7II) 2.85 S' 2.4 (ff[~)

'Ji-f:..:/ I- 7' v - I-I¥ (C7II) 1.8 1.21

~/ 'Ji-f:. ':J I- 7' v - l- c!:: 1ttil
0.9 0.9

c!:: ()To7f.~~~~~ (C7II)

r~ 1J :f. Il- l- 8 -M 22 (F 10 T) 't raJ ti.

raJ ~.
':J 7- (C7II) 1.0 1.0

j' raJ I;!: L1>~ (m) 4.0 8.0

It) II fI S S 41 (era == 4.51 t/ClIl)

1. values of the drawings.

2. actual dimensions
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3. cross section of the bracing

area of the cross section Ag (cm2)

4. high strength bolt hole diameter

5. (estimated)

6. gusset plate thickness

7. fillet-welding thickness of the gusset plate and frame

8. high strength bolt

pitch (em)

distance from the end (em)

9. left

10. steel type

ii. Computation of the stress.

A) the maxi~~ tensile force PBl involving the effective cross

se.ction of the bracing.

designed value OPBl =Ae x 'B = 2 x (19.0 - 2.35 x 1.0) x 4.51

=150 t

actual value OPBl = 2 x (17.9 - 2.4 x 0.96) x 4.51 = 141 t

.."" r =lPB1/OPBl =141/150 =0.94

B) stress. PB2. on the bracing and gusset plate connection

stress on the end section of the angle steel

designed value OPB2 =n x ext x .!B x 2 =3x 4.0 x 1.0 x 4.51

x 2 =108 t

where n the number of fasteners

e distance from the end

t plate thickness

actual dimension : lFB2 = 3 x 3.0 x 0.98 x 4.51 x 2 =79.6 t

,". ( = 79.6/108 = 0.'74
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Stress on the high strength bolt:

OPB2 • IPB2 = n x m x 3/4 Ab x b (. B = 3 x 2 x 3/4 x 3.80 x 11

= 118 t

where n: the number of fasteners

m: the number of friction surfaces

Ab: area of the cross section of the fastener shaft

beB: tensile strength of the fastener

:. (" = 1.0

C) Stress. PB3. of the gusset plate.

evaluation at the a-a section of Figure-18.

designed value: OPB2 =Je x t x CB = (16.2 -2.35) x 1.3 x 4.51

= 81.2 t

actual value : IPB2 = (16.2 - 2.2) x 1.27 x 4.51 • 79.0 t

:, l' = 79.0/81.2 = 0.97

the end section:

IPB3 =3 x 4.0 x 1.27 x 4.51 = 68.7 t

D) Stress on the gusset plate and frame connection, PB4

OPB4 = IPB4 = (28 + 9) x 2 x 0.7 x 0.9 x 4.51/~3 =121 t

(= 1.0
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7) Column Base.

Table 7. Items of evaluation for the oolumn base

I ( • ~ • tJi )

,ttfl ~ • tJi .3 ~ M [Ii ~
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6 ( - 6: • tJi )
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Table 14. Individual evaluation of the oolumn base (evaluation of
Table 7)
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1. (important matters)

2. items of evaluation

3. contents of evaluation

4. 1) column base

the sum of the effective surface area of the anchor bolt section

5. compute the ratio,r, the sum of the effective areas of the sections

derived from harmonic analysis to that indicated by the drawing

6. (general matter)

7. items of evaluation

8. rating of the results of the investigation

9. 1) column base

i) column base with a footing

A) whether the thickness of the concrete footing is sufficient

according to the drawing specification *1

10. sufficient

11. insufficiency is less than ~5% but the thickness is ~ 5 cm

12. insufficiency is over 15% or the thickness is < 5 cm

13. B) whether the height of the concrete footing is sUfficient according

to the drawing specification *2

14. sufficient

15. insufficiency is less than 15% but the height ~ x column diameter
16. insufficiency is over 15% or the height < 2 x column diameter

17. C) cracking of the concrete

18. hairline cracks

19. somewhat larger cracks

20. extremely large cracks

21. D) a rusting condition of the steel-skeleton above the concrete

(reduction in plate thickness)
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22. hardly recognized

23. less than 10%

24. over 10%

25. ii) column base without footing

A) whether the number of the effective anchor bolts differs from the

drawing specification *3

26. the number does not differ or more bolts are used

27. not known or reduced by 20%

28. reduced by over 20%

29. B) whether the diameter of the anchor bolt differs from the drawing

specification

30. meets the specification or the diameter is larger

31. unknown or the diameter is reduced by 15% or less

32. the diameter 1s reduced by more than 15%

33. c) rusting of the column base section (reduction is plate thickness)

34. hardly recognized

35. less than 10%

36. over 10%

*1, *2 : If the overlay thickness and the height are insufficient even

when the actual dimensions meet the drawing specification, a

rating of (b) is. given.

*3 If no nuts are attached to the anchor bolts or nuts are found

to be ineffective, the anchor bolts are rated ineffective.

Table 14. Individual evaluation of the column base (evaluation of

Table 7)

1. (Important Matters)

2. items of evaluation and an observation of the results

3. individual rating

4. 1) column base rs 0.7
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5. (General Matters)

6. observationGof the results

7. individual rating

8. no (c)'s and more than 2 (b)'s

9. the number of[(C)'s + 0.5 x {the number of (b)'sJJ ~ 2

10. none of the above

The column bases are roughly divided into two types--those with foot

ings and those without. When the footing eXists, investigation is

limited to an external examination due to difficulty of making repairs

after chipping the concrete for investigation, as well as the possibility

of causing serious damage such as cracking of the base slab in the

process of chiPping.

Therefore, the data from the drawing are entered for the section

covered by concrete. The major items to be observed in the investigation

are: the height of the concrete footing, thickness of the covering on

the steel skeleton, conditions of corrosion of the steel, skeleton column

over the concrete surface, and cracks in the concrete.

Specific notes on each item of investigation are given below:

i) The thickness of the covering of the concrete footing.

Considering the possibility of contact of the column base portion with

the earth and the distribution of the strutures, more than 7-8 cm is

necessary for the minimum thickness of the covering. The present evalua

tion adopts a minimum covering thickness of 5 in accordance with the

"Standard for Computation for Steel Skeleton~Steel Reinforced Concrete
j'Structures" proposed by the Japan Society of Architecture.

ii) The height of the footing.

According to the results of past experiments, a foot height which

is 3 times the diameter of the column is believed to be sufficient to
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provide rigidity and withstand stress forces. Columns measuring more

than 200mm in diameter are often used and twice this figure, ~OOmm or

over, should be sufficient as the height of the footing to maintain its

rigidity and stress force. Therefore, the standard was set at the

diameter of the column x 2.

iii) Cracking of the concrete footing.

If cracking is noted in the concrete footing, the extent of these

defects are determined by the widths and lengths of the cracks. These

findings are recorded on the drawings.

iV) The number and diameters of the anchor bolts.

Examination of columns With no footings is relatively easy and can

be readily compared with the details in the drawings. An investigation

inclUdes the number of anchor bolts, their diameters, and the conditidns

of reinforcement appiied to the columns and base plates.

The investigation is not limited to the quantity and diameters'but

includes a determination of the actual effectiveness of these bolts. If

the thread section i~ unmarred, unusually clean, or projects more than

usual, it is possible that a sham bolt was merely inserted later. A

nut too large Which does not fit the bolt may be u~ed. Special attention

must be paid to these conditions.

v) Corrosion of the column base.

If corrosion is noted in the column base section, rust is removed

using a wire brush and reduction of the thickness of each section and

the extent of corrosion are determined.

vi) Condition of reinforcement of the column base section.

The types of reinforcement format are entered on the form. If the

reinforcement materials are joined by welding, Whether by butt- or

fillet-welding,it is noted in the Note Section and the size of the weld
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is examined. If the reinforcement is joined by rivets or bolts, its

relationship to the architectural plan is recorded.

vii) Determination of each dimension.

Determination of the dimensions of parts such as column members,

base plates, reinforcement rib plates, anchor bolts (and their positions),

concrete footings is made using one or more of the folloWing: a yard

stick, tape measure, gauges.

Modification of the Data from the Investigation to ~e Applied for

Computation of Index V.

As a rule, the results of the investigation of the (Important Matters),

unless D is given in the individual evaluation, are reflected in the

computation of Index V. The basic concept of inclusion of these data

and the methods of inclusion concerning each item of investigation are

detailed in the following.

"Appendix 1, Form to Enter the Results of the Investigation. Summary

of the Invest~gation for Determination of Index V" is used in this process.

If there 1s a discrepancy between the results of the investigation

and the architectural plan specifications, the cause for such a dis

crepancy is investigated first; then it is determined whether such a de

viation is localized or entensive affecting the entire structural frame.

If the discrepancy is localized, the information concerning the

structural frame is partially modified. If necessary, the number of

investigation sites can be increased. Wheh the results of investigation

items--such as reinforcement of the panel section of the column-beam

connection. presence or absence of the diaphragm and its connection. types

of welding and its effective crOss sectional areas. and installation of

the column base--indicate possible involvement of the entire structural

frame. the values indicated in the architectural )lan are extensively
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mod1fldd, based on actual observations of these items, prior to com

putation of Index V. Considering factors such as the accuracy of the

determination, errors at the time of construction, tolerance of the
I~

members, and accuracy in computation of Index V, deviations within +lScm

in the dimensions of the shaft parts and within 10% for other items are

ignored and the values indicated in the architectural plan are used in

the computation.

i) General frame structure.

The actual structural dimensions of items such as spacing between

column members in the directions of girders and beams and floor heights

a re used as they are in the computation.

If a defect exists in a major member, this fact and the condition of

the frame around the member with such a defect are reflected in the

computation.

ii) Functions of the cross sections of columns and bernas.

If the findings on the areas of the cross sections and cross section

coefficients of the members differ from the architectural plan specifica

tions, such find.ings are reflected in the computation. It is recommended

that an average of the actual value and the architectural plan value

be computed for each member, such as a column or beam, and used as the

modifying coefficient.

iii) Column-beam connections.

The actual value of the connecting panel eqUivalent panel volume,

Vp, is reflected in the computation of Index V. In this instance, the

modification coefficient used in the computation is derived from the

ratio of the actual value to tpat indicated in the architectural plan.

The person in charge of the' investigation decides, according to the

condition of the structure, Whether a modification coefficient is derived

for each combination of column and beam or an average from all the data
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is used.

iv) Welded joints.

If the types of welded joints, effective throat thickness, and

effective length of weld differ from those indicated on the architec

tural plans, the results of the investigation are reflected in the

computation of Index V. The methods are shown below:

A) Types of welded joints.

If hhe result of the investigation shows that butt-welding which

was stipulated on the architectural plan has been replaced by continuous

fillet-welding even at a single joint, all the butt-welde shown on

the plans is replaced by continuous fillet-welds for the computation

of Index V.

B) Effective throat depth.

If the~Tesult of the investigation shows that butt-welding is applied,

the plate thickness of the butted base member is used as .the effective

throat depth.

If application of continuous fillet-welding is found, 'an average of

the throat depth of one site and that of the opposing site and the

average of 0.7 x (the result of the measurement of welding thickness)

are computed for each joint (such as beam and flange joint, or beam end

web joint) and the smaller of the two is used as the effective throat

depth.

C) The effective length of a weld.

The effective length of a weld 1s computed from the width of the

material welded and the condition of welding of the joint (end treatment

of the welded joint and presence ot absence of scallops).

In many instances, butt-welding which was specified in the architectural

plans has been replaced by' continuous fillet-welding. In these instances,

fillet-welding is applied normally in a single layer-single bath
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regardless of the thickne~s of the plate to be connected. Therefore,

investigation of several welded joints will give the general thickness

of the fillet-welds and subsequently the effective throat depth of the

general structure. By applying this effective throat depth to the

entire structure. the stress of the welded connections can be computed.

Similarly. the general condition can be surnised from the stress of the

effective length of welding (used in computation of stress) of several

locations.

v) Fastener joints.

The joint stress to be used in Index V computations is modified ac

cording to the results of the investigation when deviations from the

architectural plans exist in types. diameters. number of fasteners,

forms and dimensions of splice plates. pitch. and distance from the

edge, with subsequent changes in the joint stress. As to the method of

modification. the average of the minimal value of 0' (the raio of the

joint stress derived from actual observations to that obtained from the

architectural plans may be multiplied by all the joint stresses. Or.

a ratio of the joint stress to the stress of the material to be connected

may be computed first; then the joint stress may be computed from that

of the base material using this ratio.

If the Y values vary over a wide range, the lowest figure is adopted.

If the range is small, on the other hand. an average is used.

vi) Bracing materials.

The stress of the bracing is often determined at their connections.

However, details of the connections are missing in many architectural.
plans,. For this reason, the actual stress of the bracing (including its

connections) becomes important in computing Index V.

The ratio of the minimal value among the ultimate stresses computed

at various parts to the yielding stress of the bracing base material
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(without a defect in its cross section) may be determined; and an

average or the minimal value at each site of investigation may be used

to compute Index V.

vii) The column base.

If the details of the column base are found in the investigation, the

stress on the column base is computed in a pinned or locked position

using these details regardless of the specification of the plan. The

results of the investigation give only a few data and those with the

lowest conditions are used in the computation.

2.5. Total evaluation of Index Q.

Based on all the individual evaluations obtained in the actual in-

vestigation, Index Q of the structural frame is determined from Table 15.

In the evaluation of Index Q. the results of investigation of the "1m

portant Matters" have a higher priority.

Table 15. The snandard of evaluation for on-site investigations •

I 4S- i\\EfUllUi I.: :to p -c 14 ; n i't 1m ,8IJ ~{jjfi Q) 7Hli .z Qme
'3 ( :at • • ~ J

1) 4S- i'tIl1t~ 13 Q) (Ii:••~J "t' 1 ,?Q)I1l!l1t$UiI.::to~'-Ct1m,8lj~{jjfiD s-
J.I :;;r- AJ

~'.1j.;t ; n i't i!if

? ( - tll: • ~ J
71) i:i'tIl1tf6~~imt.:-CC~·/J:<BQ)I!c~'N*/8J;J.rQ)~oft 1.0

Y p) i:jl\J1tf6~~i! t.: -c C~"tl <B Q)1!c~' N*/8 ~~;t QJl.ioft 0.9

} ,,) ~i\'jj1tMJ!:bi t.: -c CQ)ft~. 1 J;J.J:~''? N*/4 J;J.r Q)_if 0.8

It' =-) i:~1tMJ!:~iiI t.: -c CQ)ft~. N*/ 4 ~~;t Q.oft
1/

AJ:;;r-
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1. Classification of bhe individual evaluation obtained at each site

of investigation

2. Index Q

3. "Important Matters"

4. A) among the "Important Matters", an individual rating of D is

given to at least one site of investigation

S. unsatisfactory

6. the "General Matters"

7. A) no C's and the number of BDs is less than N*/3 for all test

results

8. B) no CiS and the number of Bls exceeds N*/3 for all test results

9. C) the number of C's is more than 1 and less than N*/4 for all

test results

10. D) the number" of" CiS exceeds N*/4 for all test results

11. unsatisfactory

N* is the total number of test sites.

Evaluation of Index Q is based on the results of investigation of

all the sites for each test item.

These test results are exppessed as individual evaluations for each

test site. Therefore, each site and the results of individual evalua

tions of each test item are summarized in "Appendix 1, Form for Entering

Results of Investigation (No.1S)" prior to total evaluation of Index Q.

In filling in this form, the number of test sites, ni, is recorded

for each item so that the total number of test sites, N, is readily

derived through equation N=rni. Detailed evaluation is needed for

the section which is rated D, whioh will be cicled to call attention

to it. If a single D is given in an individual evaluation, Index Q

1s labelled "unsatisfactory". When an appropriate treatment has been
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applied to correct the condition, this rating of D is removed and in

dividual evaluations (A-C) derived from the observation of the "General

Matters" are adopted instead.

If no site is rated D in the individual evaluations, the individual

evaluation at all test sites are summarized and total evaluation of

Index Q is (asJshown in Table 15) is made.

The total evaluation is based on the numbers of A's, B's, and CIS.

These alphabetic ratings for each test site are added prior to the total

evaluation. In the bottom row, the notes are entered which give com

prehensive results on the quality and aging changes.
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Section 2. Computation of standard anti-e~rthquake index V.

The standard policy for" the computation.

(l) Computations are made on the girder spacing and beam directions

in the building.

(2) The present investigation excludes buildings constructed with

steel other than ss41, sM41, STK41, STKR41, SM50. SM50Y. STK50, and

STKR50.

(J) In the evaluation of structural strength, 1.1 times the minimal

tensile strength, the yielding point set by the JIS standard of the

above-listed steels, is used. In the evaluation of deformation function,

1.2 times the minimal value set by the JIS standard is used as the

yielding point Qf the same steels.

(4) If the building is L-, T-, or] -shaped on a plane, the form is

broken into rectangles (or squres) and anti-earthquake index V is com

puted for each rectangle.

(5) Computation of the standard earthquake resistance index is by

one of the following two methods:

A. according to "Standard for Anti-earthquake Resistance Investigations

of Pre-Existing Steel-Skeleton Buildings (edited by Architectural

Instruction Section, Depa~tment of Housing, Ministry of Construction

Chapter 2, Section 2 (Computation of the Standard Earthquake

Resistance Index V).

B. Computed by a computer using bhe program developed by Shizuoka

Prefecture.

(6) The data sheet used in computation of V by a computer is prepared

according to the architectu ral plan.

If items are to be modified for computation of y subsequent to the

actual investigation {refer to Section l),the data sheet is prepared

using the appropriate figures.
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Section 3. Form Index S.

1. General Topics.

Form index S thereafter called index S) is a quantification of factors

which have ill effects on antiseismic capacity (such as complexicity of

therform) but which are not reflected in index V. It is intended to modify

inex V.

Computation of antiseismic index V is designed with an ass~~ption that

the bUilding has a standard form. Therefore, structural antiseiamic

index. YR. of a bUilding with a complex form must be computed with a

certain modification of index V. Index S is the modification coefficient

in such instances.

Among the factors which affect the antiseismic properties, those al

ready indluded in the computation of index V are excluded and the follow

ing S items are discussed.

A coefficient is given to each item so that, if its effect is to be

included in the computation of index V, it can readily be removed from

index S.

2. Computation of form index S.

Equation (1) is used in the computation of index S.

S = al x a2 x a3 x a4 x as (1)

Figures are given in the following paragraphs for coefficients al to

as. If these figures are inappropriate. index S is set at 1.0. S is

not less than 0.8.

Index S is expressed as the product of the S coefficients explained

in the following. It is not below 0.8. The reason for setting the minimun

at 0.8 is that the product of the coefficient is not very significant and

simultaneous existence of many factors is unlikely.
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2.1. Coefficient,al,for regularity of the form.

When the building plan shows an irregular form with an angle or a

projection and the form ratio, fib, of the section forming an irregularity

(such as a projection) is over 3:

al =0.95

b b

(2 )

When the building plan shows a T- or L-form or has an indentation and

irregularity, the form is divided into several regular forms and V index

is computed for each section (as it has been stated in the paragraph

describing the basic principle of index V computation in Section 2),

The dynamic property of the steel-skeleton structure is characterized

by a strong directionality and it is impossible to compute a single V

index for an entire building which has a complex configuration on the

plane. Instead, antiseismic property of each section of the building

must be confirmed independently. On the other hand, though equipped with

sufficient antiseismic property, behaViors of each section may be dif

ferent during an earthquake. Therefore, VRof such a building should

be different from those of buildings With regular forms. However, it

does not seem necessary to reduce this index even further in spite of

the multiplicity of the sections the building is divided into. It was

decided that certain indentations and projections of a building can be•

ignored and the form regularity was limited to lIb of 30%.
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2.2. Coefficient, a2, for the ratio of two sides.

When the ratio of two aides of a rectangle, Lib, is over 6,

a2 = 0.95 (3)

The following effects often become eVident in the earthquake res

ponses of buildings with rectangular planes:

a) the effects of deformation of the floor on· the response,

b) the effects of varied seismic amplitudes and phases at various

parts of the building foundation.

A reference describes the following:*

1) the antiseismic elements such as highly rigid bracings are con

eentrated at both sides or at the center of the building,

2) a section with a number of floors different from the remainder

eXists at the center of the building,

3) a cection with reduced floor rigidity is located near the attach

ment of the bracing,

4) the antiseismic rigidity distribution is uneven in the direction

of the height and the portion with a higher rigidity is located at the

upper level.

When unfavorable conditions such as above exist, a dynamic analysis

of such a building shows that the effect or the floor deformation becomes

significant with the plane form ratio~ lib <t: the length of the long

side, b: the length of the short side) exceeding 6.

* Ko Jo "Study on Vibration Analysis by Two-dimensional Rearrange-

ment of J)oints with Variable Properties in a Building", Hokkaido University

Doctoral Thesis, March 1974.
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2.3. Coefficient,a3. concerning the presence or absence of a collar

brace.

When the foundation takes an independent form without a collar brace:

As seen in many instances of ~arthquake destruction. shifting of

the foundation often causes damage even when the upper structure is·

sufficiently resistant to seimmic forces. In general. the steel skeleton

is relatively light and its force exerted on the foundation is small.

This is particularly true in the case of low steel structure. foundations

of which are often designed Without much reinforcement. If the founda

tions are indpendent without connecting collar braces or foundation

braces in steel-Teinforced concrete bUildings. they readily shift with

a slight movement of the ground. Therefore. without collar b~aces or

similar devices~' damage due to shifting of the foundation is expected

and the antiseismic properties of such buildings are believed to be

reduced.

2.4. Coefficient. a4. concerning the stairwell.

When the area occupied by the stairwell exceeds 30% of the remaining

area surround by two ~ces adjacent to each other on one floor or pre

ceding or succeeding floor and the shafts running perpendicular to

these braces:

a3 =0.9

a4 = 0.95

(4)

(5)

If a seismic force is expected to be transmitted through the floor

to reduce its destructive force. such floor must have sufficient strength

and rigidity. If a stairwell exists, on the other hand. both the

strength and rigidity of such floor may be reduced. The area shown be

low (the area with oblique lines) --Which is enclosed by the structures

including the bracings (in a single floor or on the floor above or be

low) and supports running perpendicular to those braings--is expected
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to serve as a single unit in resisting the seismic force. If more than

}O,% of the area is used as a space for a stairwell, this resistance is

believed to be somewhat reduced. Therefore, Index V is reduced according-

ly.

The space used for an elevator is considered to be a form of a stair

well. If an elevator core is created, however, such core is believed

to constitute an antiseismic element and such stairwell is excluded from

the present consideration. If the ele~ator is not equiPped with such

antiseismic elements, Index V is reduced according to the specification

of the present section.

If the area used as a stairwell is extremely large, the portions on

both sides cannot resist the seismic force as a single unit. SUbsequent

ly, each portion is evaluated independently for its antiseismic property.

The portion occupied by stairs only is not considered to The a stair

well.

I I
I I

I

I
I
I

(N + 1 )Hi 3

(N - 1 )Hi $0-
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1. braoing

2. plane of the Nth floor

3. (N + l)th floor

4. Nth floor

5. (N - l)the floor

6. atruotural plan.

2.5. Coefficient, a5, oonoerning the internal rigidity of the floor.

When the internal rigidity of the floor is dependent solely on the

horizontal braoings of the steel skeleton:

a5 =0.85 (6)

A steel-reinforoed floor or a floor oomposed of oonorete over a

deok plate is oonsidered to have suffioient strength and rigidity if

the shear oonneotor oonneoting the floor and the steel beams is effeotive.

It is believed that, -beoause of this floor, the braoings aot as one unit

to resist the seimmio foroe. If preoast blook or ALe is used as the

floor material, suffioient rigidity and strength oannot be expeoted from

the floor and horizontal braoings beoome neoessary.

Round bars and angle steel are normally used as horizontal braoings.

Suoh horizontal braoings,however, laok in rigidity and strength When

oompared With steel-reinforoed floor and a floor oomposed of oonorete

over a deok plate. Furthermore, ridigity of these braoings is even

more reduoed due to looal deformation oaused by vertioal defleotion of

the member itself, luxation of the attaohment, or a foroe. The strength

of their oonneotions are also insuffioient in many instanoes. For

these reasons, the horizontal braoings are insuffioient to aot as rigid

plates. If the internal rigidity of the floor is to be maintained by the

horizontal braoings alone, index V is reduoed.
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PART II: uiagnostic Metnod for Earthquake Resistance for Structures such as

Gymnasiums, etc.

Chapter One:

1. Basic Pol icy

Tris method appl ies the existing method for earthquake resistance diagnosis for

midslzej and low steel framed bui Idings.

Here, the structural resistance to earthquake in this diagnosis will be

expressed in terms of an index (numerical value), and a determination will be made

as to whether or not the structure will be destroyed by an earthquake.

2. Range of Appl ication:

This method is generally applicable to buildings with a height of 3j meters

or less.

However, th~ lalge span structures such as gymnasiums, or ferroconcrete structures,

or compound structures of ferroconcrete and other materials, even though they are

steel iramed structures, differ considerably in their scale and type, so they wi 11

not be included in the diScussion now.

3. rrel iminary Investigation:

In order to determine whether tnis method is approprIate, a prel iminary investigation

is necessary to sec: if the method would be applicable.

4. The method of figuring the structure's earthquake resistance. involves

the use of equation (1) and the structural earthquake resistance index V
R

as

evaluated in 4.1, and the earthquake input index VI as determined In 4.2.

4.1 Structural Earthquake ResIstance Index V
R

:

vR' the structural earthquake resistance index is an index determined by

equation (2) where the earthquake resistance of each floor1s structural framing

to the point where it would be collapsed, and that of the total quake energy

absorbable by the whole structure in terms of the quantity of energy involved.

\' R

D 1

( 1 )

(2)



Here, Q: is the qual ity Index (according to ~hapter 2, Part 1)

V: is the standard earthquake resistance index (according to Chapter 2,

Part 2)

s: is the shape index (according to Chapter 2, Part 3).
The standard earthquake resistance index V is evaluated tor each floor

in the direction ot the spans and in the beam direction, but there is no distinction

in the Q, qual ity index, or the S, shape index, by the floor level of the

structure. (eg. here, floor means 'story' as in a 6-story bUilding).

When it is impossible to get a Q quality index, the diagnostic operations

must be stopped.

4.2 Earthquake Input Index, VI:

The Earthquake input index VI is an index that determines the amount ot

earthquake energy input, and the input energy's basic quantity is determined

as follows according to the class ot geological foundation and by the level of

earthquake activity.

VI is determined by the following equation:

d: is a coefficient determined by the distance (in Km) trom the earthquake epicenter,

and when d is greater than or equal to 40 Km, the value of D is I ineary interpolated.

D 2
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In this part, aside from gymnasiums, indoor exercise rooms, assembly halls,

factories, warehouses, and stoors which have large spans are the types of

buildings being considered.

2 The VI inaex is calculated according to the distance from the earthquake

epicenter of the subject building, the class of geological foundation it is built

upon, and the structures primary characteristic period.

3 The structures primary characteristic period T is calculated according

to the method described in this section Part 2, paragraph 2.2.3.

4 .The type of geological foundation can be determined from Figure 3, Geological

classitication Figures (1)(2) (at the end of this volume), or from. Table lis table

of geological foundations which are used in conjunction with samples taken from

borings in the vicinity of the structure.

==========================================================================================

Table 1: Table of Geological Foundations

(according to the Ministry of Construction's order number 10j4)

Type Foundation

1st Class

2nd Class

3rd Class

4th Class

Geological Texture and Strata

The geological foundation, throughout the range of said building's
period has a solid rock, hard type of sand and rock or other
primary foundation formed in the Tertiary Period or betore

The geological foundation, throughout the range ot said building's
period has a gravel, or sand and clay mixture, or a loam grade
strata and it has a sand strata or sand and gravel strata which
is more than 5 m thick.

This is a geological toundation not belonging to 1st, 2nd, or
4th classes which is basically a sand foundation, clay mixed
with sand, clay, or mixed type ot foundation.

This is a markedly weak foundation which conforms to one or more
of the following:
1) A depth of 30 m or more of humus soil, mixed soil, or other
similar types of composite soil.
2) Land fill withic meets the following conditions:

A) swamp, or mUd-fIats type of location.
B) when the land fill material is trash, mud, or other

similar types of weak fill.
C) when the fill material has a depth of 3 m or more.
D) when the fill has not been in place for 30 years.

==========================================================================================
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~HAPTER 2: Computation of the Structural Earthquake Resistance
Index VR

Part 1: Evaluation ot the Qual ity Index, Q:

In Section 1 (Method of Earthquake Resistance Diagnosis for low and Midsized

Buildings) Chapter Two, Part 1 (evaluation of Qual ity Index Q) are the basis

for the computations.

Part 2: Computation of the Basic Earthquake Resistance Index V:

2.1 Basic Pol icy for the Computation:

It is computed both for the between span and In the direction ot the

cross-beams tor the structure.

2 Structures using steels other than the following are outside the scope

of this diagnosis: SS41, SM41, STK41, STKR41, SM50, SM50Y, STK50, STKR50.

3 For evaluating the strength, the JIS (Japan Industrial Standards)

specifications for yield point, tensile strength, and the minimum values are

multiplied by 1.1, and in the evaluation of capacity for detormabil ity, the JIS

minimum value tor the yield point is multipl ied by 1.2.

4 When the planar shape of the building is an L-shape, T-shape, or ~shape,

this shape is broken down into regular rectangles and the computations are carried

out for the basic earthquake resistance index V for each ot these rectangles.

5 the basic earthquake resistance index V computation may be

accomplished manually.

2.2 Computation tor the V index tor Gymnasiums, etc.:

Range of Appl ication:

This method of computation has the following structural types, and is for

plain steel tramed structures:

(span direction): pillar base pins are simple rigid frames

(cross beam direction) a simple tensile aiagonal beam (strut) structure

2. Computation of the tlasic Earthquake k~sistance Inaex, V:

V is computed according to the following equations:

(span direction): V = 330 aT

(crossbeam direction): V = 270 aT /0.5 + Bn
(symbols) a: yield shear force coefficient

a = Q/w

Q: yield shear force (t)

W: Weight ot building (t)

(l)

(2)



T: Characteristic period (seconds)

Bn: magnification rate of the accumulative plastic aeformation
of diagonal beams.

3. Computation ot the Characteristic Period, T:

T is computed according to the following equation:

T = 21T Jg~- (4)

-'- + -'6Kb 3Kc

beam strength (cm3)

2E
K = hZ·

E: Young1s coefficient 2100 t/cm2

h: .Pillar height (cin)

Kb = Ekb

kb = Iblt

W: Weight of building (t)

g: acceleration of gravity 980cm/sec2

K: spring constant (t/cm)

computation ot the spring constant, K, is done with the tollowing:

(span direction):

(Symbols)

(Symbo Is) :

Kc = Ukc

kc IC/h pillar strength (cm3)

(6)

Ib: beam cross-section secondary moment (cm4) t: beam1s span (cm)

It: pillar cross-seeton secondary moment (em4)
I: sum of all beams and pillars

(cross-beam direction) K = I E~BA cos 3 8
- B:e

(Symbols): ~A: Uiagonal beam cross-sectIonal area (cm2)

E: Young's coefficient 2100 t/cm2

8: Angle ot slope of the diagonal beams with respect to the horizontal

plane

~t: Interval between pillars incluaing diagonal beams (em)

I: Sum of all diagonal beams, however, diagonal beams on the
compressed side are ignorea.

4. Computation of the Yield Shear roree Q:

The computation of Q is according to the following equation:

(span airection) Q = IMr/h
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(Symbols) Mr: moment of resistance at column (pillar) capital (t·cm)

H: column height (em)

E: Sum of all column capitals (cap pieces)

Mr is the smallest value between M1 thru M6.

M1: total moment ot plasticity for comumn (t. cm)

However, it must not exceed the moment aetermined by the side buckling

elasticity.

H2: total moment of plasticity for beams (c . cm)

However, it must not exceed the moment determined by the side buckl ing.

Also, the load weight distribution effects must also be considered in

(Symbo Is) .

The side buckl ing elasticity moment is determined by the following equation:

M= 1.1 fb Zp (8)
fb: as 2/3 of the side buc~ ing distance, computed according

(9)
( i 0 )

( 11 )
M, = 0 \1, x 2 eJ2T- e)'20.5 then

For 3-intersection rigid frames:
M,o, 01'.1, - \J I.

to the steel structural design.

short-term permissible bending force (t/cm3)
Zp: Plasticity cross-sectional coetficient (cm3 )

Effect of load aistribution is as follows.
When:

For 2-intersection rigid frames: '~0.5then_
" 1\1, = o!ll,

(Symbols) A computed M2 ignoring the effects of load distribution (t cm)

moment at the end ot the material aue to vertical load (t cm)

Mw/oH2

Mw (t cm)

w = besm load distribution (t cm)

l = beam span (cm)

ror the truss material, instead of H1 ana M2, the following equatIon is used

to compute the moment:

Symbols)

M= Hg . Pc (11) (sic)

Pc: short-term permissible compression for the truss (t)

Hg: distance between truss centers of gravity (cm)
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For the truss stock, the M} ana M2 cannot exceed the value determined

by the following:

\1
\1~- (1' I. sin () - QL ) L

2
(12)

(for columns) (for beams)

(Symbols) PL: short term permissible compression force for lattice (t)

e: slope of lattice stock along the axis of the lattice material

QL: Stock end shear force from vertical load (t)

h: column height (cm)

.e: beam span {cm,l

panels' total moment of plasticity (t cm)

M3 is computed according to the follo\"Iing equation:

'cry: yield stress ( 1. 1

Hb: beam height (cm)

Hc: column height (cm)

tp: panel thickness

(Symbols)

M
3

= 0.77 vp cry ( 13)

Vp: Panel's effective volume lcm3) , vp = HbHctp

times the nominal value)(t/cm2)

M4: Material end moment according to a rip at the point of connection of the

material.

M4 is computed according to the following equation:

(tor beams)

(tor columns)

(Symbols) .t: beam span (cm)

h: column height (cm)

.eo: distance from connecting part to mater i a1 (cm)

MB: Break bend moment of the connect ing part

For H-shapea beams, strength is computea accoroing to:

DB



Mtj = 0.8 •::~ : MY ( 15)

(16)

(symbols) fP~: break axial strength ot connection including flange (t)

fPY: flange's yield axial strength (t)

MY: Total plasticity moment (t em)

For the truss materials, the following equation is used:

MB = Hg PCB

(Symbols) PCB: break axial strength of connection including truss (t)

Hg: distance between centers of gravity of truss stock

Qtj: is the break shear force at the connection (t)

For the trussrmaterials, the lattice materials break axial component perpendicular

to the axial direction of the material is taken.

In the computation ot the break axial force and the break s~eer force, one

follows the maximum resistance ot the connection in IIAppendix 2-1".

QL: Material edge shear torce from vertical load (t)

MS: -rhe moment which determines breakage of the panel locally around its

perimeter where it is attached (t • em).

"According to Appendix 2 2 connected panel periphery's local breakage maximum

moment (Figure n. 11

M6: The column capital moment determined by the colum ba~e'i s~~ar force (t cm)

Me = (0.4 P + 0.75 ne f A as) H (17 )

(cross-beam direction)

Bg: horizontal resistance force of one set of diagonal beams (t)

~g = BP cose

P: existing ~ial force (t), It is 0 under tension.

ne: etfective anchor bolt number

when t is equal to or greater than 1.4d, then ne = n/2.

when t is less than 1.4d, then ne = n

t: base plate thickness (em)

d: diameter ot anchor bolts (em)

aB: anchor bolt tensile strength (t/cm2)

h: column heigbt (em)

n: the number of anchor bolts

( 18)Q = !&,

(Symbols):

(Symbols)
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(Symbols): e: angle ot slope with respect to the horizontal ot diagonal

beams.

BP = min (BP 1' BP2 )

BP 1: Yield ax ial force tor one diagonal beam (t)

~P2: Break axial force for one diagonal beam including connecting

part.

According to "Appendix 2-8, break axial force for diagonal beam).

However, the aXIal force of the diagonal beam of the materials in the vicinity

of the diagonal beam, and the axial torce or the vertical load sum should not

exceed the following values:

1) the short-term permissible compression torce for the material (t)

2) the break axial force for the material connection (t)

3) the axial force caused by the uplitt of the foundation for the columns (t).

5. ihe Accumulative Plastic Deformation Magnification Rate Bn for the Diagonal

!:Seams:

Bn is computed according to the following equation:

( 19 )

Yield axial force for diagonal beams (t)

Break axial force tor diagonal beams including connecting

Here, when BPz/BP1 is less than i, then ~n = I.

Here, when determinining the axial force I imitations of the peripheral

materials, use Bn = 1.

(Symbols) BP 1:

BP Z:

part (t).

The values of a, and b are as follows:

====================================================================================

Ite~_~f_~!~~l ~ ~ _

S541 SM41

STK41 STKR41

SM50 SM50Y

STK50 STKR50

10

o
10

o

40

50

40

50
======================================================================================
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Part 3: Shape Index S:

Computations are based upon Section 1 (Earthquake Resistance uiagnostic Method

for Low and Midsized Buildings), Chapter 2, Part 3 (Shape Index S).

SEcTION THREE: Methods for uesign Revisions tor Earthquake Resistance:

Chapter 1: Basic Items:

1.1 Principals of Revision Design:

Design revisions are based upon the results of earthquake resistance diagnosis.

1.2 Establishing Goals for Design Revision:

When accompl ishing design revisions, it is necessary to design goals to be

achieved into these revisions, and then when the design has been completed, confirmation

must be made according to earthquake resistance diagnosis to see whether these

goals have been attained.

When the objectives are not reached, one must look carefully at the contents

of the diagnostic method, and revise those parts which are inappropriate and accom

pI ish a new diagnosis.

1.3 Policy for Design Revision:

While it is an accumulation of the earthquake resistance index VR, quality

index Q, basic earthquake resistance inde~ V, and the shape index S, the revision

is only concerned with the basic index V.

Chapter 2: uesign Revisions Concerning the Basic tarthquake Resistance Index V:

2. 1 Items for Discuss ion.

During the diagnosis, results for each story's Vi are investigated, and discussion

of design revision must begin tor the story of the building that has the smallest

Vi.

2.2 Increasing the Yield Shear force:

fhis involves increasing the yield shear force coefficient ai. At this time,

the rigid trame1s yeild shear force coefficient Rai, and the diagonal beam portions

yield shear force coefficient Sai are considered separately, and each is improved

according to the following policies.

1 With regard to the Rigid Frame's Yield Shear Force Coefficient Rai:

(a) With the aim of increasing the cross-section ot the columns and the cross

section of the beams, flange plates and cover plates made of wave-plate are added.
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However, in oreer to real ize the desired level of strength in these additions, it

is necessary to attach them in an appropriate way.

(b) It it is possible to newly install columns or axial frame groupings it

is very effective, however, it is necessary to incorporate these with existing

axial frames and attain a good connection with the floor slab in order to
,I

increase resistance to earthquake. .

(c) Check the data sheets for when the earthquake resistance diagnosis

was accomplished and see whether the joints and connections are sufficiently

strong. If they are not, repair them so that their maximum moment is 1.2

times or more stronger than the total plastic moment of the material's cross

section. See sections 3.1 and 3.2 for ways to repair and revise welded joints

and bolt joints.

(d) If the diaphragm has fallen oft or is insutficient; erect a sturdy one.

2 With regard to the Yield Shear Force Coefficient Bai for the Diagonal Beams.

(a) If the diagonal beam cross-section is insufficient, replace them with

larger ones. Do not, however, use round steel stock.

(b) Investigate the data sheets for the initial earthquake resistance dia

gnosis, -and when the highest strength of the diagonal beam connection is lower than

the yield resistance of the diagonal beam cross-section, change out the connection

portion so that its resistance is 1.2-times that at the yield resistance of the

diagonal beam cross-section. ~ee section 3.3 for methods of computing the effective

cross section during design, computation of the resistance of weld junctions, bolt

junctions, and design methods for gusset plates.

(c) If possible, increase the number of diagonal beams. At that time, make

sure that the maximum resistance of the connecting part of the diagonal beams.

is 1.2 times greater than the yield resistance force for the diagonal beam cross

section.

(d) If the diagonal beams have undergone revision to increase their yield

shear force coefficient, make sure that the columns, beams, and column bases

in the vicinity of the diagonal beams have sufficient resistance.

2.3 Increasing the Accumulative Plastic Ueformation Magnification Rate ni.
(a) If the beams have insufficient resistance to side buckling, then midway
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side buckl ing preventors can be newly erected to prevent side buckl ing.

See section 3.4 tor one example of design for side buckl ing preventors.

(b) Investigate the data sheets made at the time of the earthquake resistance

diagnosis, and with regard to those connections and junctions which have insufficient

resistance, make their total plastic moment 1.2 times the maximum moment which
can be transmitted to them.

2.4 Increasing the Energy Concentration Coefficient ~i.

When the energy concentration coefficient ~i is insufticient on a certain

floor of the building, the method in paragraph 2.2 should be used to increase the

ai or the tloors with a low Vi value. So far as possible, make the basic shear

force coefficient distribution ai as close as possible to that shown in Table
3.1.

Table 3.1: Basic Shear Force Coefficient Distribution ai.

N: Total Number of Floors in Builaing,
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2.5 Increasing the Twisting Coefticient d:

Increase d by adding new diagonal struts when the d value is small because of

other quake-resistance measures on the planar design.

CHAPTER 3: Methods of Revision and Repair:

3.1 Improving Weld Junctions:

1 When the corner weldS in T-junctions and X-junctions have insufficient

strength:

(a) When there is no scallop in the web end of the beam, place one in, and in

the corner weld portion, and in the unweldea gouging in the material, reweld, or

place a new wela so that it is completely welaed (Figure-1.t)

(b) Also use a cover plate on the beam flange and weld the corner junction,

and weld the junction between the cover plate and the column flange. (Figure 1.2)

(c) When the beam flange plate thickness is 12 mm or below, do adaitional

welding so that the corner weld length is 1.3 times or more bigger than

the the beam flange plate thickness. However, the corner weld goes around the

total perimeter. When the repair methods of b) and (c) are used, when the original

bead is dramatically poor, remove it with a grinder, etc., and reweld.

(d) When it is possible to newly install a triangular rib, reinforce this

rib with a corner weld along its junction surfaces.

In this case, so that the installation of the triangular rib does not cause a

large secondary stress, it is necessary to install a reinforcing plate. (Figure t.3)

2 When Quake Resistance is insufficient because of insufficient weld cut in

at butt joints:·

(a) Gouge the butt joint and reweld so that there is a complete cut in by

the weld (Figure 1.4)

(b) Change the design of the butt junction on both (or one) sides, with a

metal plate.

Make a corner weld between this metal plate and the primary stock, or make

a connection with high strength bolts to provide a friction held junction.

In order to get a close contact between the metal plate and the primary stock,

el iminate any bulging welds before appl ication of the plate. (Figure 1.5)

3 When the weld has dropped off:
o
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(a) When it is possible to apply a beveler to the part where the weld should

be, process the butt end and weld.

When this is difficult or impossible, reinforce using the methods described

in 1, (b), and (c).

(b) Accomplish corner welds on all of the parts which should have a corner

weld.

When accompl ishing a corner weld is difficult, accompl ish a butt weld where

possible (for example, when the gap in a T-junction is too large).

4 When the weld has dropped off and it has already become impossible to

reweld it:

Repair and reinforce the inside of the closed cross section where there is

no place that can be weld,,: or install a horizontal "hanch".

When these repairs are made using welding, consider the following:

*when welding, avoid if possible, an upward-looking posture, and instead

use a downward-looking, horizontal, or standing posture.

* Remove rust and paint from the areas to be welded.

* Accompl ish sufficient pre-heating (see Table 1.1)

* Erect a scaffold so that the welding can be done with a stable. footing,

and take care to prevent fires and secondary fire hazards.

Table 1.1: Preheating Temperatures.

=======================================================================================

Weight ot Primary Stock (t)

Less than 1 ton per 25mm

Greater than or equal to
1 ton per 25 mm

Preheating Temperature

=======================================================================================:
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Reinforce corner weld

a. Before Repair

b. After Repair

Figure -1.1
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Figure 1.2

Reinforcing plate
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Figure 1.3

a. Before Repatr
Figure 1.4

b. A§ter Repair

1 : '/1'" :'1: :::::: ': t
Figure 1.5
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3.2 Methods for Repair and Revision of Bolt Junctions:

1 Wnen the shear r~sistance of the bolts is insutficient:

When the shear resistance of the bolts is insufficient because regular bolts

have been used, remove those bolts and replace them with high-strength bolts.

However, if high strength bolts are being used, and their dimensions are such that

1 or less thr~ads on the nut are engaged, change out the bolts tor ones of correct

dimensions.

2 When the pitch or the end edge distance are insutficient:

When the pitch or the end edge distance are insufficient, repairs are sometimes

possible by replacing the joint plate with a thicker one. When the end distance

oetween the materials and the pitch is poor, strength can be increased by attaching

some material to the joint plate by means ot a corner weld.

In this instance, most of such corner welds cut into the the upper flange of

the floor plate, so in many cases this is difficult to do, so one will

have to work with the web joint or with the lower fl.ange joint in most cases.

Only in cases where the corner weld reinforcement of the web or lower flange is

insufficient is it necessary to try to reinforce the upper flange.

In a corner weld for a combination joint, as Figure 2.1 indicates, bo~ the

flange and the web joints are welded at the intersection and in axial direction

of the material. The former weld need only be made if the latter is insufficient.

At the web joint, so long as the joint plate is not way too small, the flange

gets in the way and in many cases the weld in the axial direction of the

stock becomes impossible. Since in most cases, at the flange joint, the

joint plate covers the whole width of the flange, when a weld is made in

the axial direction ot the material, it is accomplished after gouging the flange

side (see Figure 2.2-C).

3 When the joint strength is insufficient:

In this case, a combination joint such as discussed in 2 above can be accomplished

using a corner weld to secure the needed strength.

3.3 Repair and Revision of the Diagonal Beam Junction:

When the diagonal beam cross-section is insufficient:

When the diagonal beam material has an insufficient cross-sectional area,

exchange it for material which does and make the joints according to "Joints

tor uiagonal Beams."
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2 When the strength of the diagonal beam joint is insufticient:

The repair or reinforcement objectives are as follows:

a) An/bA> 0.75 Where: tAn = bA - (he + d) b (3.1)
: eftecLive cross-sectional area

bA: Cross-sectional area (cm2) of diagonal beam stock

d: Fastener hole diameter (cm)

bt : Plate thickness of the diagonal beam stock (cm)

he: the range (cm) where the junction strength due
to eccentricity can be eliminated from the computation,
this is determined by lable 3.1.

Table 3.1: Value of he.

=======================================================================================

n

angle iron gh-t

U-shaped steel gh-t

2

0.7gh

0.7gh

3

0.5gh

0.4gh

4

0.33gh

0.25gh

5

0.25gh

O.2gh

====================================================== ==================~==============

gh: height of protrusion of diagonal beam. See Figure 3.1.
t: See Figure 3.1-b.
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(I,)

Figure 3.1

(b) According to the computation ot the maximum quake resistance for

joints (3.4) (3.5). and (3.6) and that for the joint strength ot a gusset

plate junction (3.7). the resistance minimum values Pl. P2, P3. and P4, or

P = Min must be repaired so that they satisfy the tollowing equation:

P ~ 1.33 BPY = 1.33 bAaY 0.3 )

Pl =
P2 =
P3 =

Here, EsPY:

bA:

tA:

gAn =

The equations for the maximum resistance to quake tor Pl, P2, P3 and P4 are:

0.75 . n . m . fA . faB -(3~4)

n • e • t . a (3.5)

gAn aB (j.6)
Yield axial force of diagonal beam (t)

Cross-section area of diagonal beam (cm2)

Axial cross sectional area (cm2) for fasteners (bolts, rivets )

(gb - a) • gt : gusset plate1s eftective cross-sectional area
(cm2)

gt: gusset plate thickness (cm)

gb: gusset plate effective width (cm). (See Fig. 3.1)

e: ena edge distance in direction of stress (CD)

aY: Yield stress on diagonal beams (t/cm2 )

fad: Tensile strength of fasteners (t/cm2)

aB: Tensile strength of diagonal beam material and gusset plate (t/cmZ)

Equation for computing the joint strength with gusset plate:

P4 = tA . aB (3.7)
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Here, tA: Etfective cross-sectional area of the junction weld,

(see Figure 3.2)

For a joint with two-sided corner welds:

(3.8)

Here, wA: Effective cross-sectional area of corner weld. See

Figure 3.2

-r
!

I,

I

Ir--- l,-
: I

rigure 3-2

tA = (-tl + iz)t

wA 2 (il + -tZ) a

t: gusset plate thickness

a: corner weld throat thickness (cm)

c) When the diagonal beam is angle-iron or tlat plate, and the number of

fasteners is insufticient:

For 1 fastener:

change out the diagonal beam and gusset plate and reattach according to

"standard junctions."

ii When there are two fasteners:

a For angle-iorn, make a combination joint regarding:

L-6S2 X 6, L-7SZ X 6, L-90 2 x 6 (see figure 3.3), other

types of angle iron steel are the same as for i.

Figure 3.3

/

DZO

Note: Corner weld is around the whole
perimeter, before welding, change
out fasteners to high strength
bolts (F10T)



b For flat plate, use a combination joint.

iii When there are 3 or more fasteners, use a combination joint.

iv Other:

When the measures in a) thru c) tail to sufficiently provide the quake

-resistance needed, the diagonal beam stock and gusset plates must be replaced.

d) When the quake resistance of the gusset plate is insufficient:

As figure 3.4 shows, the size of the gusset plate should be such that it can

encompass a regular polygon shape comprised of the first fastener hole at the apeX

with the last fastener hole's center being at the base of a line which runs

perpendicular to the stress I ine. At this time, the effective cross-sectional

area of the gusset plate will be consi~ered as being along the a - a cross-sectional

I ine. If this area is insufficient, the gusset plate must be replaced with a

larger one, or a cover plate must be placed atop the gusset plate and corner welded

around its whole perimeter (See Figure 3.5).

~_.-

Figure 3.4 Figure 3.5

e) When the weld joint strength is insutficient:

When the weld between the diagonal beams and gusset plate, or between the

gusset plate and the axial frame is insufficient, it can be gouged and rewelded,

or it can be strengthed by additional corner welding until the required base length

has been attained.

3 When there are insufficient countermeasures to localized stress:

a) Reinforcing ribs or stiffeners can be added to columns and beams to

prevent the generation ot localized stress. (See figure 3.6)
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b) When new diagonal beams must be installed:

In order to increase the yield shear force of the building floor, improve the

yield shear force distribution, or to reduce twisting deformation, it is necessary

to increase the V index. The addition of new diagonal beams is one effective

method. However, with regard to the structure~ functional restrictions, this often

involves considerable difficulty.

Accordingly, the new addition of diagonal beams involves much prior discussion

trom both the design and construction viewpoints, and in constructions, it is necessary

to have sufficient qual ity control for the junction areas.

The following 'points'are those which must be considered in general:

Horizontal and vertical mating must be considered for the diagonal beams.

ii Ihe addition ot axial force on the columns and beams, stress on the

foundation, and increased strength required of the column and beam junctions must

be considered.

iii If it is necessary that certain points in the materials do not have axial

centers which match, one has to consider the added stress due to eccentricity.

iv In construction, on-site welding must be avoided as much as possible

in favor of using high strength bolt connections at the junctions.

v Localized deformation can be prevented by adding reinforcing ribs and

stiffeners, etc., to beams and columns, but during construction, the primary stock

must not be damaged.

3.4 Repairs to prevent side buckling:
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Figure 4.1
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APPENDIX 2: Computations for Quake Resistance tor Beams, columns, and Junctic:ns:

2-1 Maximum Resistance for Junctions:

(1) Butt junct ions (t- i gure 1)

(Symbols) aB: Tensile strength ot primary stock (t/cm2)

A = ae (cm) x be (cm)

1'.'1'5 _--_,------,-, _
-[ , ~

Figure 1 t-igure 2 Figure 3

The etfective thickness (ae) is the thickness ot the primary stock at the

butt junction.

Eftective weld length (be) is the dimensions of the primary stock at the bQljunction

proviaed that the ends ot the bead have been end tabbea or that there has been a

sufficient weld around on them. With regard to edge processing other than thatjpst

mentioned, it is the value of the weld length minus 2 ae. With regard to butt Mdds

where no scrap has been placed on the web area by the beam flange junction, so

long as there has not been bevel ing on the tlange on the beam or metal applicatn.

to the back side, a complete welding cannot be assured, so for the be, (btw + brJ

is subtracted from the total width. Here, the btw is the beam lip thickness, alii;

br is curve radius ot the fillet part ot the beam.

(2) Corner welding (Figure 2':

(3)

(4)
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(Symbols) aB: Tensile strength of the primary stock (t/cm2 ) ,

Ae: Effective throat cross-sectiorral area

= ae (em) x be (em)

The size ot the corner welding and the throat thickness is measured at each place

using a naka gage.

Here, the size is the S, and S2 shown in Figure 3, and the smaller value is used.

The etfective thickness (ae), when the average value for the size s and throat

thickness a, is the smaller of the value 0.7s or the value at a.

The weld's effective length (be) when there is a complete weld-around is the

width of the stock in question, or, when there is no such weld aroun9 the

value of 2 x (size of the corner material) should be deducted from the length of

the weld. However, for beam webs and diaphragms, etc, where there is

no scrap and a corner weld around the total perimemer, the tollowing should be

used:

i) Inside of the joint on the beam end flange:

be = bB - (btw + br)

ii) Beam end ~eb joint:

be = dB = (ctw + cr)

Here, bB, DB, and bhr are those dimensions shown in Figure 4b, btw is the beam

I ip thickness, ctw is the column web thickness, br is the beam stock's and cr are the

column stock's fillet curve radius.

7' '\ I I~II) Ci) .

I~I------.- h b

II-----,~

Figure 4a l"igure 4b

1
bh

J

2 Bolt (center bolts, high stength bolts) and Rivit ~onnections' Maximum Axial

Force fPB and Maximum shear force fQB (Figure 5)
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1) The maximum resistance SPB on junctions subject to axial force is the

minimum value selected from Pl, P2, or Pj.

PI = AnOB

P2 =O.75 n ·m·IA·fol!

P3 = ". e . I • a I!

(5)
(6)

@

(7)

2) The maximum resistance fQB on junctions sUbject to shear force is the

minimum value selected from Ql or Q2'

1
Ql=[3An OIJ

~ = 0.75" ·m·fA' lOB

2 t , ~ t

n -1. rn- 2

-
bolt tensile str ngth

8.8 ( t/f~)

~
00: 00 IQ8t +

I I
00: 00

I I

Figure 5

F 10 Til \. 0 ( t .~." \._---
F \I 'Jj_._!2. 1( I /c~)

(Symbols): An: Eftective cross-sectional area of the Junction, in the

figure (b-2d) t (cm2)

tA: axial cross-sectional area (cm2 ) for fasteners (bolts, rivets)

faB: Tensile strength of the fastener material (t/cm2 )

aB: Tensile strength of the junction material
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(Symbols): fA: Axial cross-sectional area ot bolts or round steel (cmZ)

aB: tensile strength ot bolt or round steel (t/cm2)

4 Tension junctions using high-strength bolts (spl it-T junctions)'s maximum

resistance (Figure 6):

n: Number of fasteners

m: Number of surfaces ot fasteners subject to shear (m = 2 in

the case of the figure) .

d: Fastener hole diameter (cm)

t: Plate thickness ot the material to be joined (cm)

e: uistance to end in the direction of the stress (cm)

3 Maximum Tensile Resistance of Rouna Steel Cut by Bolts o~ Screws

steel diagonal beams, or anchor bolts, etc):

PII = Ae.1l

Ae=O.75fA

Ir I!I

~

I
w +

t-
~

I
w

!i
+

i
I

(round

( 10)

( 11)

Figure 6

The maximum resistance of the bolt row on one side ot a T flange is determined

according to equations (12) - (1~). When there is no dramatic difterence in bolt

strength and number on each side of the T flange, the resistance of the junction

is the sum of the resistance of each side.
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(Symbols):

-l._~
o B s: Br-l

When

Then
PH = --1.!7wt' OB ( 12 ).e

When WI2
-- OY<BY<~

.-l - .-l
( 13 )Then

When
PI! = 0.6 n . Br

WI'
Then Dr <" - or ( 14 )- .-l

PI!-=noHr

aY: Yield point of the T-flange material (t/cm2 )

aB: Tensile strength of the T-flange material (t/cm2 )

n: Number of bolts on one side of the T flange

BY: High stength bolts l yield strength (t/cm2 )

Br: High strength bolts' tensile strength (t/cm2)

See Figure 6 tor w, t and ~

5 Maximum Shear Force for Junction:

The computation is made only with respect to the web part junction for shear force

on the strong axial direction side, and on the weak axial direction side, it is

made tor only the flange part junction. The web and flange maximum shear resistance

is computed as WQB or TQB according to the connection method used.

2-2 Localized Breaking Along the Perimeter or Attached Panels Determined by

Maximum Moment on the Ends of the Stock (Figure 7)

rigure 7: Strong Axial Direction:

h.

(compression side) Tension side)

y: curve radius for fillet on H-shaped
column stock

(Note) For the case ot a through diaphragm: 82 - O.'me
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When an H-shaped Cross-sectioned column is Subject to strong Axial Bending:

US)

...,.,,~vr. fl:
:' \. = C I W (b t f + 5 (c t f + r) ). 0 B (17)

(Symbols): PB = NT or Nc

FBW: Maximum axial strength (t) in the beam web weld joint

hW: Weld length in the beam web (cm)

aY: Yield point of the material (t/cm2)

aB: Tensile strength of the material (t/cm2)

Nt and Nc are determin~d as tollows:

(1) When Nt is the tensile stress ot the beam flange's stress:

Nt is the tensile resistance ot the column web portion Nt1 and the colum

weld joint's tensile resistance Nt2 in sum: 116l

When the column is a weld assembled H-cross-sectional shape piec~ the column

flange and column weld is a butt we~nd in the equation above r = 0.7 ctw.

When there is a column assembly with a corner weld, the equation (18) below

is used: o B ,:~i
~ t I = 1. 4 S (b t f. +:> elf) -3- ~

On the right hand side of equation (19) in terms: and 2, the first term

unnessary when the diaphragm/flange junction is a butt junction weld,but they expr

ess the final resistance ot that diaphragm/weld junction. Also, on the right hand

sioe, terms 3 and 4 express the diaphragm/web junctions final strength, but when the

diaphragm/web junction is a butt weld junction, the third term is unnecessary.

(2) when the beam flange's Stress is a compression stress, Nc is:

However

.\. I

\c,

clw l htf + 2 (ctf+r): ·1.2 oy
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When there is a butt weld junction between the diaphragm and the web, the

second term in the upper equation on the right side is unnecessary.

As figure 8 shows, with a column beam connection, there are instances where there

is a band plate. In this case, where there is a band plate, the flange's stress

as the point of connection where it is transmitted to the bannel, may be considered

to correspond to the band plate's cross-sectional area Abe which corresponds

to its effective width.

Abc ~ 2be x to
(23)

Here, tb is the thickness of the pand plate,

be = btt + 5ctf ....•.. where the beam flange receives the tensile force

be = btf + 2tt where the beam flange receives a compression torce

2 Column beams receiving a weak axial bend which are of an H-shaped cross-section:

When the resistance of the connection is determined by the diaphragm (Figure 9)

(24)

However,

(25)

diap agm/fTange joint

When there is a butt weld at the diaphragm and the web, the second term

above is unnecessary.

\=:::::~ffi;>~
t b I

./flange joint

diaph/web joint

ph/web joint

figure 9: Weak axial direction

.J1
d1aph

I',
< dia,

Figure 8
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3 When stress is determined by the breakage of a diaphragm outside of the beam/
column connection area:

(26)

"

(Symbols) Bm: External diaphragm minimum width (em)

td: External diaphragm thickness (em)

aB: uiaphragm's tensile strength (t/cm2)

_...... --

r
~. I

\(

Ot"s

td

Figure 10

,

-.:j '~
=~: :-: ~.Q.!

I ,,:0:: t I
I

Figure 11

4 Maximum moment, MBX, when there is no diaphragm:

MBX= 1.2ctw (bhf+ 2K) -lIaY ( 27)

However: K = ctf + r (hot-rolled H-shaped column)

ctf + s (tor weld-assembled H-shaped column cross-section)

s: the leg length of the corner weld between column flange and

column web.

2-3 ueal ing with Beams Having Hances:

As Figure 12 shows, when there is an intersection C where there is a hance

opening for the material end which directly joins:
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Figure 12

A...-----'O-

Figure 13

B

I"igure 14

1. When AC is greater than or equal to A~ (Figure 13)

i) When the material has an H-shaped cross-section, a box-shaped

cross-section, steel pipe, of an S -shaped cross section, the dimensions at

the end of the stock are used and entered on data sheet 2. (For the B-shaped

stock, the reinforcing plate is ignored, and the dimensions are as they would

be tor an H-shape).

ii) In cases other than i) above, use the dimensions of the end ot the

stock, and enter them on data sheet 3.

2 When AC is less than or equal to AS (Figure 1q):

Use the cross-sectional dimensions at the point of the hance opening and

enter them on data sheet 3.
However, the total plasticity moment Mp computation must be done using the

following equation (28):

MP = .t! 2 d • hlp' (28)

Here, Mp· is the total plasticity moment (t cm) at the point of the hance opening,

and £ and d are the distances shown in Figure 14 (cm).

2-4 Cross-Sectional Properties of Special Cross-Sectioned Materials:

The Minimum cross-section secondary radius is computed according to the

following equationa.

l) I"or 1ft-shaped materials:
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twy

tfx

x--_·
twy

hy

h ..

Figure 15 Figure 16 I"igure 17

Mp "= (AI \ Awx) hx Oy
2 (29)

\. x = Bx t (y

.-\w X = h x. twx

Mp= (A I V+ ..:~~) hyoy
(30 ),1

A • .v ' Ih ,Iv

Awy=hy tw)'

here

here

2) Total plastic moment around Y axis:

The minimum cross section ~cadary radius is ~ = m~n, (0.3 h1, 0.3 h2)

2) Fort! -shaped materials:

The minimum cross-section secondary radius is ~ = m~n (0.3hx, 0.3hy)

2 The total plasticity moment for ~ -shaped stock can be determined by the following
equations:

1) Total plasticity moment around X axis:

2-5 Cross-Sectional Computations for T, kp, kd:

According to the cross-sectional shape, for H-shaped stock, one assumes a strong

axis and a weak axis, which are computed according to the methOdS for H-shaped

stock (see previous section Tor the standards tor evaluating earthquake .resistance

fore existing steel framed buildings).

For ~ -shaped cross-sectional stock----assumption of an H-shaped cross-section

strong axis.

1) Thickness ratio d/tw, b/tf

Use the numerical values in Figure 18 for the computation.
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Figure Hi

~igure 20

Figure 19

Figure 21

2) The thinness-length ratio for the weak axis Ay:

i. y = O.2H .. (31)

However, the length is shown in B in Figure 19.

3) Axial force ratio p/py:

p is the axial force from the vertical load

py is the total cross-sectional value for area which is computed.

2 ~' -Shaped material suppose a reinforced H-shaped material.

1) The width-thickness ratio d/tw, b/tf is determined in the direction

of use according to Figure 20.

2) Thinness-length ratio Ay:

., ~O. 2H

However, the length is shown in B in Figure 21.

3) Axial force ratio p/py:

e same as in a)
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2-6 Joints and Bevels: Quake Resistance for Special Cross-Sectioned Materials

1 Maximum Tensile resistance:

Computed according to 2-1 of the Appendix

2 Breakage Moment:

According to the cross-sectional shape, a strong axis for H-shaped materials

and a weak axis are supposed, and from Appendix 2-1, PBf and PBW are computed:

Here: PBf is the junction's maximum resistance between the flange and a

hypothetical part.

PBW: is the junctions's maximum resistance between the web and a hypo

thet ica 1 part.

At this time, the breakage moment, MB is:

i) When a strong axial bend is received:

Mu = (P III + i PHW) 1\

H: distance between the flange and a hypothetical part (em)

ii) When a weak axial bend is received:

1
MB = 2" Pk 113 (34 )

3 Break Shear Force:

Just as for the breakage moment, a strong and weak axis is assumed for the

H-shaped material, and according to the methods detailed in Appendix 2-5, 5

(Maximum shear force QB for the Junction), the calculations are completed.

2-7 Effective Volume of Panels:

These are determined according to the Table on the next page.
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Table 1 -----
Panel Type Vp computation---- ._-

H-shaped strong vp = db X de X e t w
~~ ~1 ._--

~ped beam st.ro g vp = db X de X ( 2ctl' + et w )

H & -shaped wea V p = 2d bXdc Xcll
laxis columns

vp = cP x db X d c X c I w

ross shaped columns a 2 + 2. 6 ( 1 + 2Ii ) db e Al
41= , a=-- ft=--

a Z + 2.6 e b I ' cAw

I eAI=cblxctr. eAw=dcXclw

tompre~ross-sl~C"[lon cal.
I(~ntepnal/externjaltype vp=2dbXdeXctl

!e+aphragmsf-' I
~~_~Iumns vP=2cAXdb

The (v) of columns is shown for standard Symbols:
shapes. For those which are not of standard ctt: colmun flange thickness
shapes,appropriate adapt ions are inferred. cbf: column flange width
When the panel has tabler plate reinforcement, ctw: panel thickness
the eftective rate is 70~ of the strength ot the cA: total area for column
reinforcement ctt': flange thickness in weak axial

Coh"w-r.l direction (cover plate thickness)

tJuW'..... " 1I~

d.

======================================================================================

2-8 Break Axial Force for Diagonal Beams (struts):

The maximum resistance Pu is the smallest value among the following P1 thru
P3 equations:

PI AnaB (35 )
P z 0.75 • n • m • r A • I as (36 )
p 3 n • e • t aB (37)

Here:

fA: axial cross-sectional volume of the fastener (bolt/rivit) (cm2 )

d: Fastener hole diameter (em)

e: Edge distance in direction of stress (em)

he: The range of deductable cross-section according to

computations of eccentritity (see Figure 22);
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However, he is according to Table 2:

Table 2

~-- 1 2 3 4 5

LlJ-shaped rt h - I O. 7 1'h O. 5 1'h O.331'h O.251'h
.-
-shap€d d h - I 0.7 l' h O. 4 1'h o 251'h 0.2 1'hu

For the case of flat steel, he = gh - t (t: steel thickness)

gh: height of protrusion of diagonal beam stock

n: number ot fasteners

m: number of fasteners receiving shear force

t: thickness of material being joined (cm)

bt: thickness of sto~k for diagonal beam (cm)

at: Maximum stress on connecting material (t/cm2 )

faB: tastener m~terial's maximum stress.

Figure-22

2. Maximum Resistance of Gusset Plates:

The maximum resistance P4 of gusset plates is determined by the following

equation:

(38 )

The gusset plate must be 9mm or greater in thickness, here:

gAn = (gb-d)"gt: gusset plate's etfective cross-sectional area (cm2)

gh gusset plates etfective width (cm) (see Figure 23)

gh gusset plate plate thickness (cm)
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l,

(39)

(40)

P5 =:: tAoB

Figure 24

,
.e,

1~.L.---L.-_

,
p =- wAoB
5~

Here, tA is the effective cross-sectional area of the butt weld (see Figure 24)

For a corner weld on both faces for the junction, it is determined using equation

tA =:: ( .f. 1 + .f.
2

) gt

wA = 2 (.f., + .f.2 ) a

gt: gusset plate thickness

a: throat thickness of corner weld.

3. Gusset Plate's and Frame's junction Resistance (~5)

For a butt welded joint, this is determined according to equation (39):

Figure 23

Here, wA: effective cross-sectional area of corner weld (see Figure 24)

(40):

J)}7



Appendix 3: Computation of the V Index for Gymnasiums:

1. Outl ine of Building:

r
•

-.

o
o

®

-L13H I

-------axial frame brace (BR)Configuration of ~-floor

@ thru~through axial frame diagram
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I 0
.n
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For S541 steel, no special
characteristics

II - ~44 x 175 x 7 x 11

lilt - 16

ANt1 lOll HOLT ~ - M ~ 2

('

(A), (E) Through Axial diagram

f__B_---+(__O__
I ~ I I

I
I

L__U~50 ~:5_~ x,j__II-l50 x 101D" 6 x 9

(; (1 n G G G G G

.~Ie c ('

I I

I :

3.37513.375 1I 3.375 3.3751 4 500 II "
li" ..2') ~} I~~' ~~, (Fl \1) ® ®

Main Cross-sectional list:



20 Computation of the V Index in the span Direction:

.0 Standard Computation:

Construction Model:

32.25 m

h= 3.97 m

l4. 5 m

r..b .0.1\ 1,>< 9 = 68.0

Kr.. =- 136UO / 1800 7 56

I x' 13600 rm'

Kc = 138.8 cm3

w= 59.4t computed for the
who Ie bu i Iding

For the upper ~ of column
height, the total weight
ot the bUilding is computed

59.4t

0.07 >< 18.0.'<. (425 + 2'225) x 2 = 8.5 I

O. 07 x 31. 5 x 4. 5 / 2 )( 2 = 9. 9 I

Weight of Building:
Roof o. 065 x 31. 5 x 20. 0 = 41. 0 t

2.1 Computation of Spring constant K:

Strength of column Kc (H-244 x 175 x 7 x 11)
1 x = 6120 em'

<It - 6120/397-= 15.42

• I-
K( = 2' b ( x 2 x 9 = 138. 8 en!

Strength of beams Kb (H-350 x 175 x 7 x 11)

Walls

;~ross-wa11 s

Spring constant K
i' I, i' / i' JI)I)

:;:,-/ .

--1- _L_ =-
3 x 138.r. 6 x 61'0 5.49 t/em

2.2 Individual periodicity T Computations

T =2-i ~= 2 31A i 59.4"< ld~ x... x '-980 x 5.49
~

~ O. 66U f'.\;
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2.3 Computation of Yield Shear Force Q:

Determined by column capital moment for columns:

(1) The total plasticity moment for column M4 :

\1 I = Z p x °y = 558 ;( 1. 1 x 2. 4 = 1473 1 C7lI

(2) Moment, MS' determining elastic sioe buckl ing for column:

J =~ =~= 406
~ 4.68 .

;, f '" ~ J = 27. 1

Ib,/ 1.6 t /'C7lI'

Accordingly, elastic side buck1 ing does not occur.

(3) Ihe column capital moment,M6 , determined by the shear
resistance of the column base

Anchor bolt 2-22 ~ d = 2.2cm

Base plate thickness: t = 1.6 cm

t· I. 4 d

n,· = 2

.\1 6 = (0.4 prO.75ne tAOB) h

0.75 x 2 x 3.801 x 4. 1 x 1.1 x 3Y7

10208 t em

(P = 0)

Moment of column capital oetermineo by beam:

(1) Beam's total plastic moment M2

nM, = 868 x 1.1 x 2.4 = 22911em

(2) Beam1s elastic sioe buckl ing determining moment M2:

1478 t cm

Plastic cross-section
coetficient

cry: Yield strength

cry is 1.1-times nominal

2/3 ot the actual thinness

length ratio.

I
I
I
I
I
I

i
!
t

fA: Ancnor bo1t 1s axial
cross-sectional area

~d: tensile strength

~B is 1.1 times the nominal
iva1ue

Mb must be sufticient1y large
even when p = 0

I

~6 = 10208 t cm
I

I
I
I
I
!

/1' 450
" 4.58

,f ? .
f. ==- '3 ' "" 65.5

fh:> 1.6 t/C111

98.3
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Accoraingly, the~e is no elastic side buckl ing.

(3) Considerations on load distribution

" "liz) A ·1 5 O. 293 \ / m

~fw = ;~~ = O. 00293t 1800 2 -- 1187 \ / m

, =~!~ = 1187 = O. 52 > 0.5
o.\h 2291 ,!

M 2 = 2291 x 2 (J 2' x O. 52 - O. 52 ) = 2290 t em

The material end moment determined by the breakage of the

beam junction.

(1) Beam junction breakage determining moment, Mq .

11TH 4 - \122
2 - 1I',,6 ..

600------------<

Considering the effects of

loaa distribution on M2.

from the above:

from the above

L =- I -00 em

L= 60·'771

PBr - (17.5 - 2 x 2.4) x 1.1 x4.1 x 1.1=63.0\

0.75 x 4 x 2 x 3.90 x 10 x 1.1 = 250.81

-4 x 4.0 x I. IX 4.1 x 1. 1 = 79.41

Pill = 63.0 \

63. 0 x 2291
\IB = O. 8 x 17. 5 x 1. 1 x 2.4 x 1. I

= 2272 t em

QB = r!= x (18.0 - 2 x 2. 4 ) J<- O. 6 x 2 x 4.1 x 1.1
• 3

=·41.21

l) 75"~'2'3.80xI0'<1.1,125.41

~Il .-=- 41. 2\

060

Flange breakage

Fastener breakage

bridge opening breakage

Breakage of splice

breakage of fastener



MB = 2434 tern
L - 2. I"

~~I ~ <- - (_~) 2~ x 1800 = 34740 tern
2

I
l\l. \llJ = 2434 t em

L - 2 Lo

Accordingly M4 = 243~ t cm

<D C;;
'" <D

..o.._

ro

c5
<D

B I 17.5- 0.7 - 1. 6 x 2 = 12.6 ern

B, c 24.4 -·1.1 x 2 - 1.6 x 2= 19. o ern

S I =:) 2 = O. 8 ern

T:; 1. 1 ern

0. 7~ (1.1-r2.5 1 1.1.,.1.6)J ':4.1 ~ 1.1=24.81

4.1><1.1
2 x 12.6 x 0.7 x 0.8 x ~ ~ 36.71

. ~ 3

12.6 x 1. 1 )< 4. 1 x 1.1 = 62.51

4 x 19. 0 y O. 7 x O. 8 x 4 1 x 1. 1 = 1 1 1 I

J3
4. 1 .' 1. 1

2 x 19 0 x 1. 1 x n- 109 I

:.NI2 36.71

Accordingly:

'\ I = !\III + N 12 = 24. 8 -t- 36. 7 = 61. 5 I

.\i c, '" tJ ~ ,1. 1 -: 1 (1. 1 + 1. 6 ) 1 x 1. 2 x 2. 4

x 1. 1 = 8.4 t

:\ C2 =- 1. 2 x 12.6 x 1. 1 .X 2.4 x 1. 1 = 43.9 I

4 9 0 0 7
4. 1 x 1. 1

xl. x . x O. 8 x ,ra- = III I

2 19 0
4. 1 x 1. 1x . x 1. 1 )< --yg- ~_ 109 I

NC2 = 43.91

Theretore

Accordingly
;\(" =c- ;\(" I -:\c, :c. 8.4 ' 43.9 =- 52.3 t

"r t ~c ?: iU~ L"r,
P8 = 52.3 I

n .. = 3b. 0 - 2 x (1. 1 + 1. 6) =., 29. 6 ern
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1
PRW = r.= x (29: 6 - 2 x O. 8) x O. 7 x O. 8 x

.3

4. 1 xLI = 40. 8 t

1
M 5 = 48. 7 x 35. 0 + '4 x 40. 8 x 29. 6 = 2006 I em

M5 2006 t cm

Total plastic moment ot panel:

Panel's etfective volume

vp ~,; 33. 9 x 23. 3 .x O. 7 = 552. 9 cni

M 3 -'" 0).77 :< 552.9 x 2. 4 ~ 1. 1 = 1124 I rm
M

3
= 1124 t cm

M
1

thru M6 comparison reveals that the moment on the column

capital, Mr, is determined by the panel's total plastic moment

M
3

at the beam-column junction:

Mr -= M 3 == 1124 t em Mr 1124 tcrn

Yield Shear Force Q:

Q = I Mr/ h = 1.124 ;9; x 9 50. 96 I

Q - 5l.0t
2.~ Yield shear forc coetficient determination:

a = Q / \\'= -50. 96 /59.4 = O. 858
alpha 0.858

2.5 Calculation ot V index:

v = 330 aT = 330 O. 858 X O. 66 = 187

V 187

3 Computation of V index in cross-beam direction:

3.0 Standard Computation:

Construction model:

t-4
,1..=3.375m

The same the of building weight computation as in span direction.

w- 59.4 t

3.1 Spring constant calculation

BR 22 ~

w= 59.4t

DA 3. ROI ,,111 e

25.7 t/cm

337 5
C~,O = J337. 52 -+ 397 2 0.6177

Ill. = 1)37. 5

therefore:
E \ ., 20 0 3K=..L:.....!!.: I -0L= 10x3,,0IXO.6477

n I 337. 5
x 4 = 25. 7 I / em
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T

3.2 Individual Perioo T computation:
! w- ,- ---

.) 1 'J 3 14 1 59 4
~ " J YK '"-c "y. ><.J 980 x 25 7

= 0.305 seconds

3.3 Computation of Yield Shear Force Q:

Diagonal beam's Yield axial force:

Il r I = 1J .\ a y = 3. 80 I x 2. 4 X I. 1 = 10. 0 I

Diagonal beam's yield axial force:

/ J
~ /'/0

'\\:) / ';7 /
/ It- 6 ~ lfrB ~ - 1\1 16

/

-r
~I

------__~'--_,..:.I.----4-

1'-
160 "....

Diagonal beam and wing plate weld breakage:

Weld length (one side) 10 cm

111'2 O~ (10- O.8)YO.4Y·ZX 4·J-i-1.l=19.16 t

Primary Stock Breakage:

111',0.- 0.75x3.HOI X4.1 x 1.1= 12.86'

Wing plate breakage:

Ill', '= 0.0-1.8) xO.6 X 4.JX1.J=14.07t
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Fastener Breakage:

d l
, 0.75)( 2 x 1 x 2.01 x 10 x 1. I -~ 33.171

Bridge opening breakage:

'd. ~ ~ x 4.0 x 0.6 x 4. 1 x I. 1 :. 21. 65 I

Gusset Plate Breakage
rd'. = (6.9-·1.8)xO.6x4.1xl.l-=13.801

T
6.9 em
.L

BP = 10.0t

Gusset plate and Column weld breakage

BPz = 2 x (16.0 + 16. 0) x 0.4 x 0.7

x 4.}-;-1. 1 46.71

From the above, B~2 determines the breakage of the primary stock.

BP2 = 12.86 t

BP 1 and BP Z compared are:

BP = BP 1 = 10~Ot·

Horizontal component Bg is:

I' 'J = BPcostJ = 10. Ot X 0.6477 = 6.477

Bg 6.477t

Accordingly, yield shear force Q is:

(~'" 4 x 6. 477 ~, 25. 9 ,

6.481

Q
17 ]'''' Q 25.9t

Considering axial force in the vicinity of diagonal beams:

Column thinness-length ratio:

. 190., =4":18 -'C- 45.5

f c -=- 1. 42

P = 1 5 x 1. 42 x 56.24 = 120 1 > 7. 621 O.K

/)

• I ,--'-! '..,i

Beam thinness-length ratio:
A • - .1,37. 5

. 2.3-7- '-- 142

f c '''- O. 475

I'~. 1.5 x 0.4*15 x 26.84 - 19.1 I>
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So long as the diagonal beams do not break, beams and columns

do not buckle.

The column base's breakage axial force is sufficiently

greater than the upl ift force upon the foundation of 7.62t.

3.4 Calculation of the Yield Shear Force Coefficient:

Q / W == 25 9 / 59. 4 = o. 436

3.5 The diagonal beam1s accumulative plastic deformity
magnification rate Bn:

H'l =: 10 7 40 x (.l?~ - 1 ) = 21 2
10.0

3.6 Computation of the V Index:

\ - 270 iTT,J(l.5~~

270 x 0 436 x O. 305 x fO~5 -r- 21:2 = 167
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